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High and low shelving EQ controls 
at 12kHz and 80Hz, with 15d13 of 
boost/cut. Designed for smooth, 
truly musical tone adjustment. 

Two aux sends on each channel. 
Aux 1 is pre-fader for phones or 
monitor sends; Aux 2 is post-fader 
for effects. 

48V phantom power for use with 
high-quality condenser microphones. 

Eight hybrid/discrete mic preamps offer 
excellent audio quality, low noise and 
plenty of output power (60d8 of gain). 

d 

Line-level power input... 
no "wall wart" required. 

-i-4d8u Main Outputs 
and Monitor Outputs on 
balanced 1/4" TRS jacks. 

Peak indicator on 
each channel. 

Stereo Tape Inputs and 
Outputs oh phono jacks 

60mm linear fader 
on each channel. 

Two stereo line-level 
balanced channels. 

Master section includes a dual 10-segment 
' multicolored LED metering array, indicators 

for power and phantom power, level 
controls for Aux Return and Phones/ 
Monitor, a convenient front-panel phones 
jack, a 2-track monitoring switch and 
a 60mm Master Fader. 
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Aux Sends and Returns 
on balanced 114" TRS 
jacks. 

Inserts and balanced 
Line In connectors on 
each mono channel. 

True rackmount desigin. 
Only 3U standard rack 
spaces. 

Eight balanced XLR 
microphone inputs. 

The best feature of our new 
mic preamp is the mixer. 

It may look like a mixer. But when we designed the 
Alesis Studio 12R', we implemented eight of the 
best-sounding microphone preamps available. In 
addition to high sonic quality and low noise, our mic 
preamps provide more than enougheain to really take 
advantage of digital recorders (like our ADAT-XT). 

Then we added EQ controls that bring out the best 
qualities of your audio sources. Big 60mm faders for 
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E Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks, Studio I2R and ADAT-XT are trademarks of AlaSiS Corporafion. 
For more information on the Alessi Studio 12R, see your Alesis Dealer or call 800-5-ALESIS. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 800-5-ALESIS alecorpealesis 1.usa:com 

precise control over every detail in your mix. Inserts 
on each channel, so you can record eight tracks and 
still have room left over for PA or broadcast. XLR 
inputs and phantom power so you can uséthe Studio 
I2R with any mic you choose. 

Check out the new Studio 12R at your Alesis Dealer. 
You won't find !a more versatile or affordable mic 
preamp...or mixer, for that matter. 
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The console that defines a 
world class recording facility 
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St_ 9000 
PLUS XXX Studios • Paris 

"To complement thE sonic quality of ou- exisiing three rooms, we were looking far an outstanding console for 
Studio 2. Onny the SL 9000 I, with its sonic capabilities and automation improvements could be the one." 

Claude Sahakian • Owner • PLUS XXX Studios • Paris 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquanters: Begbrose. Oxford OX5 1RU, England • Tel: +44 ( 1865> 842300 Fax: +44 ( 1865) 842118 

Paris + 38 ( 1) 34 6046.66 NU an +39 2) 2n2 24956 11011so +81! ( 3) 54 74 11 44 Ne'. York + 112121315 1111 • Los Angeles . 1 (2131463 4444 • Toronto +11 ( 416) 431 9131 • Singapore +65 285 9300 

http://www.iolid-stale-logic.com 
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ACTIVE MONITOR SERIES 
Perspeet V e O n i t o r i n g 
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Five centuries ago, Leonardo da Vinci 

brought art and science together to 

create beautiful images using his 

knowledge of engineering, physics, 

geometry and perspective. • His 

images were so clearly rendered, 

so precisely represented, that the 

mechanisms he drew then could 

be recreated today. • Da Vinci main-

tained that the artist had to use the 

methods of science, and the scientist 

the tools of art. • Now, five hundred 

years later, Tannoy once again blends 

science and art to deliver the world's 

most advanced monitoring systems. 

And Their Tannoys.. 

render the musical image created by 

the top recording engineers and 

producers. • The AMS monitors are 

technically uncompromised 

designs, combining hand-selected 

models of Tannoy's exceptional 

Dual Concentricr" drivers, with 

the finest quality electronics 

design and construction. 

• Beginning with the precise 

phase coherent drive units, the 

AMS series builds on Tannoy's 

unrivaled reputation for accurate 

imaging perspective. • Active 

monitors provide unparalleled 
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:Mick Guzauski, Producer • credits include: 
Mariah Carey • Eric Clapton• Barbara Streisand 
Bryan Adams' Michael Bolton • Boyz to Men 

, 'I have relied on Tannoy point source Dual Concentric 
'loudspeakers for several years. Their resolution of time 
and space put them in a league of their own. Now with 
the advantage of state of the art filtering and amplifica-
tion, the overall precision of the image and critical 
damping factor makes them an unbeatable 
ombination at an rice." 

• Through the exacting application 

of science, the AMS monitors provide 

the accurate perspective to clearly 

low frequency accuracy, due to 

the extremely low impedance 

coupling of the amplifier and 

drive units, and the elimina-

tion of parasitic passive crossover 

elements. • Precise tailoring of 

the active filter elements allow 

matching of production 

tolerances to within 0.25dB, 

guaranteeing superb stereo 

imaging. • The amplifiers use 

aero-space tolerance components 

and design, with the components 

selected for their sonic qualities 

as much as their reliability. 

• The amplifiers are truly 

unlimited in performance to 

ensure that there is no coloration of 

dynamics due to over-protective 

protectioncircuitry. 

• These are studio monitors designed 

to step aside and let you inside the 

musical perspective. 

, 
photo courtesy of Royotlone Studios 

Joe Chiccarelli, Produc 
credits include: 

Tori Amos • Frank Zappa 
American Music Club 
Cracker* Dog's Eye View 

"It's the first time I've used a 
near field monitor 
where I felt like there 
wasn't any glass 
between the control 
room and the artist. 
The transparency and 

coherency of the-
en ea eh ak ei gi midrange allows you 

n. •.•.: to move a mtcrophone 
u! I! e!• • • ' g quarter of an inch 
- truly hear the dif-

femur, a remarkable 
5 Itieventent." 

• All of the specifications and hype 

in the world cannot replace a real life 

encounter with the Tannoy Active 

\NOY 
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Monitor Series. 

• We guarantee that 

your smile will be 

bigger than the 

Mona Lisa's, and 

your art—who knows— 

even more famous! 

TannoyITGI North America0300 Gage Avenue, Unit 1 * Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8 .519 745 1158 • Fax: 519 745 2364 * Web site: latp:Ihounte.tannoy.com 
"Fe. 
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INTRODUCING THE LIBRA MUSIC CONSOLE 

A NATURAL 

The seventh sound wave has 

arrived. Libra is the new digital 

console from AMS Neve, with a 

straight ahead musical bias. 
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Fully automated and entirely 

digital, Libra takes the maestro 

features of its six predecessors and 

adds phenomenal musical ability, 

at a midrange price. 

Worldclass technology designed 

and configured by those who write 

the digital score. 

Sounds like you've got to hawe 

a demo. 

AMS  
NEVE 

AMS NEVE plc • UK HEAD OFFICE TEL: 44 (0) 1282 457011 FAX: 44 (0) 1282 417282 • GERMANY TEL: 49 (0) 6131 46282 FAX: 49 (0) 6131 42702 

USA HOLLYWOOD, CA. TEL: ( 213) 461 6383 FAX: (2(3) 461 1620 • NEW YORK, NY TEL: ( 212) 949 2324 FAX: (212) 450 7339 

CANADA RUPERT NEVE INC., TORONTO TEL: (416) 365 3363 FAX: (416) 385 1044 • e-mail: enqufry@ams-neve.com http://www.ams-neve.com 
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Cover: Former Led Zeppelin 
bassist John Paul Jones has 
installed a 72-in, three-section 
Euphonix CS-2000M console 
into his JPJ Productions studio 
on the west side of London. JPJ, 
which had housed a Euphonix 
CSII since 1992, also includes 
Dynaudio main monitors. Photo. 
Christina Jansen. Inset Phote: 
Courtesy Lucasfilm Ltd. 
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Audiowerk8, Emagic's new PCI based 

digital audio recording card, makes hard disk 

recording as easy as tape. With 8 discrete 

outputs, stereo analog ins and digital I/O, 

solutions are solutions without exceptions. 

Shipping with VMR, the "Virtual Multitrack 

Recorder", software so transparent, the 

manual is included in this ad. And for your 

growing studio needs, Audiowerk8 is fully 

compatible with the Logic Audio production 

system. The choice is simple, with a list 

price of $ 799.— creative expression with 

professional results is now affordable to all. 

Home studio technology 

takes a leap in quality 

and a drop in price. 
Introducing Audiowerk8, 

the affordable 8 Channel Digital Audio 

Recording PCI Card featuring: 

2 analog IN and 8 discrete Outputs 

Professional Quality A/D-D/A Converters 

Stereo Digital I/O (SIP-DIF) 

Easy Installation and Operation 

Up to 8 Tracks with vmR-Software 

Up to 20 Tracks with Logic Audio Software 

PCI Busmaster Technology for maximum 
System Performance 

MacOS and Windows '95 compatible. 

Mac () 
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recording two additional tracks. 
You can name each track and 
access a virtually unlimited 
number of alternative takes. 

2. High Definition Level Meters 

Allows you to accurately monitor 
the levels of your recordings on 
each track. 

3.. Left and Right Locator 
Displays 

Shows you the currently selected 
in/out points. Values can be easily 
edited with click/drag mouse 
operation. Values can be readily 
selected and dragged into any 
of the 20 positions in the Position 
Memory bank and vice versa. 

4. Cycle Button 

Enables cycle playback and 
record between the left and right 
locators. 

5.. Track Switches 

Besides the standard switches such 
as Solo. Mute and Record, the 
Stereo Buttons allow you to group 
2 tracks together as one track for 
easy handling. 

6. Wave Display 

The positive waveforms of your 
recorded tracks smoothly scroll 
from right to left during playback 
and recording. This allows you 
to easily navigate through your 
recordings. 

7. Set-Locator Button 

These buttons allow you to write 
the current "tape" position into 
the locator displays on the fly. 
Controllable either with the mouse 
or with a keystroke, these buttons 
allow you to quickly generate new 
left and right locators. 

Easy entry - 
Easy upgrade: 
The Audiowerk8 is an integral 
part of the Logic Audio System. 
You can add complete MIDI Sequen-
cing, Scoring and Professional 
Audio Editing Features including 
Realtime DSP. 

"tape length" you have left for 
your recording. It also indicates 
your current position within the 
recording. 

9. Auto Drop Button 

With this button enabled, the VMR 
will automatically switch to record 
mode using the currently displayed 
left locator as record IN and the 
right locator as record OUT. 

10. Tape Button 

You'll need to choose a "tape" 
before making your first record-
ing. Pressing this button gives you 
a variety of tape length options 
depending on the size of your 
hard drive. 
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move or mixdown the data of 
"soloed" source tracks between 
the left and right locators to 
the tape position on a record 
enabled destination track. 

12. Input Selector 

Press "A" to choose the Analog 
Input, or "D" to choose the Digital 
Input on your Audiowerk8 Card. 

13. Pitch Variation 

Clicking on this button opens a 
display where you can simply 
enter the desired pitch value by 
clicking and dragging. Pitch ranges 
are from -9.99% to +9.99% in 
steps of 0.01%. 

VMR "Virtual Multitrack Recorder" Software, 

included with Audiowerk8, Emagic's new 8 

Channel Digital Audio Recording PCI Card. 

2 
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with each tape. 6 can be displaye 
simultaneously. To view others, 
simply click on the slider and dra 
left or right. Clicking on the " pair 
button between 2 position mein< 
ries gives you a " pair selection" 
which can be dragged into both 
locator displays simultaneously. 
Position memories can also be se 
and recalled via keystrokes. 

15. Position Display 

Optimized for legibility, the posi-
tion display shows you the currer 
tape position. A maximum tape 
length of 1 hour, 59 minutes and 
59.59 seconds can be displayed. 

16. Tape Controls 

As simple to use as the controls 
of any conventional multitrack 
tape recorder. 
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This turnkey solution is your easy 
introduction to Digital Multitrack 
Audio Recording. 
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Along with advanced Audio 
Recording, Realtime DSP and 
Editing you also get an integrated 
Sequencing and Scoring Solution. 
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The Ultimate Music Production 
System including Realtime DSP, 
Sample Editing, Virtual Mixing, 
professional Scoring and more... 

The Audiowerk8 will be available in early March at leading music retailers. 

The suggested retail price is $799.- including the Virtual Multitrack Recorder 

Software. For more information about Audiowerk8, system requirements and 

all available upgrade options please visit our webpage or give us a call. 

READER SI In ti I t . IRD 1101:1 1\i ,, 

Emagic Inc. 
Tel. + 916. 477 1051 
Fax + 916. 477 1052 

Emagic E-Mail Emagic Web Site 
emagic@emagicusa.com http://www.emagic.de 

All trademarks are property of their respective holders. Technology with Soul. 
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THE INFOGAP 
Once upon a time, a not so very long time ago, the engineers who worked 
in studios were also the people who built much of the audio gear. If the con-
sole broke down during a session, help was right there in the control booth. 
As the studio industry evolved, engineers began diversifying, usually with a 
full-time maintenance tech caring for a multiroom facility and staff engineers 
handling recording duties. 

In the project studio, today's engineer/owners are on their own when it 
comes to troubleshooting. There's no staff tech to call or engineer down the 
hall in studio 3B to give advice. Whether we're using semi-pro or pro gear, it 
all needs service eventually, and without regular maintenance, little quirks 
often develop into catastrophic failures. 

For example, no pro studio would consider going even a week without 
maintaining or checking an analog 24-track. Yet, project studio owners run 
modular digital multitrack systems for months at a time without cleaning the 
guides or heads. A typical scenario: Don't think about upkeep until the MDM 
ejects a mangled master tape. At that point, it's easier to blame the manufac-
turer than the months of neglected maintenance. The same is true with work-
stations and computers: Once a disk crashes, it's too late to start thinking 
about backups or defragmentation software. 

There are several factors at work here: It's easy to postpone maintenance 
costs when dealing with a tight project studio budget. Digital gear of any 
type (computers, recorders, mixers, etc.) rarely shows any outward symp-
toms before failure, as opposed to analog equipment, where a gradual loss 
of HF response and increased noise are early signs that something's wrong. 
Many project studios are owned by individuals who are musicians rather 
than technicians and may not be maintenance-oriented. And solid, useful 
information regarding maintenance is hard to come by. 

So what does one do? The Internet offers new hope in audio forums 
where various audio pros converse, and many companies provide trou-
bleshooting assistance on their Web sites. In this issue, Dan Daley presents 
tips from the pros on the topic of project studio maintenance. In keeping 
with our issue focus on the project environment, we also profile four suc-
cessful facilities, look at vocal-recording techniques and offer a guide to 
affordable digital effects devices. 

Also this month, our associate editor Tom Kenny steps up as managing 
editor of Mix. Tom started in 1988 and, since then, has moved us light years 
ahead in terms of editorial style and journalistic professionalism. In 1991, he 
expanded our coverage of sound for television and feature film production, 
which is unparalleled in the industry. For a taste, check out film sound 
columnist Larry Blake's report on the new audio track for the Star Wars reis-
sue. The original was groundbreaking not only in its visual and audio excel-
lence, but also because its success encouraged the acceptance of the Dolby 
Stereo film sound format. I look forward to hearing the new version. 

Save me the sweet spot seat, 

George Petersen 
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WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

CURRE NT 
MARK IV SELLS PRO 
AUDIO DIVISION 

Mark IV Industries Inc. (Buchanan, 
Mich.) has entered into an agreement to 
sell Mark IV Audio, its ten-company 
professional audio group, which in-
cludes the Altec Lansing, DDA, Dyna-
cord, Electro-Sound, Electro-Voice, 
Gauss, Klark-Teknik, Midas, University 
Sound and Vega brands. Mark 1V Audio 
is one of several non-core divisions 
being sold as Mark IV Industries focuses 
on its automotive and industrial sectors. 

The new parent company is an affil-
iate of Greenwich Street Capital Part-
ners, a New York-based private equity 
fund. "We expect that having Green-
wich as a parent company will produce 
very positive results for customers, and 
for our employees around the world," 
says Bob Pabst, president of Mark IV 
Audio. "Greenwich has a keen interest 
in the audio business, and it is clear that 
the interest is in dynamic growth and 
expansion." Pabst stressed that Green-
wich is retaining current management 
personnel. "Our customers will he deal-
ing with familiar faces, and personal re-
lationships developed over the years 
will not be disrupted." 

Under the new agreement, develop-
ment plans include major investment in 
improved manufacturing capability, in-
creased expenditures for new product 
development and the introduction of 
new marketing programs. 

DOD REORGANIZES, 
CHANGES NAME 
The DOD Electronics Corporation, 
based in Sandy, Utah, went through 
corporate restructuring and is now 
known as the Harman Music Group. 
The Harman Music Group is made up 
of three individual companies, DOD, 
DigiTech and dbx. John Johnson 
serves as president of the Harman 
Music Group, Wayne Morris is execu-
tive vice president, Elpitha Votsis is 
vice president of HMG's financial de-
partment, and Gerald Biesinger is vice 
president of human resources. In ad-
dition, the three divisions are headed 
up by individual management teams: 
Larry Banks is president of DOD, Rob 
Urry is president of dbx, and John 

Johnson is continuing to serve as act-
ing president of DigiTech. "This new 
organization and separation of our 
three companies allows each brand to 
increase its focus and effort in the mar-
ketplace," says Johnson. "The move 
also allows us to better manage and 
maintain our growth." 

In a related announcement, Digi-
Tech introduced a new senior manage-
ment team. Brian Scott is director of 
manufacturing, Jim Pennock is director 
of engineering, Randy Thorderson is di-
rector of marketing and product man-
agement, and Eric Shea is U.S. national 
sales manager. International sales are 
being headed up by Greg Héritier. 

MARAS ANNOUNCES 
AWARD WINNERS 
Recording Academy president Michael 
Greene recently announced the 24th 
annual Hall of Fame winners, and the 
1996-97 Lifetime Achievement and 
Trustees Awards. The new recipients of 
the Lifetime Achievement Awards, 
which honor lifelong artistic contribu-
tions to the recording medium, are soul 
singer Bobby Blue Bland, pop duo the 
Everly Brothers, singer Judy Garland, vi-
olinist Stephane Grappelli, rock 'n' roll 
legend Buddy Holly, bandleader/com-
poser/bassist Charles Mingus, pianist/ 

composer Oscar Peterson and rock pio-
neer Frank Zappa. The 1996-97 Trustees 
Awards, which recognize outstanding 
contributions in a non-performing 
capacity, go to Herb Alpert and Jerry 
Moss, who together founded A&M and 
Almo Records, and the legendary song-
writing team of Burt Bacharach and Hal 

David. The Lifetime Achievement and 
Trustees Awards, which are decided by 
vote of the Recording Academy's Na-
tional Trustees, will be officially ac-

knowledged during Grammy Week, 
later this month. 

The Recording Academy also an-
nounced recipients of its 24th annual 
Hall of Fame Awards. Recordings in-
ducted include Miles Davis' Sketches of 
Spain album (Columbia, 1959), Ray 
Charles' The Genius of Ray Charles (At-
lantic, 1960), Louis Armstrong & The 
All-Stars' Mack the Knife (Columbia, 
1960) and An American in Paris (Vic-
tor, 1929), featuring George Gershwin, 
conductor Nat Shilkret and the Victor 
Symphony Orchestra. 

NASHVILLE SPARS 
CHAPTER FORMED 
The Society of Professional Audio 
Recording Services recently formed a 
Nashville chapter, announced SPARS 
executive director Shirley Kaye and as-
sociation president Tom Kobayashi. 
"We have SPARS chapters in Los Ange-
les, New York, Tampa and Miami," says 
Kaye. "SPARS local chapter meetings 
provide a forum for communication 
among our members and the profes-
sional community," adds Kobayashi. For 
information about Nashville SPARS, 
contact Glenn Meadows at Masterfonics 
(615/244-8866) or Lisa Roy at Studio A 
Referral (615/320-9394). 

SNOW UPDATE 
Next month brings AES Europe to Mu-
nich. The 102nd Audio Engineering So-
ciety convention will be held March 
22-25, at the MOC Center. For details, 
visit www.aes.org or call 212/661-8528. 

The National Association of Broad-
casters announced that it has expanded 
the technical sessions and events 

planned for the upcoming NAB '97 and 
NAB Multimedia World in Las Vegas, 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 

TIC AWARDS RETURN TO NEW YORK, DONATION ANNOUNCED 
The 1997 Technical Excellence & Creativity Awards are returning to the 
New York Marriott Marquis on Saturday, September 27, 1997. Sponsorship 
and ticket information is now available. Call Karen Dunn at 510/939-6149 
or e-mail KarenTECOaol.com. 

The Mix Foundation would like to acknowledge a donation of $500 to 
the TEC Awards in honor of the late Jason Perlman. 
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Serious recording is your business. 

Ampex 499 is your tape. 

More audio professionals record 

on Quantegy than any other tape 

in the world. Uniform consistency, 

unsurpassed quality and legendary 

reliability make Quantegy the most 

trusted tape in the industry. 

Record with confidence. 

QUANTEGY 
ng Excellence 

te1.800/752-0732 • fax 800/628-0535 • www.quantegy.com 
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INDUSTRY i\ 
Soundcraft, based in Nashville, ap-

pointed Allan Nichols to the position 
of vice president of sales and mar-
keting. Nichols comes to Soundcraft 
from Mark IV Audio.. Michael Mac-
Donald was named vice president of 
installed sound at JBL Professional 
(Northridge, CA)...Sennheiser (Old 
Lyme, CT) was appointed exclusive 
distributor for DAS Audio, effective 
January 1; call 810/434-9190 for in-
formation. In other DAS news, Nat 
Hecht was brought onboard as U.S. 
director of sales and marketing... 
Amy Huson was promoted to vice 
president of marketing and cus-
tomer service at Orban in San Lean-
dro, CA...Designer/audio engineer 
Bob Skye joined San Francisco-
based Charles M. Salter Associates, 
where he will specialize in the de-
sign of critical listening and perfor-
mance rooms, theater and cinema 
audio systems, and sound systems 
for music performance spaces... 
John Devins was promoted to re-
gional sales manager at Alesis Cor-
poration, headquartered in Los 
Angeles.. John Monforte was 
named director of audio at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in Ann Arbor... 
Dr. John E. Koehler, president of the 
Koehler and Co. telecommunica-
tions consulting firm, joined the 
board of directors at Pinnacle Micro 
(Irvine, CA).. Horizon Music Inc., of 
Cape Girardeau, MO, was granted a 
United States Patent for its M.A.P.S. 
(Microphone Amplification System) 
technology... Chester, PA-based 
Community Professional Loudspeak-
ers appointed Noel Darby as eastern 
regional sales manager for its U.S. 
market.. Robin Caine, head of digi-
tal audio at Pro-Bel Limited (Berk-
shire, UK), was elected a Fellow of 
the Audio Engineering Society at the 
recent AES show in Los Angeles, 
CA.. Clear-Corn Intercom Systems 
brought onboard Gary Keener as 
central regional sales manager and 
Pat Hamp as eastern regional sales 
manager...JRF Magnetic Sciences, in 
Greendell, NJ, announced that it has 

OTES 
changed the name of its 2-inch 8-
track recording format from Ultra-
Analog to Ultimate Analog to 
prevent confusion with California 
company UltraAnalog... On the 
Road Marketing and Wilson Audio 
Sales are the newest sales firms rep-
resenting Sabine (Alachua, FL)...Q 
Up Arts, headquartered in Salt Lake 
City, was named exclusive distribu-
tor of Greytsound CD-ROM and CD-
Audio sample library products... 
AKG Acoustics (Nashville) present-
ed Michael Chafee Enterprises with 
a Rep of the Year Award at the 
recent Audio Engineering Society 
convention in Los Angeles...Mi-
crotech Conversion Systems moved 
into new, expanded headquarters, 
located at 2 Davis Drive, Belmont, 
CA 94002-3002; phone 800/233-
3693 or 415/596-1900; fax 415/596-
1915; or visit www.microtech.com... 
RS Marketing was named Rep of the 
Year by Fostex (Norwalk, CA)... 
Daniel Abrams was hired as engi-
neering consultant and Andrew 
McNutt was promoted to market-
ing and media relations at Thor-
burn Associates in San Francisco... 
Audio electronics distributor QMI 
(Holliston, MA) appointed Mac 
Pacific Marketing to represent 

Drawmer and Chevin Research in 
Southern California, Southern 
Nevada, Arizona and Hawaii; and 
Black Hawk Marketing to sell 
Chevin Research in the Pacific 
Northwest...dbx Professional Prod-
ucts, based in Sandy, UT, celebrat-
ed its 25th anniversary at the fall 
AES show in Los Angeles, CA...Fur-
man Sound Inc. moved to new of-
fices on the first of this month. The 
address is 1997 S. McDowell Blvd., 
Petaluma, CA 94954-6919; phone 
707/763-1010; fax 707/763-1310... 
Culver City, CA-based Fairlight USA 
hired Griffin Public Relations and 
Marketing (New York City) to serve 
as its U.S. public relations agency... 
Brigham Hardy joined Samick Music 
Corporation (City of Industry, CA) 
as credit manager. 

-FROM PAGE 10, CURRENT 

April 5-10. For registration information, 
call NAB's fax-on-demand service at 
301/216-1847, or visit www.nab.org. 

This year's NSCA show will take 
place at the New Charlotte Convention 
Center, in Charlotte, N.C., from April 18-
20, with Pre-Expo Education taking 
place April 16 and 17. For more infor-
mation, call NSCA at 708/598-7070, or 
browse www.nsca.org. 

TAX DEDUCTION 

FOR MUSIC OVERSTOCKS 
Under Section 170 (e) (3) of the U.S. In-
ternal Revenue Code, excess, overstock 
inventory of recorded music, musical in-
struments, sheet music and related 
products can be turned into a federal in-
come tax deduction, when donated to 
a qualified charity. Certain restrictions 
apply; for a free guide, and step by step 
instructions, phone the nonprofit Na-
tional Association for the Exchange of 
Industrial Resources at 800/562-0955. 

WI, DEBUTS 
Melbourne, Australia's ARX Systems 
launched a home page, at www.arx. 
com. Features include product details, 
reviews, a factory tour and general 
audio information. 

Intelix's new Web site, at www. 
intelix.com, contains a variety of re-
sources and linked information in-
cluding "Six Solutions for Contractor 
Satisfaction," "News & Views" and a 
company personnel contact page. 

The Global Showcase is an Internet 
business aimed at helping musicians 
and audio professionals showcase their 
abilities and make contacts. At www. 
globalshowcase.com. 

Klipsch Professional now has a 
home page, featuring product info and 
more. Visit www.klipschpro.com. 

MasterDigital Corporation debuted a 
Web page at www.masterdigital.com, 
which includes information on the CD 
mastering and audio restoration services 
it provides. 

The Music Power Network's home 
page, at www.musicpowernetwork. 
corn, is an online musician's guild/sup-
port site created by and for music in-
dustry professionals. 

ProMusic introduced a Web site at 
www.promusic-inc.com. There, find the 
latest information on new releases and 
more. 

CHECK OU'rTHIS MONTH'S 
MIX ONLINE! 

http://www.mixmag.com 
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THE EVOLUTION OF AUDIO 

--k1rgjtcy of 
performance 

ti e 
Joseph Magee, a sound designer 
for the Hollywood Bowl, insists 
upon the precision German 

engineering of the MD 421 II. 
"It's faster, more open and 

transparent, yet it retains the 
timbre of the MD 421." 

The superb directionality and 
freedom from distortion to more 
than 175dB SPL provide the 

versatility and control to capture 
every performance. And its 
renown rugged construction 
secures your investment. The 
MD 421 II is built to even closer 
tolerances to consistently deliver 
the classic Sennheiser sound. 

Contact your dealer for a 
personal demonstration 

or call us directly. 

eet 

roe 

Old 

In addition to being a sound 'gar for Ike Hakim:el 
Bowl Jois:à-friagee records angy for Wm, and in 1e5 

received aertimie-nominatidu as a producerlengineer. 

IZCZENNHEIZER® 

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 96371 • TEL: 860-434-9190 FAX: 860-434-1759 • CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100, BURBANK, CA 91505 • TEL: 818-845-7366 FAX: 818-845-7140 

MEXICO: PALENQUE NO. 663, COL. NARVARTE. 03600 MEXICO, D.F. MEXICO • ,EL. 525-605-7686 FAX: 525-605-6473 • CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE- CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3 • TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX: 514-426-3953 
World Wide Web: httpliwww.sennheiserusa.com 

lwanufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



1 VLZ CIRCUITRY FOR ULTRA-LOW NOISE 
ANO CROSSTALK. A fancy 
new name for the same 

old circuitry? Nope. VLZ 

(Very Low Impedance) is a 

Mackie innovation based 

on solid scientific 

principles. Through the 

careful deployment of 

high operating current 

and low resistor values 

at critical pointe in our 

consoles, thermal noise & 

crosstalk are dramatically 

reduced. Open up all the 

channels, subs and 

masters on an .5•Sus 

console and compare 

what you hear (or rather 

don't hear) with any 

Brand X console. And 

because VIZ 

circuitry needs 

loads of high 

current, we ship 

a humongous 220-Watt 

power supply with every 

.505us & 2,44E expander. 

7 REASONS TO BUY OUR 
TO MIX MORE CREATIVELY, 

d IT EXPANDS ALONG WITH YOUR 
NEEDS AND BUDGET. You'd be 

surprised just how many 5•5us 
console setups like the one below are 
currently in use. Sut you don't have 
to start out this way. Start out 
with a 2405 or 32.5 and then grow 
your 8,e5us console 24 channels at a 
time with our 24•E add-on modules. 
1, 2 or even 3 of 'em connect in 
minutes. They come with their own 
220-watt power supply; optional 
meter bridges are available. 

El console can have motorized 
dooflammers and an optional MIDI 
espresso attachment, but if the mic 
preamps aren't good, you don't have 
a fully-useful production board. Our 
discrete preamps with large-emitter-
geometry transistors have won a 
critical acclaim for their exceptional 
headroom, low noise (-129.5d5m 
E.I.N.) & freedom from coloration. VLZ 
circuitry in the preamp section also 
reduces crosstalk. 
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7 MAC' Er WINDOWS' 95-
BASED AUTOMATION 

THAT'S RELIABLE, PROVEN ANO 
AFFORDABLE. Along with 
affordable digital multi-
track recorders, the Mackie 
babus has made it 
possible to do world-class 
productions on a modest 
budget. Sut until now, Sig 
Studios have still had one 
remaining and unattainable 
creative "secret weapon"... 
computerized level 
automation. That's why we 
developed the UltraMixTu 
Universal Automation 
System. It gives you fully 
editable and recallable 

3 THIS CONSOLE JUST PLAIN 
SOUNDS GOOD. Sure, you may 

be able to buy a brand X console for 
less. But you end up with a console 
that sounds like...well...a Brand X 
console. Granted, we're getting into a 
pretty subjective area here.. but we 
have tall mounds of .5•13us warranty 
cards that rave about our consoles' 
"clarity" "sonic purity," "sweet sound," 

"transparency" "lack of and coloration"a lot of other superlatives we 

wish we'd thought of first. 
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Above: 24•E 24-ch. expander with optional 
MI3•E meter bridge and stand. 

control of 
input, 

channel and 
master levels - 

plus features not 
found on even the 

most expensive 
proprietary Mega-

Console automation 
systems. Equally 

important, it doesn't 
degrade sound quality, introduce 
zipper noise or cause audible 
"stepping." UltraMix is currently 
being used to mix network television 
music themes and on several major 
album projects - by seasoned 
engineers who grew up on Sig 
Automation Systems. Their verdict 
is that UltraMix is a serious 
automation solution - stable, 
reliable and frankly easier to use 
than more expensive systems. The 
basic system controls 34 channels 



>BUS CONSOLE... AND 2 TIPS 
EFFICIENTLY AND, WELL, MORE FUNLY:  

ON 

a PROFESSIONALS REALLY USE 
THEM. The members of Boyz Il 

Men could have afforded any console 
they wanted for their studio's second 
room. They chose an 80-input .S•bus 
setup with 102 channels of 
UltraMixr" automation. In the 
studios of artists as diverse as k.d. 
langl,Yee, Queensryche, Aerosmith, 
Lee Roy Parnell, Bryan Adams, Carlos 
Santana, Whitney Houston Eric 
Clapton & U2, our consoles really are 
used to make great music. 

WIDE MID RANGE En. Whether 
you're tracking or mixing, 

equalization is one of your most 
important creative tools. Mackie's 
8•13us consoles feature extremely-wide-
bandwidth peaking EQ that can be 
used to achieve effects that simply 
aren't possible with narrower EQ. Most 
Brand X midrange Eas have a fixed 
bandwidth of about 2 octaves (blue 
graph at right). You can sweep it up & 
down the frequency spectrum, but the 
"sharpness" of the E0 curve is always 
the same. This kind of EQ is good for 
some purposes... but if you've worked 

1.. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. ....... 

Above: 24.E 24-ch. expander with optional 
Ml3•E meter bridge and stand. 

WHAT ULTRAMIX AUTOMATION 
CAN DO FOR YOU: 

• Hone a complicated mix one 
track at a time with every fader 
move recorded 
• Clone your best fader moves and 
use them in other places in the mix 
• Automute unused sections of your 
tape tracks or noisy MI01 sound 
modules 
• Via automated mute or fader cuts, 
make a composite mix ("comp track") from the 
best moments of several tracks of the same 
vocal or instrument 
• Save mixes for recall and editing at any time 
(great for mixes with music beds or "donuts") 
• Make six voice-over versions of a finale mix - 
and then easily make the inevitable nitpicky 
client changes three days later 
• Step up to big-league 
automation without 
breaking the bank! 

LP 1996 MACKIE IIESIGNS IC 
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HO 

with it before, you know 
it's too drastic and 
localized for gentle 
changes in overall tonal 
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Above The SideCar. 
matching (» bus 
equipment rack. 

9 LEGENDARY RELIABILITY. 
One of those factors 
you probably don't think 
much about - until your 
console goes down in the 
middle of a critical late-
night session. guilt with 
pride in Woodinville, WA USA, 
Mackie e3•Bus consoles have 
an enviable three-year track 

record for enduring continuous, 
round-the-clock use 
and abuse. 

Wmdinville • WA • 98072 • USA • UN/898-3211 t..206/487-4337 • e-mail 
Outside the USA <. 206/487-4333 t.•206/485-1152 • Represented in Canada by S.F. Marketing 
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above). That extra octav 
of-width" gives you a 
whole new creative palet 
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FLAT ON MY BACK 
A HORIZONTAL LOOK AT TECH-TOYS 

' 1NDA BECK 

S
o I'm sitting on 35 k of custom 
HD when this flaming jerk 
comes along and slams into 

me from behind. There were eight 
of us in a group, with three of us 
sitting dead-stopped on U.S. High-
way 1 waiting to turn left into a 
year-end Harley rally, and the other 
five slowing to a stop behind us. 
But this moron for some reason de-
cided that he would suddenly see 
how fast his giant full-dress cruiser 
could go, and to the dismay of his 
passenger, opened it up full on. 
The state trooper who saw the en-
tire thing turned to his friend and 
said, "Watch. That guy is going to 
have an accident." Jerk locks up 
the rear brake, never even touches 

the front brake, and slides 80 feet, 
hammering me (and only me) 
dead center rear. When they come 
to get his bike, they find it is in .fillh 
gear! Questioning several of the 
150 or so witnesses—all bikers—it 
seems this guy was doing about 75 
miles per hour. He got both me 

and my bike into the air, and then I 
landed and slid for some infinite 
period, and the bike then landed 
on me and we slid some more. 
Needless to say, I am in bed, in 
pain, and will be for some time. 

The moral of this intro? Nothing 
new, just a new twist on that old 
standard: Watch your back. 
How does this relate to you? 

Well, it relates about as well as I 
usually do—sona. What do you do 
when you are confined to bed be-
cause of a particularly violent and 
insane attack by a brain-dead mo-
torcycle aimer? Probably exactly 
what I do: buy toys. I mean, I can't 
work because I can't sit in a 
chair—too much damage to my 
lower spine. I saw everything on 
TV worth watching in the first 
quarter of the first day, and that 
was probably only fun because of 
the painkillers. So I began a www 
search for small tech-toys that 

BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

might be useful in or around our 
industry. I came up with two very 
cool tiny monsters. One will be 
covered now, but the other proved 
totally impossible to get my hands 
on in any way, pulling every string 
I own, including that old sophisti-
cated standby that all of us colum-
nists use: rolling in the dust and 
crying in the street directly in front 
of the offices of the manufacturer 
of the item in question. And I as-
sure you that was a painful exer-
cise for me, given my previous 
rolling-in-the-dust-and-crying-in-
the-street incident detailed above. 
So here is the one I did get: 

What fits in the palm of your 
hand and is cool enough to get you 
a little free sushi? This one is easy— 
the Pilot from USRobtics. This piece 
o' tech is definitely as close to the 
dream of "digital paper" as I have 
found. I have seen Pilots around for 
a while but couldn't really think of 
any actual reason to use one, so I 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 209 
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Bag End 
Time-Align® 

Gems 
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The 1!,as, End Quartz. Crystal and 
Sapphire combine the fidelity and effi-
ciency of the ELF 'M and Time-Aligir 
technolos,ies to bring studio quality 
sound to the concert venue. The low 
frequency extension and unprece-
dented sound quality offered by the 
arm ieennoioy is even more 

incredible when the small size of 
the Quartz 4 x I S" enclosure is 
revealed. The Crystal and Sapphire 
offer highly directive Time-Align 
mid/hi systems designed for smooth 
arrayable coverage, bringing point 
source clusters to their physical 
limits. Call us for the details 

BAG END Loudspeakers 

P.O. Box 488 
Barrington. Illinois 
60011 USA 
Voice 847 382 4550 
Fax 847 382 4551 
Internet info@bagend.com 

rs h.10,11mi; of Long/Wickersham Labs. Tiine-Align is a trademark of F.M. Associate›. 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

SHRINKING THE SYNTH 
PROS AND CONS OF THE NEW SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES 

ILLUSTRATION RIC HAM DOWNS 

L
ast month I talked about the 
new level of complexities that 
synthesis is heading toward. I 

extolled the virtues of physical-
modeling technology, whose real-
time-oriented control capabilities 
are demanding a higher level of in-
volvement on the part of the syn-
thesist. 

You got a problem with that? 
Too dry, too expensive, too in-
volved, too much wore Okay, this 
month, how about we go in the 
opposite direction: cheap, and 
hands-off? Or even better, free and 
totally hands-off? We can do that. 
And the scary part is, this direction 
may turn out to be our hest hope 
for a decent soundtrack as we hur-
tle on down the information super-
highway. 

Let's back up a little. We all 
know about computer sound cards, 

It It III It 

those horrid things with two-opera-
tor FM chips that produce nasty 
noises in the background while you 
play games, and that have made 
MIDI a dirty word in multimedia 
circles. Well, sound cards have got-
ten a lot better of late, using chips 
with sophisticated sound engines 
and decent sample sets from manu-
facturers of high-end synth gear, 
but their era may be drawing to a 
close. Computer manufacturers are 
putting more audio DSP hardware 
on their motherboards, for things 
like digital recording, voice mail 
and speech synthesis, and a lot of 
that hardware can handle music 
synthesis just as well. With all of 
that stuff already on there, adding a 
synth chip, maybe a reverb proces-
sor, and a couple of megabytes of 

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

sample ROM right onto the moth-
erboard is child's play. Communi-
cate with the chip over an internal 
bus using MIDI for the control lan-
guage (just like a sound card), run 
its output through the computer's 
onboard digital-to-analog convert-
er, throw in some MIDI file play-
back software, and voikil—a synth 
studio in a box. 

Does this cost very much? I've 
heard reports that the per-unit price 
to computer manufacturers of 
some OEM synth chips is about to 
drop down to about the level of a 
Zip cartridge, and maybe lower. 
And not only is the cost invisible to 
the user, so is the technology: no 
more trying to figure out if the card 
on the store shelf fits into the type 
of slot in your computer, no more 
IRQ conflicts or hardware jumpers. 
No more driver software issues ci-
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Popular wisdom says "don't change the 
recipe when you're making good biscuits." 
The reason the CS 800 has remained 
dominant for over twenty years is that 
we've only changed it a few times and 
when we did, we knew what to throw out 
and what to keep. 

What to Keep 
The new CS 800S uses metal (T0-3) 
power transistors, because plastic devices 
just don't deliver equivalent thermal 
performance. 
While metal 
devices can be 
used right up 
to silicon 
junction 
failure, plastic 
devices 
degrade 50°C 
(90°F) sooner. 
This margin of 
"thermal 
headroom" 
can be the difference between a really loud 
finale and something more final. 

Oops... Your amp wet plastic transistors 
lust blew up , 

Books have been written about thermal 
management, but it all boils down to three 
things: air flow, heat sink area. and A T (the 
difference between the heat radiator and 
ambient air). The CS 800S uses a unique 
"parallel flow" heat sink alignment so every 
transistor receives the same cool 
temperature air for optimum A T. 

With two variable-speed 32 CFM fans 
cooling hundreds of square inches of heat 
sink area, and metal (TO-
3) power devices ( in the 
air stream), the CS 800S 
will play very loud for very 
long (years - not minutes 
or seconds). 

The audio amplifier section 
uses proven Class A/B 
ultra-linear complementary 
topology with several 
improvements that further 
reduce the distortion/noise floor 
even lower than the already 
"audiophile quality" CS 800X (40 
v/psec, <0.03 thd, etc.) 

1200 W 
23.5 lbs. 

Very 
carefully! 

Our exclusive output circuit design (patents 
pending) completely compensates for 
amplifier output impedance. We 
conservatively spec damping factor at 
1000 but it is only limited by component 
tolerance. 

Modular inputs and outputs provide 
flexibility in configuring the CS 800S for 
your application. Binding post, or Speakorf 
outputs, it's your call. A clever input circJit 
accepts anything from XLR balanced line 
level signals to single-ended speaker level 
signals. Caution: don't try this with a non-
CS amplifier; speaker level input signals 
will fry most amps on the market today! 

Witithlat 

Plug-in crossover module- Orle of 
the benefits of 30u years making 
sound systems is being able to 
look beyond textbook filter 
solutions for speaker crossovers When you have intimate 
knowledge of how the drivers act and Interact, you can 
correct much of their non-ideal performance. While a fire 
bandpass filter looks good on paper, fiat combined 
response out of the speaker sounds good. In this case. 
we choose to sound good rather than look good. 

Note: we have other plug-in modules under development. 

Rpte)pksee 
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DDT' - A fast-acting iimiter, triggered by 
clipping or current limiting, which prevents 
speaker/equipment damage, is probably 
our most copied feati.re. Only Peavey 
Electronics offers "true" DDT. ( U.S. Patent 
#4,318,.D53) 

A funny thing happened on the way to 
Beta Test Over he years. we've learned 
to test new dearçns In the "real world.' 
Prior to releasing the new CS 800S. we 
sent beta test unite to England, South 
America. Australia. and around the U. S 
Our British tester got concerned when his 
unit hadn't arrived, so we traced It to the 
customs office. :he unit looked so 
expensive the ccstoms Inspector didn't 

babe* the declared value Finally, several faxes 
MS Convinced him he could actually buy one 

tile OD 'Wed price and got on with the testing. 

What to Change 
The new CS 800S is two rack spaces high 
and weighs only 23.5 lbs! The CS800S 
wasn't lightened by using a smaller power 
transfoi mer and fewer output devices on a 
trick" heat sink. We used our years of 
digital and "switchmode" experience to 
develop an advanced high frequency 
power supply. More than just a 
replacement for the old heavy iron 
transformer, intelligent load and thermal 
sensing dynamically interact to provide 
more power, longer, and more reliably than 
previous approaches. 

This, combined with our more than 30 
years of experience building the most 
reliable solid-state amplifiers in the world, 
allowed us to redesign the whole amplifier 
from input to output, merging the best of 
the old with the best of the new to deliver 
,200 watts of superior performance 

without breaking your back or your 
Docketpook. The CS800 just keeps getting 
better! 

CS® 800S 

PEAVEY 
USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INI-1.1 
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MARK V CRABTREE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF AMS NEVE 

F
ew professional audio com-
panies can lay claim to two 
decades of continuous opera-

tion under the same capable direc-
tion. Exactly 20 years ago, Mark 
Crabtree set up Advanced Music 
Systems to combine an interest in 
electronics and microprocessor 
technologies with his love of music. 

The rest, as they say, is histo-
ry—and what a roller-coaster ride it 
has been. Through 
several changes of 
ownership and con-
comitant alterations 
in corporate direc-
tion, Crabtree has re-
tained his faith in the 
fact that good de-
sign, vigorous prod-
uct support and 
attention to custo-
mers' requirements 
will win out over 
flash and glitter. The 
name AMS Neve has 
come to represent 
state-of-the-art ana-
log and digital tech-
nologies. 

Twelve months 
ago, Crabtree bought back his 
company from Siemens Austria— 
which had purchased Neve in '86 
and AMS in '90—and began to re-
shape the AMS Neve management 
team to move forward with excit-
ing developments in both analog 
and digital consoles and editing 
systems. We caught up with this 
soft-spoken captain of industry in 
the middle of a busy morning of 
meetings at his Burnley, North 
England, headquarters. 

Crabtree on the Libra with RMX-16 reverb and S-DMX delay 

What were the first products from 
Advanced Music Systems? 
We started off making a tape-phase 
simulator, which involved a pair of 
analog bucket-brigade devices 
working in parallel to replicate the 
use of two tape machines. My in-
terests have always been music and 
electronics. I originally designed 

the tape-phase simulator to be a 
[delay-loop] effects unit like the 
[Watkins] Copycat. I had one and 
was extremely impressed with it. I 
used serial analog delay chips for 
the prototype, but the delay wasn't 
long enough, and it was noisy. So I 
lrethought the design] and made it 
into a tape-phase simulator, in-
stead. Then we followed that up 
with a DDL to give us the length of 

delay, which ended up as the very 
popular DMX 1580. I made it as a 
modular design so that you could 
add different cards for different ef-
fects. But when we started working 
on the reverb, a complex set of 
front-panel controls were needed, 
which would be hard to add [via a 
plug-in card]. So in 1981, we pro-
duce 4 a separate unit, the RMX-16 
digital reverb. There were three of 
us originally in AMS: myself, Stuart 
Nevison and Pete Unsworth. 
The AudioFile hard disk editor/ 
recorder came later, as a subse-
quent development? 
Yes. These first products were 
mainly used in the music-recording 
market, but we always tried to 
have the technology as advanced 
as possible. Even the early systems 

BY MIL LAMBERT 

would have a full second of full-
bandwidth delay, which, at the 
time, was enormous. But people in 
the post market wanted to use it as 
a layoff recorder—to slip tracks in-
stead of doing it laboriously with %-
inch tape. To use this long delay 
effectively as a RAM recorder, they 
needed some software [to control 
start and end points], which led to 
all sorts of other possibilities—the 

use of RAM-based 
recording as the 
original sampler. 

The post com-
munity that used 
[the DDL loop edi-
tor] as a lay-on/lay-
off device found 
that it saved a lot of 
time. But, they said, 
it would be really 
nice if we didn't 
lose the contents of 
memory. So, in the 
early '80s, I started 
looking for an ac-
ceptable disk drive 
and came across a 
380MB Maxtor drive, 
which was astonish-

ing, because the other drives we'd 
been playing with had capacities of 
only 10 to 20 MB; the larger drive 
would give us a good hour of 
recording! 

To cut a long story short, that 
became the 8-track AudioFile sys-
tem, with software-defined buttons 
around the display screen. We 
added scrub editing and increased 
the track capacity to 16 and then 24 
tracks, with timecode lock and 
other features. 
How did the Logic Series of digital 
consoles come about? 
A lot of people were pairing up 
AudioFiles with analog mixers— 
this was a little frustrating because 
of the additional A-to-D and D-to-A 
stages involved, rather than using a 
digital port. We made a few de-
signs for a simple mixer that could 
be added to AudioFile. About this 
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02F Praise From IleCOTEillq  Pros. 
Phil Ramone: 
Grammy award-winning 
producer of Billy Joel, 
Frank Sinatra, Barbra 
Streisand and others. 

"The 02R is a serious 
invention, a real break-
through in technology 
given its size and what it 
can do sonically. The con-
sole plays back warm— 
I'm very impressed." 

Tom Jung: 
President of DMP Records: 
Credits: DMP Big Band 
"Glenn Miller Project" 
and "Carved in Stone." 

"We have been using the 
02R to record and mix our 
new big band surround 
sound CDs'. When you 
consider all the power and 
flexibifily you get for the 
money. it is truly amazing." 

Roger Nichols: 
Grammy award-winning 
recording engineer, produc-
er of Steely Dan, Rikki Lee 
Jones, Rosanne Cash, etc. 

"With the 02R total reset 
of all parameters, I can 
automate levels, pan, E0 
and external effects sends. 
After I've determined the 
set-up, I can hit GO and 
walk away to listen. The 
automation does it all." 

The Yamaha 02R Digital 
Recording Console is a break-
through product at a breakthrough 
price. For less than $10,000, 02R 
is the only recorcing system that 
gives you all of these leatures: 

• 44 Channels; digital I/O for 
ADAT, Tascam and AES/EBU 
products 
• Automation and instant recall 

of ALL mix settings 
• Integrated dynamics and effects 

processors 

Frank Filipetti: 
Record ng engineer for 
James Faylor, Carly Simon, 
Marc Cohn, and others. 

"I really like the AID con-
verters on the 02R. They 
sound very musical, and 
not at all harsh. I give very 
high marks to the E0; it 
gave me everything I need-
ed for tracking." 

" 

............ • 

Ire 

The Tamaha 030, available 
in thespring ot 1997, provides 
all of the 02R's features in a 26 
input package with a smaller 
footpFint and a smaller price— 
less than $4000. The 03D also 
gives you digital aux sends, 
surround sound, and control 
of external digital products—like 
hard disk recorders— directly 
from ne console. 

Hans Zimmer/Media Ventures: 
Oscar winning film composer; The 
Lion King and Rain Man and others. 

"We've put 02Rs into every room 
at Media Ventures. It's become the 
essential piece of audio gear for all 
of us. There are now no less than 
16 02Rs scattered among the facili-
ty which are being used on such 
projects as Chicago Hope (CBS) 
and The Profiler (NBC)." 

ram-937-7171 

Call kw ;war inlartnalion. 

YAMAHA® 
II 1 la Ill\l\G 

01997 Yamaha Corporation of America, Pro Audio Products, (800) 937-7171 Ext. 650 or visit us at www.yamaha.com. P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1S 3Ri (416) 298-1311. 
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time, several people suggested that it 
might be a good idea if, instead of 
spending all this money on R&D, that 
we acquire an existing company. There 
were some benefits to this, since we 
could acquire some great economic ex-
perience and design expertise. And that 
led to the purchase of Calrec [in 1986], 
who had been working on an assigna-
ble analog board. 
Calrec's expertise with an assignable 
user interface was married with AMS's 
expertise in digital to produce the Logic 
Series? 
That's right. And from the very begin-
ning, we built an AudioFile editor into 
the mixer. I always look at what people 
can get out of new systems; there's no 
sense in buying advanced technology 
for technology's sake alone—it's got to 
earn you money. AudioFile was clearly 
very powerful for the post market. To 
record eight tracks on a hard disk 
wasn't too exciting for the music busi-
ness because you couldn't back it up 
easily and take it away after a session. 
And the recording time was limited. 
Which is why it was designed from the 
beginning as a post-production tool. 

Similarly, the Logic console's primary 
application—where it was going to give 
you the most payback—was in post-
production. If you had everything auto-
mated, that's a market where you can 
exploit the power much more than, let's 
say, in music. So that was the direction 
we took with the original Logic console. 
In the late ' 70s you made a concerted 
effort to tap into the North American 
market by setting up a distribution 
company. What was your thinking? 
We learned early on how international 
our business was. One of the first of the 
tape-phase simulators was sold to Ar-
gentina, and news traveled fast. The 
States was clearly a big market. When 
we came to our first trade show in 
America in 1979, we had a small 
demonstration room. Most people said 
they liked the equipment. Audio Rents 
was very soon on the scene, and that 
was followed -up by Ian Southern 
[founder of Audio Kinetics, maker of 
Q.Lock timecode synchronizers] visiting 
us and saying that he was thinking of 
setting up a company in the States and 
would need distributors. We had a long 
chat with Ian and, at the end of the 
meeting, came to the conclusion that 
we should have a joint company, which 

we called Quintek. The firm was pretty 
successful for us, but eventually we de-
cided to handle AMS distribution sepa-
rately, particularly when we introduced 
AudioFile. 
Are you still a hands-on kind of guy? 
Do you still write code and become in-
volved in system design? 
I do bits of all sorts of things, but it 
tends to be more block diagrams, 
overview technology, and how the 
building blocks fit together, rather than 
coding and design. 
AMS has also made a significant in-
vestment in high-power, RISC-based de-
signs. 
Yes, we've got a stable full of systems 
[for use] as basic building blocks. It 
means that you can put the elements to-
gether very easily once you've done the 
basic R&D for a block of processing 
functions. We modularize everything so 
that a block of hardware can identify it-
self to the master software—all of 
which means that we can put together 
a complex system very quickly. 
Moving forward, Siemens purchased 
Neve International in 1986, and then 
in 1990 bought AMS. What made you 
sell your company? 
There were two reasons. One of them 

it's simple. 
start with the best tools for capturing your sound. 

everything else will fall into place. 

For more information please call or write: 
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was that America was a necessary mar-
ket for us. While we had been quite 
happy selling AudioFiles and reverbs 
through independent offices and deal-
ers—we had third-party companies in 
L.A., New York and Chicago—we were 
convinced that if a facility wanted to 
buy a big console, they'd want to see 
something more solid on the ground; 
we really needed the infrastructure. 

Secondly, we were spending a lot of 
money on development of digital con-
soles. We had a couple of years of 
heavy investment coming up and 
looked around to see if there was a 
partner that would take a longer view. 
We considered various options, and 
Siemens seemed like a good partner; it 
was an engineering company that had a 
European philosophy. We got involved 
in discussions with them and eventually 
struck a deal. 
And you looked at what they'd done 
with Neve, I assume? 
We didn't want to be a subsidiary of 
Neve, so we were a separately owned 
company. At that time, Neve was pre-
dominantly an analog company with 
some digital experience. We had no 
idea that the Capricorn development 
was going on. 

The purchase gave you some much-
needed financial resources and the 
ability to take advantage of Siemens' 
American distribution infrastructure. 
By that time, we'd gone back to having 
our own wholly owned but small distri-

I've not yet seen 

an analog-technology 

company make a 

first-class job of moving 

into the digital arena. 

bution company in America, but clearly 
Siemens Inc. already had one in exis-
tence to distribute our new Logic con-
soles. So we just became part of that. 
We were operating well within our fi-
nancial resources and were profitable, 
but there was an outside demand for 
steadily rising profits each year. When 
you're developing major technology 
and implementing marketing changes, 
there will be years when the profits go 
down, and there are huge outside pres-

sures to sacrifice the future for profits 
today. Siemens offered an environment 
that could take the longer view. 
Was there any cross-fertilization of 
technical ideas between AMS and 
Neve? 
There were discussions early on, and 
Siemens could have saved a lot of 
money if they'd taken advantage of 
what they had. I kept recommending 
that we [share ideas between the two 
companies], but decisions within com-
panies like Siemens are often as much 
political as anything else; once these 
decisions had been made, people didn't 
like to alter them. 
So you ran parallel manufacturing set-
ups; Neve in Royston and Scotland, 
while AMS stayed in Burnley. How did 
the joint AMS Neve company develop? 
Our acquisition was in September 1990. 
It bec-ame very clear that AMS and Neve 
were moving in a similar direction; we 
were both designing, and AMS was 
manufacturing digital consoles. Siemens 
made the decision in March of '92 to 
merge the two firms—unfortunately, 
they didn't take the trouble to tell any-
body how they were going to merge 
them. It finally took place in October of 
that year. 
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As managing director of the new com-
pany, how did you pull together your 
staff? Hou, did you inspire them to 
think as one entity and forget that they 
were formerly a "Neve person" or an 
"A MS person?" 
It's always hard with any kind of merg-
er; there's no easy way to do it. At the 
time of the first acquisition, I tried to 
dole out the jobs evenly on either side 
of the line. And that was a mistake. 
What I set my mind to do this particular 
time around, effectively, was not to take 
one company and add the other to it. 
Instead, I started with a blank sheet of 

paper and said: "This is what the com-
pany should look like," and tried to fit 
people from both companies into that 
shape. 

If we were going to be a company 
making analog and digital products, we 
needed a fully integrated structure. We 
needed to be faster to market; we need-
ed to be integrated so that the market-
ing people don't disagree with R&D. 
And the manufacturing team doesn't 
live 250 miles from everybody else. We 
lost very few people we needed to 
keep from either company during the 
merger. 
Do you now treat the AMS and Neve 
lines—AudioFile and Logic Series, vs. 

NOW YOU CAN 
REPRODUCE WITHi fif 
LIGHTS OUT! NM 
And you can do it automatically — no 

operator assistance required — thanks to 

ImageAutomatoethe automatic CD-R 

Media Handling System that increases 

both your productivity and your 

accuracy. And we're not just talking 

about reproduction. With 

ImageAutomator you can duplicate, 

print, verify and test on different drives 

during the same job, allowing you to 

combine all your processing steps on one machine. What's more, 

ImageAutomator's open architecture ensures that you're prepared to 

handle the drives of tomorrow, regardless of size, handling mechanism 

or functions And it's completely modular so you can start with one 4X 

drive today and expand as your operation grows. 

On top of all that, the ImageAutomator accepts standard caddie and 

tray drives, uses standard spindles for media stacking (no caddies 

required), has a 200 disc capacity, and is completely integrated with 

the ImageMakereCD-R Duplication 

System. So, if you're in the business 

of high volume manufacturing, 

turn out the lights and let the 

ImageAutomator handle all of your 

reproduction needs. 
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VR, Series 55 and Capricorn—differ-
ently? 
No. From the start of the joint company 
in 1992 everything was an "AMS Neve" 
product. We've tried to remove all the 
[partisan] feelings in the company and 
integrate the American operation close-
ly with the UK. 
In terms offuture directions, you have 
emphasized file transfer via OMFI, ad-
ditional track capacity, and the inte-
gration of recording, signal processing 
and mixing. Do you see those as major 
trends in future technology? 
Music, broadcast, film and post-produc-
tion are all substantial segments of our 
business, and the technologies we've 
developed apply equally to all of these 
areas, both in terms of analog and digi-
tal solutions. 

By the same token, you need to 
keep one step ahead of what these 
market segments are going to need, so 
that you're ready with a solution. It 
takes time to innovate these technolo-
gies. Innovating is quite a hard road to 
tread. When we introduced AudioFile, 
we spent the first two years explaining 
to people what it was all about: No-
body had given much consideration to 
recording on hard disks. It took a cou-
ple of years for people to [appreciate] 
what we were doing. We don't set out 
to be dramatic and invent new ways of 
working; instead, if we come across a 
practical problem, we find a solution 
around it with the technology we've got 
at our fingertips. And that can lead to 
new ways of working. 

Working for first principles is very 
important in my philosophy. Take the 
tape-phase simulator, for example. I 
didn't know that other people were 
doing this with an original signal and a 
delayed signal. I set about doing it the 
same way as tape machines, which is 
that one deck tracked ahead of the 
other one, and vice versa. When even-
tually I got ahold of somebody else's 
piece of equipment, I was very disap-
pointed because the phasing wasn't as 
deep and never reached over the null, 
which is what I wanted it to do. It was 
very hard making these two delay lines 
work together, because the clocks kept 
interfering with one another. 
Let's move forward to your repurchase 
of AMS Neve from Siemens last Febru-
ary. I recall that originally you were re-
luctant to go ahead with a buyout, but 
that the longer Siemens continued to 
look for a buyer, the more you came 
around to reversing your initial deci-
sion. What was the sequence of events? 
I was informed in October 1994 that 

I "SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MOI, 
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LIKE OTHER TOP PERFORMERS, 
THE LONGEST LASTING BATTERY USES A STAGE NAME. 

Around the house, DURACELL' batteries go by the name The Copper Top". But on the job, the longest 

lasting batteries answer to PROCELL" PROF_SSIONAL'' BATTERIES. PROCELL batteries are DURACELL" batteries. 

The longest lat,ting professional alkaline batteries you can buy. You get the same DURACELL performance. The same 
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Siemens had been approached by a 
number of companies with a view to 
buying AMS Neve. At the time, every-
thing was stable again after the merger, 
and I felt I was getting to the end of 
that particular task. But I wasn't sure if I 
was going to stay with the company, 
having done what I said I'd do for 
Siemens. 
If you had gone off at that time, I recall 
you saying, you would have formed a 
new company to continue doing pret-
ty much the same thing as you'd been 
doing. 

That's not quite right. If I had left at 
that time, with no sale of the company 
in sight, I would have done something 
entirely different for a few years. I was 
informed that Siemens would decide 
one way or the other by January of '95. 
They would either give the company 
their full backing, or would sell it. It 
dragged on and on until September or 
October. People were starting to leave 
the company because they didn't know 
what the future was. Or we feared that 
customers would stop buying the prod-
uct. And because the decision was tak-
ing so long, I could see that I wouldn't 

be able to make the decisions I needed 
to move the company further forward. 

Back in October '94, when I first 
heard about Siemens' plans, I made a 
list of what I would do if I were to take 
over the company. By the following 
September, I found that I'd done most 
of them. It became clear to me that if 
certain people bought the company, I 
would set myself up in business again. 
Once you actually come face to face 
with what your options are in life, if 
you're an audio person, all you really 
want to do is start again. 
What made you buy back the firm? 
Basically, I wanted to have the freedom 
to go after opportunities. With a com-
pany like Siemens, there's always a 
question of whether this is a market 
they want to be in as a corporation. 
When you're an independent organiza-
tion, you can go where the opportuni-
ties are, even if it's outside your primary 
historical area. 
I asked Siemens if they'd listen to an 

approach from me. They weren't sure 
about it but told me to make them an 
offer. At that time, Siemens was in deep 
negotiations with other people. One 
party had an offer on the table, but they 
wanted six months to perform due dili-

gence, and that would mean accoun-
tants and lawyers crawling all over the 
company. At that point, you had to be 
careful that the company didn't disinte-
grate. 
They agreed pretty quickly to your 
offer? 
They had two offers on the table of 
similar size. I told them that I could do 
the deal rather quickly, so I got my fi-
nancing together. And I had to put in a 
lot of my own money. If people are 
looking to put money into a company, 
they are always interested in how much 
you are prepared to risk yourself. I was 
hoping to get it all wrapped up before 
Christmas of 1995, but it dragged on a 
bit; we didn't actually sign until Febru-
ary of 1996. 
What have you been doing since that 
time? 
The company model I constructed at 
the time of the buyout is working very 
well. What we've done is to find report-
ing and authorization systems that are 
no longer needed—since we are no 
longer part of a multinational—and kick 
them out of the model. This speeds up 
our operation enormously. Colin 
Pringle joined us as director of market-
ing [after several years in the same role 
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emeek the word is out! 
Joe Meek's contributions in the mid 1960's revolutionized 
the recording industry and inade him a legendloe's unusual 
production techniques pioneered the way music is recorded 
today. Now, 36 years later, Joeineek is making history once 
again. Find out why the industry professionals are calling the 
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Mono mic-pre, compressor and enhancer $499 
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I'm in lienven.Mi, I, ncl M<Itutia Electronic Musician July 1996 

Spritaciiku, Zi•lein slIttetpu - EQ, Full Review, December 199$ 

JOEMEEK STUDIO CHANNE 
Mono mic-pre, compressor and enhancer $949 

DISTRIBUTé It F x< t t FSIVF lY Br 

illeeT r d frD 
JOEMEEK STEREO COMPRESS° ' 

2 channel photo-optical sensing compressor $ 1,9 

'ffly 23773 Madiç, • "flO 373 4714 joemeek@amhsales.com 
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America's Mini Pilaf ME Re1001' 
...for Me third straight year! 
— Source: Inc. Magazine Top 500 

Sure, any dealer can sell you the latest MIDI in-
struments and recording equipment. Cali them 

— they'll be glad to take your order ( and your 
money). But onlySweetwater offerts the kind of old-fashioned, per-

sonalized service you deserve from a sales stall that really knows their shrill. You 
also get dependable on,time shipping and technical slipport other dealers can only 
dream about. p us the industry's largest inventory h stock in our giant wareiouse. 

WHY is Sw SOUNDTHE ¡14 ijiiih it 
IRONY CNJP FOR YOUR MUSK? 

,;„ ,et uswinrinisol 

X.1à1 

219.432.8176 314176 

You've seen our inlormative, full color ads for years. Now check us out on the 'Memel 
It's the most comorehensive 111USic site on the planet: "www.sweetwater.:om"! 

2 r-7f,'4.17%.;r4.°"•‘' 

f 21f) 432.8176 

Motu tweelmtar Sound Online 

weln• .4.41 oie .4701 

4r, N., C., • menebar• For I.*. Mal M•.• 

• Ineener. 

Over " 00,000 musicians world-wide 
already get a copy of our exclusive 
Sweet Notes newsletter. Call us today 
to receive your free subscription! 

(219) 4324176 
5335 BASS ROAD • FT. WAYNE, IN 46808 • FAX (219) 432-1758 

sciles@sweetwatei.com http://www.sweetwater.com 

e C*1/ER ;wri 

CALL NOW! YOU MAY BE PRE-APPROVED FOR OUR UNE-OF-CREDIT ACCOUNT! 
(Amount may vary up to $50.000 depending upon individual credit history) 

Sweetwater Sound 

list opened its doors 
in 1979 A whole id 

of other music deal-
ers have come and 

(lone since then, bid 

thanks to our innova-

tive customer cor-

munications able arid prices arid 

hendly knowledg— 

able sales engineers, 

we've grown at in 

astounding rate We 

offer thousands of 

products from the 
test names ir the industry , like Korg, Roland Kurzweil 

Niesis Digidesigr "Id Tascam to name just a few . So d 
ou re shopping foi equipment why not make the right 

tall and find out vey thousands of other musicians have 
made Sweetwater Sound their first choice for all their 

hardware and software needs? 

— 

THE ULTIMATE 
MUSIC RETAILER! 

ate,/ ,:,,f/vo INC. 
1.%I. KLIMA' It I t 11:11 Woe! I\Ill 
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at SSLI, and we work much closer with 
all of the U.S. offices. 
We have also further strengthened 

our R&D and completed our first fi-
nancial year-end. I'm pleased to say 
that we will be reporting a strong bal-
ance sheet and showing a modest hut 
healthy profit. 
I'm fascinated by the new Libra music-
recording console, which seems to be 
taking advantage of a lot of Logic Se-
ries technology at a price around 
$220k, which will put it up against 
some of the digitally controlled analog 
boards. 
If you draw a graph at three different 
performance levels—high, medium and 
moderate performance—on one axis 
and market segments—music, post, 
broadcast and film—on the other, one 
of the gaps we discovered was that we 
didn't have a medium-priced music 
console. For some considerable time, 
Neve felt that there was a market in 
America for a $220k analog console 
and had tried to create such a console. 
But it always tended to grow in specs 
and get more expensive. We saw that 
the Logic technology was more applic-

able to music, making it easier to ap-
proach that gap in the product range. 
Hence, the Libra was horn. Although 
you can work with the new multitrack 
AudioFile MT, it's primarily a stand-
alone music or broadcast console. 
Let's not forget the analog side. At the 
recent AES convention in Los Angeles, 
AMS Neve unveiled the new VX Music 
and VXS Multi-Format consoles. 
Clearly, there are people making a de-
cision between Capricorn and Logic; 
now they're making a decision be-
tween analog and digital. We've been 
developing the new Encore [moving-
fader] automation system that is now 
available across our products, [en-
abling] people to migrate from one 
console to another. We've pulled to-
gether circuit designs, features and 
other changes to the V Series. The 
VX/S is the latest configuration of the 
VR, with a TFT screen built into the 
meter bridge; you don't need an exter-
nal monitor, which helps improve 
sight-lines into the studio. Its appear-
ance and circuitry have also been up-
graded—but it's a pure analog board, 
not a digitally controlled analog board. 
What's the main difference between a 
VR and a VX? 

The VX features the brand-new Encore 
cross-platform automation system, 
which is compatible with our other 
consoles—enabling mix data to he 
transferred between Libra, Capricorn, 
Logic 2 and VX/S mixers—plus a long 
list of additional features. Basically, the 
V Series was a fine-sounding console 
by anybody's standards, but we en-
hanced the sound even further. One of 
the things we felt it needed was an up-
graded automation system, which 
we've done. For the VX, Encore pro-
vides automation of faders and mutes; 
automation to switch in classic Neve 
modules and the new, fully integrated 
Recall are available. We also use a Pen-
tium processor, Windows NT and new 
hardware to improve Recall accuracy. 

The VX/S Multi-Format Console adds 
features for surround-sound mixing and 
music scoring, including support for 
three additional audio tape machines or 
dubbers, or a second multitrack, plus an 
independent mono/stereo dialog input. 
Also provided on the VX/S are eight 
final mix buses that can be set up as 
discrete channels or four stereo pairs, 
PEC/Direct switches for monitor select 
and record arming, plus optional music 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 211 
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CkAby 
Surround Encoder 

Dolby Surround 
Encoder TDM 
Plug- In 

Dolby Surround 
Decoder TDM 
Plug- In 

New Dolby Surround Tools TDM Plug-Ins let you 
produce Dolby Surround mixes for everything from® 

TV shows to video games entirely within the Digidesign 
Pro Toole environment. You can also preview the results 
of the Dolby Surround process ("4-2-4" monitoring) on 
discrete four-channel material that will later be encoded 
on a film stage. 

Dolby Surround Tools provide all the functionality of 
Dolby's hardware units, plus new features like surround 
panners and special functions for video game developers. 
And your clients can take full advantage of the renowned 
Dolby Surround trademark on their productions and 
packaging with an easy-to-get, no-cost license from 
Dolby. 

Dolby Surround Tools will help you surround your 
clients - and their audiences - with the world's leading 
multichannel audio technology. 
*More than 23,000,000 Dolby Surround home playback systems worldwide. 

For information on Dolby Surround contact Dolby Laboratories Inc., 100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 941034813, 
Telephone 415-558-0200, Fax 415-863-1373. Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire SN4 8QJ, England, Telephone 1793-842100, 
Fax 1793-842101. www.dolby.com. Dolby and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. 

g:1996 Dolby Laboratories Inc. 96/11316. "Pm Tools" and "Digidesign" are registered trademarks of 
Digidesign, a dnision of Avid Technology, Inc. 

OD Dolby 
Worldwide distribution by Digidesign. In the USA and non-European countries contact Digidesign (USA), telephone 415-842-7900, Fax 415-842-7999. In Europe contact Digidesign (England), telephone 44-1753-655-999 
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We Want To 
Make Something 
Perfectly Clear. 
Vou've recorded_ rerformances,aptured on the finest digital recorder. 
1 Collected with e microphones.You're almost done. The only thing left is 

the mix. You need a tnix, because without it your project is lost in a fog. Stay crystal 
clear with the 20/20bas Direct Field Monitors from Event 

Clarity. True, it does take the right ingredients for a monitor to reproduce with clarity. 
Each 20/20bas cabinet has the right ingredients, put together by pros with years of 
studio monitor dbeign experience....Bi-amped widi'2 hi-powered amps, an extra-large, 
frmt-mounted bask port, an active 4th order crossover, calibrated trim controls, 
circuit breaker, 8" woofer, natural silk dome tweeter...we could go on. 

But these are just features. The sound these monitors deliver is the importart thing. 
A sound truly pleasing and amazingly accurate. 

'The sweet high end and the massive tight bottom made me think I was listening to a 
muck larger cabinet. "-FRANCIS BUCKLEY, EQ MAGAZINE 

"I heard details in imaging and ambience that I had never noticed before. 
20/20bas is exceptional. SHROCK, ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN MAGAZINE 

'The Event 20/20s turned out to be damned fine monitors. "-PAUL WHITE, SOUND ON SOUND 

"lithe 20/20 monitors are any indication of what we can expect from Event Electronics, 
this û a company worth keeping a close eye on. '-LOREN ALLDRIN, PRO AUDIO REVIEW 

The 20/20bas Monitors from Event... 
Make your next mix perfectly clear. 

ELECTRONIC 
MUSICIAN 

1 9 9 7 
EDITORS 
CHOICE 

8 I C> e 
4 mPtifiED s' s" te 

HEM E 
Post Office Ex 4189 

Santa Barbara. CA 93140-4189 

Voice: 805-56S-7777 

:=ax: 805-566-7771 

http://bvww.erentl.com 
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RECORDING VOCALS IS TRICKY BUSINESS. 

In addition to having the requisite recording chops, 

engineers must walk that fine line between achieving 

their ideal sonic environment and providing a com-

fortable atmosphere for 

the singer. In this person-

al situation, communi- Thou4hts 

cation must go both 

ways: Performers must FrWEI Both Sides 

be able to express con-

cerns as well as clearly Of the Microphone 

define the sound they 

hope to achieve. 

For both the engineer and the performer, these skills 

come with experience, and with an understanding of 

goals the other person is trying to achieve in the stu-

dio. To gain some insight into this complicated issue, 

Mix talked -o seasoned engineers and 

vocalists, to find out the methods 

they have developed over time to 

get that optimal vocal recording. 

ILEUSTRATICN DMITRY PANICH 

7.` 

by 

Sarah 

Jones 
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MIN COUNTER 
Like many engineers, Steve Counter 
started out as a musician. Eighteen 
years ago, he began mixing in his 
hometown of Denver before migrating 
to Phoenix—where he recorded every-
thing from country music to traditional 
Navajo music to polkas to heavy 
metal—and then settling in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, where for the past 
ten years he's mostly focused on R&B 

issued U67 tube mic a lot; it has a real 
warm, full midrange. I like the Neu-
mann U47; it has a little older sound, 
it's great for country western." 

With Digital Underground, Counter 
used a Neumann M250 almost exclu-
sively. " It has a little bit of the same 
character as an M49 Neumann, but it's 
a much brighter, edgier microphone," 
he says. " It worked well for the style 
that rap has: pretty aggressive, not a 
particularly laid-back vocal style. And 
then of course there's always the old 
standby, the [AKG] 414. If I want an 
edgier kind of vocal sound, it's got nice 
air to it; it's a little too edgy compared 
to a tube mic for me, but sometimes 
you want that; you need that bite. The 
other thing I'll do is, sometimes for rock 
'n' roll, I'll use an SM57 or a 58 Shure 

You really can't wear somebody 

out experimenting on them_ 

They're in there to sing and get 

their job done, and the less you 

put in the way of that, the better_ 

—Steve Counter 

and hip hop. He recorded En Vogue's 
first two albums there; other credits in-
clude albums by Digital Underground, 
Michael Cooper and the late Tupac 
Shakur. Currently, he's in the studio 
with En Vogue, working on their third 
album. 

"Over the years, I've found a lot of 
mics that I prefer," Counter says, "and 
if I'm not sure, I have a lot of micro-
phones available to me. I'll just set 
them up side by side, in a big 'press 
conference' array, and have the singer 
sing into them for comparison. I don't 
run this comparison to tape. You're 
usually dealing with a limited amount 
of time, and one thing I learned many 
years ago is you really can't wear some-
body out experimenting on them. 
They're in there to sing and get their 
job done, and the less you put in the 
way of that, the better." 

Counter says that with the exception 
of rock 'n' roll cuts, he tends to prefer 
tube mics to solid-state models. "Right 
now, I'm very fond of the AKG C-12VR 
re-issued C-12," he says. "I like the orig-
inal C-12; it's a very warm mic, nice and 
bright, clear top end, and a little bit 
scooped in the middle. I'm using a re-

dynamic microphone, set it up in the 
control room, turn the monitors up and 
just go for the raw guts sound. 

"When I was over at Fantasy Studios 
for the second En Vogue record," says 
Counter, "we used exclusively the Tele-
funken 251 vintage tube mic, and it 
was wonderful. Great, lovely top end, 
and a lovely, warm middle; pretty 
much everything you want. Fantasy has 
an old Neve mic/line mixer, and a pair 
of old Neve compressors. And that ba-
sically was my signal path. I bypassed 
the console entirely. I might use a little 
Pultec program EQ with a little 10 or 
12k on top, a couple dB, but that was 
about it. That was a great signal path." 

Counter mostly used a single mic to 
record En Vogue's background vocals, 
one or two singers at a time. "I set up a 
booth out in the studio with a couple 
of gobos around the microphone, sort 
of a half-shell around the back of the 
singers, with the microphones in front, 
and the singers usually facing the con-
trol room. I try to get at least ten or so 
feet away from the glass. I don't want 
to hear the glass, and I've even on oc-
casion turned the singers sideways be-
cause of having a real problem with 

reflections off of the glass. If it's a good-
sounding room, I don't mind a little 
touch of ambience, a little after-ring. Par-
ticularly in background vocals, it adds a 
little extra coloration if it's a good-sound-
ing room. For lead vocals though, I 
don't like much ambience, because 
when you go to mix, you might be pro-
cessing them in such a way that ambi-
ence could cause problems." 
When dealing with pitch issues, 

Counter says getting the headphone 
mix correct is a priority, "which might 
mean maybe not as much reverb in the 
headsets, and certainly level is a factor," 
he says. "I have this problem surpris-
ingly a lot with singers—they'll crank 
the headphones, particularly if they've 
been on the road, and they're used to 
hearing the band behind them. Then 
they'll start singing real sharp while 
they're trying to out-shout the headset. 
The opposite is also true: If the head-
sets are way down, they start singing 
timidly to fit into the mix in the head-
phones, and their pitch starts sliding all 
over the place, 'cause they're not really 
grabbing the notes and pushing air. 
They're just sort of holding way back, 
and you can hear it. It's very obvious. 

"From a philosophical standpoint," 
Counter says, "whether it's vocalists or 
musicians or any kind of session, the 
big thing is not to get in the way of the 
music. You don't want to put people 
through a lot of technical stress in what 
is basically an artistic event." 

CHRIS ISAAK 
SHILL> the 1990 breakthrough of 
"Wicked Game," featured in David 
Lynch's hit film Wild at Heart, Chris 
Isaak has been internationally success-
ful as a singer-songwriter, often com-
pared vocally to the likes of Roy 
Orbison and Elvis Presley. In addition 
to recording six hit albums, he's landed 
roles in films such as Twin Peaks: Fire 
Walk With Me and Little Buddha. Isaak 
doesn't like to talk technical much; 
when asked what mics he prefers, he 
replies, "You know, I find that I like to 
use a ribbon microphone, and of 
course, I make my own ribbons at 
home. And I use catgut." His decade-
long career has provided him the 
chance to work with industry veterans, 
including producer/manager Erik Ja-
cobsen, and to learn the studio ropes. 

Isaak says that in the studio, it's im-
portant to provide examples of the 
sounds he's looking for. "When I make 
a video or a film, and I want it to look a 
certain way, I'll cut pictures out of mag-
azines," says Isaak. "I'll make a tape of 
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TOWERS OV THE COMPETITION. 
Ei !leech 

Extensive Zibra -y. of Effects 

Including Intelligent litch 

191 Factory Presets, 

100 User Presets 

if you could get the processing power 
ur independent multi-effects 

ssors, capable of doing up to 8 

different, truly professional quality effects at 

once all in one affordable box? And, oh 

yeah, how about throwing in balanced XLR 

analog and digital I/O capability? 

Well, it's here, the new Studio 400 from 

DigiTech. It does all of the above and much 

more! Use up to 8 high quality effects at 

one time in any order in an endless number 

of combinations. Choose from multiple 

Reverbs, Delays, Choruses, Flangers, Auto 

Panner, Intelligent Pitch Shifting, Rotary 

Speaker Simulator. Compressors and more. 

The Studio 400s quick and easy editing 

capabilities make changing effects and 

parameters painless. And for automated 

studios, an extensive modifier section lets 

you control up to 8 parameters per program 

via MIDI or with the Studio 400's unique 

dynamic and LFO parameters. Digital studias 

can access the Studio 400 in the digital 

domain using both AES/EBU and S/PDIF 

formats with the optional digital I/O. 

Looks like the competition just can't 

measure up. Get the facts. Then get the 

Studio 400 from your local DigiTech dealer. 

S  -ru clic) 400 
4 IN 4 CUT MULTI-EFFECTS PROCESSOA\ 

Up to 8 Effects at Once 

in Any Combination 

Large, Graphic 
Easy To Use 

Display 
Interface 

STUDIO 400 

Ins/Outs 

8 different yes 
Effects in any 
order 

Graphic Display 

A/D 

D /A 

Sampling Freq. 

Freq Response 

Digital I/O 

THD 4 I kHz 

S/N ratio 

Power Supply 

Price 

4/4 - 1/4' IRS + Xl.12 

yes 

18 bit 128X 

20 bit 8X 

44.1, 48kHz* 

20-20kHz 

AES/EBU, S-PDIF 
(optional plug-in) 

<0.003% 

-96dB 

Internal 

$869 

Auto Les-el 

Automatically 

Sef.s Input Level 

- = 

ENSONII2 DP/4+ 

4/ - 1/4" IRS 

no 

no 

16 pit 

16 bit 

c/c, 

2-18kHz 

none 

<0.D032% 

-90dB 

Internal 

S1799 

Dual S-DISGT) 

Twice the 

Processing Posser 

TC M2000 ENSONIC4 DP/2 

2/2 - 1!4" TRS 

no no 

Yes no 

20 bit 64X 16 hit 

20 bit 64X 16 bit 

32, 44.1, 48kFiz n/a 

10-20kHz 2-16kHz 

AES/EBU, S-PDIF none 

01303% <0.0032% 

r. -96dB 

Internal External 

S1995 $795 

• selectable with optional digital I/O card 

Balanced XLR & 1/4" 
Inputs & Outputs 

Optional Digital I/O 
using AES/EBU and S/PDIF 

Internal 
Power Supply 

O 

O 

Or 

Full MIDI 
Implementation 

Made in USA 

.1 [leech 
All product trademarks are the property of their respective owners. H A Harman International Company 

8760 South Sandy Parkway, Sandy Utah, USA 84070 • (801) 566 8919 • Fax (801) 566-7005 • Intl Fax (603) 672-4246 • Visit DigiTech on the World Wide Web at http://wwve.digitech.com 
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de, A. TN how your 
sound takes off! 

You make the music. And often you need 
to gate, mix, compress, ... process it. THAT 

Corporation makes the ICs that put you in control 
of your audio processing. The kind of control that lets 

your sound take off and soar! 

Compressors, limiters and gates use a built-in detecting 
circuit to measure incoming sound levels. Not by 
chance, it's called a level detector. 

THAT level detectors "hear" the same way you do — they 
sense level directly in decibels (dBs). Used in a dynamic processor, 

they deliver smooth, natural, precise control. 

From compressors to mixers to gates and other dynamic processors, 
you'll find THAT level detectors inside the world's most renowned 
audio gear. So, whether you need to tame a bass guitar, even out 
a vocal track or gate a snare drum, make >tire THAT ICs are in 
your next processor. 

With THAT ICs, you'll get all the music'and emotion that 
flies from your fingers. 

THAT's the inside story. Ask your dealer to demo audio gear with 
THAT ICs inside. 

THAT Corporation 

734 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 USA 
Phone (508) 229-2500 • Fax (508) 229-2590 

http://www.thatcorp.com 

THAT Corporation products are distributed throughout the world. 
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little pieces of film, and I'll say, 'See 
this lighting? This is the lighting I want. 
See the shadows on this? I want this.' 
And bring that to the cinematographer. 
I do the same thing in the studio. You 
come in, and you say, 'I want you to 
listen to this voice and the way that it's 
treated; here's what I'm shooting for.' 
Giving somebody an example of the 
sound. To me, if I was an engineer, I'd 
slap you if you came in and said, 'I 
don't know, more warm. More yellow, 
yeah, more yellow.' You hear artists say, 
'I want more echo.' Is it echo you want, 
or reverb? And is it a slap? What is it? 
The good thing is, if you take time to 
actually stay in the studio with people, 
you learn something. 

"When I started off. I was in love 

Give somebody an example of 

the sound_ If I was an engineer, 

I'd slap ou if you came in and 

sal,don't know, more warm. 

More yellow, yeah, more yellow." 

—Chris Isaak 

with slap echo." says Isaak, "'cause if 
you never heard it on things, and 
you're a vocalist, you go, 'Man, you 
could put a big slap echo on every-
thing!' It's like eating cereal: 'How 
much sugar do you want on there?' 
'How much you got?' And one day you 
write a song, and it's not appropriate. 
You say, 'Wow, this should be real 
dry'; all of a sudden I want it to be, 
Dig me, I'm Lou Reed.' It changes as 
the music changes. 

"I remember coming into the studio, 
thinking, 'I'm nervous about this. • So 
you wear dark glasses, you're kind of 
hicing your face, and you go out to 
sing, and you sing in the other room, 
and say 'Turn down the lights,' you 

DIGITAL CONVERTERS 

Relied upon by mastering 
facilities, recording engineers 
and serious listeners the world 

over, the DA-1000E-20 
20-bit DIA Converter sets the 

reference standard 
for high-resolution 

digital to analog conversion. 

know? Or sometimes you can just put 
a screen in front of yourself, so they 
can't look at you when you're singing. 
But the reality of it is, to me, I like to 
sing as close to them as I can be—if 
they're in the same room with me, 
that's fine, and I want the lights up 
bright, and I'm not worried about them 
seeing me sing. Maybe if I have a tough 
time—so what? I think the reality of it 
is, besides being comfortable, it helps 
everybody just to kind of go, look, it's a 
tough thing to sing, and everybody's 
going to have tough days." 

Isaak says he tries to approach a 
track as if it's a one-take. "If you can go 
back and fix something, great, but the 
reality of it is, I try not to." he says. "I 

the ultimate sound. 
41 Leading recording engineers agree that 

Apogee's award-winning 20-bit AD-WOO 
A/D Converter out-performs the competition. 
With ADAT, AES/EBU, S/PDIF 
and available SDIF outputs, 
UV22® processing to flawlessly encode 
20-bir detail to 16-bit, and now, optional 20-bit 
PaqRat" recording, today the AD- 1000 
performs better than ever. 

The FC-8 Format 
Converter translates 
eight channels of digital 
audio between ADAT 
optical and 7-DIF 
- linking the commonest 
modular digital multi-
track formats quickly, 
cheaply and easily. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 3145 Donald Douglas Loop South, Santa Monica, CA 90405, USA. 
Tel: +1 310/915-1000 Fax: +1 310/391-6262. Email: info@apogeedigital.com Web: http://www.apogeedighokorn/ 

FOR OVER A DECADE, Apogee has dedi-
cated itself to one purpose: making 

digital audio better. First, we produced 
award-winning retrofit filters for pro 
digital recorders. 

Next, we addressed the entire digital 
audio conversion process, paying equal 
attention to both analog and digital 
circuitry. The resulting AD- 500 A/D 
converter also won awards, as did our 
UV22 process for flawless conversion of 
20-bit signals to the 16-bit domain. We 
also introduced a companion DIA. 

Today, we offer 20-bit stereo A/D 
and D/A converters, the AD-MOO and 
DA-/000E-20, and now the the FC-8 
format converter. Together, they offer 
unmatched features, performance and 
sound quality. 

Hear Apogee todas at your autho-
rized dealer. For tehltimate sound, you 
need the ultimateenverters —Apogee. 

dIM 
L.S.4.R.t.ADER SERVICE LARD FOR MORE INFO 
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The critics agree 
the Audix Nile V are... 

"Sumptuous, possibly the nicest sounding monitors 
I've heard this side of a King's ransom: 

—Sick Butzdo/j, Recording Magazine 

"Impressive.., there are few models in its price bracket 
that offer such excellent imaging." 

George Petersen Mix Magazine 

"Really impressive.., incredibly smooth and well balanced from highs to 
lows... the Nile V is a speaker you can live with day in and day out." 

—Bruce Bartlett, Pro Audio Review 

"Gorgeous... with a well defined bottom end... and a high end that's silky." 
—Bobby Owsinski, EQ Magazine 

Audix Nile V 
SPECIFICATIONS 

frequency range 
power capacity 

nominal impedance 
sensitivity 

crossover frequency 

2d11) 
100 — 350 watts 
8 ohms 
90 ( lwehn) 
2.2k Ils 

Engineers everywhere are listening to Audix Nile V's. These speakers 
are turning heads in studios with their natural sound, outstanding 
detail and compact size. The Audix Nile V's minimize ear fatigue with 
a silky smooth midrange between 3-5kHz. You won't hear the `honk' 
other near-field speakers produce. 

Audix Nile V's are constructed with a handmade 7" Kevlar® long 
throw woofer and a 1" softdome tweeter. Every woofer and tweeter 
are matched with a custom crossover and front ported cabinet for the 
most balanced sound possible. 

Best of all, you won't need a king's ransom to move up to the near-
field monitors that editors are raving about...suggested retail for the 
Audix Nile V's is only $ 1495 per pair. 

ADM Studio Monitors hear what you've been missing 

AU Ds I X 
For more information call 1 800 966 8261 

714 588 8072 phone, 714 588 8172 lax, http://www.audixusa.com 
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instance, and you want a distorted feel; 
then you're coming back out into a 
verse, but you want that clean—I put 
up two mics or more, depending on 
how many different sections we require. 
I'll put up two or three mics, and one 
might be a very clean mic, with very lit-
de compression—say, an M49—for the 
verses, and then for the chorus, there 
might be a 57 with massive compres-
sion and distortion. They'll sing the 
verse and move their head to the left or 
right, depending on what makes them 
comfortable, and have the other micro-
phones set up a different way, so the 
voice sounds totally different. 

"I own a bunch of outboard pre-
amps, and I love them to death," says 
Wright. "Add a tube mic, a compressor, 
and we're off to the races. I typically will 
not EQ a vocal to tape, because if I do, 
then I think that I have not chosen the 
right microphone. Typically I'll use an 
1176, because they're fast, and they're 
not real hard; they don't sound like 
they're squashing. I love a lot of dynam-
ics—if a singer is overcompressed, it 
takes away from the dynamics. You 
build up an intensity, and you don't 
want a compressor holding you back." 

DIANNE RIMS 
Dianne Reeves has a diverse history. 
Since her discovery nearly 20 years ago 
at a high school jazz band competition, 
the vocalist has ventured into R&B, jazz 
and world music, earning two Grammy 
nominations along the way. In the early 
80s, she sang on Harry Belafonte and 
Sergio Mendes tours; she's also worked 
with the Latin Ensemble and Caldera. 
Her ninth album, The Grand Encounter 
(Blue Note), is a return to her jazz roots 
and features such legendary performers 
as Toots Thielemans, Joe Williams and 
Germaine Bazzle. 

"I usually work with Eric Zobler, 
and I really trust the vocal sound that 
he gets," says Reeves, of her longtime 
engineer. "We're always trying different 
mics in different places because I 
record live, and I like to feel like when 

Usually the first or 

second take is it_ It's usually 

the one when you're not 

thinking, you just do it_ 

—Dianne Reeves 

I'm in the studio with the musicians, 
everything is as if I were onstage, only 
I'm isolated, but I can see all of them. 
So he uses lots of different mics, some-

times really old, warm mics, tube mks, 
but more than anything. I just like a lot 
of presence in my voice. I want every-
body to hear everything, from high to 

you have the vision 

tasted SUCCESS 

NOW hear what 
you'‘ie been missing 

Avid AudioVision 
Introducing LA's newest choice for AudioVision, R SP E... 

4418 Vineland Avenue, Suite 116 
North Hollywood, CA 91602 
(818) 509-5876 
(818) 509-5897 fax 

Wouldn't you rather buy from an audio specialist? 
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low, to breath, so it sounds like I'm 
right there with them." 

Reeves says that working with 
Zobler for so long has made sessions 
more streamlined. "Basically we just 
find a nice range of closeness to the 
mic, because if I sing something that's 
really soft and I really want to lean in, I 
use the mic a little bit, because onstage 
I use the mic a lot," she says. "And it's 
different things for different kinds of 
projects. If we're doing more of a pop-
oriented project, then usually I have to 
stay at a certain place because my 
voice is big. But if we're doing a jazz 
thing, I can lean up, and I can whisper, 
and I can do all kinds of things, and he 
makes it so that it'll come out right." 

Reeves prefers to record as many 
one-takes as possible. "We try to do the 
song no more than three times, live 
with the musicians, because then after 

that for me, it's redundant and I try to 
do what I did on some other take. And 
usually the first or second take is it. It's 
usually the one when you're not think-
ing, you just do it. And so [Eric isl al-
ways ready for that. The one thing I 
like about working with Eric is, he 
knows me so well, that he just always 
has the tape rolling. And I might be 
messing around and it might just be to-
tally right. As I remember one night, the 
lyrics of the song had just been written, 
and I said, 'Well, let me run through it 
and see how this is going to work.' And 
it was the take." 

Reeves usually works with longtime 
friend and producer George Duke. 
"George and Eric are like a wonderful 
team," she says. "George is very well-
rounded, a deep background in all 
kinds of music. Usually he just wants 
you to be in there and to be totally 
comfortable, and they both kind of 
supply that comfort. They don't tell me 
how to sing, they just make sure that 
they hear what it is that I'm doing, and 
make sure that what I'm doing gets 
across. And Eric does that with sound, 
and George does that in terms of going 
through the lyrics to make sure that I 

said the word the right way, or the 
pitch was on, or whatever. 

"Also, Eric has some musical back-
ground, which makes a difference," 
Reeves says. "I know that he approach-
es his instrument, the board, like it's 
part of the music. And the thing that I 
love about working with him is the fact 
that he knows the lyrics of the songs. 
And that's really important, so that he 
can enhance what it is that I'm saying, 
how the music is, the colors. Every-
thing sparkles, and it's just right." 

DAVID REITZAS 
Last year, David Reitzas mixed Evita for 
Madonna, The Preacher's Wife for Whit-
ney Houston and Destiny for Gloria Es-
tefan. Engineering credits for '96 also 
include the likes of Michael Bolton, 
Barbra Streisand and Natalie Cole's fol-
low-up to her multiple Grammy 
Award-winning Unforgettable. Some of 
Reitzas' previous recording highlights 
include a Grammy for Best Engineered 
Album for Unforgettable and for Hous-
ton's The Bodyguard. Reitzas' ten-year 
relationship with producer David Fos-
ter has given him the experience of 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 211 

TWO WILL GET YOU EIGHT 
This math only works with the new 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer from ATI, the folks 

who brought you PARAGON. Not only do you get 8 of the best sounding mic-

preamplifiers available, you get 8 adjustable peak limiters and a versatile 8x2 mixer 

with metering. All of this power in a single rack space, and for under $2000.0 

Hard to believe? Ask your local ATI dealer for a demonstration and you'll see 
how all this adds up. 
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Virtua(lly no competition). 

Starting at S39,500, the Virtua Digital Console is in a class all its own. 
The Soundtracs Virtua has signaled the beginning of 

a new era in digital consoles. 
For audio engineers, digital consoles have made the 

seamless integration of complex and diverse audio and 
video equipment possible, while achieving a high quality 
audio mix at breakneck speed. But what has been a distant 
luxury for some, has suddenly become an affordable reality. 

The Virtua integrates a vast array of analog and digi-
tal studio devices, allowing them to be processed, bussed, 

compared and mixed in an intuitive, fast, and flexible 
manner, which shortens the production process. And 
with specs like rapid format configuration, instant para-
meter recall and dynamic and snapshot automation, the 
Virtua is everything you want in a digital console—at 
less than half the cost of the competition. 

We think once you've done your homework you'll agree 
that Virtua is at the head of the digital console class regard-
less of its price. At $39,500, it is simply in a class all its own. 

SOUNDTRLICS 
Phone: (516) 393-8520 • email: soundtracs@korgusa.com 

Soundtracs products are fully supported and marketed in the United States by Kg USA, Inc. © 1996 Sound:racs USA, 316 South Service Road, Melville, NY 11747-3201 
use« READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Remostering 
The Star IllarsTrilogo 

It's hard to believe that it's almost 20 years since the Star Wars saga 

came into our cinematic life. While few people can foresee the suc-

cess of any blockbuster film, no one could have predicted that one 

film could not only establish the filmmaker and his compa-

ny (George Lucas and Lucasfilm), but could also change 

the art and craft of filmmaking. The general public is per-

haps more aware of Industrial Light & Magic, Lucas-

film's visual effects wing, but it's also safe to say that 

the genius behind the sound effects and creature 

voices, Ben Burn, is the most recognizable sound 

person in film history. 

In anticipation of the release of a new Star 

Wars trilogy beginning in 1999, Lucas has gone back and spiffed up 

both picture and track of the original three films for a theatrical re-

issue titled the Star Wars Trilogy Special Edition. 

PHOTOS. COURTESY LUCASFILM LTD 



The large number of sound effects 
that will he heard in the digital 
re-release of Star Wars that weren't in 
the original 70mm prints have noth-
ing to do with new technology or re-
visionist sound editing, but instead 
harken back to the crazy last month 
of mixing Star Wars in May 1977. Be-
cause visual effects were being creat-
ed and tweaked right up to the 
release date, different versions of the 
film had varying levels of complete-
ness and finesse. 

IT WAS 20 TSARS A00 
TODAY...AIJAOST 
The mix began in early 1977 at The 
Burbank Studios ( now known by its 
original name of Warner Bros.), even-
tually moving to The Samuel Goldwyn 
Studios (now known as Warner Holly-
wood Studios) Stage D for the remain-
ing predubs and all final mixing. 
Working primarily at night because of 
previous bookings on Stage D, the 

Ben Burtt and film editor Tom Christopher with some of the many reels that make up the Star Wars trilogy 

crew predubbed extensively to fit the 
final mix into the 33 inputs of the 4-bus 
Quad Eight board. During these finals, 
which Burn remembers as taking about 
three weeks, there was only one 
recorder running, with a Dolby A-en-
coded 4-track LCRS composite mix. 

In addition to opticals not being 
complete, there was another reason 
that the 4-track master was missing cer-
tain sound effects: In 1977, they were 
not completely confident punching into 

a stereo mix, and many reels in Star 
Wars were final mixed as a single take. 
"[The mixers] got more bold as the dub 
went on," Buril notes. "If you go into 
the archives, you'll see three or four dif-
ferent takes of reel 1. Sometimes I 
would cut masters together; I remem-
ber this was done for reel 6. It's hard 
for us to see, with the flexibility that we 
have nowadays, the limitations that we 
had then and why we hesitated to do 
certain things." 

The audio post crew for the remostering of Star Wars, around the SSL 5000 console at Skywalker Sound. Seated, I to r: Terry Eckton, Ben Burtt and Gary Summers. 

Behind the console, I to r: Mori Hammett, Sean England, David Turner, Ron Ronmos, Gary Rizzo, Lisa Storer, Tony Sereno, Jonathan Greber. 
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PCM 80 

hen we designed the 

PCM 8o's basic comple-

ment of effects Presets, we also 

provided the ability to plug in hot, new 

Audio Software/FX cards. Simply plug in 

any of our cards and you've now super-

charged the effects processor everybody is 

talking about. New effects and algorithms. 

Hundreds of stunning new Presets. 

Sophisticated PC-Card architecture that 

supports our commitment to functionality 

and continuing upgradability. 

PCM 8o FX cards offer a library of over 

700 new Presets — each one tailored for 

a particular application - with a unique 

Adjust Knob that lets you quickly audition 

variations of the effect. We put the most 

useful parameters of each preset into the 

PCM 8o's "Soft Row" so you can fine tune 

the Preset without having to hunt for the 

appropriate parameters. Engineer or 
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Available effects 
PCM 80 (200 Standard) 

DUAL FX - V1.0 250 

PITCH FX - V1.0 100 

Artist Predet Cards 

Scott Martin Gershin 100 
(Post FX) 

David Rosenthal 100 
(Music FX) 

!latent Rosenthal 
fans F 
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musician, there's a Lexicon FX card for 

practically any imaginable sound. Right 

now, you can instantly load-up on your 

creative options with any of these new 

FX Cards: 

• Dual FX — 25 Algorithms / 250 Presets 

deliver highest quality stereo multi-

effects, unprecedented routing capabili-

ties 6 a powerful new digital sub-mixer. 

• Pitch FX — 6 Algorithms / ioo Presets 

combine Multi-Voice Pitch Shifting 

HEADROOM INPUT 

OdB 

6 

12 

18 

21 

Contrd 
Tempo 

• 1 

o 10 

with PCM 8o Stereo Algorithms. 

• Harmony FX (Coming 1997) — 

Intelligent Pitch Shift Algorithms / too 

Presets offer Diatonic Harmonization, 

Automatic Pitch Correction and more. 

• Scott Martin Gershin Post FX — too 

superb post-production Presets featuring 

Surround Delays for Film 6 Reverbs for 

Orchestras. 

• David Rosenthal Music FX — too 

powerful performance Presets featuring 

brilliant reverbs 6 effects for keyboards, 

guitars, vocals. 

And don't forget, you can use any 

Preset as a template to create your own 

stunning versions of Lexicon effects - and 

store up to 2,000 of those Presets using 

standard PCMCIA SRAM cards. 

So check out the PCM 8o FX cards and 

experience the future today, at your 

Lexicon dealer! 

PCM Eio DIGITAL EFFECTS PROCESSOR 
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Heard In All The Right Places 
Tel 617/736-0300 Fax: 617/891-0340 E- Mail: 71333.434@compuserve.com 
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Remastermg 
The lltar NarsInlogg 
As a result, balance changes were 

made to the 4-track masters, along with 
the addition of sweetener tracks, while 
generating the first printmaster, the 
Dolby A stereo 2-track. Even then, 
"there was a lot of stuff that wasn't in 
the stereo optical, including lines of di-
alog and sound effects, because opti-
cals were being cut in after the mix," 
Bunt says. "It was the first mix finished 
and was also the least complete cre-
atively, because at that time the stereo 
optical [format) was an unknown quan-
tity and Dolby wanted to test it and find 
out how it was going to work. That mix 
was rushed out of the door, and we 
didn't think it was that important be-
cause it was only going to be heard in 
a few theaters." 

So, even more sweeteners were 
added to the original 4-track mix, to go 
with fixes in loop lines, when the 6-
track printmaster was made at Todd-
AO Stage A mere days before the film 
opened. (Goldwyn didn't have a 6-
track recorder on its dubbing stages at 
the time, although there had been two 
on its fabled scoring stage before it 
was converted to a shooting stage in 
the late '70s). It was possible to cut it 
this close because the 70mm prints 

11E111 SURE 

Work began at ILM in early 1994 
on storyboards and animatics 
(rough guide animation) for se-
quences that would need new pho-
tography, either live action or 
special visual effects. (The shooting 
of much of this new footage can be 
seen in the IMAX film Special Ef-
fects that Bunt directed.) The other 
work for ILM was to re-do opticals, 
removing matte lines and generally 
sprucing up the negative. 

Many new shots added to the 
trilogy are to establish certain loca-
tions. For example, "Ben Kenobi's 
house used to be a little hut silhou-
etted against the sky. Now you see 
it on a cliff in a big canyon with 
birds flying around it and rugged 
canyons in the background. It's a 
little bit richer in the geographic 
sense. We're doing that with all 
three films." 

There were three primary new 
scenes in the film. One, a larger 
Mos Eisley Spaceport which makes 
it merit the classification "space-
port" more easily than the very 
bare outback town portrayed in the 
original film, which was shot very 
quickly and cheaply. The new 
scene features some new CG crea-

tures whose designs were based on 
work that ILM had done for Juras-
sic Park. Scurriers (based on the 
Velociraptor) and the Ronto 
(shamelessly derived from the 
Brontosaurus, although any self-re-
specting dinosaur lover or child 
would have called it Rachio, short 
for Brachiosaurus). Burtt had to 
create new vocalizations for all 
these creatures. 

The second was in the Tatooine 
desert sequence, with the Imperial 
Stonntroopers scouting the area. It 
features fully animated CG Dew-
backs, with new voices created from 
recordings of hippos and rhinos. 

The general public is not aware 
that the character of Jabba the Hutt 
was supposed to make his debut in 
Star Wars, not Return of the Jedi. 
Budget and time constraints pre-
vented Lucas from matting in a 
good enough Jabba to replace the 
guy in a rug suit who was pho-
tographed talking with Harrison 
Ford in 1976. The restored film will 
have a CGI Jabba the Hutt as he 
appeared in Jedi, complete with 
slimy tail. Terry Eckton was able to 
cut around the original human 
Jabba, with Burn adding in new di-
alog in "Huttese." Unlike another 
high-profile restoration, Lawrence 
of Arabia, there has been no addi-
tional human ADR necessary in 
preparation of the Special Edition 
of the trilogy. 
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We had you in mind when we created the DA-38, the "Musician's Digital Muititrack Recorder." We gave`it grea-
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routing to aiy track, digital track copy for composite edits, shuttle knob control and instant lock up with 100% - ---
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flemastermg 
Star Naps inlogll 

could be printed, striped with magnet-
ic oxide, and then set aside to wait for 
the 6-track printmaster. At that point, 
the print was "sounded" by copying 
from the printmaster to the print. Star 
Wars opened initially in about 35 
70mm engagements. 

Even after the film was in theaters 
and on its way to becoming the most 
popular movie ever made, the mix was 
continuing at Goldwyn, in order to cre-
ate what Burtt says was considered by 
Lucas to be the genuine article.., in 
mono! "He [Lucas] felt that the stereo 
mixes were just for a few isolated 
venues, and he put his real effort into 
the monaural because that was what 
was going to play in most theaters." 

However, since the mono mix was 
done in the standard 3-track fashion. 
with separate dialog, music and sound 
effects, the original 4-track mix, being a 
composite of all three elements, was 

Recommended Inr 

DIGITAL TAPE 
RECORDING SYSTEM 

Ulf TN FACTOR 
In the 13 years since Lucasfilm's 
THX Sound System was introduced 
for selected engagements of Return 
of the Jedi, its trademark has be-
come, along with Dolby Stereo, the 
most recognizabie moniker in film 

sound. In addition to the presence 

of THX systems in more than 1,400 
theaters and professional dubbing 
installations, Lucasfilm (initially led 
by THX founder and namesake, 
Tomlinson Holman) has moved the 
system into the home with licensed 
home theater products and numer-
ous titles in its laserdisc program. 
The Star Wars Trilogy Special Edi-
tion was remixed in a THX environ-
ment at Skywalker Sound. 

WITH SONY, WHAT YOU PLAY 

IS WHAT THEY HEAR_ 

When choosing a  tape, 

performance is key. 

Enter Sony DARS Metal 

Particle and Metal 

Evaporated tapes for the 

DTRS 8mm format. They're 

two distinct tapes, based 

on your needs. And both 

were designed to stand 

up to the daily grind of 

overdubs. We know your 

music means everything. 

So we help you keep it 

that way. To hear more 

about our digital audio, 

call 1-800-955-SONY. 
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Warm It Up With 

ADL Pure Tube Equipment 

Many manufacturers combine solid state circuits 
with tubes (known as hybrid circuitry). This may 
be less expensive, hut certainly will not 'warm up' 
or fatten' your sound like an ALL-TUBE product. 
Anthony DeMaria Labs is the company that 
brings you the finest hand-built, pure-tube equipment 
in the world. Of course, you don't have to take our word 
for it. Check out our client list and hear the difference! 

Remember... It's not ADL unless it's ALL TUBE. 

I 
We Rely On The Best 
Ears In The Business. 
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Partial Client List: 

The Rolling Stones • Aerosmith (Steven Tyler & Brad Whitford), Flood (U2, Depeche Mode), London • Bon Jovi • Sony Music, NY • Butch Vig (Nirvana) 
Bearsville Studios, NY • Peter Moshay (Paula Abdul, Des'ree, Mariah Carey) • DJ Pooh (Ice Cube), L.A. • Chung King House of Metal, N.Y. • lsley Bros. • Heart • Hall & Oates • Foreigner 
Ted Nugent • Masterdisk, N.Y. • Paul Northfield (Rush, Oueensryche„Alice Cooper), Canada • EMI Studios, Australia • Sunset Sound Factory, L.A. • Kevin Leonard (Whitney Houston) 

The Cult • Neil Dorfman (Sting, Paul McCartney, Def Leppard) NY • Platinum Studios, Thailand • Bad Animals Studio, Seattle • Margarita Mix, LA. • Sony Studios, Japan 
John Jennings (Mary Chapin Carpenter), Nashville • Glen Phimister (Olivia Newton John), Australia • Bernie Becker (Neil Diamond) • Jimmy Buffet • Shawn Colvin 

Walter Affanasief (Mariah Carey, Barbara Streisand, Michael Bolton & Kenny G • Guy Babylon (Elton John Band) • Greene St. Recording NY 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
Sales: ( 818) 340-0228.41 Fax: (818) 340-4331 • Service: (914) 256-0032 
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unusable. This turned out to be no real 
handicap, and in fact doing that mix 
from scratch had its own benefits. Burn 
remembers that "by the time we got to 
the monaural there were even further 
developments: more changes in dialog, 
more changes in sound effects, differ-
ent processing," many of which would 
have been tough to implement with 
everything married together. 

That mix was primarily heard by the 
public in the initial 1977 wide release 
of Star Wars, since later re-releases 
were either in 35mm or 70mm Dolby 
Stereo. However good or complete, this 
mono mix, being mono, was usable to 
Burn in 1996 only as a guide to deter-
mine differences between it and the 
original 4-track mix that would remain 
the cornerstone of the remastering. 

To help facilitate the foreign-lan-
guage dubbing that he would travel 
around the world supervising, the last 
thing Burn and the mixers did at Gold-
wyn was to create two 3-track stereo 
"crashdowns," with creatures on one 
and all other effects and Foley on the 
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MAKE THE RIGHT CALL! 
Nobody in the music business has been building premium quality equipment for the pro and home project 

studio longer than TASCAM. Musicians have come to depend on their products for dependability, as well as 
affordability. And today, the company continues its tradition of innovation with products like the superb new 
DA-38 Digital Multitrack, the M-2600 MKII Recording Console and the DA-30 MKII DAT Recorder. 

Fact is, nobody in the industry knows 
TASCAM products better than we do here 
at Sweetwater Sound. More than 100,000 
musicians around the world already 
choose us for all their hardware and soft-
ware needs. Shouldn't you be one of them? 
Give us a try! We're willing to bet you'll 
be a Sweetwater customer for life. 

Sweetwater offers products from the very best names in the music 
business plus personalized service from our superbly qualified sales 
engineers and the finest technical support in the entire industry! 

(219)432.8176 
FAX: (219) 432-1758 
5335 BASS ROAD 
FT. WAYNE, IN 46808 
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THE ULTIMATE 
MUSIC RETAILER! 

CALL NOW! YOU MAY BE PRE-APPROVED FOR AN INSTANT LINE OF CREDIT ACCOUNT' 

other. While still not an effects stem in 
today's sense, it simplified foreign 
mixes and proved to be a help during 
the remastering. 

THE IN-BETWEEN YEARS 
In 1995, a little more than a year before 
Lucasfilm finished work on this special 
edition, there was a much-touted final 
home video re-release of the "original" 
versions of the films in the trilogy. [Edi-
tor's Note: See Larry Blake's column in 
the November /995Mix1Where the first 
video release of Star Wars in the early 
'80s simply used the original stereo opti-
cal mix, the 1995 "11-1X" mix was made 
from the 6-track master, plus the sweet-
ener elements that were originally cut 
from the mono version. Over the years, 
people have seen so many different ver-
sions and mixes that there would be ar-
guments among the fans as to what was 
in what version. Burtt says that he 
would get calls "from people in phone 
booths in Manhattan telling me that they 
heard secret messages backwards. I 
have heard everything imaginable. 

"But very often people were paying 
more attention than I was. Sometimes 
they would point out discrepancies that 
I wasn't even aware of that I had go 
back and figure out. There was an off-
screen line of Threepio's, where he 
says, `That's the main power station 
tractor beam switch, and you've got to 
go there and turn it off.' And that was 
not in the 6-track version of the movie; 
it was only in the stereo optical. It 
wasn't even in the mono, and I don't 
know how it happened, but we found 
that line and now it's back in. 

"As far as I know, all of the dialog 
that was ever in the film is in this ver-
sion, and all the sound effects that ever 
appeared are in, plus more. Plus new 
music and new scenes, so this should 
represent our best statement as to what 
the complete movie is and supersede 
all other versions. 

"I got very excited working on it. I 
had gotten pretty tired of the films and 
hadn't looked at them for a decade— 
except for the occasional video mix— 
and I was excited to watch them again 
in a theater. I guess it was 'early career 
nostalgia.'" 

Fortunately, all of the necessary 
original sound elements were still in 
existence and in good shape: the VI-
inch  production recordings, 2-inch 16-
track music recordings, 35mm mag cut 
units, premixes, and all of the various 
mixes and print masters. The only ele-
ments MIA were the Foley units. The 
original 4-track mix, once located, was 



Introducing the newest in this 

lineage,the DTR-8S PRO-DAT 

Machine. With features and 

specifications that could only come 

from a company that's been there, 

again and again. 

Audition a DTR-85 today and 

compare our sonics to the best that's 

out there, then compare the price. 

With the DTR-8S, we're certain 

you'll find you're on the right track. 

t' High Quality A/D and D/A Converters 48 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 32 kHz Sampling Rates 

Input Monitoring of Digital and Analog Inputs 

Active Balanced Input and Outputs on XLRs 

AES/EBU and S/PDIF Digital I/O 

300 Times Play Speed Search to TOC Marks on Tape 

Alphanumeric Program Naming for Easy Locate 

Supplied with Wireless Remote and Rack- Mount Kit 

No SCMS 

Internet Me: throw.otert.eom 

Otan i Corporation USA Phone: ( 415) 341-5900 Fax: ( 415) 341-7200 
L.A. Sales: ( 818) 972-3687 S.E. Sales: ( 615) 255-6080 
The Otan logo is a registered trademark of Otan Corporation. 
© Copyright 1996 Otan Corporation. 
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Remastering 
°The Star Narsinlon 

very carefully X-copied to 35mm 4-
track Dolby SR and Tascam DA-88, 
then put aside until it was needed for 
the creation of the new 6-track print 
master. 

It was clear that the original 4-track 
mix would be the backbone of the 
restoration, although they would have 
to use dialog and effects premixes, plus 
original cut music elements, to enable 
them to match when going to or getting 
out of new material, he it an inserted 
shot (such as the revised version of 
Han Solo's shootout with Greedo), or 
any of the new scenes. 

In preparation for the restoration, 
Bunt and re-recording mixer Gary Sum-
mers, who has worked at Lucasfilm 
since 1981 and was one of the mixers 
on Return of the Jedi, listened to the 
original 4- and 6-track print master at 
Skywalker Sound's Stag Theater at Sky-
walker Ranch, north of San Francisco. 

Using his notes from 1977, Bunt ei-
ther found the original 35mm cut tracks 
or had new tracks cut from his Vi-inch 
work tapes. In addition, he attended to 
Lucas' 20-year-old "could-have-been-
better" wish list. 

Sound editor Terry Eckton worked 
with Burn in getting the tracks ready for 
re-recording. Eckton was a logical 
choice, having cut creatures on both 
Empire and Jedi. She spent approxi-
mately two months on Star Wars., both 
conforming premixes on mag and cut-
ting new tracks on Pro Tools. 

JUMP-CUT: 1996 

Gary Summers first task at the mix was 
to predub all of the new material in the 
5.1 format. This included not only 
sweetener elements used during the 
original 1977 print masters, but material 
for new scenes and surround/sub-
woofer sweeteners that were cut to 
take advantage of the 5.1 format. The 
final print mastering then involved 
these premixes added to the 4-track 
mix, original cut music elements, origi-
nal dialog and effects premixes, plus 
the two effects combines made for for-
eign clubbing use. 

The original mono surround track 
was transformed into stereo surrounds 
in two ways. First, when the original 
surround was fine but needed to he ex-
panded, it was put through a Meridian 
565 home THX processor to utilize the 
home-TI-DC stereo decorrelation feature. 
Also, they cut new specific elements for 
ship motion, a good example of which 
was the battle in the trenches of the 
Death Star. They tried to "bring the ac-
tion off of the screen and into the 
room," Bunt notes. "We were very con-
servative in the original film because 
surrounds were not likely to be played 
consistently from theater to theater." 

Even more mysterious to mixers at 
the time of the original mix was the 
subwoofer channel, which was then 
called "bass extension" by Dolby Labo-
ratories because it was used to help the 
overall bass response of the system, 
and not just for low-frequency effects 
below 100 Hz. By bleeding low-fre-
quency material from the left and cen-
ter tracks to the left-center speaker, and 
the center and right tracks into the 
right-center speaker, the low-frequency 
handling capabilities of the then-stan-
dard Altec Lansing Voice of Theater 
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If digital was supposed 
to make things easier, 
why do you have a 
snakepit behind  your 
rack of digital gear? 
Tired of battling the constant tangle of cables every time you 
need to configure and reconfigure your set-up? Wondering 
how you're going to make this AES/EBU device talk to that 
S/PDIF device? Let a ZSYS Digital Detangler take care of your 
digital audio interface problems so you can get on with more 
important things. Whether you need 8, 16, 32 or even 64 ins 
and outs.... manual, remote, or software control even 
format conversion and custom configurations .... one of our 
Detanglers is perfect for you. 

ZSYS The last name in audio engineering. 

Z-Systems Audio Engineering 
4641-F NW 6th Street 
Gainesville, Florida USA 32609 
Tel: 352-371-0990 Fax: 352-371-0093 
e ,SyS@z-sys. COM http:/ /mew. z-sys.com z 
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How do you change 
your thinking about recording? 

Just UNDO it. 
We knew musicians would need 
a lot of reasons to consider 
changing their attitudes about 
the way they made music. So 
we started with 999 levels of 
undo and kept on going. 

As a recorder. the VS-880 
has everything you need.With 
64 virtual tracks to play with. 
you can record multiple takes, 
choose, edit and compile the 
best parts to create the perfect 
track. Of these 64 instantly 
accessible tracks, you can 
choose eight for final mixdown. 

With non-destructive editing, 
you can copy, move, exchange. 
insert, cut and erase tracks with 
the press of a button. If you're 
not satisfied with that edit, just 
undo it to return it to its original 

;tale. Locators, markers 
anc advanced editing 
unctions like Scrub Preview, 
lime Compression or Time 
Stretch take full advantage of 
he VS- 880's power. 

in addition to all of these 
editing features, the VS-880 
comes with a 14-channel digital 
mixer that's fulfy automatable 
via MIDI. And a VS8F-1 Effect 
Expansion Board can be easily 

Measures. beats, time readouts, 
play lists, fader/ pan positions, wave 
forms. ED curves, and more can be 
viewed on the VS-880 display to give 
you a comprehensive look at your 
work in progress. 

With 64 virtual tracks, you'll never 
run out of room for creative input. 
Record a solo multiple times, keep 
tracks you bounce for re-mixing 
later, edit several versions of vocal 
tracks for instant comparisons, or 
keep a "dry" version of your guitar 
part for adding different effects later. 

Just a few of the 
can be added during 
ing, bouncing or during 
mix in realtime are reverb. 
3D RSS - stereo delay chorus. 
flanging, phase shifting, 
Roland's COSM-based 
distortion/overdrive and guitar 
amp emulation, vocoder. 
pitch shifter and more. 

QI TRACK 

Trot,* Copy 
- Mow) 
• )(erg 
- Insert 
• Cut 
• Erase 

Merle Comp/ Exp 

Do things that are impractical with 
tape-based digital recorders. Move 
percussion parts instantly. Ex r hange, 
copy and paste multiple guitai solos. 
Erase and insert new endings. And 
just about anything else. 

user- installed, giving you two 
totally independent stereo multi-
effects processors. 

There are several ways to get 
to know more about the VS-880. 
You can try it at your Roland 
dealer. You can call ( 213)685-
5141. ext.798 to order a free 
demo video. You can visit one 
of our online sites or use our 
fax- back number. But don't wait, 
because this is one decision 
you won't 
change your 
mind about. 

IRoland 
VS-880 Digital 
Studio Workstation 
Rolard Corporation U.S.. 7200 Dominion Circle, 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 (213) 685-5141 
Roland Canada Music Ltd . 5480 Parkwood Way. 
Fnchinond, B.C. V6V 2M4 (604)270-6626 

Fax-Back Information: (213) 685-5141. ext. 271 
COMPUSERVE': GO ROLAND A 
http://www.rolandus.com 

/ With Scrub Preview, edit points 
are easy to find because you hear 

1 them at their original pitch. With 
1 editing resolution for finding edits at 
1 1/3000th of a second, you can make 

edits precise enough to remove 

/  
even the tiniest breath or guitar pop. 

The locators and 1000 markers 
take full acvantage of the VS-880's 
random-access capabilities. Just 

choose a point and you're instantly 
there. Every aspect of the creative 

process is faster and easier. 

TWCSI&IMIIMe 

Lee 

• 

SCENE 

"W. 

Every mixer setting, 
including virtual tracks and 
effects, can be saved as a 

scene. Store a snapshot of a 
mix when you're bouncing 
tracks. When you need to 

re-bounce the tracks to 
adjust some of the levels, 
you still have the originals 

saved on virtual tracks. 

LOCAIOn 
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speakers were enhanced. (Some the-
aters also had separate subwoofers.) 

Because they were working from a 
composite master in 1977, all materi-
al—dialog, music, and sound effects— 
was put into the "baby boom" channel, 
sometimes to the effect of muddying 
the image. As the Dolby 70mm process 
evolved in the mid-'80s, mixers would 
only add selective information to the 
boom channels (or sometimes nothing 
at all). Today, this is not an issue be-
cause the digital release formats all 
have a separate, discretely assigned 
subwoofer track. "The film never had 
the real low, low frequencies, but now 
we can extend the low end to what 
we're hearing today," says Summers. 

Thus, Bunt and Summers created a 
new subwoofer track, with specific ef-
fects cut for low-end sweeteners for ex-
plosions and such, although Bunt says 
that they tried to keep it stylistically 

close to the original in tone. "I went 
back to my original work tapes and 
drew only from that material," he ex-
plains. "I figured the best way to make 
it sound like I would have done back 
then was to keep to the same pool of 
effects and rework them." 

The overall low-frequency response 
was also extended in terms of the three 
main screen channels, due in no small 
part to the increased low-end capabili-
ties of modern theaters ( including, of 
course, those with Lucasfilm's THX 
Sound System). 

Once the new premixes were made, 
Burtt and Summers went through the 
film writing automation for all the ele-
ments, with the conformed X-copy of 
the 4-track mix in the monitor at unity 
gain. Overall level of the 4-track was 
not touched, although Summers did 
use two 2-track Cedar DH-1 20-bit de-
hissers to help combat some of the 
noise buildup that had accumulated in 
1977 with such heavy premixing and 
only Dolby A-Type noise reduction at 
their disposal. Summers says that the 
hiss was really bothersome in quiet 
scenes such as with the jawas in the 
desert, where the only sound is R2-D2's 

SEE what you 

motor and light ambience. "We would 
never accept that amount of noise 
today; we would shut down and figure 
it out!" Summers exclaims. Because the 
Cedar unit has a two-frame processing 
delay, the 4-track element was retarded 
by that amount when threading up. 

Next in the processing chain across 
each channel was a GML 8200 EQ for 
overall shaping. Summers found that he 
could lxx)st highs as needed without in-
creasing hiss, as would have happened 
by putting the EQ ahead of the DH-1; 
the DH-1 would have had to work hard-
er to do its job with an altered signal. He 
also did an overall lxx)st of the low end 
and took a little " bite" out of the 
midrange, finding one setting that was 
consistent from reel to reel. 

The final step in the chain for the 4-
track master was an Aphex Dominator 
II limiter to take the edge off of some 
sharp transients; in many instances, the 
chief offender was R2-D2! Burn says that 
their "main problem with the original 
mix were technical matters: You can't 
really undo distortion in dialog. Gary did 
his best to re-EQ the dialog and make it 
sound as natural as possible." 

  —1_ 
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- introducing electroluminescent screen technology from DK-Audio 

DK-Audio MSD200 Master Stereo Display combines a 

Phasemeter. Audio Vector Oscilloscope, and Peak Program 

Meter in a compact (7" x 5" x 1.7") easy-to-use unit. 

It provides an astounding 160 viewing angle and is easy to read 

even in adverse lighting conditions. 

The MSD200 Audio Meter provides a fast crystal-clear graphical overview of the entire audio 
signal, making it a superior and more versatile solution for mixing than traditional meters. 
Electroluminescent screen technology provides unprecedented clarity and sharpness - even 
from across a large control room. Menu-guided access to all functions makes the MSD-200 
easy to use. Software upgradable features can be added via PC. 

PHASE METER 

Displays the average phase relationship between 
two audio signals. The visual indicator clearly 
dis II.110, stereo and reverse phase on a 

:111ustuttes the 
the two axes p 

OPE 
n the M.-S domain on 

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM SPEC T RUM ANALYZER 

Flu Fast ititiritir Iran 

ideal tool for analyzi 
noise components ac 

Analicr Opu,,n is an 
uency, distortion and 
audible bandwidth. 

PEAK PROGRAM METER & ADJUSTABLE SCALES 

Illdit..Kcs lie icvd II he audio signal for each 
channel. You can select between Flying Peak. Peak 
Hold and Fast Peak plus six internationally 
standardized scales. Reference levels can be st.:( 
individually for the two channels. 

OVERLOAD INDICATORS 

Bright red LEDs above each PPM immediately 
indicate if your signal is in overload. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Built-in signal generator offers a choice of user-
definable noise waveforms for spectral alignment. 

tic. electronic 
Distributed and supported by: 

TC Electronic Inc., 705-A Lakefield Road,Westlake Village, CA 91361 Phone: (805) 373-1828 
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Please Call 800 518-4546 for further information on DK-Audios wide product-range 



Have you 
found your 

customers more demanding lately? 
They want a lot more for a lot less. 
They want it cheap and they want 
the kind of service and performance 
that they didn't pay for. 

In an effort to meet this demand, 
you might have been 
seduced into lowering 
your standards, only to 
find that the cheap 
mixer you just installed 
came with optional 
radio! RF rejection is 
something you take 
for granted when you install profes-
sional mixers like Yamaha's. 

What if you could have Yamaha 
reliabdity and the cheap price too? 
What if you could have the reliability, 

the cheap price, and even more 
value? Introducing the Yamaha 
MX12/4 four bus mixing console. 

At just $599.95, the MX12/4 
maximizes your clients dollars 
without sacrificing your integrity or 
peace of mind. It's a Yamaha, so you 
can plug it in, turn it on and walk 

away, knowing it will 
never give you or your 
client a moment's worry. 

More value? It's a 
rack mouutable, 12x4x2 
mixer with an onboard 
digital reverb and a 
7-band graphic EQ 

so your customers gel the extras 
without paying extra. When your cus-
tomers aren't spending all their money 
on hardware they have enough left 
to pay you what you deserve. 

You get the picture. So now 
you'll want the brochure. Call (800) 
937-7171 ext. 660 and we'll send 
il m you. 

Jost because you have a tight 
budget doesn't mean you need to 
make sacrifices that will come back 
to nurt you. The Yamaha MX12/4 
is a no-compromise mixer: great 
features, great heritage, great 
reliability and great price. Instead 
of staying up late at night listening 
to the radio, you'll sleep soundly. 

-800-937-7171 

1/e r  
Call for more information. YAMAHA 

SMART MIXING 

©1997 Yamaha Corporation of America, Professional Audio Department, P. O. Boa 6600, Buena Park, CA, 90622-6600. ( 714)522-9011. www.yamaha.corn 
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bave: Pro Tools Family PCI; background: SADiE CD-Text Creation System 

By PhIllp Ds Lamele 

p
nor to November's 101st AES convention, the recording industry's ' 

flagship trade show had not been held in Los Angeles since 1990. : 

A lot changed in the intervening years, a period in which the per-

sonal computer went from sideshow to the main event in the audio 

domain. On the Macintosh side, where the market for computer-based 

audio tools first took off, Digidesign dominates all but the very high 

end (Sonic Solutions territory), a testament to the company's strategy 

of positioning its offerings not merely as hardware and software prod-

ucts but as platforms with a wide range of capabilities provided by 

third-party developers. Whatever competition remains wasn't much in 

evidence at the show, especially as Macromedia (which now markets 

both Sound Edit 16 and DECK) did not exhibit. 

58 MIN. FEBRIARI 19.)7 
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AK\ G large diaphragm condenser microphones all share one common denom inator-the distinctive sound that has made AKG the #1 brand of microphones in recording 

studios around the world. From the legendary C414 to the vintage tube 

C 12 VR and the versatile C3000, AKG professional 

studio microphones are optimized for any 

vocal or instrument application. Engineered 

for uncompromising quality, it's pure AKG. H A Harman International Company 

1449 Donelson Pike • Nashville, TN 37217 USA 
Phone: 615-399-2199 • Fax: 615-367-9046 
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Digidesign, however, is in no posi-
tion to rest on its laurels. Systems such 
as SADiE (from Studio Audio and 
Video, U.S. offices in Nashville) have 
proven once and for all that the Mac is 
not the only viable host platform for se-
rious production tools, and the advent 
of Windows 95 seems to have provided 
a boost to the "Wintel" side of the mar-
ket (IBM PC/compatibles running Win-
dows software on Intel chips). 
Digidesign is aware of all this, of course, 
and continues to expand its Windows 
line, including a newly announced Win-
dows NT driver for the AudioMedia III 
PCI card. 

Judging from both the strong show-
ing of Windows-based systems and 
continued developments in the plug-in 
market for Digidesign's Mac-based of-
ferings, computer-based digital audio 
tools are flourishing. Here's a taste of 
what caught my eye as I made my way 
around the show floor. 

WINTEL SOFTWARE 

AND SOUND CARDS 

Now distributed in the U.S. by Panason-
ic, Merging Technologies (San Diego) 
debuted the Pyramix Virtual Studio sys-
tem, shown in prototype form at last 
year's AES show in New York. The sys-
tem is designed to integrate digital mix-
ing, effects processing, disk recording, 
multichannel editing, and CD-R master-
ing capabilities for popular CD-R de-
vices. It also allows users to make 
custom routing and effects configura-
tions. A core effects group included 
with the system consists of parametric 
4-band EQ, 10-band graphic EQ, 3-
band tone control, dynamics (noise 
gate, expander, limiter, compressor, de-
esser) and multiple digital delay effects. 
The company says additional DSP ef-
fects including reverb, time compres-
sion and expansion and pitch shift will 
be made available by Merging or third 
parties. 

Pyramix uses Merging's new Kefren 
DSP audio processor board, a special-
ized audio processor for personal com-
puters and workstations. The board 
sports four AT&T 32-bit floating-point 
DSPs for processing up to 24-bit, 481d-lz 
audio. Both 4- and 8-channel Pyramix 
configurations are available, either as 
board and software kits or as turnkey 
systems. The company also showed a 
prototype two-rackspace Audio Inter-
face Unit (AIU), which accommodates 
up to eight channels of simultaneous 
user-specified inputs and outputs. Avail-
able for either Windows 95 or Windows 
NT, Pyramix uses Open Media Frame-

work Interchange (OMFI) to ensure 
compatibility with other leading audio 
and video workstations. 

The SSHDR1 from Soundscape (Ven-
tura, Calif.) is also a multitrack Wintel-
based recording/editing system with 
hardware expandability of up to 128 
recording/playback tracks (see "Field 
Test" in Mix, November '96). The sys-
tem has been enhanced with reverb, 
pitch shift and time stretch effects that 
will be available as real-time DSP 
processes in the first quarter of 1997. 
Soundscape also showed a prototype of 
a new 8-channel I/O box due out at 
around the same time. 

Digital Audio Labs (Plymouth, 
Minn.), whose CardD line has been a 
popular I/O option for Wintel ma-
chines, announced the V8 product line, 
a PC-hosted hardware platform for hard 
disk recording and DSP. The system's 
main board (full-length ISA) supports 
mixing of up to 16 channels. Available 
I/O cards include CardDPlus, the new 
Deuce Coupe (stereo analog and digital 
inputs/outputs), and the new Big Block, 
with eight channels of analog VOs and 
stereo digital I/O. Multiple Big Blocks 
may be used in a single system. An in-
terface card for Alesis ADAT-format ma-
chines (the MDM Custom), supporting 
both 8-channel digital I/O and machine 
control, is also available. For signal pro-
cessing, the DSP Supercharger card 
comes with one pair of Motorola 56002 
DSP chips installed and slots for up to 
three additional pairs of chips. System 
pricing starts at around $2,500. 

Another hardware/software combi-
nation for Windows 95 is available from 
Metalithic Systems (Sausalito, Calif.). 
The Digital Wings for Audio system in-
cludes a PC card (two stereo inputs, 
one stereo output) with optional break-
out box (named BOB) and DWA soft-
ware for recording/playback and 
editing of up to 128 tracks. The software 
is organized around a hierarchical fader 
grouping model, with waveform editing 
in a separate window using Way Cool 
Edit. Available effects include reverb, 
delay, flange, distort and envelope func-
tions. MIDI I/O is integrated for 
sequencing and synchronization appli-
cations. 

Designed for broadcast applications 
is CUTmaster from CreamWare (Sumas, 
Wash.), a Pentium-based recording/ 
editing system featuring MPEG II edit-
ing and file transfer, full real-time DSP 
suite, synchronization, audio preview, 
format conversion, networking capabil-
ity and the CARTmaster playback/re-
trieval system. Prices begin at $2,395. 

Sonic Foundry (Madison, Wis.) 
showed the Version 4.0 update to its 
popular Sound Forge program for Win-
dows. The company is shifting away 
from a proprietary plug-in strategy and 
moving to embrace a new plug-in for-
mat based on Microsoft's ActiveX stan-
dard, which offers improved support for 
real-time previewing. Sound Forge 4.0 
also includes a new nondestructive cut 
list, new noise reduction and spectrum 
analysis plug-ins, a preset manager and 
support for Progressive Networks' Real 
Audio 3.0 audio streaming format for 
the Internet. Additional plug-ins will be 
available from Waves (Knoxville, 
Tenn.), which announced the compati-
bility of its Native Processing Power 
Pack with the program. The Power 
Pack includes Waves' Li limiter, Q10 
paragraphic EQ, Cl compressor/gate, 
Si stereo imager, TrueVerb and Wave-
Convert batch processor. 

Innovative Quality Software (Las 
Vegas) was showing its revamped Soft-
ware Audio Workshop product line for 
hard disk editing and multitrack mixing. 
Version 6.0 of SAW, which has been re-
built around the architecture of Innova-
tive's top-line SAW Plus, now supports 
simultaneous playback of up to four 
mono or stereo tracks and can address 
up to two stereo sound cards for four 
channels of I/O. Version 6.0 also now 
supports third-party plug-ins. The pre-
vious version of SAW is still available at 
a lower price as SAW Classic. 

Wave Computing of West Milford, 
NJ., showed StudioPC, a custom-con-
figured, rackmount, IBM-compatible PC 
with 100 to 200 MHz Intel CPUs and 
recording software pre-installed and 
ready to run "right out of the box." Most 
popular MIDI and hard disk packages 
are available, including Cubase, Cake-
walk, Logic, Spectral, Sound Forge, 
Pyramix, SoundScape, etc. Prices start at 
$1,489; software packages are priced 
separately. 

HARDWARE-BASED SYSTEMS 
Although not entirely computer-based, 
it's getting more and more difficult to 
separate the stand-alone, hardware-
based recording/editing systems from 
those that require a host PC. 

Akai Digital (Fort Worth, Texas) de-
buted enhancements for its DR8 and 
DR16 digital hard disk recorders. The 
SuperView SVGA interface card con-
nects the DR8/DR16 to a standard com-
puter monitor and keyboard, allowing 
for comprehensive display and key-
board-driven editing functions. Version 
2.0 of the DR8/DR16 operating system 
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We've even thrown in a Calibration Tone Generator. All of the 
Finalizer's functions are easily monitored on the graphic LCD and 
on the seven precision LED meters. 
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Want your mixes to deliver the punch and clarity of the industry 
heavyweights? Now you can... thanks to the FinalizerTm. TC's 

new concept in dynamics signal processing. Inserted between 
the stereo output of your mixer and your master recording 

media, the Finalizer dramatically increases the volume without 
sacrificing fidelity or stereo imaging. 

Finalizer 

MONITOR 

ANALOG 

I I  

DIGITAL/ANALOG MIXER 

AES/ANALOG 

1  

OUT 

The Finalizer creates that extra energy boost that you otherwise 

only can get from a professional mastering house. With its 
powerful multiband processing it will make your mixes sound 
punchier, louder, crisper, warmer, spectrally balanced, 
more"in your f ace"... it's your choice! 

The Finalizer's 'Wizard' function easily finds the optimum setting 
for your mix: Simply enter the type of music you are mixing and 
to what extent you want it processed... and you are done! The 
more experienced user may "tweak" the signal path extensively, 
with over 75 parameters to choose from. You will also find 
additional signal analysis tools including a Phase Correlation 

Meter, Peak-Hold Meter, Level Flow Meters, and a Digital Format 
Analyzer. 
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UTILITY 

Now even your demos will sounc like a CD. You can 
simultaneously: 

Convert It: 
Shape It: 
Enhance It: 

Normalize It: 
Expand It: 
Squeeze It: 
Trim It: 
Fade It: 
Dither It: 

20 Bit precision A/D and D/A Convertors 
Five band 24 Bit Parametric Equalizer 
Choose between De-Essing, Stereo 
Adjust or the Digital Radiance 
GeneratorTM 

Real-time Gain Maximizer 
Variable Slope Multiband Expander 
Multi-band Compressor 
Variable Ceiling Limiter prevents overloads 
Manual or Auto Fade Tool 
To maintain the highest resolutions on 
the digital AES/EBU and S/PDIF outputs 

Naturally, the Finalizer fully lives up to TC's twenty year 
reputation for sound quality, specrfications arid construction. 

Try it - you'll be knocked out by what the Finalizer will do for 
your mix. Call 1-800-798-4546 for the locaton of a IC dealer 
near you. 

Wizard J Finalizer 

Lc. electronic 

• 

WALL 

SICAlt 

CO•111M 

OTIASS 

L." I • nnesc 

TC Electronic Inc., 705-A Lakefield Road,Westlake Village, CA 91361 Phone: (805) 373-1828 Fax :(805) 379-2648 Email: te us@tcelectroniccom NAAA/W: http://www.tcelectronic.com 
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offers many new features, including 
manual punch-in/out, backup to SCSI 
DAT and Exabyte tape drives, support 
for drives larger than 4 GB and a mode 
allowing users to save defined settings 
as templates. 

Fairlight (Culver City, Calif.) unveiled 
MFX-3plus, a major update to its flag-
ship system with an upgraded CPU, PCI 
bus support, an enhanced controller 
and a modular approach to new soft-
ware releases. All major software com-
ponents will now be available as 
individual, function-specific modules, 
which can be custom-tailored to suit in-
dividual needs or applications. Due 
early this year, the first release will be 
record/play-only modules, designed to 
provide an economical alternative to 
tape-based digital multitracks. 

MASTERING SOLUTIONS 
For mastering applications, Mac-based 
systems from Sonic Solutions (Novato, 
Calif.) have long maintained a leading 
role at the high end, with the SADiE 
system offering the most highly evolved 
alternative on the Wintel side. Just three 
weeks before the show, Sonic had an-
nounced the release of Version 5.1 of 
the SonicStudio software package, with 

enhanced premastering functionality, in-
cluding a "CD Play Panel," allowing di-
rect audition of any audio track written 
to Exabyte tape in the DDP format, as 
well as the ability to re-record PQ data 
and ISRC codes on previously written 
DDP tapes. 

At AES, Sonic previewed Version 5.2, 
which was scheduled for release as a 
free upgrade in December 1996. Op-
tional 96kHz sampling rate capability 
(available at an additional charge) will 
ready the system for the 24-bit/96kHz 
high-density audio format that may end 
up as part of DVD-Audio. Sonic has 
also added support for Sony's PCM-
9000 magneto-optical recorder, as well 
as OMS (Open Music System) support 
to ease integration of external control 
surfaces into the Sonic work environ-
ment. Version 5.2 will also add support 
for Mezzo Media Archiver Version 2.2.2 
to allow backup of an entire project in 
one step. Sonic also announced its in-
tention to develop technology for creat-
ing Liquid Audio-compatible files for 
real-time audio distribution on the In-
ternet. [For more on Liquid Audio, see 
last month's AES report—M.1 

SADiE, meanwhile, has implemented 
a major upgrade, with SADiE3 debuting 

at the show. The new software is de-
signed to run on existing SADiE hard-
ware, as well as the company's Octavia 
modular digital workstation. Among the 
new features are dynamic reallocation 
of DSP power and read/write support 
for a variety of major audio file formats, 
including such Mac formats as AIF and 
SD II. Particularly notable in terms of ef-
ficiency is the ability to load tracks on 
or off the system in the background 
while working. SADiE3's mixing mod-
ule now allows full user configuration 
with automatable dynamics, EQ and 
level, and allows internal subgrouping 
and effects sends. And a new Project 
Manager keeps audio and edit data to-
gether in a project, which may be 
backed up in a single operation. A 
broadband de-noise module designed 
by CEDAR Audio is available as an op-
tional plug-in. 

THE DIOIDESION PLATFORM 
The big push at the big Digidesign 
booth was on touting the benefits of the 
just-released Pro Tools Version 4.0. The 
program now runs native on PowerPC 
machines. Among the new features 
demonstrated were send and mute au-
tomation, as well as dynamic automa-

STATE OF THE ART 32-BIT PRO AUDIO! 

• 
VIS UAL . 130 AUDIO 

The Professional Software/Hardware Effects Processing System 

DSP•FX 

True 32-bit 
Floating-Point 
Processing 

YES 

Complete Visual YES 
tJser Interface 

• User-Upgradable YES 
o 
o 

Architecture 

Complete Online 
Upgradability 

Unrestricted Real-
Time MIDI Control 

Available With 
se: Analog & Digital 1/05 

• Prices Starting At 

DO 

partial 

YES 

YES 

no 

no 

YES yes 

$799 S1995 

MOST INNOVATIVE PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 
ELECTRONIC 
MUSICIAN 

1997 
EDITORS 
CHOICE 

1997 Editor's Choice Award from EM Magazine 

RUNS ON ANY WINDOWS PC! 

DO 

DM I.e. 
...et.. • 

,...,14•••••• 
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, 
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THE PLUG-INS: 
• OSP/FX Graphic Reverb 
• DSP/FX Multi-Tap Delay 
• DSP/FX Full Stereo Pitch Shifter 

• DSP/FX Multi-Element Chorus 
• DSP/FX Analog Tape Flanger 

• & MORE! (contact us for 
latest PLUG-IN list) 

"Guitars and Vocals were FABULOUS, those 
long lush tails sounded great. Very cool." 

— Craig Anderton 
Music 

Technology Guru, 
EQ Magazine Editor 

"Excellent true stereo effects, very low 

noise floor, hugely expandable." 

;SP ® 
.... 

— EQ Magazine, 
October 1996, 

review by 
Wade McGregor 

To Try DSP•FX call 
1.800.778•6761 

COWER TECHNOLOGY 

100 Northill Drive, Bldg. #24 Brisbane, CA 94005 r USA Phone: 415.467.7886 www.dspfx.com 
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The answer is: The blanket 
will cegrade soLnd quality. 
The so called BOSS effect 
elanke: Over SoLnd Sys-
tem) can also be achieved 
without the blanket, but is . 
nevertheless an undésirable-
effect Often times, when 
the t lianketisn't present 
and the Pet still sounds bad 
the culprit is none ether 
than the systems graphic 
EQI -

Symetrh( is making a couple 
of new concert sound 
quality graphics that will 
blow the Dlanket off your PA! 

The detaiS: 

531E 
GRAPFbC 
EQUAL 2ER 

532E 
GRAPHIC 
EQUALIZER 

_ 
Ccnstant Q equalizers-exhibit 

supediar feedback cntrol characteris-
tics, but 000 all sound the same.. 
Filters must combine with militrium 
ripple to achieVe predictable-fre-
quency 'esponse. Q must be opti-
mized to limit interaction between 
adjacent hands. Ota filters exhibit the 
very -pest combination of minimum , 
ripple and maXimur-, selectivity. 
The graphs to the right were made'. 
with alu aders at max mum boost, / 
nota wpical setting. tut a test that 
r can immediately pinpoint art 
equalizer's problems. The ripple from 
the well kibown brand X is rile hard 
to heerl The SymetriX graphics not 
only .tpok better on paper, they 
sound significantly better! . 

THD+ Noise fl kHz at +4dEtti, eq 
in, all bands flat) is<110020/0. A very 
ffiporta it spec in any EQ it can9nly 
oe ac'he'ved with Metictilous design 
and exacting craftsmanship. 

IS Precision grounded center 
detent metal shaft faders. Two 
r*nportà-it concepts: 1) The center 
detent means that when a fader is in 
-.he center :grounded) position its 
4ilter contributes zero noise. g) Metal 
shaft iaders operate rnore stnolithly 
and relia by over time They- cost a lot 
more than plastic ones found in 
competing units, but we believe that 
without them you don't have a 
Drofessiorl ÉC2. 

a blanket placed over my PA 
or degrade sound quality? 
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Z: Variable low and high cut filters. 
Visible woofer cone movement Ls the 
result of subsonic audio passing 
through your system Our variable low 
cut filter stabilizes your speaker voice 
coils without sacrifycfrig low end audio. 
Ultrasonic audio destroys horns. The 
531E and 532E variable hi cut filter 
removes the high frequencies you cant 
hear, and saves you money at the 
same time. 

The two position range control 
switches the 31 graphic faders 
between a standard +/-12dB range 
and a high resolution +/-6dB range. 

Large high contrast knobs and 
crisp graphics. A feature we know 
you'll appreciate late at night when 
you're really tired. (Many EQ's don't 
even have knobs on their faders!) 

Z: Servo controlled output 
stages eliminate large electrolytic 
caps from the output. The result is 
zero DC output offset, a low -3db 
rolloff point (6Hz), and the elimina-
tion of output loading effects. 

LED input level ladder. An EQ's 
dynamic range spec can only be 
achieved when the incoming signal is 
properly adjusted. With the 531E and 
532E input signals are set precisely 
where they need to be. Dynamic 
range of over 112dB is assured. 

We've got more features irremal 
power supply, failsafe relay bypass, CE 
compliance, XLR and 1/4" connectors, 
high tolerance multi dialectric film 
capacitors (resulting in low sensitivity 
to temperature changes), and many 
more. We can't go further here, but if 
you call us we'd love to. 

Specs can tell you a lot, but the 
sound is everything Give our 
single channel 531E or dual chan-
nel 532E a try and we're sure you'll 
agree that these EQ's can indeed 
blow the blanket off your PA! 

o etrix 
Lynnwood, WA, USA 

TEL (800)288-8855 / (206)787-3222 
FAX (206)737-3211 

WWW.SYMETR1XAUDYO.COM 
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tion of nearly all TDM plug-in parame-
ters. Version 4.0 will also include loop 
recording, batch export to multiple tar-
gets, new fader grouping features and 
built-in support for synchronized dis-
play of QuickTime movies. An optional 
MachineControl add-on allows transport 
and scrub-to-picture control over VTRs 
using 9-pin and VLAN protocols. 

Pro Tools 4.0 features built-in sup-
port for hardware control surfaces from 
third-party manufacturers, including JL 
Cooper, Penny & Giles and Peavey, as 
well as for a new controller under de-
velopment by Mackie—a prototype of 
Mackie's Human User Interface (HUI) 
was on display at the show. The au-

tomatable HUI features eight 100mm 
updatable motorized faders and bidirec-
tional MIDI or RS-422 control. 

One of the smartest strategic 
Digidesign has pursued over the years 
is to aggressively support the extension 
of their products' capabilities by third-
party developers through plug-in archi-
tectures, first for Sound Designer and 
later via TDM. At AES, the company an-
nounced AudioSuite, a new plug-in 
specification for Pro Tools 4.0. Core 
DSP plug-ins bundled with Pro Tools 
will include reverse, normalize, pitch 
shift, time compression/expansion, 
invert, DC offset removal, dither and 
duplicate. 

19772„°,,viv 1997 

It's Coming! 
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A special anniversary issue celebrating the history of 
Mix and the professional audio industry since 1977. 

Publication Date: September, 1997 Ad Close: June 15, 1997 

Call your Mix Advertising Manager for details 

Mix National Editorial, Advertising and Business Offices 

6400 MI6 Suer( # 12 • Emeryville. CA 94608 • TEL ( 510) 653-3307 • FAX ( 510) 653-5142 
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Dolby Surround Decoder TDM Plug-In 

Dolby Surround Encoder TDM Plug-In 

Many existing plug-in developers at 
the show announced plug-ins in the 
AudioSuite format. Waves, for instance, 
announced AudioSuite versions of Ll, 
Q10, Cl, Si, TrueVerb and WaveCon-
vert. Other AudioSuite plug-ins an-
nounced include the Pure DSP pitch 
processor from Mark of the Unicorn, the 
VocAlign voice pattern synchronization 
tool from Synchro Arts, the Steinberg 
Loudness Maximizer, and Spatializer's 
PT-3D. 

The list of TDM plug-ins, meanwhile, 
continues to grow, making the 
Digidesign third-party developer booth 
a busy and often crowded spot on the 
show floor. Some of these plug-ins in-
tegrate into the digital workstation envi-
ronment processing capabilities 
previously available only in stand-alone 
devices; others perform new and un-
usual operations inconceivable before 
the digital age. (Contact information on 
third-party tool developers is available 
from Digidesign in Palo Alto. Calif.). 

Included in the former category are 
dynamics processors from Drawmer 
and dbx. The latter demonstrated the 
DC66 compressor/limiter/gate, which 
emulates the company's Overeasy cir-
cuitry found in the 1066. Drawmer's Dy-
namics plug-in is also a compressor/ 
limiter/gate, this one based on the com-
pany's DS 201. 

Dolby Laboratories was showing 
Surround Sound Tools for TDM, two 
plug-ins that combine to allow Dolby 
Surround encoding and Dolby Pro 
Logic decoding for monitoring of sur-
round-encoded program. The pair are 
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• 4-0/-0.3 dB DC - 50 kHz • 

• Convection cooled • 

• Gold connections • 

• Excellent signal-to-noise ratio • 

An all discrete MOSFET design provides a 

ruler- flat frequency response from sub-

sonic to 50 kHz which is enhanced by the 

gold input and output connections. 
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PURE IMAGE The RP 500 
hat, an excep-

tionally smooth phase response which 
enhances the stereo image. Phase shift can 

cause phase cancellations in the mix 
position, which leads to a "smeared" 
or reduced stereo image found in 
other amplifiers. 

o 
The RP' 500 MOSFET studio reference power 
amplifier gives you the purest audio signal that money 
can buy. Throughout its development process, close 
attention was paid to every detail to ensure superior 
sonic performance. The RP 500 is accurate, translating 
into a perfect mix! 

Frequency response, phase and signal-to-noise are 
technical terms that may make your brain hurt to think 
about, but they mean everything to the accuracy of your 
mix. Many amplifier companies strive for excellence in 
one area, being excellent in all of these is what makes the 
RP 500 the perfect studio amplifier. 
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It is important for a studio ITS SILENT. 
amplifier to he quiet. 

Traditional amplifiers produce electronic noise 
from op-amps and mechanical fan noise, which is 

unacceptable in the studio. The RP 500 uses 
convection cooling for quiet installation, and an all 
discrete transistor design provides signal-to-noise of' 
-110 dB (UNWEIGHTED). Therefore, you hear the 
mix and not the amp. 

The MONITOR Magatine is a publication filled with the latest Wiwi:nation musicians want to know. To receive 4 issues kir only $5 ( price good in U.S. only). 
send check or money order to: Monitor Magazine. Peavey Electronics. 711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39301 • (601)483-5365 • Fax (601) 486-1278 • 
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CHRIS MARS 
RECORDING HOME ALONE 

S
hortly before alternative prog-
enitors and all-around icons 
The Replacements broke up 

in the early '90s, founding drum-
mer Chris Mars left the band and 
embarked on a solo career. The 
Minneapolis resident landed a deal 
with the Smash label, and over the 
next two years he produced two 
well-received albums of his own 
songs at nearby Paisley 
Park Studios. Only a few 
guest musicians were fea-
tured on those records— 
Mars played virtually every 
instrument himself. 

It may seem strange 
that Mars would choose 
this approach after playing 
with a band for many 
years, hut he says it comes 
naturally. "I do a lot of vi-
sual art, too," he says, 
"drawing and painting. 
I've been creative in a soli-
tary way all my life." Un-
fortunately, studio time is 
a lot more expensive than 
oil paints, and playing 
most of an album's parts 
oneself can be a particu-
larly time-intensive way to 
record. Mars often found 
his creativity curtailed by 
the clock. 

By 1994, when he 
signed a contract with 
New Jersey independent 
label Bar None, Mars had 
come up with a solution to 
his time and money problems: "I 
suggested buying a studio because 
of all the gear on the market that al-
lows you to get some pretty good 
recordings at home." It made sense 
to the label, so with funding in 
hand, Mars called music stores in 
Minneapolis and New York City. 
He decided on a package offered 
by a local store consisting of 16 
tracks of Tascam DA-88; a Samson 
MPL 2242 mixer; Yamaha NS-10M 
monitors; mics including six SM57s, 
two Audio-Technica AT4033s and 

one AT Pro 25; two dbx 166 com-
pressors; a Roland Super JV-1080 
synth module; a bunch of BOSS 
pedal effects; and a Yamaha DTR2 
DAT machine. 

After setting up the gear in his 
living room, Mars was ready to 
make his third record, with com-
plete creative freedom. But what 
about engineering chops? "I had no 

Mars in his studio, illustrating the 

benefits of working at home. Background: 

A Mars painting adorns the cover of his 

new release, Anonymous Botch. 

idea," he says. "God, it was a 
headache. That record was many, 
many calls to the store and just tak-
ing a lot of notes. I didn't know 
how a board actually worked or 
anything." Mars had, however, 
learned skills like mic placement 
during his studio work with The 

BY ADAM DIYDA 

Replacements, so with this know-
ledge and a lot of diligence, he 
got by. 

To record his new album, the 
recently released Anonymous 
Botch, Mars built-out a studio space 
in his basement (named Pine Box 
Studio in honor of the building ma-
terials and the design). He had a 
much easier time engineering on 

this go-round and record-
ed the album over a peri-
od of two-and-a-half 
months. Asked if he miss-
es working with profes-
sional engineers, Mars 
replies, "Sometimes, yeah, 
because I'd like to be 
able to concentrate on 
the purely creative end. 
But if you're in a studio, 
you have to hurry any-
way. When you're at 
home, you can take your 
time and dabble, so I 
think it balances out. And 
at the same time, it's pret-
ty fun, because if there's a 
sound you have in your 
head, you can go for it 
and it's very educational. 
I've learned a lot." 

It may seem a haphaz-
ard approach or a simple 
setup, but the studio is a 
comfortable place that 
enables Mars to work 
alone and unfettered. It's 
a serviceable, creative 
tool for him that he uses 

as such. "I think of music in gener-
al as just a vehicle to express your-
self," he says, "and I treat the gear 
as more of just a way to get things 
out rather than getting all into the 
technical nuts and bolts. All that 
stuff is helpful, too—bit by bit you 
learn a little more, maybe pick up a 
piece here and there, then you just 
hit yourself in the head and say, 
'Shit, I should have done this three 
years ago.' You do things the hard 
way, but it's all about getting the 
idea across." 
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SLAVE D-80s for 16 & 24 TRACK RECORDING 
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NOW yom can 
record 8 -Fracks 
simuiltaneotitsly 
at CD-qmality 

on a removable 
hard drive_ with 
no compression 

ancl no compromise! 

r—ar m 

inally. you can have an expandable IDE-based 
digital removable hard disk system which offers up 

to 40iminutes* of true multitrack recording. non-
destructive 'cut. copy. move & pasté' editing. 
instant locate & search. five 'virtual reels'. digital 
and analog inputs/outputs along with a removable 

front panel which acts as a full function remote 
control—all in a package which is a snap to use and 

incredibly affordable. So much so. you might want to 
buy two or three for 16- or 24-track recording 
capability. Visit you Fostex Dealer today! 

iii-frack 
For further information contact Fostex Corp. of America - 15431 Blackburn Ave. • Norwalk. CA 90650 • Voice: (310) 921-1112 Fax:(310) 802-1964 
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TU PROJECT STUDIO 

THE PLACE 
LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND 

The Place is the personal do-
main of Heinz Affolter, a 
Swiss guitarist/composer/en-

gineer, in that order. It's Affolter's 
third studio, the latest generation of 
a work space/business that has 
supported itself and its owner since 
the late '70s. "It's something be-
tween a commercial studio and a 
private facility," Affolter explains. "I 
started back in '78 with a 4-track 
machine, then a 16-track and 
now—since 1984 I'm at 24, which 
is perfect for what I'm doing." 

Affolter is currently dividing his 
time between his own artistic pur-
suits—he has four albums to his 
credit and another forthcoming— 
and recording other Swiss acts. His 
facility, which was designed in 
1984 by Helmut Kolbe of Zurich, is 
situated in a former shop that 
shares walls with residential apart-
ments, which poses some limita-
tions: "We can mix all night long," 
he says, "but we have to stop 
recording drums at 10:00 p.m." 

The studio measures 33 by 17 
feet and features a live-end, dead-
end-style arrangement, with a 
glass-walled piano booth. The con-
trol room (15 by 20 feet) is also 
acoustically graduated from reflec-
tive to absorptive, and downstairs, 
directly below, is a machine room 
that doubles as an iso booth. "I 
have some special things down 
there for the guitar players," says 
Affolter, "you know, the rock side. 
I made some big isolation boxes 
and put two Marshall cabinets in 
each of them, so I can pull up 
speaker wire and the players can 
just plug in their amps or preamps 
and have great isolation." 

In 1993, all of The Place's rooms 
were retuned by British studio de-
signer Nick Whittaker. "We made 
minor corrections," says Affolter. 
"The main monitors had to be 
tightened because they are flush-
mounted in the wall, hanging 
down from rubber strips, and they 
had become loose over the years. 
Nick also changed the horns, and 

we added some 
equalizers—some White EQs—in 
the bass and made some adjust-
ments to the mid-range." UREI 
811As provide the monitoring. 
Other equipment includes three 
Tascam DA-88s, two Panasonic 
SV3700 DATs and B&W CDM1 
near-field monitors. Affolter also has 
outboard gear from TC Electronic, 
Roland, Lexicon, Yamaha, Ensoniq, 
Alesis and Valley People, and mi-
crophones from Beyer, Crown, 
Shure, Audio-Teclmica and RODE. 

The Place's console is a recent 
addition—a brand-new Soundtracs 
Virtua, which Affolter says he's 
been working on nonstop since it 
arrived, getting the hang of the 
new digital technology. "Initially, I 
really had to start rethinking [the 
way I work]. I just finished mixing 
a session of 18 songs, and I learned 
a lot using the automation. I've had 
automation before, but this is Total 
Recall. And Total is really total: 
EQs, compressors, gates, gains, in-
puts, tape returns...For example, I 
have a client here, and he has no 
time to be here, so I tell him, 'Why 
don't you just do your thing, and 
I'll keep going. I will not put it on 
tape until you've heard it.' And in 
between, I can do another session, 
and I can just go back to the song. 
It gives me so many possibilities. 

BY BARBARA SCHULTZ 

That's why the Virtua 
fits so well into my concept of 
working. I need 24-track possibili-
ties here, and it's the first time I've 
seen a desk that does what I want 
it to do in this price range. 

"I do have some complaints," 
Affolter continues, "but they are 
mostly software-based, which I 
think will be worked out. The con-
sole cannot send out MIDI pro-
gram changes, although it has 
MIDI. I think that's something 
Soundtracs will probably imple-
ment in a later version. It's just so 
brand-new. I'm definitely the first 
studio in Switzerland that has one." 
When we spoke, Affolter had 

just finished a gospel project and 
was about to begin recording a 
local rock band. "But mostly, I try 
to have time for my music," he 
says. He describes his own style as 
a mixture of Latin, flamenco and 
jazz-influenced classical guitar. The 
outside projects he records are 
various. "Lucerne is a very small 
town," he says. "There are some 
local groups here, and I get bands 
in from Zurich, projects from all 
over Switzerland now. We record 
country music, classical music. We 
have had full orchestras for movie 
soundtracks here; I think the maxi-
mum we could fit was about 20 
musicians. But the studio is not 
booked every day, and I'm happy 
that it is not booked. I want to use it 
for my private purposes. I'm a mu-
sician. That's what I want to be."• 
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Nobody Does Digital 
Like Denon 
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Why trust your CD playback products to an one but Denon? Denon has been a lead& in digital audio technology since 1972 with the 

introduction of the world's first PCM digital recorder. in 1975, Denon- demonstrated the first PCM optical disc player while in 1982, 

Denon pressed the first commercially available Compact Disc. - 

Today, Denon offers the Industry's most comprehensive family of professional CD players, CD Jukeboxes and CD-ROM 

Jukeboxes. From broadcast and post-production to fixed installation and mobile DJ, Denon has the right product for all your Compact 

Disc playback applications. That's why Denon is The First Name In Digital Audio. - 

DCM-340 5 CD Changer 

- 
ON-600F Single CD player 

ON-610F CD/Cassette Combi-Player 

ON-650F Single CD Player 

DN-951 FA CD Cart Player ON-2000F MK11 Double CD Player 

ON-961 FA Cl) Player 

ON-1400F 200 CD Changer 

DRD• 1400 200 CD-ROM Changer 

ON-2500F Double CD Player 

DENON 
I )0non Electronics Division of Doon Corporation (I 222 New Rd.Parsippan)'. NJ 07054 (201) 5- 5- ->110 
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TKO PROJICT STUDIO 1 

SERENITY RECORDS 
SOLAR RECORDING 

1
 r I he summer of 1996 brought a 

rash of violent storms to the 
American Southwest, causing 

a massive power outage that 
stretched from California, Arizona 
and Utah to the Canadian border. 
Although virtually the entire state of 
Arizona was without power, Carol 
Hills-Hitney was still rolling tape at 
Serenity Records, her recording stu-
dio in Prescott. "I didn't even know 
there was a power failure," she says. 
Hills-Hitney and her husband, 
Gene, a solar engineer, live in a 
solar-powered ranch home, built 
completely out of recycled and 
nontoxic materials. Incorporated 
into the structure is the solar-pow-
ered recording studio, where 
Hills-Hitney composes and records 
children's music for her own Seren-
ity Records label. The recordings 
are released through her own pub-
lishing company, Harmony With 
Nature Publishing. 

"A solar-powered system basi-
cally is very simple," explains Hills-
Hitney. "It's modular. You can start 
with one or two panels, do a few 
lights in a home, a radio, TV. Then 
you add more panels later, and 
more batteries." A 5,000-watt solar 
electric panel array sits on the roof 
of the house, gathering energy to 
power both the home and the stu-
dio. A 1,050-watt array provides the 
maximum studio power level of 
2,500 watts, allowing Hills-Hitney 
to run the studio, at an average 
power in the 700-watt range, for 
about ten hours per day. The ener-
gy is first stored in batteries; it is 
then sent through a sine wave in-
verter, which changes direct cur-
rent to AC electricity. 

"The nice thing about having a 
solar-powered studio," says Hills-
Hitney, "is that you do not have to 
worry about electrical surges. An-
other great thing is, it's quiet. You 
don't have any hum. We have the 
studio on a separate circuit so that 
it's not common to the rest of the 
home circuit." 

Hills-Hitney says her vision is to 

teach peaceful co-
existence between 
people and nature 
by reaching out to 
children. She has 
been developing 
teaching tools, in-
cluding music books 
and tapes with chil-
dren singing on one 
side and karaoke-styk 
music on the other side. Ten 
percent of album proceeds go 
to nonprofit organizations of the 
purchaser's choice. 

Hills-Hitney's projects are de-
signed to be used in schools or at 
home, and they have a strong em-
phasis on ear training. "It's good for 
children to hear different types of 
music, and so I mix different me-
ters, time signatures, so they get a 
feel of different rhythmic structures. 
And I bring a strong melodic [ele-
ment] into it," says Hills-Hitney. 

The Serenity Records studio was 
designed and equipped with the 
help of Dave Bellanca from the 
Communication Task Group West 
Ltd., of Las Vegas. Hills-Hitney 
mixes on a Mackie 3208 with Ultra-
mix automation. Recording equip-
ment includes three Panasonic 
MDA-1 MDMs with Alesis BRC, 
Tascam DA30 and DAP1 DAT ma-
chines, and two Sony TCK cassette 
recorders. Monitors are Alesis Mon-
itor Ones, and effects processors 
include an Alesis MidiVerb 4, TL 
Audio dual-valve preamp/compres-
sor, Lexicon Alex and Behringer 
MDX2000. Hills-Hitney is partial, 
however, to her SPL Vitalizer when 
recording children. "I find it's really 
good—it sort of separates them a lit-
tle bit, gives them a little depth," she 
says. Mics include Beyers, Shure 57 
Betas, AKG 391 and C3000, ATM 25, 
and Audio-Technica 4050 and 
8410s. Hills-Hitney composes with 
Finale software and an Ensoniq 
MR76 keyboard, with various other 
synths and sound modules. 

MY SARAN JONES 
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asy to record children," Hills-Hit-
ey says. She stresses the impor-

tance of making sure they are 
thoroughly familiar with material 
and are comfortable with the studio 
situation, particularly with headsets. 
Also, she's found that children re-
spond well to hearing other chil-
dren singing, as opposed to adults. 
And then there's the attention-span 
factor. -You can't keep children in 
a real long session, and besides. I 
have a fun place that they can come 
to. They can play with some chick-
ens, and they can be out in my gar-
den and there's no traffic going by." 

This is turning out to be an ex-
citing year for Hills-Hitney. She has 
plans to move into hard disk 
recording and is expanding her 
Web site, which features informa-
tion about her albums, solar ener-
gy facts and downloadable audio 
files. She also hopes to record 
more all-adult albums. All of these 
projects are helping her fulfill her 
commitment to educate children 
while encouraging practices that 
will help preserve the environment. 
"You have to sort of find your little 
niche," says Hills-Hitney, "and I 
think I found a niche where I can 
be helpful and where my time is 
spent wisely." 

For more information about 
Serenity Records/Harmony With 
Nature Publishing, call 520/776-
9670, visit www.northlink.com/ 
solar/or write to Box 365, Chino 
Valley, AZ 86323. 
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COMPACT 
ilealebe SHOULD REFER TO 

THE WAY IT LOOKS, 

NOT THE WAY 

IT SOUNDS. 
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As convenient as they are, compact discs can shrink the sound you've worked so hard to create. But now, thanks to 

High Definition Compatible Digital process, that won't happen. The HD:CD process preserves the fullness and body of the 

when you master for CD. Call us for more information, or ask a maseering engineer who has it. And let people hear 

all of you. Available at Future Disc • Gateway Mastering • Georgetown Masters - Masterdisk • Masterfonics • MasterMix • Ocean View 
Digital • Sony Music Studios, NY • Sterling Sound 

HDCD and High Definition Compatible Digital are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics. Inc. 1510) 644-2442 on www.hdcd.corn 
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A STUDIO GROWS LIKE MAGIC 

W
hen the singer/songwriter/ 
musician/producer/engi-
neer known as Magic ar-

rived in Los Angeles from the 
tough streets of Jamaica, New 
York, in the early '80s, he had $300 
to his name and a head full of 
dreams about making it in the 
music business. He idolized Earth 
Wind & Fire leader/producer Mau-
rice White and spent days on end 
unsuccessfully trying to meet him. 
"I literally walked to the studio 
where he was working every day 
for two months, but the guy at the 
door wouldn't let me in," Magic 
says. "A few years later, I did it 
right: I drove up to the studio in a 
limousine and this same guy told 
me just where I could find Mau-
rice!" That led to a friendship, and 
White eventually even signed 
Magic's group, called Magic Eye, to 
his Kalimba Productions company. 
Since then, Magic's career has 
been on an upward track, and he's 
become a producer himself, work-
ing out of his home studio with 
such "name" artists as The Whis-
pers, The Rippingtons, George 
Duke, Nia Peeples and Gerald Al-
bright. Not bad for a guy who 
claims he learned much of what he 
knows about audio from the pages 
of Mix. 

Magic's studio (which domi-
nates his house in the lovely town 
of Moor Park, in Ventura County, 
just north of L.A.), started out 
humbly. "I had a Tascam 688, and I 
made a record on that called 'I'm 

Coming Home' during the Gulf 
War—it was like a letter from a sol-
dier—and I sold 67,000 copies of 
that, off a Tascam cassette deck," 
he says. "I never wanted to be an 
engineer; in fact I'm not really sure 
I want to be one now, but out of 
necessity I had to learn how to do 
it to make my music. Then I 
bought a Fostex console and a Fos-
tex G-16 recorder, and I cut these 
tunes that The Whispers got a hold 
of. They met with me and they said 
they loved the songs and eventual-
ly, about eight or nine months 
later, it came out that what they 
wanted was for me to produce 
them doing those songs. By this 
time, I had a Peavey AMR1600 con-
sole and I was using that with the 
G- 16s. The Whispers said they 
wanted me to record them, so I 
was going to book a studio, but 
they said, 'No, we want to do it at 
your house.' Well, this was my first 
time engineering, so I said, 'Wait a 
minute, I'm not an engineer!' And I 
was really scared; they almost had 
to force me to do it. They said, 
'Look, you've been talkin' to us for 
eight months about equipment and 
this and that and you obviously 
know what you're doing, so just do 
on us what you did on your own 
tape.' I was still scared, so I figured 
I better go get some new equip-
ment, so I got a Soundcraft DC 
2000 and eight [Akail DR-4s, so I 
had 32 tracks direct-to-disk digital 

BY BLAIR JACKSON 

and all this other gear." So far, most 
of the recording has occurred in 
the spacious control room, with 
Magic monitoring on headphones. 

In addition to the DR-4s, Magic 
has recently invested in four E-mu 
Darwin hard disk systems, giving 
him a total of 64 tracks to work 
with. Monitors at the studio are 
models by Alesis, Tannoy, JBL and 
Auratone. The extensive collection 
of outboard gear includes the 
Yamaha REV7 reverb, Alesis Mi-
croVerb III, four Alesis 3630 com-
pressor/limiters, Audio Control 
EQ, Ensoniq DP4 effects unit, 
BOSS Pro SE-50 stereo effects 
processor and much more. Among 
his mics are an AKG 414, an Audio-
Technica 4033 and an Oktava 
MK219. Magic is a multi-instrumen-
talist as well, proficient on guitars, 
drums and keyboards; his key-
board/sampling rig features a large 
assortment of Akai, Roland, E-mu, 
Ensoniq, Yamaha, Oberheim, Ale-
sis, Moog, Kurzweil, Korg and 
Kawai gear. 

These days Magic spends his 
days and nights juggling produc-
tion chores for groups like The 
Whispers and a country group 
called Shades with his own proj-
ects, which run the gamut from 
jazz to R&B. "I really feel like this 
is a dream, because so many won-
derful things are happening to 
me—things I fantasized about 
when I was a kid, and now that I'm 
an adult I get to do them. And I still 
feel like a kid." 
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MEET THE REPLACEMENT 
FOR YOUR 8 TRACK 

DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER 

MO specialists Genex Research have 

4Gir 411091001prij already revolutionised the world of 

111110 hi- bit 2-track recording with their 

ground-breaking GX2000 magneto 

optical disk recorder. Now, the remarkably cost-effective new GX8000 

is set to replace tape- based 8-track digital recorders in all 

applications from music recording to film and video post-

production. 

Essential for full compatibility with DVD and other new 

formats, only the GX8000 is equipped to record at 16, 18, 

20, 22 and 24 bits, and at sampling rates of 32, 44.056, 

44.1, 47.952, 48 and 96kHz. 

Only the GX8000 has features like simultaneous recording 

on all 8 channels at higher than 16- bit, 9- pin seriar remote control and 

an on-board SMPTE chase reader/generator, ensuring that the GX8000 

slots in just where your tape-based 8 track used to be. 

And, unlike other MO 8-backs you may have heard about, only the 

GX8000 is available right now, already working hard for leading 

facilities around the world. 
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• Being an optical. non-contact format, MO is extremely secure 

mo 2.6GB I — so nuch so that HHB MO media is backed by a lifetime 

(100 years) warranty. And when you buy your GX8000, we'll 

even give you your first 10 HHB 2.6GB MO disks for tree. 

For firther details on the the Genex GX8000 MO Recorder, 

the future of digital 8-track recording, contact HHB 

Communications today. 

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Genex Research 

itimenuojeumuel 

Worldwide distribution by HHB Communications 

HHB Communications Inc - 43 Deerfield Road. Portland. Maine 0410' 1805, USA 
Tel 207 773 2424 • Fax: 207 773 2422 - E- Mail: 75671.3316@compuserve.com 

HHB Communications Ltd • 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK 
Tel: 0181 962 5000 • Fax: 0181 962 5050 • E-Mail: salei:Chhb.co.uk 

Studer Canada Ltd 1947 Leslie Stieet, Toronto. Ontario M3B 2M3. Canada • Tel: 416 510 1347 - Fax: 416 510 1294 

Visit HHB on line at: http://www.hhb.co.uk 
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Here's one of those stories that crops up anual-
ly as a reminder of the days when studio main-
tenance meant something completely different 
than it does today. As music production moves 
ever closer to a complete computer-based do-
main, many of the old rules of maintenance get 
replaced by those more relevant to IBM and 
Macintosh environments. 

"The digital world has given the idea of studio 
maintenance an entirely new meaning," says Shane 
Faber, owner of Jeep Jazz Music, which operates out of 
the hack of Sound On Sound in Manhattan. Sound on 
Sound is one of those studios that still has to play by 
the old maintenance rules, much to the satisfaction, 
one suspects, of its owner, Dave Amlen, an old-line 
studio guy who still believes that you can make a facil-
ity work successfully with consoles, tape decks and 

hp Dan 08180 

Tips, 

Tricks 

And a Little 

"What's- the- Point?" 

Repartee 

True Grit. But it's people like Faber who are facing the 
new realities of maintenance in the 1990s. 

"The thing about equipment at the project studio 
level is that, in general, it either works or it doesn't 
work, and there's not a whole hell of a lot you can do 

about it," he says, not without some positive spin. "On 
one hand, it's a pain in the neck knowing that you 
can't fix most of what you buy because it's a closed 
box—no user-serviceable parts inside. On the other 
hand, because everything is so cheap and modular, 
you can have more than one of a lot of critical systems, 
like modular digital multitrack decks. Now, instead of a 
system going down and having to stop the session, 
you can simply replace the malfunctioning system with 
another one. That's what I mean when I say that main-
tenance has a whole new meaning these days. 

"Becoming your own technician was fine a few 
years ago, but in a way it's become kind of dangerous 
now," adds Faber, who syncs an ADAT deck with an 
open-reel Tascam 14-inch, 16-track, straddling the line 
between the old and new rules. "You still have to 
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know how to use a soldering iron and a jeweler's 
screwdriver. But just as important now, you have to 
know when to call someone else in." 

One interesting development from the front lines is 
that duplicate equipment has become a function of 
maintenance. ADATs, in particular. were the butt of 
disparaging remarks in the beginning, mostly about the 
need to have an extra one always on hand. However, 
it's become a fairly standard practice throughout project 
land to keep one redundant MDM unit of any brand 
nearby, making the old math of "four-8-tracks-equals-
Z4-tracks" an accurate equation. 

The same goes for inexpensive signal processors 
and other outboard equipment. The low cost of the 
gear has actually made this an advantage in keeping 
sessions running; in a modular, affordable world, it's 
easier to pull out an offending rack squirrel and replace 
it than stop the session to try to fix it. which probably 
can't be done anyway. This extends to some of the 
more sophisticated technology, as well. For instance, 
one facifity owner noted that he had purchased his 
TimeLine MicroLynx synchronizer with an internal 

black burst generator. but had the foresight to also ac-
quire both an external word clock and black burst gen-
erator. "The IVIicroLynx will crash now and then, and 
it takes awhile to get them back up," he says. "Having 
those functions externally is the same as having other 
parts of the studio modular. It really saves a session 
when something goes down. I really encourage peo-
ple to have as many items and functions independent 
of other systems as possible, from black burst genera-
tors to hard drives. All my writeable disk systems are 
modular, like using my Jaz drive instead of the inter-
nal computer hard drive. Instead of having to take the 
whole Mac in for a repair, I just switch out drives. Be as 
modular as you can." 

Much of what works in computer maintenance envi-
ronments also applies nicely to project studios. Frank Pi-
azza, a project studio owner in New York, recommends 
keeping to a commuter maintenance schedule for music 
equipment. "You have to remember to rebuild the Mac 
desktop—hold down the Option and Command keys 
when starting up the computer. I find that the frequency 
at which I do this depends upon the amount of work 
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I'm doing. You can either wait for the 
hard disk to get slow, or you can do it 
on a regular schedule, like once or twice 
a week." Defragmenting the hard drive 
is just as important; use the appropriate 
software, such as Norton Utilities, to ac-
complish that. And for goodness sake, 
don't forget your surge protector! 

Air conditioning for project studios 
is an often overlooked maintenance 
point, and it goes hand in hand with 
dust control in the studio environment. 
It's recommended to have any air-con-
ditioning system that feeds the studio 
checked and serviced at least annually, 
and if your system is part of the house 
system, have it serviced hi-annually, 
with a particular emphasis on the ducts 
feeding the studio. Chimney-sweep 
companies offer duct-cleaning services 
(as does Sears); have that done at least 
once a year. And make sure the equip-

COMPUTER CHECHLIST 

COHOLES, CIRES 
HAD CORRECTORS 
It's a good idea to check all your 
mic cables regularly—cleaning the 
jackets, checking for missing screws 
on the XLRs, etc. Also, check for 
shorts and open connections, and 
verify that the cables are wired 
properly, so pin 1 goes to pin 1 on 
the other end, ditto for pins 2 and 
3. Nothing is more aggravating than 
an out-of-phase mic cable! 

Spend some time checking 
often-overlooked connections, such 
as those for your monitor amps and 
speakers. Check the binding posts 
to make sure the metal surfaces are 
bright and shiny. Retighten the con-
nections, perhaps using a touch of 
cleaner/deoxidizer/conductivity en-
hancement treatment such as Deox-
IT from CAIG Laboratories (San 
Diego). And make sure the lock-

down screws on the multipin 
blocks—such as EDACs and 
Elcos—on the console and tape 
machines are secure. 

Patchbays can be a particularly 
troublesome area, particularly in-
console versions where the holes 
face up. They should be cleaned at 
least once a year, preferably more. 
Some consoles include a IT patch-
bay cleaning attachment—a nozzle 
attached to a can of cleaning sol-
vent—so you can clean without dis-
assembling. Vertigo Recording 
Services (North Hollywood, Calif.) 

carries a line of injectors and bur-
nishing tools for professional TRS 4-
inch and TT patchbays, retailing for 
a mere $34.95. 

And on the subject of patchbays, 
I prefer nickel-plated patch cables. 
If you're using cables with brass 
connectors, make sure they're al-
ways as shiny as gold—even the 
slightest amount of oxidation on the 
metal surface can cause bad or in-
termittent connections. 

—George Petersen 

(Submitted by Charles Maynes, former software test en-
gineer at Digidesign, now a sound designer/effects edi-
tor at Creative Cafe, Glendale, Calif.] 

1) Have and use a backup device regularly. Remov-
able drives (Jaz, optical, CD-R) are okay, but usually 
their limited capacity and high cost-per-MB make them 
awkward to use. DLT/Exabyte and DDS2 DAT are better 
solutions. DLT is best if you are using a high volume of 
material, or if you must change from project to project in 
a limited amount of time. It is quite fast (transfer rates 
better than 90 MB per minute) but somewhat costly. If 
the device is shared by more than three users, it is real-
ly a good value. 

2) Periodically reformat your hard drives. This takes 
time—especially with large drives—but is a great bit of 
insurance for the DAW user. (Be sure to read item *1 
before doing this, though!) Also, between projects, oc-
casionally run a disk optimization or defragmentation 
program. 

3) Mac users: Suppress the urge to use operating sys-
tem extensions—the fewer extra extensions and control 
panels, the faster your computer. If your computer is 
dual-purpose, use the extension manager to set up a 
trim startup environment for your digital audio work, 

and an enhanced environment for your "off the clock" 
work. 

4) Be sure to read your manuals and "read me" files 
carefully—most manufacturers will document any bugs 
or incompatibilities with their products. 

5) Use a battery-backup power supply. This is very 
important, especially if you have older wiring in your 
studio. It should also help keep your other appliances 
from disrupting the computer. The battery isolates the 
computer/peripherals from the wall current. 

6) If possible, leave your hard disks on at all times. 
This will actually allow them safer performance because 
they will stay at a constant temperature. (Mixing con-
soles benefit from this, as well.) 

7) Avoid installing software revisions in the middle 
of a project. Unless you have received a critical bug fix 
in a new version, or like living dangerously, changing 
software can sometimes lead to new crashes and insta-
bility at a time when you can least afford it. 

8) As a scheduled maintenance issue, use com-
pressed air to remove the dust from the inside of the 
CPU. This procedure will increase its lifespan and make 
it happy. 

9) Add more RAM and use faster drives whenever 
you can. 

10) Always use high-quality cables, especially for crit-
ical SCSI connections. 
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There's no doubt you could use a DAT recorder. You 
would like a little flexibility too. The DATMASTER that 
delivers studio-quality specs, performance and sound for 
your studio and on the road. But you don't want to settle 

for a consumer-grade unit that may crap out on you at 
the worst passible moment. That's why you'll want the 

DA-P1 from TASCAM.. It's the pottable DATMASTER 
— perhaps the most durable, highest 

quality portable DAT recorder 
you can buy. 

For the road, it has 
the features demanded by 
musicians and production 

.0..44, professionals. Things 
fexeAcK like XLR-type MIC/LINE inputs with 

phantom power, a 20dB pad, and a versatile, 

easy-to-read display. An extended life 2-hour battery 
that recharges in just an hour and a half. 

Unleash the DA-P1 in your studio,. too. With a built-
in S/PDIF direct digital I/O. it is easy to transfer to and from 

DA-88s, DA-38s, ADATs, hard disk recorders 

and other digital gear. You'll appreciate the 
multiple sample rate support (48, 44.1 and 

32 kHz} and the DA-Pi's next-generation A/D and DIA 
converters that deliver the same studio-quality sound as 

many of TASCAM's rack-mount DATs. 
Standard accessories include 
a shoulder belt, AC adapter 
and battery — carrying case 
is optional. So if you could 
use a DAT for your studio 

and the road, pick up a DA-PI 
and take it to your next gig. You'll 

get the be of both worlds. There's one 

waiting for you at TASCAM 
your dealer today. Take advantage of our expenc nce 

DA-PI 
')4r'ITAPLF PAT 
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urn cleaner hose directly over the top 
of gear, especially the console, and lift 
it from section to section so you don't 
knock dirt into crevices as you move. 
Small air filtration devices placed near 
equipment, especially down near the 
bottoms of racks, also help keep dust 
under control. 
When it comes to maintaining 

MDMs, E.D. Menasche, co-owner of 
PM Productions, suggests exercising 

cassette tapes in the machine by com-
pletely fast-forwarding and rewinding 
them once or twice before formatting 
them. "I've found that that really helps 
prevent dropouts," he says. "And once 
you find a brand of tape that works 
with your type of machine, stick with 
it. These machines seem to be very 
picky about what they want in them." 
And finally, adds Faber, do every-

thing you can to keep the one most in-
dispensable piece of technology happy: 
"When you do find a great technician, 
someone who really knows what he's 
doing and who can get everything run-
ning right, do everything you can to 
keep him—and don't give anyone else 
his phone number." 

Dan Daley is the East Coast editor of 
Mix. 

MOM MO 111T E C E 
HERO GRES 
An ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure, and this old adage 
applies equally to caring for your 
modular digital multitracks. The ro-
tating heads used in videotape-
based MDMs usually need replacing 
after 2,000 to 3,000 hours of use 
(typically, less than one year at a 
busy studio). But tape head life may 
be extended beyond that figure by 
avoiding dusty conditions and 
cleaning on a regular basis. 

Also, when it comes to tape 
guides, cleanliness is godliness. I've 
troubleshooted dozens of MDM 
problems, and dirt particles trapped 
in the corners of the guide rollers 
cause tape misalignment and stick-
ing, leading to all kinds of unex-
plained maladies, even when the 
heads were clean. 
MDM tape heads are extremely 

fragile. So unless you are thorough-
ly trained in the ways of cleaning 
rotary-head assemblies, you'd better 
forget about popping the top on an 
MDM to do head cleanings. Both 
Alesis and Tascam recommend 
using "dry" tape head cleaning cas-
settes. Do NOT use the "wet"-style 
cleaners, which typically involve 
putting a few drops of some clean-

ing liquid into a videotape-sized 
cleaning mechanism. These may 
permanently damage MDM heads 
and should not be used. Alesis rec-
ommends the 3M VHS-HC Black 
Watch video cleaning cassette. Tas-
cam suggests the dry cleaning tapes 
designed for Hi-Errun video. 
When to clean heads is subject 

to a variety of criteria, such as the 
conditions of operation (dust/hu-
midity/temperature levels) and the 
type of work you do, such as con-
stant shuttling over short sections of 
tape. Also, certain formulations of 
tape shed particles less than others, 
so once you find a tape you like, 
stay with it. My rule of thumb is to 
clean heads on an as-needed basis, 
such as when the MDM's error light 
flashes frequently or stays on for 
long periods. 

Keep a maintenance log and 
note how often your heads require 
cleaning. Check the number of 
hours on an ADAT by pressing the 
Set Locate and Stop buttons simul-
taneously. On a DA-88/DA-38, hold 
the Play and Stop buttons while 
powering up. This will display the 
total number of elapsed hours of 
head-drum operation on the time 
counter display. This hour display is 
useful not only for scheduling rou-
tine service, but also for checking 
the "odometer" when you're look-
ing at a used machine. 

—Geome Petersen 
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"RIVERDANCE: THE SHOW" 
FOLK MUSIC WITH BROADWAY POLISH 

1
 1 or an island approximately 
the size of Maine (with a 
population smaller than that 

of Missouri), Ireland has an impres-
sive music scene—one that contin-
ues to leave a big footprint on 
world culture. Acts such U2, Van 
Morrison, The Chieftains, Sineád 
O'Connor, Sinéad Lohan, Enya and 
The Cranberries make up a healthy 
portion of Ireland's exports, and 
they are a rich source of pride, as 
well. 

It should come as no surprise, 
then, that Riverdance is taking the 
world by storm. A high-energy, 
high-tech show combining tradi-
tional Irish music and dance with 
world music sensibilities and a rock 
'n' roll pace, Riverdance is one of 
the London theater's most success-
ful offerings. In the UK, Riverdance: 
The Video is the second- best-sell-
ing video ever (next to Disney's The 
Lion King). At the show's U.S. 
debut at Radio City Music Hall, the 
sale of Riverdance merchandise 
broke the previous sales record, 
held by the Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles. 

EUROVISION 

'Mc show has unlikely origins. The 
broadcast of the Eurovision Song 
Contest is a longtime tradition 
across the Atlantic. You may re-
member that in the 70s, the contest 
exposed an unexpecting world to 
a previously anonymous group of 
Swedes known as ABBA. The con-
test works like this: Each country 
enters a song and a singer (or 
group) into the competition, sort of 
like a cross between Star Search 
and the Olympics. 

Each year the honor of hosting 

BY STEPHIN WMBIM 

the event is given to the country 
that won the previous year. This 
host country gets to present a musi-
cal interlude or short film while the 
judges are tallying the votes—usu-
ally an opportunity for the audience 
to grab a pint from the icebox. But 
in 1994, an estimated 300 million 
European jaws dropped when the 
combination of Bill Whelan's score 
and Michael Flatley's choreography 
put Irish folk music and dance on 
steroids and into overdrive. River-
dance was an overnight sensation. 

Despite the overwhelming re-
sponse, expanding a seven-minute 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 88 
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FACILITY 

SPOTLIGHT 

OLYMPIC STUDIOS, LONDON 
Still Making History 

0
 lympic Studios has a 
long and impressive 
history. Built in 1906 

in the fashionable West 
London suburb of Barnes 
as an Edwardian music hall, 
it became a movie house 
in the '30s, before being 
purchased in the mid-'60s 
by Cliff Adams (famous in 
Blighty as founder of the 
Cliff Adams Singers, a pop-
ular vocal ensemble). Under 
the capable direction of 
technical manager Keith 
Grant, during the late '60s 
and mid-'70s, Olympic be-
came perhaps the quintes-
sential rock studio, hosting 
sessions with the Rolling 
Stones, Jimi Hendrix, Small 
Faces, Led Zeppelin, The 
Eagles, The Beatles...the list 
goes on forever. The studio's outstanding success is 
often attributed to Grant's love of large orchestral ses-
sions. He made the main room at Olympic one of the 

Studio I 

Siudio 2 

best-sounding, live-feel areas in the world, and it is per-
haps small wonder that the studio became popular for 
rock recordings. Hardware came and went, but during 
the late-'70s, the main room featured a custom-built, 
wrap-around Helios console. 

That was then; this is now. In 1988, 
Richard Branson's Virgin Studios 

Group, owners of The Manor Studios in Oxfordshire, 
Manor Mobile, The Townhouse in West London and re-
lated facilities, purchased Olympic from Adams. Then in 

early 1993, the entire operation was bought 
by Thom/EMI. At that time, Studios 1 and 2 
featured identical 56-channel/32-bus SSL 

4000 G Series boards with Total Recall, while 
mix/overdub Studio 3 offered a 64-chan-
neV32-bus 4000 G Series with Total Recall. 
Also available is a smaller pre-production, 
editing and MIDI programming room in the 
facility's basement. 

Recently, a new console was chosen for 
Studio 1. Olympic's director of operations, 
Ian Davidson, says he thought long and hard 
about the frame size. "These days, 56 chan-
nels are just not enough," he says. "Having 
looked at one or two other consoles, the 
more we thought about it, the more obvious 
it became that an ESSL1 9000 was the one to 
go for. We like the compatibility we now 
ertjoy between our three main tracking and 

remix rooms; engineers are very familiar with the SSL 
user interface and automation functions. And the best-
sounding SSL is this new 72-channel, 48-bus SL-9000 
J-Series. For us, sonic integrity is of paramount impor-
tance; we can now throw away all of our outboard pre-
amps and EQs! This is a very quiet console." 

"Studio 1 is one of the largest studios 
CY MIL LAMM« in London," adds studio manager Siob-
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han Paine. "With space for a full or-
chestra, we handle a wide range of pro-
jects, from album recording and mixing, 
to film scores. Artists who choose to 
record here do so because of [the stu-
dio's] capabilities. 

"For instance, Eric Clapton records all 
his [English sessions] in Studio 1; Charlie 
Watts recently finished his latest album; 
Eternal recently recorded the music for a 
new Disney animated feature." Other 
artists have included Shirley Bassey, 
Steve Hillage, Michael Ball recording 
Phantom of the Opera, Mike Scott (ex-
the Water Boys) recording a new solo 
album with producer Nico Bolas, Chris 
Kimsey mixing tracks, and the Lightning 
Seeds. At press time, Clapton was in Stu-
dio 1 overdubbing and remixing a series 
of new album tracks recorded in Los 
Angeles, with producer Simon Climie 
and engineer Alan Douglas. 

Studio l's recording area and control 
room were designed by Sam Toy-
ashima just over seven years ago, and 
received a full cosmetic refurbishment 
before the new console was installed. 
"The room needed a bit of smartening 
up and modernizing," Davidson says, 
"but the acoustics were perfect, so we 
left that as it was." The control room 
measures 30x22 feet, with a separate 
machine room to the right, while the 
recording area is 52x39 feet. Four isola-
tion booths are also available. Studio in-
struments include a Steinway concert 
grand with MIDI interface. Acoustics 
within the recording area can he varied 
by lowering and raising sections of the 
ceiling via a series of motor-driven 
hoists, to create angled panels that re-
flect sound out into the room. 

Studio 2's control room measures 
30x24 feet, and the recording area is 
36x32 feet, with two iso booths. A 
Bosendorfer grand with MIDI interface 
is also available. Studio 3, which han-
dles remix and overdub sessions, fea-
tures a 26x17-foot control room 
connected to a small ( 18x12 feet) live 
room. 

In terms of production hardware. 
Olympic boasts an impressive collec-
tion of analog and digital transports. 
which can be installed in any of the 
control rooms. Available decks include 
a pair of Mitsubishi X-850/880 PD-for-
mat digital 32-tracks; two Sony PCM-
3324s and two PCM-3348 DASH-format 
multitracks; and Studer A820 analog 
multitracks with Dolby A and SR noise 
reduction. Timecode synchronization is 
provided by a series of TimeLine Lynx 

II systems. Mastering decks in each 
control room include Ampex ATR-100 
1/4- and 1/4-inch machines, plus Sony 
PCM-2500 and Otani DTR-90 DAT 
decks. Monitoring in each room is pro-
vided by Genelec 1035A systems 
mounted in soffits. 

"Studio rates are competitive with 
London rates," Paine says. "Studios 2 
and 3 go for between £1,000 and £1,100 
per day [approximately $ 1,600 to 

$1,7601, while Studio 1 rents for £1,250 
to £1,300 [$2,000]." All rates include an 
analog multitrack and an assistant engi-
neer. The smaller programming room, 
which features Amek/TAC Magnum 
and Mackie 32.8 consoles, Otani MTR-
90 24-track, Sony DTC-1000 DAT ma-
chine, Digidesign 4-track Pro Tools 
system and an impressive array of MIDI 
keyboards, expanders, sound modules 
and Mac-based sequencers, is available 

HELP FOR DillE111Cf105 1110H111116 ID THE DU 
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE'S GUIDE TO STUDIO ENGLISH 

There are no mixing boards in Eng-
land. I first realized this in an eleva-
tor in downtown Detroit several 
years ago. My assistant and I were 
schlepping an entire 16-track live 
recording rig up to our hotel room, 
when a tall man with a very British 
accent got on at the 11th floor. 

He looked at my SECK 1882 mix-
ing board and said, "That's quite a 
desk, isn't it?" to which I articulately 
replied something like, "... Uh." My 
point is, he gave himself away as 
being an Englishman, and not an 
American, because 1) he called the 
"board" a "desk," and, 2) he actually 
spoke out loud to another human 
being in an elevator in downtown 
Detroit. 

Last summer, I spent a great deal 
of time in the UK recording studios, 
where I realized that the British have 
entirely different terms for many im-
portant tools of our trade; mastering 
these terms is essential for effective 
communication during recording 
sessions; and the English design and 
build the most incredible recording 
"desks" money can buy, yet are mys-
teriously incapable of making coffee 
that doesn't taste like chewing to-
bacco. 

The language barrier was appar-
ent from the first session. You 
should have seen the blank stares go 
back and forth when I said that I 
wanted to "stack" the female singer's 
vocal. And when I called into the 
control room for someone to "bring 
up the guitar lead," an assistant ac-
tually ran to the amp room and, this 
is the truth, brought me a 1/4-inch 
cable! I decided then and there to 
start making a list of terms that have 
different meanings on opposite sides 

of the Atlantic. So here goes: Lead 
means cable. Desk means board. 

Pokey means fast (so a Power PC 
running at about a trillion megahertz 
would be a "pokey computer"). 
Valve means tube, as in "I say, 
chaps, where could I find a `valve' of 
toothpaste?" Okay, maybe not quite, 
but: Tube means subway. 

Here's another good one: In Lon-
don you don't start out as an "assis-
tant engineer," but as a "tape op/tea 
boy." I know this seems like a long 
title, but they say it in such a 
"pokey" manner that they could get 
out three "tapeopteaboys" for every 
one "assistant engineer" I could say. 

Remember the word "kit," as in 
"drum kit"? As the sandal-and-black-
sock-wearing set finally either died 
off or got hip enough to quit using 
the term in the States, the word 
showed up in the United Kingdom 
and totally took over (much like the 
Atari computer). Today it means not 
only drums, but any kind of equip-
ment whatsoever. "That studio has 
great kit" is correct usage. Here's 
some more: Kit means gear. Earth 
means ground. Mains means electri-
cal power, so "give it mains" basical-
ly means "turn it on." 

There are also many nontechni-
cal colloquial phrases that must 
have, by now, caused international 
incidents. The same female singer I 
mentioned earlier went to take a nap 
in another room during keyboard 
overdubs. "Come knock me up 
when it's my turn," she requested, to 
which I articulately replied some-
thing like, "... Uh." Needless to say, 
the keyboard overdubs were fin-
ished in record time. 

—Stephen Webber 
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Think about it. You spend hours tracking, editing, 
and mixdown on your projects. And, you've spent a 
small fortune on your mixing console, mikes, tape 
recorders, and all that outboard gear. So why settle for 
just any CD recorder when you can get the best—the 
new, very affordable Ricoh RS- 1420C? 

A third generation CD-R recorder and player, 
the Ricoh RS-1420C is the true choice for music 
professionals. The RS-1420C can write a CD at double 
speed (2X) or single speed ( IX). It sports a generous 
2MB buffer to ensure reliable recording across a wide 
range of systems. 

Making a one-off Compact Disc is easy when 
the RS-1420C is mated with a Digidesign" Inc. system* 
such as Pro Tools', Sound Tools': 
or Audiomedie along with 
Digidesign's MasterList CD" 
software.Whether your applica-
tion is creating a master 
for replication, or just burning 

RD@ 
1-800-955-FILE 

Photo shows the internal version, the RO- J420( 

STORAGE SOLUTIONS 

1-800-229-DISK 

a few demo discs to pass around, the Ricoh RS- 1420C 
is an ideal addition to your studio. 

The RS- 1420C can also do double duty as a 
CD-ROM recorder/reader. It can read CD-ROMs at 
quad speed (4X) and record them at 2X/1X. Ideal for 
backing up sound files when a project is done, the 
RS-1420C frees up your hard disk for the next job. 
What's more, the RS-1420C can be used to digitally 
bounce tracks from a music CD to your hard disc in 
several different file formats. 

The RS- 1420C, an external model of the RO-1420C, 

is compatible with both Intel- and Macintosh- based 
systems. It is very easy to use and affordably priced. 

Internal models are also available at lower prices. 

Want to know more? Call 
us or one of our distributors 
The phone numbers are 
listed below. 

OPTICAL LASER 

1-800-776-9215 
USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

'Flea se contact Digidesign at 1-800-333-2137 for details of compatible systems. 
Fr. tioli„ Sound Tools, Aulomtcha, and MasterList CD are trademarks of Digidesign, Inc. Digidesign is t di,ision of AVID Technology, Inc.. 
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involved in this [show] are traditional 
musicians who are aware of and happy 
in that enviornment. We do have [in Ire-
land] traditionalists who wouldn't want 
to he involved, but they're not here." 

UNUSUAL INSTRUMENTS 
In addition to acoustic guitars, fiddles, 
whistles and the like, the score also fea-
tures the uilleann (elbow) pipes, gadul-
ka, kaval and bodhrán (a handheld 

goat-skin drum played with the hand or 
a double-ended stick). Despite the pres-
ence of everything from a full drum kit 
to timpani, the bodhrán plays a central 
role in the soundscape. 

"The idea is the regular traps kit is 
not particularly pushing the low end," 
O'Gorman explains. "We're deriving the 
lower sound from the [other] percussion 
and the Irish drum. A lot of Irish music 
is quite complicated rhythmically. Often, 
the rhythm is held by the front instru-
ments, and the percussion instruments 

KAU STIVE'S " B111110 DODO" 
The arcane and the cur-
rent meet in Alan Stivell's 
latest release, Brian Bons, 
on Dreyfus Records. Stiv-
ell is a Brittany native and 
champion of the Breton 
harp, a Celtic instrument 
that was all but eliminat-
ed from memory hun-
dreds of years ago when 
Brittany became part of 
France. Stivell inherited 
his interest in this instru-
ment from his father, 
who actually built harps 
and taught his son to 
play. So, since age nine, 
Stivell has been playing 
music and helping revive interest in 
a lost tradition. 

But Stivell also has a keen inter-
est in world music and hip hop. 
What results is a collection of tradi-
tional Celtic songs and ballads that 
at times sounds very '90s and at 
times just vaguely ethnic, depending 
on the type of percussion used—a 
completely different way to dance to 
"Main's Wedding." "These are songs 
that are linked with my childhood 
because I knew them when I was 
just beginning to play music," says 
Stivell. "So there was this feeling that 
I wanted to show, but at the same 
time I wanted to arrange it in a feel-
ing of the '90s." 

Brian Boru was produced by 
Martin Meissonnier, who also plays 
some guitar and is credited with 
"sound design" on the record. Meis-
sonnier, whose credits include 
world music artists Papa Wemba 
and King Sunny Ade, met Stivell a 
few years ago when they were 

both guests on a French TV series 
about world music called Mega 
Mix. "We are very different, but we 
have much in common," says Stiv-
ell. "It was interesting to see how 
things would happen together. 
Martin's help is to be aware of 
sounds. He always knows when it's 
too much of a certain kind of per-
cussion." 

Pre-production on Brian Bons 
was done in Stivell's home studio, 
which contains the electric and 
acoustic harps Stivell has designed, 
a Mac running Pro Tools, Tannoy 
reference monitors and an assort-
ment of synthesizers and MIDI 
gear. Meissonnier brought in a Tas-
cam DA-88, outboard gear from 
Roland, Yamaha and Korg, and an 
assortment of EV mics. There they 
worked on determining some of 
the sounds and arrangements they 
would use. Most of the tracks were 
recorded at Studio Acousti in Paris 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 92 
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Power/ Performance PARIS' 
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ENSON IQ DIGITAL SYSTEMS introduces the most powerful 

integrated audio recording system to date, and at a revolutionary 

price. Finally a truly comprehensive professional recording system is 

available to everyone. 

PARIS is powerful. Simply drop our powerful multi-engine PCI 

card into your Pentium or PowerPC based personal computer and 

you have a 128-track 24-bit disk based recording system. Then slip in 

the PARIS CD-ROM and transform your computer into .a world-class 

virtual studio featuring a complete automated digital mixer with 

compression, four band EQ, reverb and a host of other real-time 

effects on every track. Switch screens to the fastest, most powerful 

audio editor you have ever experienced. And of course MIDI 

recording and editing is seamlessly integrated. 

PARIS is fast,.. Everything about PARIS is fast. Highly optimized 

hardware and software make access to any part of your project 

instantaneous. Once you start using PARIS, you'll appreciate the 

'brilliant and intuitive design of the software and interface. 

[Recording, track editing, crossfades, alternate takes, automated 

EQ and effects are all a click away. 
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PARIS is flexible.. .The cross-platform (MacOS and 

Windows 95/NT) PARIS application can be customized to work the 

way you do. The dedicated 16-channel control surface provides 

immediate physical access to all of the most important control 

features. And our family of expandable analog and digital 

input/output modules gives you open-ended interface options. 

For more information about PARIS' plug in architecture, dual mode 

operation, modular I/O options and much more, explore our web site at: 

www.paris.ensoniq.com 

Look for PARIS early this spring at a select group of Authorized 

ENSONIQ DIGITAL SYSTEMS dealers. 

Inease send more information on PARIS. 

Phone ) 

gat! to. 
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PATRICK DILLEIT 
A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING 

p
airick Dillett is searching for 
the morning's first cup of cof-
fee. The sun outside is shin-

ing brilliantly on the autumnal 
Vermont countryside that sur-
rounds Time Machine, the residen-
tial recording facility where he is 
engineering a private project for 
the studio's owner. At 31, Dillett, 
with his broad forehead and 
round-rimmed glasses, looks more 
like the Government Studies/Lit 
major he was at Georgetown Uni-
versity than the burgeoning prince 
of offbeat alternative productions 
that he is rapidly becoming. 

Exposure to a wide range of lit-
erature, however, may have helped 
with the variety of projects he has 
engineered in the last ten years, 
from mixing and cutting for 
R&B/dance acts like Mary J. Blige, 
Mariah Carey, Queen Latifah and 
Diana Ross to pop acts like Origi-
nal Sins, Aztec Camera and Corey 
Hart; jazz/pop players like Stanley 
Jordan; and artists that defy easy 
categorization, like David Byrne, 
the B-52's, Yellow Magic Orchestra 
and the Lounge Lizards. And the 
poli-sci background probably 
didn't hurt with his increasingly in-

ternational clientele, includ-
ing Milton Nascimento, 
Gipsy Kings, Marisa Monte 
and Arto Lindsay. Throw in a 
session with opera diva 
Kathleen Battle and you 
have a pretty well-rounded 
engineering resume. 

Dillett's oeuvre as a pro-
ducer is becoming just as 
eclectic—not the usual alter-
native suspects, but the ones 
with the kind of wacky sens-
es of humor to match his: 
They Might Be Giants, for 
whom he engineered and 
produced their Back to Skull 
and Spiraling Shape LPs; 
Mono Puff ("I Hit My Head"); 
Valentine Smith's "Peacetime 
Hours," co-produced with 
Paul Angelli; the Meat Pup-
pets' "White Sportcoat" track; 

and the Lounge Lizards' "Queen of 
All Ears," co-produced with the 
Lizards' driving force, John Lurie. 
Dillett even took a side trip as a 
live sound mixer for the Lizards in 
1996, when they did a pass at some 
off-the-beaten-path European cap-
itals, like Istanbul and Athens. 
I caught up with Dillett on an 

October morning at Time Machine. 
He had been deep into a project 
on the studio's SSL when the Yan-
kees won the World Series. And as 
a native Philadelphian, with the 
National League baggage that 
brings, Dillett seemed to be taking 
it well, even without the coffee. 

How 'bout them Yankees? 
They were actually the first Ameri-
can League team that I liked, so I 
don't mind what happened last 
night at all. 
You live in New York now and 
base yourself there. What brought 
you to Manhattan in the first 
place? 
Studio work. I started at Skyline 
Studios ten years ago this month, 
actually, emptying ashtrays and 

BY DAN DALEY 

cleaning the toilets and answering 
the phones. I was one of the last 
waves of people who didn't go to 
school to learn engineering but in-
stead started out learning it as an 
apprenticeship. There were only a 
couple of schools worth going to in 
the '80s anyway. And I'm much 
happier that I learned it the way I 
did. I had to clean toilets, but there 
was plenty of time to read the 
manuals, then play with the gear to 
see how it really worked, then go 
back and read the manuals again. 
What got you into engineering, 
and to Skyline? 
I have a friend, Bud Tunnick, who 
worked for Nile Rodgers when Nile 
was basing himself out of Skyline. 
He got me an internship there 
when I was around 21 years old. It 
was in between my junior and se-
nior years at Georgetown. After 
that first summer, I left Skyline and 
finished college, then went back to 
Skyline after three years and sever-
al millions of dollars worth of 
Georgetown. But I'm glad I did it 
that way. I couldn't have timed it 
better if I knew what I was doing. 
They were just building the sixth-
floor studio and the MIDI room, 
and the time it took them to com-
plete it was the time it took me to 
learn the gear that was in there, es-
pecially the MIDI room. None of 
the old-school assistants wanted to 
deal with the MIDI stuff, and me 
and another assistant quickly be-
came the MIDI guys. From there, 
we moved on into the other stu-
dios [at Skyline]. As a result, I went 
from GA [general assistant] to assis-
tant engineer a lot quicker than 
most do, in a little less than a year. 
As you did this, were you formu-
lating what you wanted to be-
come—an engineer, a producer...? 
I wanted to do both: engineering 
as a base skill but a producer, as 
well. The people I was learning 
that from, people like Neil Dods-
man, were teaching me about 
being the kind of producer I felt 
most comfortable being. Not some-
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one who controls a project, but some-
one who helps the artist through the 
recording process. Neil came up 
through the engineering ranks, too, and 
he taught me how to relate to artists by 
being someone who is sympathetic to 
the song as the basis of the project, not 
someone whose back they see all day 
long at the board. I was always more 
into focusing on songs than on parts 
and arrangements. Nile taught me to 
trust my instincts, not to be afraid of the 
obvious. "Use the delay in the obvious 
spot—people will sing along with that 
stuff?" He also understands that the en-
thusiasm level surrounding a session is 
as important as who is playing or 
whether the equipment works. Keeping 
the artist, engineer and players happy 
about what they are doing really shows 
up on tape in tangible fashion. I'm not 
so much a technical engineer, not so 
worried about the great snare sound as 
much as the song. I wanted to produce 
but had no pretensions about being the 
writer or the artist myself. I just wanted 
to make the songs work. 
What was the transitional project from 
assistant to engineer? 
The MIDI room connection, really. 
Mariah Carey's first record came in, and 
it was a record with a lot of program-
ming and an unknown producer at the 
time [ thett Lawrence], and none of the 
assistants wanted to work on it. I did 
four or five tracks on that record, and it 
ballooned from a week of pre-produc-
tion into weeks of tracking. And they 
kept moving me up and along with the 

record. 
What do you remember about those 
sessions? That record went on to sell 
nearly 10 million copies... 
We all knew she was tremendously tal-
ented. I knew it was going to be a good 
record but not that it would do what it 
did. I was given a lot of latitude in 
recording her; Rhett was the program-
mer on that, as well, so he was the one 
who dealt with the sounds. My biggest 
contribution was doing her vocals, and 
it was my first chance to work on a per-
son-to-person level with an artist as the 
engineer. One of the things I did there 
also was act as a bridge between a very 
programmed environment and a live 
musician one. I called some of the 
musicians who played on that record, 
like Marcus Miller on bass and Omar 
Akim on drum triggering, and Nile 
Rodgers, who played guitar on some of 
it. Since I was from New York, I knew 
the players. 
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How did you handle her vocal range? 
We definitely went through a few mics 
with her. She had the ability to blow 
mics out, and she did—we blew up a 
couple of older tube mics that couldn't 
take the pressure. So I wound up using 
the AKG The Tube, using distance to 
avoid blowout, and I'd put two of them 
together on her, next to each other, 
each with a different level setting. I'd 
also ride level to tape when we record-
ed analog. When we switched to digi-
tal, that was no longer a real issue. It 
was a similar situation with Queen Lan-
fah. I used a U67 on her and ran the 
vocal through a chain of Neve mic pre's 
and an API 550 EQ. 
Is there a line between working as an 
engineer and as a producer? 
I like both. As an engineer, I like the 
fact that I have more of a choice as to 
what I work on, and I can sometimes 
get more excited about a project, as op-
posed to working on one project all the 
way through. A lot of records I do I'm 
in on the ground floor, from pre-pro-
duction through mixing, so you can get 
kind of close to it. Engineering takes 
some of the stress off that. But I do love 
producing, as well. I've been doing 
more co-productions, too. Arto and Gi-
ants have been that way, and both of 
them have plenty of studio experience. 
So productions in that sense are less 
stressful. And in many cases, like with 
Mariah Carey, I get called in for a day 
and it turns into weeks, during which 
I'm given a lot of latitude by the pro-
ducer and artist as to my input on the 
record. With the Lounge Lizards, John 
Lurie brought me in to mix, and I ended 
up contributing enough that John 
thought I should co-produce. So the 
line can get blurry. Sometimes it's a thin 
line—the only difference is how you 
deal with the business part of it. I like 
to deal with clients, production and en-
gineering, as partners. 
Looking over the discography, you 
have a vety eclectic group of artists that 
you've engineered for. Is that a part of 
coming of age in New York as an 
engineer? 
Yes, very much. In the late '80s and 

early '90s, if you didn't do everything, 
you did nothing. There wasn't a lot of 
rock going on here then, though it's 
better now. But that's what you learned 
to get some range from. I mean, Kath-
leen Battle? Opera? MIDI was my foot in 
the door—a utilitarian way, but you had 
to learn real engineering fast in that en-
vironment. 
How did you come to work with Battle? 
It was through one of the Brazilian 

artists I worked with. That's another 
great thing about New York, is how you 
have so much ethnic diversity and how 
exposure to that can broaden your 
range, too. Arto Lindsay was the first 
Brazilian I worked with. He was one of 
those "no-wave" guys here, but in doing 
Brazilian music he has an unbelievable 
pop sense. It's a pretty amazing dual 
personality. He and I found that we 
both like to listen to music the same 
way, from the perspective of the song. 
You've worked a lot in BraziL What 
are Brazilian studios like? 
A few times a year, for a while now. In 
Rio, I used Nas Nuvens, which I think 
means "The Clouds" in Portuguese. 
They don't have what you'd call top-
notch equipment, but they do know 
how to make records. It's a very homey 
studio, and it was Arto's choice. It has 
an old Harrison console, a Ten, I think, 
which we only used as a playback 
monitor, recording vocals and acousti-
cal instruments through a whole rack of 
API mic pre's and EQs, which they had, 
supplemented by ones we brought 
down with us. The studios themselves 
tend to be very '70s, with low ceilings 
and carpeted walls. There's not a lot of 
design worship down there yet. I've 
also worked in a studio in Bahia up in 
the north of Brazil, where they had sig-
nificantly less to work with in terms of 
equipment. We had to bring entire 
racks of Neves and APIs with us. Arto 
makes very programmed records here. 
But in Brazil, he works with traditional 
instrumentalization and uses it in un-
usual ways. And to get those players, 
that's where you have to go. If you 
need 40 guys playing urdo drums, you 
won't find that in New York or any-
where else. 
There's a certain, I guess the term is sen-
sibility of humor, that runs through the 
acts you've produced. How does that 
meld with the actual productions? 
On They Might Be Giants, we had John 
Flansburgh go out into the hall at River 
Sound to try and make his vocal on a 
song called "Token Back to Brooklyn" 
sound more cavernous. John began the 
song with full-voiced bravado but 
began trailing off quickly till he was al-
most inaudible. I was just about to ask 
him what was wrong when I heard a 
woman's voice say, "That was very 
nice." It was someone from the furni-
ture company across the hall going to 
lunch. On Mono Puff, on the song "The 
Devil Went to Newport," we set up 
Mike Viola to sing some background 
vocals. He had never really heard the 
lyrics to the song and was only going to 

sing along in the chorus. The song fea-
tures some really funny lines, so I left 
his mic open the whole time to catch 
his reaction to the lyrics as he heard 
them for the first time. If you listen 
closely you can hear him giggling 
throughout in response to several of the 
pithier lyrics. With Arto Lindsay, we 
were working on a score for a modem 
ballet. For one section, Arto wanted to 
create a cacophony of noise and per-
cussion. Everyone went into the studio 
and began banging on things and toss-
ing stuff around. It sounded like so 
much fun that I couldn't resist joining 
in. I left the machine running and 
grabbed what I thought was a plastic 
pencil cup. In the final score, you can 
hear the door squeak and slam shut, 
followed immediately by the sound of 
a ceramic pencil cup smashing to bits 
on the•floor. We muted out the ensuing 
laughter. 
What New York studios do you like to 
work in? 
I like to think that I've been in just 
about every studio in New York at 
some point. Certainly more than most 
engineers. I like to work in places that 
are small, with single rooms, where you 
can really focus in on the client and the 
project. Where it's more personal. New 
York has a lot of those. Kampo and 
River Sound are two of my favorites for 
that reason. We did a lot of the Giants 
records at River Sound. It's also what I 
liked about Skyline: They had two 
major rooms but on different floors, so 
it seemed very isolated when you want-
ed it to be. And New York is always 
right outside the door. 
Do you base studio choices on equip-
ment? 
Sometimes. Vibe and equipment, I'd say 
mostly. River Sound has a [Nevel 8078, 
and I like that for tracking. Kampo has a 
new SSL and a good Neve outboard 
rack. Giants we tracked at Hit Factory 
and Clinton for the size of the rooms. I'll 
use different studios for different stages 
of a project, depending upon what I 
think I'll need acoustically and in terms 
of equipment. For tracking, I like to 
have multiple isolated spaces to record 
the band ensemble. Hit Factory has a 
studio with four iso spaces, and Clinton 
has a lot in their 8078 room. But when it 
comes time for vocals and overdubs, I 
don't need a huge place. 
You don't seem too obsessed by 
technology. 
I look at that the same way I look at stu-

dios: What do you need for the project? 
I love a lot about both old Neves and 
SSLs. I prefer older Neves to track on, 
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but I'm very into SSLs. SSLs are more 
like instruments than Neves are. I can 
play an SSL more than any other con-
sole, and I learned from Neil Dorfsman 
that the console has to be more than a 
passive recording device. The SSLs let 
me layer more easily. You can be very 
meticulous on vocal passes. The au-
tomation on an SSL gives you the abili-
ty to switch between motorized faders 
and VGA control, which lets me drop in 
and out between the two, which is very 
useful for doing spot vocals. Going 
through the VCAs, you don't have to be 
grabbing the fader when it's moving, 
and it's easier to do overrides in 
mixing. 
How about outboard gear? 
I don't carry a lot of stuff around. I like 
the Lexicon stuff, and Fairchild limiters 
and Neve and Summit mic pre's. But 
usually all I carry to a session are some 
old MXR flangers. 
What was your role on the Gipsy Kings' 
"Love and Liberte"? 
I got a tape from them with just acoustic 
guitars on it, and I worked with the per-
cussion player Nana Vascencelos, 
whom I had worked with before with 
Arto, to build a track around that. Nana 
can really build a symphony of percus-
sion; he walks in, listens to the tracks 
and then says, "I need 16 tracks." And 
he'll use them. They're unusual instru-
ments, like udus, which are like a jar 
with a hole at one end that sounds both 
boomy and ceramic. But I've become 
used to them working with Brazilian 
artists. I put a 421 on the sound hole 
end of the udu and then EQ it. 
Do you tend to use EQ a lot? 
I tend to use it to roll off more than add. 
On the udu, instead of trying to coun-
terbalance the boominess with more 
top end, I'll roll off the low-mids. I pre-
fer to approach EQ that way. 
You prefer simple. Interesting, consid-
ering the MIDI that got you in the door 
Yeah. When I work with a client, it's 
like there is no clear delineation of du-
ties. Input comes both ways—they 
comment on sounds, I can change song 
structure and make lyrical suggestions. 
I like it when it's a real collaboration. It's 
more fun and it actually goes faster—I 
don't think I've spent more than two 
months on one project. I don't want the 
technology to get in the way of the 
song and the production. I don't want 
to minimize the importance of technol-
ogy in making records, but it's the 
music and the song that I think it's all 
about. 
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BY TOM KENNY 

For your monthly dose of film 
sound columnist Larry Blake, 
turn to page 44 for his look at 
the re-release of Star Wars. 

Sf111 HINCISCO, 
THE MOVIE 
CREATING THE 
SOUNDTRACK 
FOR AN IWERKS FILM 

by Torn Kenny 
A lot of special-venue audio 
work is being done outside 
of the traditional theme 
park, roller-coaster, theatri-
cal-ride environment. The 
range of budgets for special-
venue projects can run the 
gamut, from the $60 million 
for 723-D to the $50,000 for 
a special showcase at the 
local auditorium. But, what-
ever the budget, today's 
technology allows any pro-
ducer to create stellar dis-
crete multichannel mixes. 

San Francisco— The 
Movie would fall somewhere 
in the middle of the budget 

THE GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE 

Right: Sound designer Luther Greene, 

foreground, with production sound 

mixer Andy Wiskers on site at the 

theater with their Pro Tools station 

SPECIAL 

built specifically for the film 
at Fisherman's Wharf, San 
Francisco's ever-popular 
tourist area. 

Andy Wiskes served as 
production sound mixer on 
the film. Wiskes has worked 

—CO1V77NUED ON PAGE Ill 

line. It's a 30-minute Iwerks 
film, produced by World 
Cinemax Corp. to promote 
the rich history, and stun-
ning visuals, of San Francis-
co through some of its more 
colorful characters. The film 
was shot in "Super 35" and 
blown up to 70mm, then 
projected on a 19x42-foot 
curved screen to an audi-
ence of 275, in a theater 

THE MERMAID 
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VENUES 

MITSHILL 
HIILEFISCOPE 
SOUND IN A SILO 

by Gary Eskow 
When developer Dean Gifler 
planned Catskill Corners, he in-
cluded several attractions de-

signed to ap-
peal to the 

histori-
cally 

in-

RESTING 
'THE UMBRELLAS 
Of CHERBOURG" 

dined a restored barn horn the 
mid-19th century; The Spotted 
Dog Firehouse Eatery, a 
reproduction of a firehouse 
from days gone by; and the 
spruced-up home of railroad 
magnate Isaac Longyear. But 
the centerpiece at Catskill Cor-
ners is not so much a historical 
display, but more of a sensory 
trigger, a giant toy that takes 
visitors out of this upstate New 
York farm community and 
back to their childhoods—or 
their magic mushroom days. 
The Kaatskill Kaleidoscope is 
the world's largest kaleido-
scope, standing 60 feet tall in its 
own silo in Mt. Tremper, N.Y. 

Charles Karadimos, who 
has been designing kaleido-
scopes for 19 years, was 
contracted, along with the 
father-and-son artist team 

of Isaac and Raphael 
Abrams, to make the images 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 105 

by Eric Rudolph 
The Umbrellas of Cherbourg, 
Jacques Demy's 1964 all-mu-
sical cinematic soufflé, 
which has not been seen or 
heard in its original form in 
the United States since the 
era of Beademania, was lov-
ingly restored last year. Star-
ring the impossibly school-
girlish 20-year-old Catherine 
Deneuve and featuring the 
triple Academy Award-nom-
inated score of Michel 
Legrand, the film was a pop-
ular draw this past spring 
and summer at art houses 

Nino Castelnuovo 

and Catherine Deneuve 

across the United States. 
Strictly speaking, until its 

re-release, Umbrellas—which 
contains no spoken dialog; 
every word is sung—had 
never been seen in its prop-
er form in America, accord-
ing to a spokesman for Zeit-
geist Films (which released 

the restored Umbrellas in the 
States, in conjunction with 
Fox Lorber). The prints 
shown in America at the 
original theatrical release 
were compromised in image 
quality because they were 
made from a dupe negative, 
as were most American 

prints of foreign films in 
those days. By the mid-'70s, 
all of the existing U.S. prints 
were faded and battered. A 
1986 U.S. video release was 
made from a very poor-qual-
ity print, and a version of the 
film (often shown on televi-
sion), in which the delicately 
recorded French vocals were 
re-dubbed into English, fur-
ther sullied the one-of-a-kind 
film's reputation here. 

However, Demy had a 
feeling that this unusual work 
(which he wrote as well as 
directed, and which he often 
referred to as en chante, liter-
ally meaning "enchanting," or 
"all singing") would live be-
yond its initial release. There-
fore, the director took highly 
unusual steps to preserve his 
unique creation. His widow, 
Agnes Varda, oversaw the 
creation of a new soundtrack 
from archived 35mm mag-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 113 
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filliTEIR'n1T THIRD 
STREET SOURD 
by Maureen Droney 
Third Street Sound recently played host 
to the first Japanese live-action film to 
be posted in the United States. Not a 
big deal, you may think, until you con-
sider the challenges involved. Mixing in 
a foreign language can be difficult 
enough, but this film, titled Swallowtail 
Butterfly — directed by Shunjui lwai, 
Japan's hottest, most cutting-edge di-
rector—takes place in three main lan-
guages, in addition to a plethora of 
Asian dialects and multilingual slang. 
This intersecting dialog is a major part 
of the film, as one of the main themes 
is miscommunication between cultures. 
Don't be surprised if you hear of Swal-
lowtail Butterfly becoming an interna-
tional cult classic—it has English subti-
tles and universal appeal. 

Third Street Sound, unfortunately, 
closed its doors in December. The fa-
cility had boasted two mix rooms, a 
large ADR/Foley stage with Avid Audio 
Vision, six in-ground pits and a spa for 
water effects, two digital sound design 
suites equipped with Pro Tools III 
workstations and a voice-over bay. Oh, 
yes, and an effects library that dates 
back over two decades—highlights in-
clude vintage autos and airplanes and 
sounds of Jane Goodall's chimps. 

Mix Stage 1 featured a 72-input Otan 
Concept automated mixing console, 
while Stage 2 was equipped with a 
Concept Elite. The Elite, a digitally con-
trolled analog console released last 
year, has 96 inputs, Otan Image Recall 
(which allows immediate storage of all 
mono input module settings—EQs, 
panning, faders and switches), Otani 
Eagle moving fader automation and 
PicMix, the Otan surround sound mod-
ule. Both rooms had surround capabil-
ities for Dolby Digital and dedicated 
voice-over booths to facilitate recording 
those last-minute inspirations. 

Third Street's studios were actually 
created specifically around their speak-

At Hollywood's Director's Guild Theatre to R): 

Kazutoshi Wadakura, line producer; 

Shunjui lwai, director; Steve Ogden, Third Street 

Sound co-owner; David Baldwin, sound supervisor. 

Above: Scene from Swallowtail Butterfly; below, front to back: Third Street Sound's Paul Schremp, 

co-owner, chief engineer and lead mixer (seated); Stem Ogden co-owner; and Darren Barnett, mixer. 
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er systems, designed by Audio Intervi-
sual Design's Ken Gourris. "Sometimes 
when you're cutting sound effects and 
doing prelay work, you go back on the 
stage and it sounds different," says co-
owner Steve Ogden, a board member 
of the International Documentary Asso-
ciation (Paul Schremp, a re-recording 
mixer who has won four Emmys and 
been nominated for 12, was the other 
owner). "We've had the monitoring sys-
tem in all the rooms designed by the 
same person, so that you hear exactly 
the same thing in each room..." 

The former owners of Third Street 
have logged more than 25 years in the 
business and have a reputation for 

being specialists in audio post for TV 
reality shows. Experience gained on se-
ries such as Cops, where cleaning up 
tracks and removing obscenities has to 
be done from a 2-track master, has 
made them expert in dealing with the 
vicissitudes of live recordings—these 
guys have to know all the tricks. "On 
Cops, the crew is running around with 
Beta SP cameras actually chasing crim-
inals," explains Ogden. "One of the 
cops wears a wireless microphone, and 
there is a boom mic operator, so we 
have two audio tracks to work with." 
Those two tracks are loaded into a Pro 
Tools system for dubbing to picture, 
during which, besides striving for clari-
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ty of dialog, the dubbing team must 
deal with removing, via bleeps or some 
kind of camouflage, 20 to 30 obsceni-
ties in each half-hour show. 

Third Street also handled post for 
Rescue 911, much of which may be 
reinacted during four to six hours of 
Foley performance for each episode. 
Emergency phone calls used in the 
show, however, are often real and re-
quire cleanup work because they are 
recorded at very slow speed for cata-
loging purposes. 

Reality-post skills were also required 
on the five or so National Geographic 
specials that Third Street worked on 
each year. "The shows and the contents 
are demanding," says Ogden. "They are 
filmed in tropical locations and other 
unusual places, where sometimes they 
are shooting with a long lens and can't 
record sounds. So some of the show 
comes in without any sound and has to 
be totally re-created." That involves 
working with the National Geographic 
team to decide on the precise sounds 
that would be representative of animals 
in that location at that time of year, 
then finding those sounds in the Na-
tional Geographic library. 

All of this experience made Third 
Street a logical choice for the Swallow-
tail Butterfly project. The drama, which 
depicts the plight of Chinese illegal im-
migrants trying to strike it rich in the 
Tokyo ghettos known as Yentown, re-
flects the diversity of the Asian cultural 
melting pot. The dialog incorporates 
Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese Chi-
nese, along with several derivative 
slangs and English. Subtitles were, of 
course, not available during dubbing, 
although, fortunately, reels were mixed 
in sequential order, enabling the crew 
to follow the plot line. 

Sources at the final came from four 
24-track machines of effects and Foley 
recorded at Third Street, two DA-88 
machines with the musical score, Pro 
Tools and Sample Cell with more 
sound effects and backgrounds, and 
ten effects CDs that Rockwell Eyes, the 
Japanese production company had 
made on location in Japan. Dubbing 
was to 24-track analog, which was 
print-mastered to 35mm in Los Angeles. 

"It was a pretty awesome experience 
because of the cultural differences," 
comments Schremp. "As to usual mixing 
stage protocol, we had to dispense with 
any pecking order and really deal one 
on one. In any dubbing room, commu-
nication is the biggest drawback, and 
here, well, it's the first time I've done 
anything quite this elaborate. Sometimes 
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we did have a translator, but only for the 
Japanese. No one understood all the 
Cantonese, or the dialects! 

Dialog editor Harry Harris worked 
on an AMS AudioFile, bringing it to 
the stage for output and using a Yama-
ha 02R to digitally dump to other 
media when necessary. "Dialog came 
in on timecode DAT," he says. "They 
seemed to have been pre-striped with 
code, which worked really well. Con-
tinuous code made finding material a 
lot easier, and we could do some 
auto-assembly. The other thing was, 
almost every scene was shot with two 
microphones, either a body mic and 
boom or two boom mics—they used 
different miking techniques to get 
more coverage of the actors. Most 
shows have a portion done that way, 
but for this one they did it in almost 
every scene. The problem with that 
kind of stereo coverage is that when 
you combine them in mono, you often 
get phase shifting. So what we did was 
load everything into the system in 
dual-mono, and we went through and 
selected each side, so that when the 
other character spoke and was 
stronger on the other side, we select-
ed that one, made an edit and got rid 
of the other channel. So there was 
never any time that both channels 
were running. That worked well, but 
of course takes a lot more time. 

"There are certain things you listen 
for as a dialog editor that really don't 
matter if you understand the language 
or not," Harris continues. "For example, 
if the background is too heavy for the 
dialog. So from that point of view fix-
ing problems wasn't any different than 
in English. But the problems occurred 
where there were several people talk-
ing and overlapping where they make 
(picture) cuts—there might be four or 
five edits across there, and some dialog 
doesn't overlap right. Those were diffi-
cult, because in English I'd he able to 
tell easily, but for this I had to listen 
over and over to tell who was speak-
ing...and I didn't even have a script." 

Schremp elaborates: "Our main diffi-
culty came because we had no idea 
where the sentences ended. For exam-
ple, in overlapping dialog, in English 
you know to fix it, but if it's in Can-
tonese, and you hear a sound repeat, it 
may just be typical of the language. Or, 
you may hear a word, then hear it again 
offstage and it doesn't register to you as 
the same word. Also, for mixing emo-
tionally, it becomes, 'How do you play 
the scene if you don't know what they 
are talking about? Tender, angry, what 

are they saying?' The inflections of con-
versation are difficult; you don't want to 
just make it flat. Mr. lwai, the director, 
would explain the scene to us, but even 
he had trouble with the Chinese and the 
dialects. So it was very difficult. Mr. Iwai 
was wonderful, though. We devised a 
system, where if he wanted to make a 
change, he would draw a picture—he 
would draw the frames of film. And he 
was so goc)d at it, with little stick figures, 
that he was very clear and it worked 
beautifully. When I didn't know what to 
do, I'd get up and he knew he had to 
draw a picture. 

"I must say, it was quite a process 
and very rewarding," concludes 

Schremp. "There were a lot of oohs 
and aahs once we finished the project 
and people could screen the whole 
film. It really moves you." 

—FROM PAGE 101, KAATSK1LL KALEIDOSCOPE 

flow. The score was placed in the lap 
of Gary Burke, a local musician with an 
international resume. Burke, who 
scored the Kaatskill Kaleidoscope, and 
engineer Doug Ford, say this is a one-
of-a-kind project. 
A drummer who has worked with 

Bob Dylan, Joe Jackson, Shania Twain 
and a host of other major artists, Burke 
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has also composed ballets, written 
music for a Reebok commercial and 
played along with the London Sym-
phony Orchestra on the soundtrack to 
Francis Coppola's Tucker. With all of 
this experience, Burke was still left 
scratching his head when he was 
brought on the 'scope project. 

"The first thing I did was lay out the-
matic ideas while watching a video rep-
resentation of what the kaleidoscopic 
images were going to be," says Burke. 
"But you have to realize that a two-di-
mensional video hardly gives a true pic-
ture of what the experience of sitting in 
the silo, looking up at a huge kaleido-
scope is like. 

"Still, I sat in my house, with my 
primitive setup, which includes an 
ADAT, an Emulator 2, an Akai S1100 
and a [Korg] Ml, fed into a small Mack-
ie console. The cubbyhole I was work-
ing out of—laying things down live to 
picture without synching to picture— 
combined with the 'by the seat of your 
pants' way Doug [Ford, engineer] was 
learning how to take surround sound 
mixing theories and apply them to this 
unique situation, is really the heart of 
our story." 

Ford concurs. A freelance engineer 
who has logged extensive hours at 
Sweetfish Recording Studios, located in 
the foothills of the Adirondack and 
Green Mountain ranges, Ford knew he 
wanted to mix at Sweetfish but had to 
acknowledge that he was stumped 
when it came to achieving a mix that 
would expand as deeply as possible up 
and into a 60-foot ceiling. 

"Imagine a virtual sphere, kind of 
like a globe floating over the viewer's 
head. That's the effect that the 'scope 
gives, and we had to fill up that same 
space with a surround sound mix. The 
first thing I did, while Gary was com-
posing, was get on the phone to Dolby, 
Pioneer and various recording studios. 
When we started, we didn't even know 
what the playback format would be! 
My background is as a rock 'n' roll 
player and engineer, so the stereo field 
was all I knew. I didn't have a clue 
about surround sound, but I found 
everyone I spoke with to be complete-
ly open and helpful." 

Ford quickly realized that Dolby 
AC-3 encoding, as used for film mixes, 
was not a tailor-made en for this project. 
"No traditional system would work," he 
says. "We had to make Dolby AC-3 fit 
into our requirements. We had no use 
for the kind of surround sound imaging 
that lets the viewer track a jet as it flies 
from left to right across the screen, for 

example. That kind of effect can easily 
be handled with a joystick. In our case, 
we had to use a surround channel to 
give the surrealistic sense of a voice 
coming from within the viewer's head. 
We also knew we were going to lean 
heavily on a subwoofer to get a bottom 
end that resonated throughout the en-
tire area." 

Since Burke laid down his initial 
tracks to an Alesis ADAT machine, the 
project stayed ADAT throughout, albeit 
with reservations from Ford. "I much 
prefer working on analog 2-inch, and in 
fact we eventually took material from 
the three ADATs we used and bumped 
it over to the studio's Otan MTR-90, be-
cause the ADAT format does not lock to 
picture quickly enough," Ford explains. 
"Studio A has a Neve 8068 Mk II console 
that works beautifully with the MTh-90. 
All of the digital recorders sound harsh 
to my ears." 

Once all of Burke's synth and sam-
pler parts were on tape, it was time for 
overdubs. Multiple brass parts were laid 
down by trumpet player Peter Ecklund, 
with Mindy Jostyn handling string lines, 
doubling or replacing the synth lines 
that Burke had tracked. Burke says that 
when he realized the sonic field would 
be broken into three sides, his compo-
sitional technique was altered dramati-
cally. "Remember, we knew that the 
sound system would be set up as an in-
verted triangle, with the listener at the 
bottom, and then a subwoofer and a 
surround channel. I went back to the 
early Baroque antiphonal way of writ-
ing, where brass choirs were placed in 
different parts of a church and made to 
answer one another over wide spaces." 

Burke also says that learning about 
the surround sound mixing process 
caused him to simplify his writing. 
"Everyone cautioned us against going 
nuts with surround," he says. "In fact, 
when you begin to realize the part that 
spatial relationships play in the total 
effect you're generating, you under-
stand that less can really be more. Bal-
ance issues become compositional el-
ements. Then, of course, there's the 
simple joy of playing with effects over 
such an expansive space. For exam-
ple, in our final sweetening stages, we 
took a War of 1812-type section and 
let the rockets whistle around from 
speaker to speaker." 

Ford laid out three Yamaha NS-10s 
in a triangle and placed a fourth NS-10 
in the center, along with a subwoofer. 
"The speakers were at console height, 
with the rear speaker placed about a 
foot-and-a-half behind my head, facing 
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me," he says. "It's certainly true that 
control rooms, including Studio A at 
Sweetfish, which was designed by John 
Storyk, have not to this point been laid 
out with surround mixing in mind, but 
we were able to create a multi-speaker 
field that felt very spacious. We didn't 
have the luxury of taking temp mixes 
and auditioning them in the venue, be-
cause the silo was being built while we 
were working, but I have to say that 

when it all came together, we were ex-
tremely pleased with the way our 
mixes translated into the larger space. 

"Gary's right when he says that peo-
ple cautioned us against going crazy 
with the surround sound aspect of our 
mix," Ford continues. "But there's no di-
alog in this piece, so we could go a lit-
tle bit crazy. I think it's important to note 
that Gary's track is not a support for the 
visuals; it's much more of a 50/50 thing, 
with both elements working with each 
other to create the final effect" 

Ford estimates that the ten-minute 
score, which Burke labels "Americana 
Soundscape," was divided into about 
120 mixing events, and required exten-
sive separate busing and panning. "We 
leaned heavily on automation. I bused 
parts out separately to the five speakers 
we were using while we mixed each 
section to a single Tascam DA-88. 
Dolby AC-3 is based on a 5.1 ratio, 
where you have five full-bandwidth 
speakers and one sub, but in this case 
we used a 4.1 ratio." 

Ford was quick to point out the gen-
erosity of manufacturers in making the 
track happen. "Yamaha donated a 
DDP1 Dolby AC-3 decoding unit, and 
Pioneer has donated two laserdisc play-
ers to the site," he says. "Dolby donat-
ed the AC-3 encoder as well." 

Once the decision to master to 
laserdisc was made, it didn't take long 
for Ford to track down Pacific Ocean 
Post in Santa Monica, which handled 
the AC-3 encoding. "We kept hearing 
that Pacific Ocean Post was the place to 
go, and they were extremely helpful. 
Frank Hall walked me through the 
process, so that we were sure that we 
provided them with exactly what they 
needed. I also have to thank Steve 
Thompson of Dolby, and the staff at Pi-
oneer Long Beach who handled our 
laserdisc mastering." 

At the end of the day, Ford and 

Burke are gratified, mostly by the ex-
pressions on the faces of the visitors 
who seem to be flocking to the site. 
Ford says, "We're not talking about 
Skywalker Sound here, but two rock 'n' 
roll guys who tried to create something 
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We've had the pleasure of using Soundscape for sound editing on 'Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls' and 'The Nutty Professor' and found 
it to be very smooth, very fast arid very reliable. Soundscape is the only intelligent choice for your next digital editing workstation. 
Odin Benitez, Randall Gutk,',Diinension Sound (Burbank). 

It's affordable- it's modular- it's expandable- it's got crash proof reliability!!! We have 3 x 16 track systems at the studio, and 
we've used the SSHDR1 on almost every project that's come through the facility. Soundscape is fast becoming one of the 
top systems around in digital audio post production here as well as around the world. Keep it up. guys!" 
Frank Serafine„Hund designer on Star Trek, Virtuosity, Lawnmower man, VR5, Hunt for Red October. 
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unique. When we talk to people who 
experience the kaleidoscope, we real-
ize that the feat we set out to accom-
plish, under very difficult time con-
straints, was realized." 

Gary Eskow is a freelance writer, com-
poser and musician based in NewJersey. 

-FROM PAGE 100, SAN FRANCISCO, THE MOVIE 

on previous special-venue projects with 
director Keith Merrill (an Academy 
Award-winner) and has a Pro Tools 
studio in nearby Novato. Wiskes' 
choice of sound designer Luther 
Greene as his teammate for the project 
was not unpredictable: Wiskes and 
Greene had previously worked togeth-
er on more than 2,000 soundtracks and 
had collaborated on four features (in-
cluding The Adventures of Mark Twain 
& Partners), several TV specials (Will 
Vinton 's Christmas Claymation Special 
and Meet the Califortzia Raisins) and 
The American Experience's The Great 
San Francisco Earthquake. 

Editing was done at Wiskes' Sound 
Studio on a 16-channel Pro Tools III sys-
tem. To keep things running smoothly, 
CD mastering engineer Bob Olhsson 
was brought in as Mac Wrangler and 
special sound effects editor, which freed 
Wiskes and Greene to explore the out-
side edges of Pro Tools and spend their 
time assembling a creative track. The 
work was split so that Greene handled 
sound effects and musical cues, while 
Wiskes concentrated on dialog, meta-ef-
fects and more musical cues. The score, 
by Sam Cardon, was recorded at Pinna-
cle Studios in Salt Lake City and deliv-
ered on DA-88. 

The first step, as it seems to be in all 
special-venue projects, was to figure out 
the acoustics of the theater itself and 
replicate it in the editing environment. It 
was ascertained that the L-C-R speakers 
and the subwoofer were healthy, but 
that the left and right surrounds left a lot 
to be desired, which led to a general ex-
amination of how much of what sound 

cues could be successfully put into the 
side channels. The outcome was the cre-
ation of a whole new channel—center 
rear—which could carry as much infor-
mation as any of the front speakers. 
With this setup in the editing studio, the 
tracks were dedicated to the correct lo-
cations and automated within Pro Tools, 
giving the editors a full "temp" mix as 
they went along and halving the time of 
the final mix. 

"Being able to build the sound-
track—position effects, create sweeten-
ers, make pans, determine echo return 
locations, adjust levels—all within the 
unpressured sanctity of the `edit studio' 
environment adds a new level of so-
phistication to the process," Greene 
says. "Now, when you arrive at the mix 
stage, the basic mix is already built, 
leaving more time for finessing the 
overall sound. Rather than subjecting 
your mixer to 'dialog wrestling,' you 
can now free them to vocalize the pel-
ican, fill up the stagecoach and get 
them much more creatively involved in 
the project." 

Most of the sound effects were cre-
ated fresh for the show, and were 
recorded with a Sanken stereo mic and 
a Sony DAT recorder. The earthquakes 
(after all, this is a movie about San 
Francisco) were composed from a com-
bination of elements, with the main 
low-frequency rumble consisting of a 
drastically slowed down sail flap. Ef-
fects were introduced at the mix to cre-
ate sympathetic vibrations from the the-
ater itself for the earthquake scenes. 
Foley was done by both Greene and 
Wiskes at the Novato studio, and was 
recorded directly to Pro Tools. 
A total of 44 sound effects tracks 

were created for the original mix. With 
the addition of 40 dialog tracks, 16 spe-
cial, 16 Foley tracks and 16 music 
tracks, there were 132 tracks at the 
final, delivered on three hard drives 
and two DA-88s. 

Skywalker Sound was chosen for 
the "first" final mix for a variety of rea-
sons. Skywalker had IMAX and Iwerks 
experience, plenty of outboard gear, a 
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Pro Tools station next to the console 
and seemed to be the best facility to 
handle the 29.97- to 30-frames-per-sec-
ond pull-up that would have to be 
made to get the show from the video-
referenced post-production to the 
70nrim, 30 fps DTS release format. So, 
four months after post-production was 
started in Novato, Wiskes, Greene and 
Olhsson drove their Ford Econoline 

van over the hill to Skywalker Ranch 
with the project materials: three hard 
drives, several DA-88 tapes and a pas-
sel of cue sheets. 

With mixer Chris Boyes at the con-
sole, the original final was completed in 
five days, despite the nearby Inverness 
Ridge forest fire, which made the 

screen hard to see at times. Credit here 
must be given to Boyes for some great 
work and for sticking by the console, 
even while his own home was at risk. 
But then again, such heroism now 

seems commonplace when working in 
California. 

The final show mix came out of 
Skywalker Ranch on DA-88 in a LS-L-C-
R-RS-Subwoofer-Center Rear format 
and headed toward the theater for a 
final tweak. San Francisco audio engi-
neer Bill Ruck was brought in at this 
point to set up the temporary mix stage 
in the Citibank-Cinemax theater at Pier 
39. Ruck provided all support for the 
final onsite adjustments, which includ-
ed construction of a platform in the 
"acoustic center" of the auditorium and 
getting in and out of the system amps 
at the correct levels. John Pond (the 
owner of Sacramento's SoundBytes Stu-
dio) was also brought in with his 
Yamaha DMC-1000 digital console, to 
add another level of automation to the 
process. This also kept the mix in the 
digital domain. 
Two days later, a 30 fps DA-88 tape 

was winging its way from San Francis-
co to DTS in Hollywood, where a CD-
ROM was burned to create the perma-
nent system playback medium. 

After a month of test screenings at 
Pier 39, the director and producer felt 
that they could greatly improve the film 
by major story changes to the sound-

track alone. So, Greene and Wiskes re-
opened the file labeled San 
Francisco—The Movie. 

The script had been completely al-
tered, so more than 100 sound effects 
were added, several musical cues were 
completely replaced, the entire center-
rear channel was changed from voice-
over to effects, and a new "walk-out" 
musical finale was recorded by Wiskes 
(onto DA-88), featuring the cast of 
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Steve Silver's Beach Blanket Babylon— 
all in few weeks' time. Given the scope 
of the revisions, this re-edit would have 
been almost impossible to do outside 
of the digital domain. 

Working on hard disk certainly 
changes the nature of "post-produc-
tion," as a producer can now test the 
audience at a special-venue presenta-
tion before committing to a final prod-
uct. Sound pressure levels can also be 
decided by the response of the audi-
ence (if too many people run out of the 
theater in the middle of the show, yes, 
the earthquake is a bit too loud; if one 
or two run out, it's about right). 

With the soundtrack now re-edited 
and remixed within Pro Tools, it was 
taken back to the reconstructed stage at 
the theater, rather than to a mix facility. 
Ruck and John Pond re-cleated the pre-
vious onsite setup, and final tweaking 
was done in a matter of days, with direct 
client and test audience participation. 

The moral of the story is that it 
doesn't take a 30-person sound crew 
and a dedicated surround mix facility to 
work in special-venue audio. Because 
the tracks are only going to be heard in 
that one location, it only makes sense 
to do the final-final mix onsite. Where 
the edit and original final mix take 
place depends on the experience and 
needs of the post team. San Fran-
cisco-7he Movieis currently showing at 
the Citibank-Cinemax Theater at Pier 39 
in San Francisco, probably for a very 
long run. Given emerging technologies, 
the soundtrack might change several 
times over the course of the next few 
years, but hey, why not? 

—FROM PAGE 101, "UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG" 

netic tracks, and a new negative was 
produced from three special interposi-
tive prints made 32 years ago as a far-
sighted preservation measure by the di-
rector. 

"Jacques believed, and he was right, 
that Umbrellas would remain interesting 
to audiences for many years to come, 
and he knew that the Eastmancolor film 
it was shot on was sure to fade with 
time," Varda explains. "He loved the vi-
brancy, saturation and image stability of 
the [then-current] three-color Technicol-
or process, but that was too costly to 
use to shoot Umbrellas." 
Demy did the next best thing to 

shooting the film with the fade-resistant 
three-strip Technicolor process: He had 
Eclair Laboratories make three separate 
color-selected archival black-and-white 

positive prints from the original "virgin" 
camera negative, before a single print 
was ever struck, yarda explains. (Each 
of the three black-and-white positives 
was made to correspond to one of the 
primary colors, so that they could be re-
combined to form a new color in-
ternegative, from which new prints 
could be struck.) These three "color se-
lected" positives were stored, along 
with a great deal of 35mm magnetic 
film soundtrack material, at the French 
Bois D' Arc-y national archives. 

"When the rights to Umbrellas re-
verted to Jacques in the '80s, we found 
that the original negative and the in-
ternegative were both so faded and 
damaged as to be useless," yarda says. 
"Jacques then began the restoration 
process using the three color-selected 
positives, which is immensely expen-
sive. But he was tired, and then he be-
came sick. He died in 1990, and a year 
later I decided it was time to complete 
the restoration. The French Ministry of 
Culture lent my company, Cinema 
Tamaris, the needed money, which we 
will pay back according to a contract. It 
is delightful to know that almost 35 
years later, people are still coming to 
see Umbrellas, it was Jacques' fervent 
desire that this could be so." 

Sound engineer Francois Musy, who 
has worked extensively with French 
New Wave pioneer Jean Luc Godard 
and who just completed mixing Go-
dard's upcoming film, Forever Mozart. 
supervised the sound restoration of Um 
brellas at S.I.S. Labs in Paris. He re-
ceived input from yarda and Legrand. 
and he was assisted by engineer Claude 
Lerouge. 

"Our main goal was to be as faithful 
as possible to the original—to allow 
people to see and hear Umbrellas as 
they would have in 1964," Musy said 
from his home in Geneva. "Umbrellas is 
not actually a musical, but the music k 
very important. A lot of time was spent 
trying to find the right balance between 
the vocals and the music; it was crucial 
that one not drown out the other." 

Most of the original vocals for the 
film were dubbed by professionals for 
the nonsinging actors. The music and 
vocals were then given to the actors on 
records, so they could familiarize them-
selves with the material prior to lip-
synching during filming, according to 
Umbrellas' producer Mag Bodard. 
The 35mm magnetic tracks Musy 

used, which were the best audio mate-
rial available, came from an intermedi-
ate mix. As the mag stock had been 
properly archived, the tracks themselves 
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required no significant restoration work. 
The tracks consisted of left and right 
stereo music, a mono voice track, Foley 
and two ambient tracks that included 
minimal sound effects. "It was many 
fewer tracks than we work with in 
movies today," Musy notes. 

Though not damaged by age, the 
rnag tracks did require some processing 
to correct imperfections caused by their 
original re-recording on early '60s-era 
machines. First, the mono vocal track 
was run through a Dolby SR processor 
to eliminate some high-frequency dis-
tortion and sibilance. "The machines 
that made these 35mm mag tracks ap-
parently produced this high-end distor-

don, but it was not audible at the time," 
Musy says. "The machines we have 
today are so much more sophisticated; 
the distortion in these old tracks be-
came quite prominent when played 
back on modem equipment." 

An SSL 5000 console was used to 
remix the 35mm tracks, with re-record-
ing to a Sony 3324 digital recorder. Very 
little processing was done—some re-
verb was added to the music, but in 
keeping with the desire to be consistent 
with the sound of the original sound-
track, Musy did as little as possible to 
alter the material. 

"I used the SSL board quite flat, 
using almost no EQ," he explains. "No 
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attempt was made to reconfigure any of 
the individual tracks we had to work 
with, not even the music tracks. It was 
a 'take-it-as-it-was' approach; the mix 
may not have been the way it would be 
done today, but we decided it was best 
to respect the mix, to let people experi-
ence the film in as close to its original 
state as possible. We just wanted to im-
prove it sonically as much as possible 
without changing anything." 

At one point, the possibility of using 
unmixed music and vocal tracks was 
explored, then abandoned. The original 
multitrack tapes from Legrand's orches-
tral and vocal studio sessions were 
available (these tapes were being pre-
pared for a 1996 re-release of the origi-
nal soundtrack recording in France) and 
were reviewed by yarda and company, 
but using them for the restoration of the 
film's soundtrack proved impractical. 
"Of course, they were not in sync with 
the film, and so we couldn't use them," 
Varda explains. 

The film, essentially a 3-channel 
mix, was re-released theatrically in 
Dolby Stereo. "We tried to put more 
space in between the music, which is 
from the left and right, and the vocals, 
which we centered. The sound is 
more open, full and round, and the 
separation is much improved," yarda 
notes. (Voyager had not yet reviewed 
the audio material available, and so 
had not determined the audio format 
for the laserdisc release. However, a 
spokesman doubted the limited num-
ber of tracks used in the original film 
would warrant a 6-channel Dolby AC-
3 laserdisc release.) 

Varda was an important link to the 
original production; her memory helped 
to re-create the original sound and look 
of the film. "The restoration took four 
months, just an editor and myself. I was 
the only one who could precisely re-
member the original robust sound and 
the vivid colors that Jacques intended 
for Umbrellas," she said. 

"The restored version of The Umbrel-
las of Cherbourg sounds and looks bet-
ter than the American original!" Varda 
concludes. "My best reward for all of 
the work is seeing and hearing the film 
the way Jacques intended it, and seeing 
other people once again share and 
enjoy the wonderful sounds and images 
that are The Umbrellas of Cherbourg." 
A home videotape release is planned 

for this spring; a laserdisc version will 
be subsequently released by Voyager.a 

Eric Rudolph is a writer based in New 
York City. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

DE111 PRODUCTS FOR FILM/ VIDEO SOLE 

MOTIONWORKS REMOTE 
The Motionworks R2P2 re-
mote control (distributed by 
HHB of Portland, ME) is a 
hand-held or desktop-
mounted controller for all 
serial tape machines or 
DAWs that support the Sony 
P2 protocol. The R2P2 con-
nects via a single 9-pin D 
connector and includes a 
jog/shuttle wheel and stan-
dard transport buttons. The 
unit's onboard library identi-
fies any machine and dis-
plays its name in a 20x2 
Supertwist LCD. Function 
keys and internal menus are 
automatically configured to 
match the connected device 
The unit may also be used 
as a diagnostic tool for iden-
tifying machines connected 
to patchbays in large 
installations. 
Cards 190 on Reader Service Cord 

DAR CINEMIX CONSOLE 
D&R North America (Bras-
hear, DC) is now shipping 
the Cinemix film sound 
recording console. Featuring 
a dual input path design, 
Cinemix offers complete re-
call of routing and switching 
functions, 6-channel LCRS 
panning, and automated 
master control and output 
assignment capability. 
PowerFade moving fader au-
tomation and PowerDynam-
ics are among the 
many options that make 
the Cinemix suitable for 
a wide range of film 
sound, video post-
production and record-
ing applications. 
Cords 191 on Reader Service Card 

STAGE ACCOMPANY 
SCREEN SERIES 
Stage Accompany (Cincin-
nati, OH) announces its new 
Screen Series loudspeaker 
system for cinema playback 
applications. The main sys-
tem is based around an 
SA8535 ribbon HF driver, 
two SA1203 12-inch mid driv-
ers and two SA1513 15-inch 
long-excursion LF drivers. 
Recommended surround 
components include the Fl, 
F7 and E24 units; power for 
all units is supplied by the 
SA 1600 amplifier. 
Cards 192 on Reader Seneca Card 
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MOTU MIDI 
SYNCHRONIZER 
Mark of the Unicorn (Cam-
bridge, MA) is shipping its 
MIDI Timepiece' AV multi-
port MIDI interface and syn-
chronizer for Macintosh and 
Windows. Offering eight 
MIDI inputs, eight MIDI out-
puts, 128 MIDI channels 
(networking up to 512 MIDI 
channels), SMPTE (LTC) 
input/output and front panel 
LCD programming, the MIDI 
Timepiece AV is designed to 
serve as a "synchronization 
hub" for any computer-
based MIDI and digital 
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audio studio. Features in-
clude video sync in connec-
tion, providing genlock to 
video or blackburst; ADAT 
sync out connection to 
synchronize one or more 
ADATs without a BRC; 
word sync out connection 
for word clock- and Super-
clock-driven devices, includ-
ing Pro Tools; MMC; and 
0.1% pull-up/pull-down. 
The MIDI Timepiece AV also 
converts and stripes SMPTE 
in all frame formats (24, 25, 
29.97 drop and nondrop, 30). 
Circle 193 On Reader Service Card 

AARDVARK AARDSYNC II 
Aardvark's (Ann Arbor, MI) 
AardSync II master sync gen-
erator was designed to im-
prove the clarity and fidelity 
of digital audio transfers by 
providing an extremely low 
jitter clock for 16- and 20-bit 
digital audio converters. The 
unit can generate any digital 
audio sample rate, including 
44.1 and 48 kHz, and ac-
commodates pull-ups and 
pull-downs. The Video Lock 
function quickly recognizes 
and locks to any video 
house sync, including NTSC 
and PAL, and the unit gener-
ates three word clocks, two 
AES/EBU and Digidesign's 
256 Superdock! The unit is 
also compatible with Sonic 
Solutions, Pro Tools and 
Yamaha 02R. Price is $1,575. 
Circle 194 on Reader Service Cord 
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ART's FX-1 

Do you remember your 

first digital multi-effects 

unit? I remember mine 

very cearly—it set me back nearly $500, was; impossible to 

progrem and sounded awful. The processor, purchased about 

ten years ago zrom a company that will remain nameless, was 

state-of-the-art technology for the time. 

In tne realm of 

the low-bucK digital 

effects processor, 

a lot hss chanrd. 

Capabilit es and sound quality not available at any price a few 

years ago can now be had for lust a few hundred iollars-20-

bit coiverters, 24-bit for better) processinc, easy-to-use in-

terfaces, large LCD screens, t-ue-stereo parallel air serial pro-

cessing....Who would have dreamed we'd be able to buy this 

kind of pro:essing power on ai stomp box budg;et") 

Ir the next few pages, well check out the, latest effects 

processor offerings 

from eight manufac-

turers, listed alpha-

betically. Tlhese prod-

ucts cover a full range 

of prices and capabili-

ties f-om AIR-'s palm-

sized Jrut to Yamaha's 

latest dedicated reverb. Ail have an appeal to just 

about everyone in audio, whether used as tha: first reverb in 

a becrcom p-oject studio, or as auxiliary cewice # 34, han-

dling Ileft-rear surround channel tambourine ambience in a 

96-channel mix. Whatever the application, these processors 

have one thing in common: They'll all set vou back around 

$500—or less. 
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Alesis ( Los Angeles) offers three ef-
fects units in the under-half-a-grand 
price point. The tiny NanoVerb ($ 179) 
is a one-third-rackspace device reminis-
cent of the company's first revert), the 
MicroVerb. The NanoVerb boasts 24-bit 
processing, 18-bit converters and a full 
20kHz bandwidth. It also offers 16 pre-
sets, including hall, plate and room re-
verbs, flange, chorus, delay, rotary 
speaker simulator and a two-series 
multi-effects. A single adjust knob con-

trols one parameter per program; the 
NanoVerb does not store edited presets. 
Connections include stereo input and 
output on unbalanced V,-inch connec-
tors, and a bypass footswitch. A dual-
color LED indicates input signal present 
and input peak. 

The MicroVerb 4 ($299) is a single-
rackspace processor that offers reverb, 
delay, chorus, flange, rotating speaker 
simulator, auto-pan and others. Multi-ef-
fect programs in certain configurations 
offer up to three effects at once. Front-
panel adjust knobs allow users to con-
trol two effects parameters per program; 
once adjusted, users can store programs 
into the 100 user memory locations. 
MIDI control allows for program change 
or parameter adjustment. A two-way 
footswitch controls effect on/off, tap-
tempo delay or rotary speaker simulator 
speed. Inputs and outputs are on Y.-inch 
unbalanced connectors, with input 
level, output level and mix controls on 
the front panel. 

At $499, the MidiVerb 4 offers 24-bit 
processing, 48kHz sampling rate, 20kHz 
bandwidth and 18-bit A/D and D/A 
converters. The MidiVerb 4 functions as 
a dedicated single effects processor, a 
dual-mono processor and a series 
multi-effects processor. Effects pro-

grams include reverb, chorus, flange, 
tap-tempo delay, rotating speaker sim-
ulator, pitch shift, panning and more. 
Numerous parameters can he altered 
for each program, with the edited 
patches saved hack into one of the 
MidiVerb 4's 128 user memories. Inputs 
and outputs are on unbalanced %-inch 
connectors; the MidiVerb 4's auto-level 
sensing feature sets input levels auto-
matically. MIDI support allows the 
MidiVerb 4 to respond to program 
change and continuous controller mes-
sages for real-time effects parameter 
changes. 

Applied Research & Technology 
(Rochester, N.Y.) has several affordable 

effects processors in its product lineup. 
The first in ART's "Personal Processor" 
series, the MR- 1, is a palm-sized reverb 

unit designed for instrument amp or 

recording applications. The MR-1 offers 
16-bit signal processing, mono in/out 
and combo power/clip LED indicator. A 
single knob selects from the unit's 16 re-
verb presets; other controls include 
input and output level buttons (which 
toggle between 0 dBV or - 10 dBV) and 
a bypass switch. The MR-1 has a list 
price of $ 179. 

ART's preset-only FXR ($259) is de-
signed for simple "plug-and-play" oper-
ation, offering 256 effects presets, in-
cluding four types of linear reverb, three 
types of gated reverb, various delay 
types, tremolo, chorus, flange and pan-
ner effects. True stereo operation allows 
the FXR to process left and right inputs 
with different effects. Users select pre-

sets with the FXR's simple two-knob 
system, one knob selecting the "family" 
of effects and the other selecting the 
specific preset. The FXR offers input, 
output and mix controls, as well as 
input signal LEDs. Input and outputs are 
%-inch unbalanced. 

ART's FXR Elite II ($345) adds pro-
grammability and MIDI support to the 
basic FXR true-stereo processor. A re-
designed front panel sports a large pre-
set selection wheel, as well as two "en-
coder" knobs. These knobs allow the 
user to adjust 
two parameters 
for each of the 
Elite II's 256 ef-
fects programs. DigiTech Studio Quad V2 

including delay 
length, revert) high-frequency level. 
mix, left-effect level and right-effect 

level. Once changed, programs can be 
stored hack to the Elite II's memory. 
MIDI support allows for MIDI program 
change mapping and real-time control 
of certain effects parameters. The FXR 
Elite II has %-inch unbalanced inputs 
and outputs, a remote footswitch jack 
and MIDI in/out/through jacks. 

The ART Effects Network ($449) of-
fers simplified programming and a 

broad range of effects. The Effects Net-
work will function either as a dedicated 
processor ( with all processing power 

devoted to a single effect), a dual 
processor ( different effects on each 
channel) or a multi-effects processor 
(multiple effects in series). User inter-
face is ultra-simple, with a two-line 
LCD and large rotary knob to select 
presets or adjust parameter values; pa-
rameter changes can he stored to the 
Effects Network's 100-preset memory. 
The Effects Network offers balanced %-
inch inputs and outputs, with front 
panel-mounted input and output level 
controls. 

Finally, in ART's Personal Processor 

line is the FX-1 ($ 159), a true-stereo 
processor that offers 30 basic effects, in-
cluding reverb, chorus, flange, delay, 
doubler, pitch shift and tremolo. The 
FX-1 also offers dual or triple effects in 

series and several dual-mono parallel 
presets. Input and output levels are set 
with front-panel "more" buttons, which 
increase the FX-1's input sensitivity and 
output level, respectively. Users can en-

gage an altered version of any of the 30 
effects, effectively doubling the FX-1's 
presets to 60. 

The dbx Project 290 (Salt Lake City) 
is a dedicated reverb processor that of-
fers six different reverb types in three 
sizes and three "colors." Front panel 
knobs set reverb decay time, wet/dry 
mix, input level and output level. The 
$400 unit offers 16-bit A/D and 18-bit 
D/A converters, 40kHz sampling rate, 
balanced %-inch inputs and outputs, 
four-segment stereo input level meter 
and digital noise gate. MIDI support al-
lows users to select any of the 54 pos-
sible reverb programs and change 
decay times. 

DigiTech (Salt Lake City) offers the 
512, the Studio Twin and the Studio 
Quad V2. The 512 ($229.95) offers 480 
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effects presets organized into 32 effects 
combinations; presets include reverb, 

delay, chorus, flange and pitch shift. 
Users can tweak two effects parameters 
for each preset, though there's no way 
to save the edited sound. A true-stereo 

unit, the 512 will process left and right 
inputs separately; it will also perform 
multi-effects processing in series. The 
512 has input, output and mix level 
controls, unbalanced inputs and outputs 
and a back panel-mounted threshold 
control for its built-in noise reduction 
circuit. 

The Studio Twin ($299.95) offers a 
mix of dedicated reverb, modulation 
and delay effects, as well as numerous 
serial and parallel multi-effects. Several 
parameters are adjustable for each pre-
set, and users can store edited pro-
grams into the Studio Twin's 99 memo-
ry locations. Sound quality benefits 
from DigiTech's 24-bit S-DISC proces-
sor, 18-bit ADC and 20-bit DAC. Inputs 
and outputs are on balanced Va-inch 
connectors; the Studio Twin offers a 
MIDI input jack for program changes. 
The Studio Twin also offers a single-
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band fully parametric EQ for shaping 
effects. A built-in noise gate offers ten 
threshold settings. 

Studio Quad V2 ($549.99) updates 
the original Studio Quad with new ef-
fects, a redesigned user interface and a 
large LCD screen. New effects include 
intelligent pitch shifting, rotary speaker 
simulator, "analog" delay, room echo, 
compression and others. The V2 is a 
true "quad" processor, with four inde-
pendent inputs and outputs and multi-
ple signal path routings. Users can con-
figure the unit for parallel, series or se-
ries-parallel processing, placing effects 
in any order. Automatic input leveling 
sets input gain automatically; output 
level is selectable between -10 dBV and 
+4 dBu. Inputs and outputs are on %-
inch unbalanced connectors. Full MIDI 
support allows program changes or 
real-time parameter editing. 

Lexicon (Bedford, Mass.) offers two 
affordable true-stereo effects processors, 
the Alex and the Reflex. Both offer hall, 
room, plate, gate and inverse reverb ef-
fects; chorus, flange and delay presets; 
unbalanced stereo inputs and outputs; 
16-bit converters and 15kHz effect 
bandwidth. Both allow the creation of 
program register "chains" for flexible 
footswitch control of programs. The 
Alex ($399) has 16 presets selectable 
from a rotary knob, with each effect of-
fering three adjustable parameters. 
Users can save altered programs in one 
of 16 user memories. Footswitch con-
nectors offer remote control of bypass 
and program change. 

The Reflex ($499) goes beyond 
Alex's capabilities by adding an en-
hanced concert hall algorithm with re-
verb "randomizer" for smoother tails, 
MIDI control, 128 user program loca-
tions and a resonator effect. The Reflex 
allows front-panel adjustment of up to 
ten parameters per effect, and dynamic 
MIDI control of up to four parameters 
per effect. The Reflex will also set delay 
times to match MIDI song tempos. 

Peavey (Meridian, Miss.) has two 
low-cost units in its effects lineup, the 
DeltaFex and the Addverb III. The 
DeltaFex ($ 159) offers 16 effects, in-
cluding reverb, delay, parallel delay/re-
verb, chorus, flange, phase shift and ro-
tary speaker. Each effect has two ad-
justable parameters; the rotary speaker 
effect allows the speed to be toggled 
with an external footswitch, smoothly 
"morphing" between the two speeds. 
When bypassed, the DeltaFex's reverb 
and delay programs continue to decay. 
The unit offers stereo inputs and out-
puts; input, output and mix controls; 
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and front panel effects-type legend. The 
DeltaFex will accept both line- and in-
strument-level input signals. 

Addverb III ($349) is a true-stereo, 
MIDI-controlled effects processor that 
will perform up to eight effects at one 
time. Users can combine algorithms in 
any order from 35 different effects 
types, or can devote all of the Addverb 
III's processing power to an "ultra" re-
verb effect. Internal processing is 24-bit, 
with 16-bit A/D and 18-bit D/A con-
verters. The Addverb III configures itself 
automatically for series or parallel oper-
ation and offers real-time control of up 
to eight parameters per patch through 
MIDI. The unit includes 128 user mem-

ores, 128 factory presets, two data entry 
knobs and an LCD screen. 

The HR-MPS ($599) is a half-rack-
space multi-effects processor from Sony 
Professional Audio (Montvale, NJ.). It 
offers two effects blocks with pre/post-
switchable 2-band EQ; these blocks can 
be set to two of the HR-MP5's 51 differ-
ent effects types. Algorithms include 
standard time- and modulation-based 
effects, as well as intelligent pitch shift-
ing, amp simulator, compressor, limiter, 
wah, subharmonic generator, rotary 
speaker, distortion, overdrive, vocal 
canceler and more. The HR-MPS offers 
a large LCD, 100 presets, 100 user pro-
grams, MIDI control, footswitch input 
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and built-in instrument tuner. The unit 
offers a 48kHz sampling rate, 18-bit 
converters and 24-bit stereo internal 
processing. 

Yamaha (Buena Park, Calif.) is cur-
rently offering two dedicated reverb 
processors, the REV100 and REV500. 
The REV100 ($299) offers linear and 
gated reverbs, mono and stereo delays, 
chorus, flange, tremolo and symphonic 
modulation effects; certain multi-effects 
programs combine delay or modulation 
with reverb. Users can adjust three pa-
rameters per algorithm; saving the al-
tered program overwrites the original 
preset. The REV100 has a total of 99 ef-
fects program locations. MIDI support 
allows adjustment of up to eight effects 
parameters through continuous con-
trollers. The REV100 uses 16-bit A/D 
and D/A converters operating at a sam-
ple rate of 44.1 kHz. 

The REV500 (around $500) is Yama-
ha's latest dedicated reverb processor, 
using the same proprietary 32-bit DSP 
chip as found in the company's ProR3 
reverb. The REV500 offers hall, room, 
plate and "special" reverb effects, as 
well as programs that enhance the re-
verb with chorus, flange, gate, dynamic 
filtering and other effects. Inputs and 
outputs are on balanced XLR or %-inch 
connectors, with selectable -10dBV or 
+4dBu levels. Four front-panel knobs 
access the most common reverb para-
meters; users can adjust up to eight 
more parameters through a " utility" 
mode. Built-in side-stick and snare sam-
ples allow reverb adjustments without a 
signal source. The REV500 uses 20-bit 
converters and a 44.1kHz sampling rate. 
MIDI support includes program change, 
parameter edit, continuous controllers 
and bulk dump. 

The Studio 1204 ($249) from Zoom 
Corporation (distributed by Samson 
Technologies, Syosset, N.Y.) is a low-
cost processor that offers 512 preset 
programs organized into 32 effects 
types. Users can adjust two parameters 
per effect and store up to 100 custom 
patches. The 1204 offers series and par-
allel multi-effects, as well as single ef-
fects. Effects include reverb, chorus, 
flange, delay, pitch shift, tremolo, 
vocoder, two-speed rotary speaker sim-
ulator, vocal distortion and noise reduc-
tion. A front panel mic input makes the 
Studio 1204 convenient for dedicated 
vocal processing, and the unit responds 
to program change and continuous con-
trollers through MIDI. 

Loren Alldrin is a freelance producer 
and writer based in Nashville. 
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OTARI EAGLE 
AUTOMATION 
Otan i Corporation (Foster 
City, CA) announces its ne\\ 
Eagle automation software 
package for the Otan i Status 
and Elite consoles. Running 
under Windows 95, the 
Eagle system offers a color 
graphic interface with dy-
namic control of faders, 
mutes and computer-con-
trolled switches, and frame-
accurate fader moves and 
switches. Eagle allows MIDI 
systems to communicate 
with the console and will 
trigger snapshot events. 
Supplied standard with new 
Status and Elite consoles, the 
Eagle automation package 
can be used by existing Status 
and Elite console owners. 
Circle 212 on Reader Service Card 

SONY DAT RECORDER 
Sony's ( Mont‘ NJ) PCNI 
R500 rack-mount DAT 
recorder uses Super Bit 
Mapping technology for en-
coding 20-bit digital signals 
into the 16-bit DAT record-
ing format. Featured are a 
variable speed cue/shuttle 

knob and 4-motor tape 
transport. Audio interfaces 
include AES/EBU and 
S/PDIF digital I/O and bal-
anced )ŒR and unbalanced 
RCA analog I/O. Pricing: 
less than $2,000. 
Circle 213 on Reader Service Card 

BEYER DIGITAL MIC 

Beyerdynamic (Farmingdale, 
NY) is now shipping the 
MCD 100 digital condenser 
microphone, first presented 
at last year's AES convention 
in Copenhagen. The car-
dioid MCD 100 features a 
22-bit TrueMatch A/D con-
verter and integral DSP that 
generates a standard AES/ 
EBU output that is said to 
be transmitted over standard 
mic cable lengths of 300 me-
ters. A remote-control unit 
provides attenuation at the 
mic capsule and frequency 
response may be modified 
in EPROM software. 
Circle 214 on Reader Service Card 

HOT HOUSE 
TWO THOUSAND AMP 
The Model Two Thousand 
from Hot House (Highland, 
NY) is a massive 5U, 95-
pound amplifier with two 
mono channels each capa-
ble of 950 watts/channel 
into 2 ohms (or 2,400 w/ch 
continuously into 1 ohm). 
Peak current per channel is 
rated at 200 amps; the sys-
tem design includes 40 
hand-matched European lat-
eral MOSFETS and two cus-
tom over-wound toroidal 
transformers. High-capaci-
tance, low-ESR filter caps 
guarantee stiff bottom end 
and fast recovery time. 
Circle 215 on Reader Service Card 

PRISM SOUND 
24-BIT ADC 
Prism Sound introduces the 
AD-124 24-bit analog-to-dig-
ital converter (distributed by 
Prism Media Products, Red 
Bank, NJ), a one-rackspace 
unit providing 16/20/24-bit 
output word length options 
and a choice of four noise-
shaper curves for reduction 
Lo 16-bit wordlength in ei-
ther AID or D/D modes. 
The unit has a - 118cIB noise 
floor. Dynamic Range En-
hancement circuitry allows 
the AD-124's output to be 
recorded in high resolution 
on 16-bit tecorders for later 
editing in 20- and 24-bit 
modes. The AD-124 also of-
fers auto-dither and dither 
)n/off control. Analog in-
puts are electronically bal-
anced. Digital I/Os are in 
AES. S,'PDIF coaxial and 
TosLink optical formats. 
SDIF-2 output is optional. 
Circle 216 on Reader Service Cord 

STUDER D19 MULTIDAC 
The D19 MultillAC from 
Studer (Nashville, TN) is an 
8-channel, 23-bit digital-to-
analog converter featuring a 
monitor mix output. The 
single-rackspace unit can 
operate from a wide range 
of sampling frequencies 
(any input can select from 
any frequency), and output 
levels are transformer-bal-
anced and feature output 
level potentiometers. 
AES/EBU inputs are stan-
dard. The unit's MixMonitor 
feature allows monitoring of 
any or all channels in mono 
or stereo via a headphone 
jack or a five-pin balanced 
XLR output and a volume 
control. 
Circle 217 on Reader Service Card 

DYNAUDIO BM15A 
Dynaudio Acoustics (Dis-
tributed by AXE, Rockland, 
MA) has revised its TEC 
Award-nominated BM15 
near-field speaker. The new 
BM15A features an integrat-
ed dual 150W amplifier, the 
Esotec's new HF driver and 
Dynaudio Acoustic's high-
output 9.5-inch woofer. 
Power on and clip indica-
tors are mounted on the 
front baffle. 
Circle 218 on Reader Service Card 
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SUMMIT REFERENCE 

MONITORS 

Summit Audio (Los Gatos, 
CA) offers the Monitor Sci-
ence ED-81 high-definition 
reference monitors. Measur-
ing 16x16x14 inches and 
weighing 45 lbs, each unit 
has an 8-inch polypropy-
lene LP driver and a 1-inch 
soft-dome ferrofluid-cooled 
tweeter. Nominal power 
handling is 100 watts, sensi-
tivity is 87 dB, impedance is 
8 ohms. The MDF cabinets 
are finished in Night Sky 
blue and offer five-way 
binding-post terminals. 
Price is projected at around 
$2,000 a pair. 
Circle 219 on Reader Service Card 

JOEMEEK 

ENHANCER VC4 

JoeMeek (distributed by 
PMI, Torrance, CA) intro-
duces the Enhancer VC4, a 
dual-channel, single-rack-
space signal processing unit 
that includes high-frequen-
cy compression and tuned 
resonance circuitry to pro-
duce the Enhancer effect. 
Front panel controls for 
each channel include: 
drive; Q, which controls a 
tuned circuit that resonates 
the enhanced effect; and 
Enhance, for determining 
the amount of enhance-
ment. There are also input 
gain, bypass and output 
level controls and colored 
LED output level 
indicators. 
Grde 220 on Reader Service Card 

Pine 

RILLARI STUDIO TUBE 
MULTIPROCESSOR 
The RP533 Studio Tube 
Multiprocessor from Bellari 
(Salt Lake City, UT) features 
tube circuitry throughout 
and combines a rnic pre-
amp input section, a com-
pressor/limiter section with 
sidechain access, and a 
sonic exciter. Metering indi-
cates input, output or gain 
reduction levels. I/0s in-
clude 4-inch and XLR con-
nectors. Price: $700. 
Cade 221 on Reader Service Card 

DB TECHNOLOGIES 

24-BIT A/D 

dB Technologies debuts 
its AD 122-96 24-bit stereo-
phonic analog-to-digital 
converter (distributed by 
Audio Intervisual Design, 
W. Hollywood, CA). Capa-
ble of converting at 96, 
88.2, 48 and 44.1kHz sam-
ple rates, the one-rackspace 
AD 122-96 offers a noise 
floor of -122 dB, a switch-
able soft-knee digital 
limiter and facilities for re-
dithering to 16- and 20-bit 
formats. The 24-bit ADC 
also includes programmable 
digital test tones for system 
alignment and features AES 
and external word clock 
synchronization at 40-51 
kHz, 88.2 kHz and 96 kHz. 
A precision meter bridge is 
included; an SDIF interface 
is optional. 
Circle 222 on Reader Servie Card 

SIGNAL TRANSPORT 

SWING RACKS 

Swing Racks- from Signal 
Transport (Richmond, CA) 
simplify access to the rear 
panels of rack-mounted 
equipment in confined 
spaces. Each Swing Rack 
mounts directly into a wall 
opening or millwork and 
pivots forward like a cup-
board door, allowing frontal 
access to rear panels and 
cabling. Available in single 
or double (two wide) con-
figurations and in heights of 
12U, 15U and 45U, each 
Swing Rack consists of a 
welded tubular steel face 
frame with integral rack 
rails; top and bottom 
pivot/strike plates, cable tie 
panel and reversible swing 
spacer panel. Swing Racks 
are offered in a black pow-
der-coated finish; options 
include rear rack rails, cable 
tie bars and power strip 
mounts. 
Grde 223 on Reader Service Card 

ALESIS REFERENCE 

MONITOR 

Alesis Studio Electronics 
(Los Angeles, CA) is target-
ing its new Point Seven 
shielded reference monitor 
specifically for multimedia 
and filin/video post-produc-
tion professionals. The fully 
shielded two-way monitors 
may be placed directly next 
to any computer or video 
monitor without causing any 
interference. New driver 
components offer high 
power handling and feature 
new materials—a soft silk 
dome for the tweeter and a 
unique non-woven carbon 
fiber for the woofer. Frequen-
cy response is 85-22k Hz and 
the system can handle 50 
watts RMS of program mater-
ial and 100 watts peak. 
Circle 224 on Reader Service Card 
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STATUS 
SIMPLE 
These days, buying an audio console is 
far more complicated than it used to be. 
There was a time when console decisions were 
easy. Fashion determined which name to buy. 
Huge consoles with huge price tags ruled the day. 
Not anymore! We at Otani want to make today's console 
decisions painless. The top level of technology is available 
right now. At a truly amazing price.* Introducing the Status: 

Digital control of analog signal path • Master Status Switching • Snapshot 

Recall of routing and switch functions • Image Recall of all EQ, Aux busses, 

Panning and Mic trim potentiometers • Fader and Mute Automation on Mix and 

Channel paths • Metal TT patchbay versions • Optional Moving Fader Automation • 
Available in 3 frame sizes • and much, much more. 

See your local Otan i dealer and audition a Status. You'll find it's way more than a symbol! 

*PRICING BEGINS AT UNDER $25,000 
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Otani Corporation 
U.S.A. 
Phone: 415-341-5900 
Fax: 415-341-7200 
L.A. Sales: (818) 972-3687 
S.E. Sales: (6151 255-6080 

Mari Ine. 
Japan 
Phone: (81) 4-2481-8626 
Fax: (81) 4-2481-8633 

http://www.otari.com 

Otani Deutschland GmbH 
Germany 
Phone: (49) 2159-50861/62/63 
Fax: (49) 2159-1778 

Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd. 
Phone: (65) 284-7211 
Fax: (65) 284-4727 

©Otan Corporation 1996. All rights reserved. 



Plum 
OVER QUALITY 
COMP/LIMITER 
ADgear's new Over Quality 
UR-76S stereo compressor/ 
limiter (distributed by GML, 
Van Nuys, CA) is modeled 
on the popular—but long 
discontinued—UREI 1176. 
Offering familiar front panel 
layout and controls, the UR-
76S has compression ratios 
of 4:1, 8:1, 12:1 and 20:1 
(limiting); attack times range 
from 150 ps to 2 ms and re-
lease times from 130 ps to 
1.6 seconds. Meters indicate 
input, output and gain re-
duction. Frequency re-
sponse is claimed to be 
20-20k Hz ±1dB. I/0s are 
electronically balanced. 
Circle 225 on Reader Service Card 

ART TUBE COMPRESSOR 
Applied Research and Tech-
nology (ART) (Rochester, 
NY) introduces the PRO 
VLA Professional VactroV 
Tube Leveling Amplifier, a 
2-channel rack-mount com-
pressor/limiter. Featuring 
electro-optical (Vactrol) and 
vacuum tube electronics, 
providing limiting character-
istics similar to those of clas-
sic tube limiters, the PRO 
VLA has variable threshold, 
compression ratios and out-
put level controls for each 
channel and fast/slow 
switches for attack and re-
lease times. VU meters track 
input and output, with gain 
reduction indicated by 10-
segment LEDs. I/0s are bal-
anced XLR and %-inch TRS. 
Circle 226 on Reader Service Card 
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HOT Off THE SHELF 
AEA is shipping the LC, 202 
Stereoscope "winkle-blink:le," 
a compact battery- or DC-dri-
ven stereo unit that displays 
stereo program material in 
XY or PANorama modes on 
a 400-LED display. Call 800/ 
798-9127 or fax 818/798-
2378...Selco's full-color prod-
uct summary of knobs, slider 
knobs, push buttons, analog 
and digital meters and acces-
sories is available free. Selco 
is the U.S. distributor for UK-
based Sifam Ltd. Call 800/ 
229-2332; fax 714/739-1507; 
Web: www.selcoproducts. 
com...MCM Electronics' 
newest catalog (#38) contains 
over 6,000 electronic compo-
nents, tools and accessories 
with same-day shipping. For 
a free catalog, call 800/543-
4330.. Gold Line's Gold lite/ 
lk is a Neutrik XLR connec-
tor containing a miniatur-
ized 11d-lz tone generator 
and phantom power detec-
tor. A red LED lights when 
phantom power (12-48v) is 
present and the unit emits a 
lkHz mic level test tone, 
useful for troubleshooting 
and line checks. Retail is 
$39.95. Call 203/938-2588 or 
fax 203/938-8740.. .Berkley 
Integrated Audio Software 
(BIAS) announces BIAS Peak 

1.5, a new version of the 
company's digital audio edit-
ing software for the Macin-
tosh. Peak 1.5 is the first 
Macintosh editor to support 
RealAudio 3.0 Encoder. Call 
800/775-BIAS or visit www. 
bias-inc.com...Whirlwind 
now offers Snakeskin® fan-
out sleeving on all of its 
snake systems. Snakeskin 
is a color-coded braided 
sheath that is humidity-, sol-
vent- and flame-resistant to 
military specs. Call or fax 
716/865-8930...Audio Preci-
sion's digital-only version of 
its System Two audio test set, 
the System Two SYS-2300, is 
available at a reduced price. 
Call 800/231-7350 or 503/ 
627-0832, or fax 503/641-
8906...Neutrik's Z-Series 
XLR connectors are easy to 
assemble and ruggedly 
built, with all essential parts 
enclosed in a heavy-duty 
rubber covering. Call 
908/901-9488; fax 908/901-
9608...Sony Recording 
Media's tape head cleaning 
kit, the CLQ-30K, has three 
bottles of a new non-alco-
hol-based cleaning liquid 
formula and one chamois 
cloth. Retail is $65. Call 
201/599-3445...TRF Produc-
tion Music libraries' new 
Musictrack library is a diver-
sified collection of back-
ground and theme music, 
most recorded in several 
versions, in categories that 
include Drama & Suspense, 

Nature, Romantic, Mystery & 
Emotion, Nostalgia, Urban, 
Blues, Jazz and Rock. Call 
800/899-MUSIC or fax 
914/356-0895...H11B profes-
sional's ADAT tape, the 45-
minute S-VHS ADAT45, 
features a specially formulat-
ed high-density binder sys-
tem and a recording layer of 
ultra-fine cobalt ferric oxide 
particles for improved per-
formance and reliability. Call 
207/773-2424 or fax 207/ 
773-2422...0tari's RADAR 
Version 1.4 software is free 
to all current RADAR own-
ers. Features include facili-
ties to link multiple RADARs 
and slave lo Sony P2 and 
MTC protocols. Call 415/ 
341-5900.. Accurate Sound 
Corporation's l'MM-100 tape 
motion meter will measure 
and display the speed of 
moving tape and other 
media from 15/32 to 400 
inches per second and 
measures lengths of up to 
100,000 feet. List is $995. 
Call 415/365-2843 or fax 
415/365-3057...The Waves 
Cl compressor/gate ships 
with a library of more than 
80 presets optimized for 
specific applications. A dy-
namic processor capable of 
frequency selective com-
pression, expansion and 
gating, Cl is a software 
plug-in for Digidesign 
Sound Designer ($650) or 
TDM ($850) systems. Call 
423/689-5395. • 
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AD- I 's color disptay, shown here n black and white, includel spectrum analysis, waveform monitor, phase scope and VU meters. 

I
i WO essential tools are required 
for serious audio production: 
a reliable reference monitor 

system ( near-field or otherwise) 
and reliable, accurate metering. 
Today, engineers have dozens of 
options in studio speakers, but 
when it comes to metering, the 
choices are either expensive out-
board units or the woefully inade-
quate meters built into most 
consoles and recorders. 

This problem is complex and 
vexing even to the most experi-
enced engineers. Mechanical me-
ters are far too slow to handle 
instantaneous peaks, and when 
you're recording to digital media, 
exceeding 0 dB brings irrepara-
ble—and quite audible—clipping 
distortion. Unfortunately, the me-
ters on most digital machines offer 
little more than a ballpark estimate 
of what's really happening with the 
audio levels. Some decks flash red 
at 2, 3 or even 4 dB below zero, 
while others indicate a clip when 
zero is exceeded, but only after 
eight to 15 samples are clipped. To 
create optimum-quality audio, it's 
essential to know what levels 

you're recording at, and anything 
less than that is like driving down 
a dark stretch of winding road with 
your headlights off. 

Rather than plunking down 
thousands for a precision set of out-
board digital meters, Intelligent De-
vices offers another option, its AD-1 
Pro Audio Analyzer. This Macin-
tosh-b-ased software is useable with-
out any additional hardware on 
Power Macs or can be combined 
with any 16-bit NuBus or PCI digital 
VO curd (such as Audiomedia 
Sound Tools or Pro Tools systems 
or some of the new low-cost cards 
coming onto the market). It pro-
vides five 242-element, high-resolu-
tion, real-time meters with center 
sum and difference, floating peak 
bars, 0.1dB resolution and head-
room irrargins—all in full color. The 
software is S349 for the standard 
version or $449 for the TD1'vl ver-
sion. To be sure, it's a bargain price, 
hut as the late-night TV ads say, 
"but don't order yet—there's more." 

The AD-1 also includes dual 
1,024-point spectrum analysis dis-

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

plays; a phase scope; and a wave-
form monitor showing a running 
history of stereo, summed mono or 
L/R difference amplitude envelopes. 
Essentially for a couple hundred 
bucks, the AD-1 replaces about 
$6,000 worth of test gear. 

Note: Before we go further, I 
should tell you that Mix columnist 
Stephen St.Croix is one of the prin-
cipals and software designers at In-
telligent Devices. That said, I can 
say I like the AD-1 software in spite 
of Mr. St.Croix's involvement. You 
see, every month, this man puts 
our editorial staff through a living 
hell, often forcing us to track him 
down across the four corners of the 
earth to get his column in. And in 
his self-appointed role as the pro-
fessional audio industry's chief 
muckracker, he sure doesn't make 
my job any easier. So if anyone 
thinks I'm writing this as a favor to 
St.Croix, they can forget it. 

The software requires only a 
couple megs of disk space, and its 
copy protection allows two 1-11) in-
stallations. I tested the AD-1 with a 
relatively simple system, using the 
analog and digital inputs on a 
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Digidesign Audiomedia II card in a Mac 
Quadra 650. The computer is mostly 
used in the studio for DAT editing or oc-
casionally looping sounds during track-
ing; as I run PC-based console 
automation, the AD-1 proved an ideal 
application for an essentially unused 
Mac during mix sessions. 

The metering section has dual meters 
(peak and averaging) for each channel, 
with a center channel meter that's 
switchable between L+R peak/average 
or L-R peak/average. Various parameters 
allow tweaking the meters to personal 
preference. These include peak hold 
time (short to infinite, in four steps); clip 
point; meter decay rate; and meter style 
(LED, solid bar and emulation of phos-
phor or 242-step plasma types), so any-
body can set up exactly what they need. 
But be warned: These displays are ruth-
lessly accurate, showing you the true 
character of your signals. As the meters 
have a full 90dB scale, they'll show all 
of the low-level noise and garbage that 
lesser meters ignore. 

Also provided are momentary and 
latched clip indicators and margin indi-
cators for the left/right/summed chan-
nels. Similar to those found on many pro 
DATs, the margin (headroom) readouts 

are indispensable. All of these are instant-
ly resettable by clicking on the display. 

The X/Y axis stereo phase display is 
simple, but eminently useful in any pro-
duction environment, as a way of mon-
itoring the stereo spread of a signal or 
checking for out-of-phase conditions or 
L/R discorrelation. In creative applica-
tions, it offers a quick way of checking 
how signal processing, mix parameters 
or different mic setups affect stereo imag-
ing. Unfortunately, the phase display is 
fairly small—perhaps in the next ver-
sions, the phase window could be larger. 

The spectrum analyzer employs two 
1,024-point Fourier engines for its dual-
channel, 74dB logarithmic display. Sort 
of an analog or digital I/O RTA on 
steroids, this function has 242 light bars 
for every band and a digital peak re-
sponse curve with resettable peaks. 
Again here, users have complete control 
over update rate, bar decay time, peak 
hold, L/R or summed-mono display, 
and the insertion of a pink noise filter 
that indicates a flat spectrum when ana-
lyzing pink noise. Its 25 bands are on 
ISO centers, which makes it ideal for 
use with a standard 'A-octave EQ. In the 
studio the AD-1 gives an invaluable 
glimpse into what's happening to a sig-

nal from a spectral viewpoint, whether 
you are trying to fix a mix or figure out 
what makes a hit song stand out from 
the rest. 

An interesting feature of the AD-1 is 
the waveform monitor, with an impres-
sive running display that shows a history 
of all clips as bright red bars, superim-
posed over the audio waveforms. I was 
also impressed with the ability to name 
and store presets of AD-1 display para-
meters, to instantly configure the unit for 
whatever task is at hand. Another unas-
suming but clever feature is an 
input/output window, which allows 
switching the incoming audio stream to 
be monitored as L/R stereo, L+R 
summed mono, L-R difference and L-R 
on left and L+R on right, along with out-
put muting and -20dB attenuation. 

Combined with the metering, phase, 
spectral and waveform displays, the I/O 
window makes the AD-1 system into a 
logical extension of your console's mas-
ter module. Few audio products offer so 
much for so little. The AD-1 is an amaz-
ing debut from an innovative compa-
ny—I wonder what they're up to next? 

Intelligent Devices, 7 Hickory Ridge, 
Baltimore, MD 21228; 410/744-3044; fax 
410/788-6370; e-mail indev@clark.net.• 

INDUSTRY STANDARD 
Rane HÉ 6 has become the industry standard for 

heaylphon5 amplification for one/ reason. It's very good. In fact 

go6çl, -yu have ragle it the industry standard by choosing 

it over all other' brands combined during the past 14 years. 

Rane makes dozens of other signal procéssing devices that 

are just as rugged. Next time your needs turn to signal 

processing, turn to Rane for quality, reliability and dependability. 

Rane - plain and simple, it sounds very good. 

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER 

RANE-CORPORATION 10802-47th Ave. W., Mukilteo, WA 98275 (206) 355-6000 
http://www.rane.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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HoluzoN MUSIC UPGRADE 
I/O CARDS FOR THE ALESIS ADAT 

AuEms 
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I
, here are a lot of ADATs out 
there—in fact, approximately 
100,000 of them. There are 

also dozens of companies market-
ing third-party accessories, ranging 
from converters to outboard con-
trollers. A few have even offered 
audio enhancement modifications 
on a limited basis, but so far, these 
have been fairly expensive and 
involve sending your deck to a 
custom shop to be hot-rodded. Per-
formed correctly, such enhance-
ments can make an appreciable 
improvement in the way the decks 
sound. However, the down side of 
such mods is that your machine is 
then no longer stock, and later ser-
vicing and/or maintenance can be 
difficult, unless you have complete 
documentation for every cap, resis-
tor or IC that was replaced. 

With this in mind, Horizon 
Music offers its Alesis ADAT Up-
grade Cards. Priced at $349.95, this 
replacement input and output 
board kit can be installed in min-
utes—simply unplug a few ribbon 
cables and replace the stock Alesis 
boards with the Horizon circuit 
cards. The upgrade is designed 
solely for the original Alesis ADAT 
and cannot be installed in other 
ADATs, such as the Alesis XT or 
Panasonic or Fostex models. Un-
like other ADAT mods, the Horizon 
cards can easily be removed and 
replaced with the stock ADAT 
boards, should the deck need to be 
restored to stock condition for ser-
vicing or repair. 

The Horizon upgrade uses high-
speed op amps in a DC-coupled 
circuit for reduced phase shift in 
the audio band, while ultra-wide 
circuit traces and an improved 

ground plane on the PC boards 
lower thermal noise and reduce 
crosstalk. The input board also 
adds '4-inch TRS balanced input ca-
pabilities, a proprietary automatic 
input impedance adjustment (600-
to 100k-ohm range), and full-range 
gain control (unity to +40 dB) for 
the EDAC and 1/4-inch input sec-
tions. The output board supports 
up to 50ma outputs (for driving 
long cable runs), and the Y4-inch 
outputs can drive professional lev-
els, eliminating the need to use the 
ADAT's EDAC connectors. If de-
sired, outputs at the -10dB con-
sumer level can be achieved by 
moving a few jumpers on the out-
put board. 

The installation is simple, re-
quiring about ten minutes, and any 
competent tech should have no 
problem with this plug-in/no-sol-
der procedure. The only thing that 
seemed different about the post-
mod ADAT is that the new input 
card is slightly longer than the 
stock card, and once the boards are 
in, you need to replace the top 
panel with a clear Lexan top, 
which comes with the kit and is 
pre-drilled with small access holes 
for adjusting the input gain pots. 
The clear top lets you see what 
you're doing and allows visual in-
spection of the transport for main-
tenance. The only caveat of the 
install is that Horizon recommends 
using a nonmetal screwdriver— 
such as a fiddlestick—when adjust-
ing input gain, to avoid shorting 
components on the card while jab-
bing at the trim pots. 

Once I had gains set to my lik-

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

ing, I was ready to start listening. 
The nice thing about testing modu-
lar digital multitrack modifications 
is that it's so easy to cut tracks si-
multaneously on two machines 
and then listen to the results in 
sample-accurate sync. All tests 
were made from line-level inputs 
fed from Millennia Media mic pre-
amps. Although the gains on the 
input card can be set high enough 
to accept mic-level signals, having 
to tweak the gain structure for each 
source during a session using a fid-
dlestick seemed like too much 
trouble. The Millennia was a good 
compromise—and I like the idea of 
having eight balanced input jacks 
on the back of an ADAT. 
I began by recording a studio 

drum set using two room mics, and 
followed this recording up with vo-
cals, triangle and acoustic 12-string 
guitar. The difference is subtle, but 
clearly noticeable, with the Horizon 
ADAT displaying punchier attack 
transients (particularly on drums 
and triangle) and increased clarity. 
On vocals and guitar, there seemed 
to be an increase in low-level de-
tail and upper-end reproduction, 
especially on the upper harmonics 
of the 12-string. There was also a 
discernible improvement in stereo 
imaging. Essentially, the Horizon 
playbacks sounded nearly identical 
to what came out of the Millennia 
outputs. 

Anyone looking for better sound 
from an original Alesis ADAT 
should look into the Horizon up-
grade kit. It's $349.95 well spent. 

Horizon Music Inc., 230 North 
Spring Street, Cape Girardeau, MO 
63701; 800/821-3806 or 573/651-
6500; fax: 573/651-3460. 
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In side by side comparisons, most consumers can 

immediately hear the superiority of our Topaz line. 
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FAST AC11NG 
FORMULA 

  $ 1 .00 OFF !  

EARWAX REMOVAL KIT 
Receive $ 1.00 off the Nielsen Ear Wax Removal System 

and conduct your own ear wax removal therapy. You 
won't believe the difference! Oh, and by the way, if you still 
can't hear the superiority of the Soundtracs Topaz line, you 
may want to start saving up 
for one of those invisible 
hearing-aid thingamajigs. 

Nos a tuba coupon. Not redeernable 
for any cash amount on any product 
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We'll help the rest of you any way we can. 

We've done our part to ensure that 
you can hear the sound superiority of 
our Topaz line. From an ultra-low noise, 
wide gain input stage, to the legendary 
Soundtracs British EQ, we've achieved 
the lowest noise floor and highest 
headroom going. In side by side 
tests with comparable models, 
you'll easily hear the difference. 

We've also included a bunch 
of features that allow you to get even 
more bang out of your console buck, like 

24-4 

SOUNDTRLICS 

true 4-bus design, channel mute and smooth 
60mm faders instead of all those dreadful 
knobs—patooey! 

In other words, there just isn't 
14-4 a better sounding or more 

functional 4-bus console in a 
comparable price range. So 

take a listen for yourself. We 
think you'll agree we've thoroughly 

waxed the competition. If not, 
well...you may want to grab a pair 

of scissors and get busy clipping. 

Phone: (516) 393-8520 • email: soundtracs@ korgusa.com 

Soundtracs products are fully supported and marketed in the United States by Korg USA, Inc. ©1996 Soundtracs USA, 316 South Service Road, Melville, NY 11747-3201 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



FIELD TEST 

TL AUDIO EQ2 
DUAL PARAMETRIC VALVE EQUALIZER 

0
 ver the past couple of years, 
the Tony Larking name (the 
"II" in Ti. Audio) has risen 

from relative obscurity to obvious 
respect in North America. And it re-
ally all boils down to offering solid, 
professional tools that are built well 
and sound great. TL's newest stereo 
parametric equalizer, which comes 
bundled with two mic preamps, 
two direct boxes and tube line-dri-
ver functions, is another attractive 
package in that same tradition. 

The somewhat misleadingly 
named 'a Audio EQ2 Dual Para-
metric Valve Equalizer is more than 
just an equalizer; the unit actually 
combines two channels of 4-band 
tube parametric equalizer functions 
with variable highpass and lowpass 
filters, a pair of high-grade, solid-

state mic preamps (with switchable 
48VDC phantom power), and two 
direct-box-style inputs for tracking 
instruments (guitars or keyboards) 
directly to tape. It's also a true para-
metric equalizer, with continuously 
variable controls for both bandwidth 
(Q) and frequency on each channel. 

Inside the three-rackspace chas-
sis is a solid-state power supply that 
delivers a full 250 volts to the tubes, 

while reducing heat. The EQ2 runs 
slightly warm (never hot), and the 
front panel screen provides all the 
necessary ventilation. Six ECC83 (the 
British equivalent to a 12AX7) tubes 
are used—one on each EQ filter, 
with a two-stage output driver per 
channel. The mic preamps are the 
well-known SSM2017 chips, fol-
lowed by tube stages, a hybrid 
design that delivers low-noise per-
formance with a response that's flat 
from 20 to 40k Hz. Insert points on 
the rear panel allow the IC stages to 
be bypassed completely, allowing 
access to a pure tube EQ stage or 
just the mic preamps without the 
tube circuitry. Two additional tubes 
(one per channel) in a cathode fol-
lower stage before the master output 
permit gain adjustments to tailor the 

amount of desired tube distortion. 
It's really no more complicated than 
setting the channeVmaster volume 
ratio on a guitar amp: Clean, fat or 
dirty—the EQ2 lets you determine 
the sound you want. 

Taking this control aspect to the 
next step, every band on the EQ, 
including the HP/LP filters, has in-

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

dividual in/out switching with an 
LED indicator. Each channel also 
has an overall EQ bypass switch. 
The latter helps when making 
quick A/B comparisons between 
flat and EQ'd settings, while switch-
es on each band allow the user to 
bypass any unnecessary circuitry in 
the audio path. I like that. 

The front panel is simply laid 
out, with filter and gain pots in two 
rows of 16. The spacing between 
the knobs is somewhat tight, and I 
would have preferred a slightly 
staggered approach—perhaps with 
the center frequency controls placed 
slightly above the gain and Q knobs 
for a little more room. However, I 
did like the Stereo switch, which al-
lows the knobs of Channel A to 
control both sides simultaneously. 

Each channel's 4-inch input has 
a mic/line sensitivity switch. Except 
for those used on harmonica, I 
don't own any mics with V.-inch 
plugs, so I used the V.,-inch jack 
mostly for tracking bass, guitar and 
synth in the control room. In this 
capacity, the EQ2 is a wonderful— 
albeit pricey—direct box, but its 
EQ capability makes a huge differ-
ence when tracking to tape. 
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Pushing the 
State Of Your Art 
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RSP Technologies' proudly introduces an incredible new all digital, fully automated, modular mixing console. Custom configure your Project X to 
suit the most demanding of needs. Choose from analo.g with 20 bit converters, AES/EBU, TDIF', or MAT' I/Os to interconnect directly with 
MDMs or DAWs. Expandable in configurations up to 64 inputs, Project X offers 110dr dynamic range, multiple DSP effects, complete automa— 
tion of every mix function and snapshot. Each input channel includes dynamics control, HUSH noise reduction, 4— band parametric ED, Hi & 
Low pass filters, digital delay line, stereo linking and 8 aux. sends. Control it all without stretching from the comfortable center sweet spot in 

front of the Master Module and the joystick panner for the integral digital Circle Surround' Encoder. A full Project X console is only five feet 
wide! All I/O cards are located in the CPU rack along with the power supply and optional microphone preamplifiers. Interconnects between the 
control surface and the rack unit are via a power supply and serial digital cable per module. Having no connections between modules allows for 

many visually exciting and ergonomic console design possibilities. The digital audio world will never be the same. Neither will your art. 

Technologies 
2870 Technology Drive . Rochester Hills . Michigan . 48309 . 810/853.3055 . fax 810/853.5937 . WorldWideWeb http://www.rocktron.com/rsp 

*Typical Analog In to AES/EBU Out. 
RSP Technologies', Circle Surround and HUSH' are registered trademarks of Rocktron Corporation. ADM is a registered trademark of Alesis. TDIF is a registered trademark of Tascar 
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PURE POWER 
At home or abroad, incoming power poses a constant threat. 
Surges, spikes, and EMI - not to mention the overwhelming number 
of worldwide power standards - all conspire to wreak havoc on your 
equipment investment. Now, a totally new product provides a 
complete solution for power regulation and conditioning: the NRG 
Power Processor. Just mount a Power Processor in your rack and 
plug your equipment into it. Then travel anywhere in comple 
confidence. The Processor accepts any worldwide voltage of any 
frequency (80-300 VAC. 45-75 Hz) and turns it into perfectly 
regulated, conditioned 120 VAC@ 60 Hz US power. It also isolates 
your valuable equipment from all incoming power threats. 

1500 
mot,. AC POWER rieocESSO« 

PROUDLY MADE Call Today for ur Free 
Color lilroc re!! 

1-800-753-0357 IN THE U.S.A. RI.SLAR( H, INC. 
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Visit us at our web site! http://www.nrgresearch.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

OPAE OF THE PA eer • ia PA'S TOR 10 MUSIC e-rek,ILERS 

oie 
flw bf-ee 
128 pages of the newest and most exciting 
musical instruments & pro audio equipment 

..eitiule. 
The World's Most Dynamic .11tr:ic Stores! 
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The back panel has XLR rnic inputs, 
XLR and unbalanced 1/4-inch line inputs, 
1/4-inch insert points and (-10/+4 dB) 
XLR balanced and 1/4-inch unbalanced 
outputs. Interfacing the EQ2 in any 
studio situation (large or small) is no 
problem. 

The low and low-mid filters are iden-
tical, each with a 30 to 3k Hz range; 
similarly, the high-mid and high filters 

each have a 1 to 20kHz range. This pro-
vides wide overlapping between bands. 
Gain controls are ± 15 dB with center 
detent. Although most people make 
equalization changes by ear, the EQ2 
could have better markings on its con-
trols, especially when you want to write 
down settings for later use. For exam-
ple, the low frequency adjust is marked 
as: 30 • 350 • 600 • 3k Hz, with dots for 
the intermediate points. So questions 
such as "Where's 60 Hz?" or "What's the 
halfway point between 600 and 310 re-
main unanswered. 

Exact figures for the bandwidth con-
trols are also not given, but the wide 
(full counterclockwise) setting is quite 
wide, and the opposite setting provides 
a medium-wide Q. Anyone seeking 
tight, notch filter-style operation won't 
find it on the EQ2. Rather than a surgi-
cal tool for removing AC hum, camera 
noise and other narrow-band problems, 
the EQ2 is designed for musical, pro-
gram-style equalization. 

And in this capacity, the EQ2 really 
excels. Unless you're specifically trying 
to create a distorted sound, the audio 

pathway is ultra-clean: Even with all the 
parametric bands switched in (at zero 
gain), there was no discernible audio 
difference between the master EQ-in 
and bypass settings. And used by them-
selves, the preamps have an uncolored 
neutral quality, although color can easi-
ly be added, if desired. 

Whether tracking or mixing, on all 
kinds of sources (drums, vocals, guitars, 
bass, synth, strings) the equalization 
was fast, flexible and—best of all— mu-
sical. A bit of tube warmth seems the 
perfect complement to digital tracking, 
and the stereo function is ideal for mas-
tering and other program EQ applica-
tions. At a U.S. retail of $2,395, the 
Audio EQ2 is fairly—though not inex-
pensively—priced, considering its first-
rate performance. 

TL Audio, distributed by Sascom 
Marketing, 34 Nelson Street, Oakville, 
Ontario, Canada L6L 3H6; 905/469-8080; 
fax 905/469-1129; Web site: www.sas-
com.com. 
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It's 3:00 a.m. and the studio is hard 

at work archiving sound elements and 

masters to CD. But you and your crew are 

home—sound asleep. lhat's because you 

have a KODAK VVritabie CD Audio and 

CD-ROM Authoring System that lets you 

master CDs without even being there. 

The key to the system is the KODAK 

Disc Transporter. It automatically masters 

discs, providing a continuous production 

flow for up to 75 CDs. The Disc Transporter 

supports the KODAK PCD Writer 600— 

at 6X, it's the world's fastest CD writer. 

The KODAK PCD Writer 600 and 

Disc Transporter are supported by most 

popular CD-ROM and audio premastering 

software, including ASTARTE% TOAST 

CD-ROM Pro and TOAST CD-DA. 

Why lose sleep over archiving? The 

KODAK Writable CD Audio and CD-ROM 

Authoring System works like a dream. 

ow 
You Can 
Archive 
Sound 

leep. 

Kodak Has Sound Down to a Science. 

Kodak is the leading manufacturer of 

CD-R media. Our media is 

available in the following 

configurations: jewel case, 

bulk pack, custom silk 

screen, and printable. 

We have an eye on 

the future, too. As part of 

RITIBLE(1!) 

our ongoing research and 

development commitment, we're 

working with leaders in the audio industry 

to create a great-sounding future. 

Trust your tracks to KODAK Media, 

and get the science of sound. 

For additional information, check the 

Kodak Web site at http://www.kodak.com 

or call 1-800-CD-KODAK or 1-800-814-

1333. In Canada, call 1-800-465-6325, 

extension 35505. 

('SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE I.\FO 
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EVENT ELECTRONICS 20/20 
BI-AMPLIFIED AND DIRECT FIELD STUDIO MONITORS 

1 f Event Electronics is a name that is not fa-
miliar to you now, it 

soon will be. The com-
pany was founded by 
three former Alesis prin-
cipals, including Frank 
Kelly, one of the main 
designers of the popular 
Alesis Monitor One and 
Monitor Two. Event dis-
tributes RODE micro-
phones in the United 
States, but its first prod-
ucts under the Event 
name are the 20/20bas 
(Bi-Amplified System) 
and the unamplified 
20/20 Direct Field Moni-
tors. My tests focused 
mainly on the Bi-Ampli-
fied System, but we'll 
also look at the unpow-
ered 20/20s. 

Given all of the near-
field speakers currently 
available, one might rea-
sonably ask why any 
company would wish to create 
more. In the case of the 20/20 Se-
ries monitors the answer is simple: 
At around a grand for the 20/20bas, 
and $399 for the direct fields, noth-
ing in the price range can touch 
them. 

The 20/20 Series monitors are 
two-way systems that combine a 
1-inch ferrofluid-cooled, silk-dome 
tweeter with an extended-range 
8-inch woofer. 

The cabinets are made from 
%-inch vinyl-laminated MDF and 
measure 10.75x14.75x11.75 inches, 
a modest size considering their ex-
tended range and large acoustic sig-
nature. They have a circular "low 
air restriction" bass port on the 
front, which is connected to a long 
tube on the inside. A small green 
LED on the speaker ring indicates 
when power is on and flashes 
when the input is overloaded. All of 
the components are of high quality, 
and 16-gauge wire is used through-
out. This last detail is important, as 

far too many manufacturers use 
wire that is of lower quality than 
that used to connect the speakers to 
the mixer or amplifier, creating a 
weak link at a crucial point in the 
audio chain. There is no physical or 
acoustic distinction between the 
right and left monitors, and they 
work equally well in a horizontal or 
vertical position. 
On the rear of the cabinet is a 

substantial metal panel with three 
trim pots, jacks for input and AC 
connections, circuit breaker, AC 
power switch, and graphics illus-
trating signal flow, boost/cut fre-
quencies, and how to wire XLR 
and TRS plugs for balanced opera-
tion. Because the plate serves as a 
combination mounting board and 
heat sink, it can get rather warm 
during operation. However, I used 
the monitors for up to seven hours 
at a time and at no point did the 
plate get so hot as to actually bum 

BY BARRY CLEVELAND 

when lightly touched. 
Still, you may want to 
think twice before pick-
ing them up immediate-
ly after a long session. 

The input connector 
has gold-plated terminals 
and accepts balanced and 
unbalanced 1/4-inch or 
XLR plugs. There is an 
input level trim pot that 
dials in up to 20 dB of 
padding for hot signals, 
though normally this con-
trol is set at maximum, 
where a 1.1 VRMS input 
produces full amplifier 
output. There are also 
trims for high frequencies 
(±3 dB above 2.6 kHz) 
and low frequencies (±3 
dB at 100 Hz, ±2 dB at 
400 Hz). All three trim 
pots are recessed and re-
quire a small flathead 
screwdriver (or the 
screwdriver-like tool that 
is included) to turn. The 

high and low trims are only to be 
used to make critical adjustments 
when the speakers are used in a 
configuration other than the stan-
dard behind-the-console, "equal 
distance triangle," arrangement. 

For example, wall mounting 
may require cutting low frequen-
cies, while pedestal mounting may 
require boosting them. Once the 
adjustments are made for a particu-
lar listening environment, it should 
be unnecessary—and undesir-
able—to change them; hence, the 
recessed trim pots. I experimented 
with all three trims, but when I 
went to return them to their origi-
nal positions, I realized that the 
only way to reset them was visual-
ly. Center detents for the high/low 
trims, and incremental notches for 
the input level trim, would be a big 
improvement. 
I first used the 20/20bas to listen 

to mixes made using familiar mon-
itors. Then I used them to solo in-

-CONT/NUED ON PAGE 213 
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The 
AT4050 
goes 
live. 
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"The 4050 gives a true sound 
with no coloration. Clear, transparent, 
really smooth." 

Russell Fischer 
Sound Engineer for Garbage, 
Veruca Salt, Patty Smyth 

"Using AT4050's is like plugging 
the guitars straight into the PA" 

Mick Hughes 
Sound Engineer for Metallica 

"The 4050 made a world of difference. 
It sounds so natural and unmasked." 

Alan Miller 
Sound Engineer for Bruce Hornsby, 
Alan Jackson 

"The 4050 gives back exactly 
what you're putting into it." 

'Brad Madix 
Sound Engineer for 

Def Leppard, Queensryche 

These live-sound engineers have discovered the key for 
natural, true-to-life sound in concert. The AT4050 provides 
superior, uncompromising performance on guitar cabinets, 
drum overheads, backing vocals, piano and more. 

Call, write or fax to find out how you can take the stage 
with the AT40501. 

audiolechnica. 
Audio-Technica MS., Inc., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224 
330/686-2600 Fax: 330/686-0719 E-mail: pro@atus.com 

Audio-Technica Limited, Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AG England 
0113 277 1441 Fax: 0113 270 4836 
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SOUNDCHECK 
NEW SOUND REINFORCEMENT GEAR AT AES 

  ollowing a reasonably healthy 
year in sound reinforcement, 

  the 101st AES show had plen-
ty of newsworthy product intro-
ductions for purveyors and users of 
live sound equipment. Many man-
ufacturers have improved their 
product-cycle timing, allowing cus-
tomers to look and listen early 
enough in the year to make intelli-
gent decisions for the upcoming 
season. For those too busy to make 
the trip to Los Angeles, your faith-
ful scribe has the following report 
on new offerings unveiled at the 
show. 

Yamaha REV500 digital reverberation unit 

Yamaha (Buena Park, Calif.) in-
troduced an SPX-90 for the '90s, 
the REV500 ($499 list), which uses 
the same third-generation DSP chip 
as its ProR3, with 32-bit internal 
processing and 20-bit oversampling 
converters. The 100 presets and 
user programs are broken into four 
sets of 25 each: Halls, Rooms, 
Plates and Special Effects. A large 
LCD graphically shows changes to 
parameters, and four rotary con-
trols give quick access to four pa-
rameters, with others available 
from a menu structure. A unique 
feature of the REV500 is the two 
built-in sound sources, snare drum 
and cross-stick, that provide an in-
novative way to audition presets 
without an external input. 

In other reverb news, Lexi-
con (Waltham, Mass.) introduced 
the MPX 1 multi-effects processor 
($1,299 list), which has a wide array 
of effects combinations and is a gui-
tar player's dream, or a poor man's 
PCM 80. This user-friendly stereo 
device has %-inch, XLR and S/PDIF 
connections, and up to five effects 
can be configured at once. 

Lexicon MPX 1 multi-effects processor 

Soundcraft (Northridge, Calif.) 
unveiled the K2 console, similar to 
the K3 but with semimodular con-
struction, allowing for generous 
pricing: Suggested retail is $9,295 for 
24 channels, $10,995 for 32 channels 
and $ 12,995 for 40 channels. The 
EQ has fixed high and low shelving, 

two swept mids with switchable Q, 
and a highpass filter adjustable up 
to 400 Hz. It comes standard with 
four matrix outputs, four stereo 
line-level channels with 3-band EQ, 
plus four additional stereo returns 
over the subgroups with high and 
low EQ. Inserts are TRS jacks on 
stereo and mono inputs, groups 
and mix outputs. It retains the K3's 
cueing and talkback facility and the 
same MIDI mute scene-set, but no 
MIDI fader. The eight groups and 
auxes have fader-swap facility for 
monitor applications, and there is 
9-LED metering on all inputs; a VU 
meter bridge is standard. 

Sabine (Alachua, Fla.) had many 
new offerings in its booth. The 
FBX-2020 Dual Feedback Extermi-
nator lists for $1,199, $ 100 less than 
its predecessor, the 1802. It has im-
proved 20-bit processing and now 
offers ten filters per channel, as 
well as an internal power supply. 
New to Sabine's line are its SDA Se-
ries Auto Digital Delays for align-
ment of distributed speaker 

BY MARK FRINK 

systems. Also featuring 20-bit con-
verters, they have an automatic 
setup mode that calculates and sets 
the precise delay time for each 
channel in a few seconds. Each 
output has up to four seconds of 
delay with 20-microsecond resolu-
tion. A range of configurations is 
available-1x2, lx4, lx6, 2x4 and 
2x8—with list prices ranging from 
$700 to $ 1,700. The biggest news, 
however, was the ADF-4000 multi-
purpose programmable equalizer 
($1,700 list). Incorporating features 
from previous products, it has 12 
parametric filters per channel, any 
number of which can be used as 
adaptive FBX filters for feedback 
control; stereo 31-band graphic EQ; 
and an RTA. The graphic EQ has 
the same automatic room equaliza-
tion setup as the REAL-Q, which al-
lows users to quickly tune a system 
to a specified response curve. This 
Multi-Function EQ (MF-EQ) has 
something for everyone and will 
allow, for instance, users to pre-
tune their systems using parametric 
filters and then easily adjust for 
room modes and for taste on a 
daily basis. 

o 

Symeirix 531E 31 -band graphic equalizer 

Symetrix (Lynwood, Wash.) in-
troduced the 531E two-space, 31-
band graphic equalizer. At a list 
price of $579, Symetrix went back 
to the drawing board to incorpo-
rate an advanced filter topology 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 142 
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TOUR 
PROFILE 

A STAGE-EYE ViEW OF THE 
DAVE MATTHEWS BAND 

ith a unique lead vocal W' 
and Chet Atkins guitar, 
accompanied by violin, 

saxophone and backed with bass 
and drums, the Dave Matthews 
Band is the closest to a bohemian 
musical lineup on the circuit 
today. After releasing an indepen-
dent live record, Remember Two 
Things, in 1993, the band signed 
with RCA and recorded two enor-
mously successful albums with 
Steve Lillywhite, Under the Table 
and last year's multi-Platinum 
Crash. Matthews, a beneficiary of 
the second-generation, post-Garcia 
Deadhead audience, seems to be 
advancing the new alternative 
acoustic-pop, so perhaps it's fitting 
that they've also inherited a portion 
of the Dead's sound system through 
the services of UltraSound, perennial-
ly on the vanguard of innovative de-
sign and quality concert sound. 

L to R: Owen Orzack, monitor systems tech; Jeff Thomas, FON engineer; 

Ian Kuhn, monitor engineer; Glenn Carrier, systems tech, Lonnie Quinn, 

systems tech; Lyle Eaves, FON systems tech 

Jeff "Bagby" Thomas has been with Matthews since 
the beginning, six years ago. He mixes on a Gamble EX 
56 using 33 inputs from the stage; tucked underneath the 
console is a recording rack with 32 API 212 mic preamps 
in three L200 frames, along with four Tascam DA-88 
decks. Effects include a TC Electronic M-5000, an M-2000 
Wizard, two TC 2290 delays and an   
Eventide H3000 DISE. All inserts are 

Aphex, with a dozen 651 Expressor compressors used 
for everything but the drums, where five Aphex 622 
gas are used. 

Grateful Dead veteran Glenn "Chub" Carrier is in 
charge of the stage-right side of the P.A., and Lonnie 
Quinn takes the left, but the entire crew enjoys an easy 
camaraderie as they collaborate throughout the day. The 
main speaker hang is two rows of four Meyer MSL-10 
speakers, powered with Crest 8001 amps. Three MSL-2s 
are under-hung for down-fill and powered with Crest 
7001 amps, as is everything else in the system. In typical 
UltraSound fashion, eight Meyer 650 double-18 subs are 
stacked to each side of the mains in a 20-foot-high line 

array using a chain motor. Ex-Blind 
MY MARK PRINK Melon engineer Lyle Eaves is the 
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FOH tech and uses a Meyer SIM Il sys-
tem and a rack of CP-10 parametrics to 
equalize the system. East Coast shows 
have such high demand that they are 
sold with 360-degree seating, and there 
are several dozen MSL-3 speakers used 
to wrap the stage in two side clusters 
and a rear center cluster. 

Ian Kuhn shares the monitor duties 
with UltraSound crew chief and moni-
tor tech Owen Orzack, mixing on an 
FOH EX 56 that has a center control 
section and is split in half to provide 
separate stereo mixes from the faders 
for two in-ear mixes. While the rest of 
the band listens to monitors, violinist 
Boyd Tinsley and sax player Leroi 
Moore have been fitted by Michael 
Santucci with Sensaphonics' new Pro-
Phonic 2x two-way in-ear monitor 
transducers, using Garwood's Radio 
Station transmitters. This recent change 
from wedges solves two problems: 
Tinsley's wedge volume was very loud, 
with his violin having significant 
amounts of spill into other areas of the 
stage; Moore's levels, on the other 
hand, were low enough that the on-
stage volume was masking them and 

making it hard to hear his sax. The in-
ear mixes addressed both problems 
nicely. " It really cleaned up everything 
onstage," Orzack comments, "putting 
both mixes right where they need to 
be: in their ears." 

Each side of the Gamble has extra 
mic inputs (the "Ultra" mod), and 12 ad-
ditional line-level inputs are used to cue 
the mixes, since the graphics aren't in-
serted. "We looked at several other con-
soles, but the Gamble won easily for 
sonic quality," Kuhn says, "and Jim 
Gamble is always on the other end of 
the phone if we have any questions." 
The other monitor mixes are generated 
from the Gamble's auxiliary buses. 

All of the floor monitors onstage are 
Meyer USM-1 "stealth wedges," and 
Matthews has three in front of him, with 
the center used for a band mix and the 
outside pair for his voice and guitar. 
Another wedge behind him duplicates 
the center mix at a higher level. All the 
wedges are EQ'd with BSS FCS-926 Var-
icurves, with 12 filters available for 
Matthews' outside wedges and up to six 
filters for the other mixes. The drum 
mix is heard through two of the new 
Meyer CQ-2 two-way self-powered 
speakers used in a "Texas headphone" 

configuration, plus two MSW-2 single-
18 subs, augmented with a pair of Aura 
"shakers" mounted under the drum 
throne. "The shakers give us a lot of im-
pact in the drum mix; that means we 
don't have to drive the subs quite as 
hard," Kuhn explains. "The CQ-2 has a 
nice, tight pattern that keeps it out of 
the drum mics." There are also a pair of 
MSL-4s used for support act sidefills, as 
are additional stealth wedges. 

The mic list is also somewhat un-
usual. Matthews sings into a Bruel & 
Kjaer 4011 with a custom windscreen. 
"UltraSound's plan from several years 
ago was to use 4011s with in-ear 
mixes," Kuhn says, "but at the levels 
we're running his wedges, it works 
great in spite of the fact that it's only a 
first-order cardioid." Tinsley sings into a 
Neumann KM-84i, and drummer Carter 
Beauford sings into a Crown CM-310 
differoid. A CM-310 is also used for 
Moore's vocal and doubles as his flute 
mic. "The differoid gives us great rejec-
tion and isolates the sound source," 
Kuhn explains, "and Beauford definitely 
likes his vocal screaming." Moore's 
saxes are miked with two more B&K 
condensers, which go through API 512 
mic preamps and then into two M-5000 
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The New FBX-2020 Dual Feedback Exterminator*. 
The Latest Innovation in Automatic Feedback Control From Sabine. 

The industry standard in automatic feedback control just got better. Introducing the FBX-2020 Dual 

Feedback Exterminator, with 20 FBX filters, 20-bit digital resolution, and yet another engineering 

THE PERFECT VISICIN OF 
breakthrough from Sabine: ClipGuardw adaptive clip level control, which means the FBX-2020 

accepts input signals up to 27dBV without clipping, increasing the effective dynamic range to 112 dB. 

FEEDBACK CONTROL 
The FBX-2020 is unmatched at eliminating feedback. Super-narrow, constant "Q" FBX filters are 

automatically placed directly on the feedback in less than a second ( typical), so you get: 

More gain before feedback (6 to 9dB typical) 

Increased clarity and intelligibility 

Fast setup — less than a minute per channel 

Not just a setup tool — eliminates feedback during program 

SABINE® 
ADAPTIVE AUDIO 

Have you been waiting for the ultimate FBX? This is it. And all this for 

less money than ever before. Call for a demo of the FBX-2020 today. 

'FBX and FBX Feedback Exterminator are registered trademarks of Sabine. Inc.. and are the brand names of its line of automatic feedback controllers. 
Covered by U.S Patent No 5.245,665, Australian Patent No. 653.736. and Canadian Patent No 2.066,624-2. Other patents pending 

MADE IN USA 

www.sabineinc.com 

Alachua, FL 32615-8544 USA 

Tel: (904)418-2000 

Fax: (904)418-2001 

Fax-Back Product Info: 

(904)418-2002 

USE RFA DER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



Now any loudspeaker system can have 
the dynamic attack and smooth response 
that was once only found in a proprietary 

loudspeakerlprocessor system. 

CEX" 
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The CEX"- 5 provides audio engineers the flexibility 
for advanced loudspeaker processing. Equipped 

with 20-bit converters (which drive the internal 24- bit par-
allel processing DSPs), the CEX 5 gives you better than 
100 dB of dynamic range. The processing power offers 
more options, allowing the user to select up to 22 bands 
of parametric EQ, digital delay, limiters, multiple filters and 
slopes. Other features include all-pass filters, CD horn EQ, 
three levels of security, 50 presets, and AES/EBU I/O. 

Not all loudspeakers or speaker components are created 
equal; different filters are required so that each component 
will combine smoothly with the next complementary 
device in the system. To achieve this smooth response, 

Linkwitz-Riley, Butterworth, and Bessel filters are incorpo-
rated into the CEX 5 and can be selected independently for 
asymmetrical set-up. 

Setting up a loudspeaker system should be simple and 
with the CEX 5, it is. By using fewer menu layers than other 
processors, you can quickly access the features you need, 
making set-up a breeze. And during operation, everything 
is right at your fingertips. 

The power and flexibility of the CEX 5 make it perfect for 
touring companies, rentals houses, and sound reinforce-
ment installation applications. 

Great sound couldn't be easier. Contact Peavey for more 
information. 

oung 
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ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS 
Peavey Electronics, 711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39301 • (601) 483-5376 • Fax ( 601) 486-1154 

http://www.peavey r om • AOL Keyword: Peavey • CompuServe: Go Peavey • ©1997 
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let's GetRealf 
Introducing To North & South America 

The Newest Real Time 10 Pocket 
Cassette Recorder/Duplicator. 
In Use In Japan Since 1987 

Call For Price! 

• Produce Up To 10 Original Stereo 
Master Cassettes From Any Line 
Source, I.E., CD'S, Dat, Mixing 
Console,Etc. 

• Duplicate Up To 9 Cassettes From A 
Single Cassette Master 

• Auto Bias Sensing Chrome/Normal 

.Studio/Field Applications 

•10 Pocket Slaves Available 

Distributed By: 

NOW! Recording Systems 
32 West 39th St 9th Fl., New York, NY 10018 

(212) 768-7800 ( 800) 859-3579 Fax (212) 768-9740 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Recording, Duplicating 

& Packaging Supplies 

In stock for immediate shipment 
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Quality Service - Quality Products 
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labels 

Ask for our free Poly/me QA catalog 

Chicago 

(847) 357-1259 
fax 357-1264 

Los Angeles 

(818) 969-8555 
fax 969-2267 

Poly/me Corp. 1401 Estes Ave. 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-5405 
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reverbs. A TC Electronic ATAC at the 
monitor console is used to remotely 
change presets on the M-5000s for dif-
ferent songs, mainly pitch change and 
fattening, plus reverb, and Kuhn uses 
FileMaker Pro on his Powerbook to 
print a list of these cues from each 
night's set list. 

The eclectic mic list continues with 
a pair of B&K 4012s in an X-Y configu-
ration for drum overheads, going 
through a high-voltage Millennia Media 
HV-3 mic pre—these are used for most 
of the drum sound in the in-ear mixes. 
Other drum mics include Audio-Tech-
nica's ATM-25 used on the kick and the 
floor tom, as well as for milting the bass 
rig. "It's the best-sounding dynamic for 
the money," Kuhn says. "We tried them 
up against some more popular models, 
and we can have just about anything 
we want out here." The rack toms arc 
miked with Ramsa S-2 miniature con-
densers. On snare, Milab LM-25s are 
used top and bottom. "They would nor-
mally be used for vocals, but we just 
grabbed a bunch of Ultra's better mics, 
and these sounded best on the snare," 
Kuhn says. High-hat and splash cym-
bals have A-T 4050 condensers in 
shock-mounts, and an AKG 414 is used 
on the wood block. 

To imitate the electric sound provid-
ed by Tim Reynolds on certain songs 
from the record, Matthews' guitar is split 
and goes to a Fender Deluxe Reverb 
that's sealed in an iso-box and miked 
with a Beyer M-700. Everyone onstage 
seems to have an Eventide GTR 4000 in 
their rack, used as the ultimate effects 
pedal. Stefan "Lizard" Lessard's bass rig, 
adorned with plastic lizards, is a small 
P.A. in itself, with two Meyer subs and 
two MSL-2 tops. He and Matthews both 
have CP-10 EQs in their racks, and 
Orzack mentioned that they regularly 
use the SIM machine to check the bass 
rig and the two USM-1 wedges in front 
of the drum riser that are part of 
Matthews' acoustic guitar rig. 
We caught an enjoyable, relaxed 

performance at Portland's Rose Garden 
that featured what is already a trade-
mark sound. It's refreshing to meet an 
artist who blends with the band and en-
joys hanging with the crew. Perhaps 
that accounts for the obvious enjoyment 
of the life they lead, even after a cou-
ple of grueling years on the road. Fans 
can look for Matthews this month in 
theaters and on college campuses with 
Tim Reynolds on an intimate acoustic 
duo tour having even more fun. • 

—FROM PAGE 138, AM GEAR 

that claims low distortion and noise 
specs. Double-sided glass epoxy circuit 
boards, 6Orrun metal-shaft sliders and 
gold-plated XLRs hint at the quality this 
graphic incorporates into its heavy-duty 
steel chassis. Features include adjustable 
12d13-per-octave highpass and lowpass 
filters and a gain control that goes from 
completely off to +15 dB. Also intro-
duced was the 532E, a stereo two-space 
31-band graphic with 20mm sliders that 
lists for $699. 

CableTek (Port Coquidam, B.C.) in-
troduced the JD-4 ($899 list), a rack-
mount 4-channel version of its highly 
acclaimed JDI ($239 list). Developed by 
a team of Vancouver's top engineers, 

CyberLogic NC-400 Series Power System 

these rugged DI boxes feature Jensen 
transformers, a 15dB pad, a supersonic 
filter and flat response to 80 kHz. 

CyberLogic (San Rafael, Calif.) 
launched the NC-400 4-channel, four-
rackspace amp, based on its 8-channel 
NC-800 Series. Using the same power 
channel modules, the new amp pro-
vides either 1,200 watts or 700 watts 
into 4 ohms, depending on the mod-
ules. The NC-412 lists for $6,800; the 
NC-407 lists for $5,650. Also shown was 
a new Class AB power module, the NC-
005, which provides 375 watts into 4 
ohms and over 500 watts when used in 
an 8-channel frame. Customers will be 
able to mix power channels to fit two 
1,200-watt channels, a 700-watt and an 
A/B high-frequency channel into a 4-
channel package, for example. 

QSC (Costa Mesa, Calif.) introduced 
several new amps in its PowerLight line. 
The PowerLight 8.0 is a four-space amp 
that will put out 4,000 watts per chan-
nel into 2-ohm loads. The back of the 
chassis is loaded with four fans, and the 
front is entirely vent except for the 
knobs and switch. Another new Power-
Light is the 3.4 ($2,998 list), which is a 
de-rated 4.0 with an Edison instead of a 
"range plug" for its AC connection. The 
two-rackspace PowerLight 2.0 ($2,148 
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The PowerLightTM Series from QSC Audio 

THESE 70,000 PEOPLE  
ONLY CARE ABOUT TONIGHT. 

When it comes to taking an act on the road, the 
bonds of trust are forged anew every night. Tonight's 
audience doesn't care that last 
night's show came off flawlessly. 
They simply trust that the show 
they have waited months to see will 

be an historic moment. The concert 
everyone talks about. The best show 
they will ever see. 

They have placed all of their trust 
in the artist and, in turn, the artist 

has placed their trust in you. 
For decades, QSC Audio has 

earned the trust of leading touring sound companies 

throughout the world. Today, Melissa Etheridge, 
ZZ Top, Brooks and Dunn, Bryan Adams, and Jimmy 
Buffett are a few of the artists who turn to touring 
companies powered by QSC Audio. They know that a 
company that powers its rig with QSC technology will 
never break the fragile bond of trust. 

THE POWERLIGHTTm 4.0, WHICH DELIVERS 
2000 W/CH. AT 2i2, FEATURES SEVERAL NEW 
IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING CLIP LIMITERS 
AND A DATA PORT CONNECTOR INTERFACE 
TO OSC'S MULTISIGNAL PROCESSOR ( MSP) 
PROVIDING DIGITAi. SIGNAL PROCESSING 
AND CONTROL AiYD MONITORING BY 

COMPUTER OVER AN ETHERNET NETWORK. 

Since its introduction, the revolutionary PowerLightTm 
Series of power amplifiers has become the new standard 

in performance and reliability 
for touring professionals worldwide. 

Our PowerWave Switching 
Technology provides superb bass and 
transient response, exceptional low-
impedance performance, and superior 
efficiency cómpared to conventional 
amps. We have virtually eliminated 
AC noise (- 125 dB), as well as 
provided a multi-step linear output, 
also improving efficiency. 

And, we quietly rewrote history by engineering all of 
this in a two or three RU chassis that is 1/3 the weight of 
conventional amplifiers. 

We'd like to earn your trust. Call 1-800-854-4079 
and request further information on the PowerLight 
Series of amplifiers from QSC Audio. 

Trust the power of technology on your next tour. 

AUDIO 
QSC Audio Products, 1675 MacArthur Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Tel 714/754-6175 Fax 714/754-6174 

EMail info@ciscaudio.com Web www.ciscaudío.com 

The Power of Technology is a trademark of QSC Audio Products, Inc. "OK", and the QSC logo, "PowerLight," and "PowerWaye" are registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



list) produces 650 watts at 8 ohms. 
Under development are three more 
models, two intended for bi-amp appli-
cations, with a high-power channel, a 
lower-power HF channel and a 
crossover, plus a mono-block amplifier, 
all in a two-space chassis. 

The newest amp from Peavey 
(Meridian, Miss.) is the CS 800S ($899 
list), which replaces the venerable CS 
800 and is rated at 400 watts into 

4 ohms. 
AuraSound (El Segundo, Calif.) 

dropped the price of its high-power 18-
inch subwoofer transducer to $ 1,000. 

They also introduced a new 50-watt 
bass shaker, the AST-2B-4, which lists 
for $120. In other transducer news, TAD 
(Long Beach, Calif.) introduced the TD-
4003 compression driver ($1,710 list). It 
has a neodymium magnet, a new 5-slit 
phase-plug and a 1.5-inch throat, and 
the terminals connect directly to the 4-
inch beryllium diaphragm. TAD's 1-inch 
compression driver has been similarly 
re-engineered. 

Radian's (Orange, Calif.) 850 fer-
rofluid-compatible 100-watt RMS com-
pression driver ($530 list), in production 
for OEM clients for a year, is being of-
fered to retail customers. Available in 
versions with 2-, 1.4- and now 1.5-inch 

Evolution. 
The Acclaimed PA-500" 

is now the 
PRO REFERENCE 500 

°see TEC award nominees 

The PRO REFERENCE" 500 features: 

Polished Chrome Faceplate 

Gold Plated Input and Output Connectors in a 

Convection Cooled single Rack Space. 

Perfect for professional recording, broadcast and project studios. 

The PRO REFERENCE" 500 utilizes Stewares own Harmonic Shift 

Correction" and In Rush Current Limiting". The PRO REFERENCE" 500 

uses an ultra-efficient Switch Mode Power Supply enabling the PR-500 to 

reproduce crystal-clear highs with unsurpassed low frequency response. 

And, it weighs only 10 pounds! 

The Evolution is complete. Experience the PR-500 

at your local Stewart dealer. 

Also available, PRO REFERENCE" 1000. 

The PR- 1000 — when more power is demanded. 

Made in the USA with a 5 year warranty 

When the Performance Depends On It 

Stewart 
ELEGTOKII0S 

120 Blue Ravine Rd., Suite 2, Folsom, CA 95630 • Tel. 916.985.7200 • Fax 916.985.7600 

.1131 HLA SpaceFrame 

exits, it is available in 8- or 16-ohm ver-
sions, with the replacement 3-inch di-
ameter diaphragm listing for $ 120. A 
new low-cost 2-inch compression dri-
ver, the 650 ($280 list), uses the same 
parts, but a smaller magnetic structure 
is also ferrofluid-compatible. Radian is 
working on a high-power replacement 
diaphragm for the TAD 4001 and 4002 
compression driver, using Radian's 
Mylar surround to reduce second- and 
third-harmonic distortion and stress 
fractures. List price will be around $350. 

Perhaps the biggest story of the 
show was JBL Professional's (North-
ridge, Calif.) debut of its Horn Loaded 

Many manufacturers 

have improved their 

product-cycle timing, 

allowing customers 

to look and listen 

early enough to 

make decisions for 

the upcoming season. 

Array (HLAY" Series large-format tour-
ing speakers, which improve on tech-
nology developed for the AALTO 
system. The HLA 4895 three-way horn-
loaded enclosure ($7,500 list) uses a 14, 
a 10- and a 2-inch compression driver, 
the new 2451SL, all mounted on a sin-
gle Optimized Aperture- multiband 
waveguide, providing a nominal dis-
persion of 40 degrees horizontal by 30 

USE leADER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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• 256 frequencies fin 100kHz steps 

• Computer monitor and control 

• AutoSearch scanning function 

• AutoTraclking front-end filters 

• Dual-band compandor 

• Need we say more? 
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Call for a free demo disk 
on the most advanced 
wireless in the world. 

The UDR200B receiver is supplied with LecNetTM 
software to run under the Windows® operating system. 
The control panel for an individual receiver shown here 

includes indicators of present receiver settings and 
levels, an edit section to make changes, store and 
retrieve files, and a spectrum analyzer section that 
provides a spectral plot of the tuning range of the 
receiver. 

The AutoSearch scanning function provides a conve-
nient and accurate way to conduct an RF site survey 
and display the results in the spectrum analyzer section. 
The AutoSearch function can scan all 256 frequencies 
in less than a minute, or selected frequency groups 
even faster. 

(800) 821-1121 

LECTROSONICS 
Innovatmre Engineering 

581 Laser Road, Rio Rancho, NM 87124 USA 
FAX (505) 892-6243 - http://www_lectto.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. 



The Radial JDI direct box... 

a real-world solution to noise 

with a straight forward design. 

The JDI is laced with all the right 

features: fiat to 80kHz, virtually zero phase 

deviation, de-couples source & destination 

eliminating common mode noise and 

incorporates a 60kHz filter to protect against 

residuals from computers & keyboards that 

cause overheating of amps and drivers. 

Since the JDI is completely passive, no 

worries about 48 volts of phantom ending up 

in your mains, no half-juice batteries to 

degrade the sound, just the warmth and 

detail available only from a Jensen. 

Built for touring, ready for broadcast, 

made for studios, the JDI delivers. It even 

has a full non-slip pad so that it won't 

scratch your SSL! Contact the professionals 

at Cabletek for more information. 

Cabletek Electronics Ltd. 
Tel: (604) 942-1001 - Fax: (604) 942-1010 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

COMPACT DISC • CASSETTE 
& RECORD MANUFACTURING 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1.800.859.8401 
For Your Free Cata og 

QCC1 

Serving the Music Industry for Over 45 Years. 

2832 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45225 
Tel: 513.681.8400 • Fax: 513.681.3777 
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degrees vertical. Using JBL's patent-
pending SpaceFrame" technology, the 
traditional wooden cabinet structure is 
replaced with a lightweight, tubular, 
trapezoidal frame, housing the wave-
guide speaker. The entire waveguide 
can be tilted up 15 degrees; downward 
tilting is accomplished by inverting the 
speaker. The HLA 4895 measures 52 
inches tall and weighs only 210 
pounds, so a 16-element array can be 
flown with two 1-ton motors. JBL's new 
DCD" lightweight speaker technology 
is at the heart of the HLA system. The 
DCD 14- and 10-inch transducers use a 
completely new topology, with a 
neodymium magnet actually inside the 
dual voice coil, and heat-sink fins on 
the back to increase thermal transfer. 
These fins are vertically aligned for pas-
sive "chimney effect" cooling. The com-
panion 4897 dual-18 subwoofer ($3,990 
list) is the same size, weighs 240 
pounds and uses a carbon-fiber/honey-
comb composite enclosure and a new 

port design to increase output by up to 
6 dB below 50 Hz. 

Turbosound (Middleton, Wis.) intro-
duced a new line of speakers called the 
HiLight. The three-way bi-amp THL-4 
($3,949 list) has a folded TurboBass'" 
18, a 10-inch horn-loaded, next-gener-
ation TurboMid" device covering fre-
quencies from 180 to 4k Hz, and a 
1-inch compression driver. It has a 
nominal coverage of 55° (H) by 40° (V) 
and a sensitivity of 105 dB (1W/m). The 
enclosure measures 40x22x28 inches 
and weighs 200 pounds. Also in the Hi-
Light line is the THL-811 mid-high en-
closure ($2,401 list), which is the top 
half of the full-range HiLight and 
weighs 79 pounds. It is also available in 
a skeleton version, without the wood-
en enclosure, for installations ($ 1,866 
list). The bottom half is available as the 
THL-818 ($1,886 list), and a double-18 
version, the TLH-828 ($3,225 list), is 45 
inches tall. 

Martin Audio (distributed by TGI 
North America, Kitchener, Ontario) in-
troduced a new compact version of the 

DUMPS 
From the Mailbox of Andrea Taglia, 
Terni, Italy, "via aerea": 

"I am an Italian sound engineer, 
subscriber of Mix magazine, where I 
always read your interesting reports as 
well as the 'Quick Tip,' where I often 
find useful suggestions. I have some 
tips, as well. I hope they are original. 

"When I use a wireless mic body-
pack on a dancer's body, I often get in 
trouble with sweat, so I use some plas-
tic film (like the one normally used to 
cover food) over the transmitter. 

"Always with heavy-sweating guys 
I use a small silicone tube over the 
Sennheiser MKE2 capsule so that 
sweat can't come in and alter the 
sound or destroy the mic. 

"Same kind of silicone tube I 
use with Samson bodypack, but this 
time on the plug that connects the mic 
to the bodypack to stop it from 
unplugging. 

"When I am working in theaters or 
in clubs with highly reverberant sur-
faces, or where I need precise direc-
tion of the horn beam, I use a 
Plexiglas triangle with the same horn 
angle (one triangle for horizontal and 
one for vertical dispersion) that I put 

on top (for horizontal measure) or on 
the side (for vertical measure) of the 
loudspeaker; then I use the beam of a 
laser pointer (the cheap ones available 
for conference use) to see where in 
the audience the horn beams are 
going—for better positioning of the 
loudspeakers. 

"For monitoring, sometimes I have 
to use headphones, and it is often dif-
ficult to follow musicians' volume re-
quests from song to song. So I have 
found an inexpensive volume control, 
Sennheiser HZR6, that has a male 
jack, 6 meters of cable and a small 
box at the end with a stereo/mono 
switch and separate fader volume 
control for left and right, to go with a 
stereo female jack for headphones. 
This way all the musicians can change 
volume by themselves. 

"I hope that any one of these tips 
can be useful. Best Regards." 

Grazie, Andrea! Any other Quick-
Tips? Coming through the Rose City 
(Roseland Ballroom or the Rose Gar-
den) on tour soon? Drop me a post-
card or a line. My new address is 625 
NW Everett St., Suite 111, Portland, 
OR 97209, or call 503/223-2345. • 
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Meyer Sound's New 
Self-Powered Loudspeaker Series 

Just add signal and mix well. 

The new, award-winning Self-Powered Series from Meyer Sound revolutionizes the design of 
traditional loudspeakers by integrating the amplifier and control electronics into the cabinet 
itself. The result is not only a better sounding loudspeaker, but a complete audio system that 
eliminates the need for amp racks, and requires less cabling, truck space, and set up time than 
traditional loudspeaker systems. When equipped with the optional Remote Monitoring Sys-
tem TM (RMS), the user can monitor the status of each unit during performances. Additional 
benefits found in every cabinet include True Power Sense TM limiting ( the actual power used by 
the driver is measured and used to determine when limiting is required) and Intelligent AC TM , 
which performs auto-selection from international voltage ranges. All of this assures you of a 
well-protected, user-friendly system. But don't just take our word for it, ask Blackhawk 
Audio, the Bushnell Auditorium, La Boom 
dance club, or any of the hundreds of other 
Self-Powered Series users. 

With Meyer Sound, you only have to listen. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Meyer 
rite Sound 

Call us at ( 510) 486-1166. or visit our WWW site: 
http://www.meyersound.com/ 



"HOLLYWOOD EDGE 
...the best sound 
effects library, 

without a doubt!" 
OLIVER STONE 
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"Excellent!" 
MARTIN SCORSESE 
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GOODFELLVS, RAGING BULL 

TAXI DRIVER 

"Nothing else even 
comes close!" 

SHADOE STEVENS 
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Listen for yourself— 
If you buy sound effects for 
your company, call us for a 

Free Sample Disc 
(over 80 production-
ready effects, FREE!!!) 

CALL TOLL FREE 

800-292-3755 
h up:// www.hollywoodedge.com 

NOW AVAILABLE 
T.H.E. PRODUCTION 
MUSIC LIBRARY 
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Wavefront 8. The Wavefront 8C ($3,090 
list) is a horn-loaded enclosure with a 
12 to cover frequencies from 120 to 850 
Hz, a 6.5-inch cone driver and 1-inch 
compression driver that takes over at 
3,500 Hz. It weighs 157 pounds, mea-
sures 22x32x36 inches, including 
wheels, and has a nominal dispersion of 
55° (H) by 30° (V). Its internal passive 
HF crossover allows it to run bi-amp, or 
it can be switched to tri-amp operation. 
Its companion folded-horn subwoofer, 
the WSX ($2,268 list) measures 42 inch-
es tall and deep, 22.5 inches wide and 
weighs 212 pounds. 

Meyer Sound Labs (Berkeley, Calif.) 
introduced two new self-powered 
speakers. The PSW-2 ($4,500 list) is a 
dual-15 enclosure with identical dimen-
sions to the MSL-4. The dimensions of 
this flyable subwoofer allow it to be ar-
rayed with MSL-4s and conveniently fit 
into the truck pack. The second new 
speaker is the PSM-2 self-powered floor 

monitor ($6,400 list), a two-way enclo-
sure with a 50° conical waveguide, a 12-
inch woofer and two angled sides for 
either vertical or horizontal orientation. 

BGW (Hawthorne, Calif.) introduced 
its Millennium Series of amps, designed 
to meet the new European safety stan-
dards that come into effect this year. 
Three models, rated at 100,200 and 300 
watts at 8 ohms, list for $699, $899 and 
$1,249, respectively, and are all under a 
five-year warranty. These three-space, 
Class AB amps use the same circuit 
boards found in BGW's Performance 
Series and can be fitted with optional 
autoformers. 

The FDS-355 OmniDrive Compact 
from BSS (Nashville, Tenn.) is a single-
rackspace processor with three inputs 
and five outputs—more than half an 
OmniDrive in half the space. It borrows 
many features from the original FDS-
388, including storage to PCMCIA cards, 
and lists for $2,949. Typical applications 
include stereo two-way systems with a 
mono sub, or a mono five-way system, 
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855 FD5-355 OmniDrive Compact processor 

111115ROSHES 
Audio Analysts has been out this win-
ter with tours by Bruce Springsteen, 
Wynonna, Alan Parsons and Status 
Quo...Snow Sound recently relocated 
to a 12,500-square-foot office/ware-
house space in Berlin, CT. The firm 
can now be contacted at 860/828-
8825; fax 860/828-8573...An EAW 
speaker system was installed in the 
Oakdale Theatre (Wallingford, CT). 
North American Theatrix did the in-
stallation, which includes a top row 
of KF853s and a BH853, a second 
row of SB850s and, below that, four 
KF850s. An All-EAW system was also 
installed in the new Lee Greenwood 
Theater, situated at the edge of the 
Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park in Kodak, TN. This install was 
by Ken Porter of Spectrum Sound... 
Clair Bros. provided gear for '96's Jars 
of Clay tour. Front-of-house engineers 

used a Yamaha PM4000 console and 
processing gear from Pre-Sonus, Lexi-
con, dbx, TC Electronic, Eventide, 
Summit and Aphex...A new produc-
tion of Andrew Lloyd-Webber's Sun-
set Blvd. opened in Australia in the fall 
at the Regent Theatre (Melbourne). 
Sound equipment, including a 72-
channel Cadac J-Type console, is pro-
vided by local company System 
Sound...The U.S. tour of the Irish mu-
sical Riverdance is carrying gear from 
dB Sound of Des Plaines, IL. Equip-
ment includes 32-channel DDA CS3 
and 40-channel DDA QII consoles 
and an EV DeltaMax speaker system 
provided by Mikam Sound of Dublin, 
Ireland.. Stage Accompany reports in-
stallations of its gear at clubs in the 
Flanders Street Brew Pub in Portland, 
OR, and the Cafe Iguana in Fort 
Lauderdale, FL. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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RODE. A Mk For All Seasons. 
Agreat mic can make your track corne alive. 

• 'Ile wrong one can put it to sleep forever. 
You've heard that every mic has its day. But you 
haven't the time or money to try every one. 
What you really want is a great mic that shines 
in multiple situations. A mic you can trust. 

You want the NT2. 

Flail made in Australia, it's just right for your 
lead and background vocals. Fabulous on your 
acoustic guitar. Perfect on the drum overheads. 
(;tRA on those wind instrument overdubs. 
In fact, this uric will deliver the results you 
need, on just about any source material 
you throw at it. 

The NT2 Large Diaphragm Condenser 
Microphone features: 

• Large Capsule with Gold-Plated Membranes 

• Low Noise, Transformerless Circuitry 

• True Condenser Elements 

• Gold Plated Output Connector 

and Internal Head Pins 

• Omni and Cardioid Polar Patterns 

• Full Frequency Response 

• Highpass Filter 

• —10dB Pad 

• Flight Case, Shockmount, 

and Windscreen 

RODE is a Oedema* of Freedman Electronics. 

VSE READER SERVICF CARD FOR ISSOIM 'WM 

Post Office Box 4189 

Santa Ba-bara. CA 93140-4 
Voice: 305-566.7777 
Fax: 805-586-7771 

Uinally an affordable, multipurpose, 
.1: professional recording microphom 
that provides outstanding performance 
in a variety of uses. 

Get the NT2 and discover how 
comforting it is to have a great mic 
at hand whenever you call on it. 

Fall, Winter, Spring or Summer... 
Vocals, winds, strings, or other.. 

The NT2 is truly a mic 
for all seasons. 

DISTFIEWTED BY 

http://www.eventl.corr 



Introducing 
the TRue 
Array 
Principle:" 
System 
designers 

The TRAP Senes 40/6 have been 
trying for decades 
to make an array of 
loudspeakers perform 
like a point source. 
With less than perfect 
results. 

The challenge is 
combining multiple 
sources to create a 
coherent wavefront. 
Although the 
mathematical formulas 

for wave 
propagation 
point to the 
solution, the 
difficulty has 
been in creat-
ing arrayable 
loudspeakers 
that put theory 
into practice. 

Until now. Our new TRAP 
Series" loudspeakers deliver near-
perfect array performance right out 
of the box. Simply tight-pack the 
cabinets—no complicated frequency 
shading or micro-delay processing 
is required. 

TYPICAL ARRAY 

\ 

Problem: Three 
typical 6011 cabinets 
in tight-packed array 

Severe lobing problems. 

TRAP ARRAY 

Solution: Three 
TRAP 40/6 cabinets 
in tight-packed array 
Minimum lobing. 
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IN CLUSTER DESIGN, IT'S 
ROUGHLY EQUIVALENT 

TO FINDING THE CURE FOR 
THE COMMON COLD. 
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Large, me 
and small format 
TRAP Series loud-
speakers cover a 
wide range of 
applications. And 
our easy-to-use 
flying hardware 
makes installa-
tion safe and 
economical. 

It's even easy 
to simulate 
how well they 
work, because 
we'll give you 

EASE data for 
most TRAP arrays. Just slip the 

appropriate cluster into your 
design the same way you'd 
check a single cabinet, and 
see for yourself. 

To find out more about 
our cure for the most diffi-
cult challenge in cluster 
design, just give us a call. 

o 
RENICUS-HEINZ 

The Microtrap.The world's smallest 
arrayable cabinet. Shown at actual 

size (just kidding.) 

17191 Armstrong Avenue, Irvine, California 92614 Phone 714-250-0166, Fax 714-250-1035 
Dering Farm, Pluckley Road, Smarden, Kent TN27 8NL, UK Phone +44 1233 770855, Fax +44 1233 770866 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

EASE and EARS are trademarks of Acoustic Design &inert. TRue Array Principle and TRAP Series are trademarks of Renkus-Heinz, Inc. Patent pending. 1996 Renkus-Heinz. 



both with the option of driving the subs 
from a separate input. It has new 24-bit 
A-to-D converters, faster limiters and 
automatic phase correction; 48dB-per-
octave slopes are possible. This proces-
sor should answer the demands of 
touring and specialty applications that 
weren't quite addressed by the original 
OmniDrive. 

In SR microphone news, Sennheiser 
(Old Lyme, Conn.) introduced the MD-
425, a supercardioid dynamic for 
speech and vocals that lists for under 
$400 and uses a similar capsule to that 
found in its MD-5005 handheld wire-
less. This mic has been designed with 
low handling noise, good feedback re-
jection and a lockable on-off switch. 

Beyerdynamic (Farmingdale, N.Y.) 
introduced the MCE 7 omnidirectional 
micro-lavalier, which is about the size 
of a match and comes in black or pink. 
Audio-Technica (Stow, Ohio) was 
showing its new 4041 cardioid con-
denser ($395 list), which is essentially a 
4051 without a changeable capsule. 

AKG (Nashville, Tenn.) introduced 
two low-cost dynamic mics. The D 770 
is a cardioid intended for both vocals 

From the looks of 

this show it's going to 

be a good year if 

the swine in D.C. 

can keep the economy 

on track and the 

Movers and Shakers 

in our industry can 

concentrate on products 

and entertainment 

that people want. 

and instrument applications, and the D 
880 has a supercardioid polar response 
for greater feedback rejection. They list 
for $120 and $ 132, respectively, and the 
880 is also available with a switch for 
$145. AKG uses a new manufacturing 
process that allows the diaphragm to be 
fabricated at varying thicknesses. They 

use neodymium magnets for high out-
put and a patented antivibration system 
to reduce handling noise. 

Well, dawn is coming up and I can 
hear the rumble of early morning buses 
under my window at the L.A. Biltmore. 
Father Guido Sarducci was right on the 
mark about building that bridge to the 
future. From the looks of this show it's 
going to be a good year if the swine in 
D.C. can keep the economy on track 
and the Movers and Shakers in our in-
dustry can concentrate on products and 
entertainment that people want. I have 
less than an hour to toss a 3.5-inch disk 
under Petersen's door and get my butt 
to LAX where one of Boeing's finest 
will take me back to Portland, where a 
barrista can hand over a double-tall-
skinny-almond-mocha in less time than 
it takes to order one. If I didn't bump 
into you at the Winter NAMM, then I 
guess it'll be the NSCA in, where? Char-
lottesville, now that's a coffee town! 
Make mine with wings. 3 

Mix sound reinforcement editor Mark 
Frink can be found at most trade 
shows with his trademark Sharpie, 
mini-Maglite and screwdriver at-
tached to his lanyard. 

Burlington A /V Recording Media, Inc. 
106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 

• Shipped From 
Stock 
• Priced Right 
• Immediate 
Delivery 

USA & Canada 
1-800-331-3191 

NYC Area: 
516-678-4414 

Fax: 516-678-8959 

E-Mail: 

bur12@ix.netcom.com 

ii----Alr 
maxell 

Call or Fax for FREE CATALOG! 
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KNITTING FACTORY DEBUTS THE 

v‘\\\1\ill 
nir he digital revolution 

INTERACTIVE 
has already earned its 

BROADCAST 
place in the audio recording PERFORMANCE 
history books. Chapters on COMES 

"Modular Digital Multi- TO THE 

tracks," "Digital Audio Worksta- INTERNET 

tions" and "The Compact Disc" 

are evidence of the extent to which 

digital ones and zeros have transformed 

how we create and experi-  

ence recorded sound. But 

how has digital audio technol-

ogy affected live sound pro-

duction and performance? 

Aside from the digital effects 

processors and ADATs humming 
alongside the FOH mixing board, 

and the synthesizers, samplers and gui-

tar effects racks blasting away onstage, 

digital technology has not 
BY EVAN AMBINDER 
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yet revolutionized how musicians per-
form or an audience hears five music. 
Thanks to the Internet and high-speed 
phone lines, though, new applications 
are beginning to surface. 

This past July, Knit-Media—a divi-
sion of New York's Knitting Factory, 
the music club and record label that is 
home to the avant-garde/free jazz/ 
downtown music scene—debuted "V-
Stage," or Virtual Stage. For the first 
time, two groups of musicians, sepa-
rated by 4,000 miles, performed to-
gether in front of audiences at their 
respective venues and on the Internet. 
Using ISDN phone lines, audio 
codecs, a PictureTel 4000 video-con-
ferencing unit and a Xing computer 
system running Streamworks, the 
Knitting Factory broadcast audio and 
video between New York and four 
European sites over seven nights, en-
abling the musicians to play together 
in real time while the audio and video 
from both stages was combined to 
create a virtual stage in cyberspace. 

"A virtual stage is a stage made of 
bits vs. a stage made of atoms," says 
Michael Dorf, the Knitting Factory's 
owner/director. "At the Knitting Fac-
tory, our stage is [ made of] atoms. 
We've got sand underneath it. We've 
got wood and carpeting. That's a real 
stage. From there, we take the camera 
and microphone and essentially digi-
tize the sound and video to create a 
virtual stage onscreen." 

Thanks to creative audio routing 
and mixing, as well as blue screen 
imaging technology, audiences at 
both venues could hear the combined 
audio through the clubs' respective 
P.A.s and watch the performers play-
ing at the other venue on an onstage 
projection screen. Concurrently. In-
ternet viewers logging on to the Knit-
ting Factory's Web site (www.knit-
tingfactory.com) were able to hear a 
mono audio mix of all the musicians 
and watch a superimposed video 
image of both groups performing on 
a virtual stage. 

Illustration by Paul Moch 

The shows featured a combination 
of saxophonist Briggan Krauss and 
guitarist Brad Schoeppach of the band 
Phone Tag performing at the Vienna 
Jazz Festival, the North Sea Jazz Fes-
tival and the Paris Festival, while 
drummer John Mettam and bassist J. 
Grannelli jammed with them from 
New York via ISDN phone lines. 

"You essentially take five ISDN 
lines—two are committed to audio 
and three are committed to video," 
Dorf explains. "The two audio lines 
are processed through Dolby AC-2 
codecs, which have a 20-bit processor. 
That's the same one that the Frank 
Sinatra Duets album was made with. 
Then the video goes through a 
PictureTel." 

Although the AC-2s produce an 
encoded 20-bit, 48kHz stereo audio 
signal, by the time the audio had been 
data-compressed for ISDN transmis-
sion and then decoded for playback, it 
came out of the P.A. system sounding 
close to FM quality. The Internet 
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MX4 Four Channel 
Microphone Multiplexer 

Automatically samples information from 4 

microphones in a single test and captures 

the overall room response across the 

entire seating area. 
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broadcast output a 16-bit, 8kHz mono 
signal. "You can run it in stereo, but it's 
much lower sound quality," pointed out 
Brett Heinz, chief engineer of the Knit-
ting Factory, who also helped install 
and troubleshoot V-Stage's elaborate 
audio and video network. 

The live audio feed for all V-Stage 
shows began at the Knitting Factory, 
where the drums were miked with a 
pair of Beyer MCE 83s overhead and a 
Beyer M88 on the kick. The bass went 
direct, and the crowd was captured by 
two Crown PZMs. Mixing engineers 
Adam Omeljaniuk and Max Lambert, 
who alternated mixing front-of-house 
on an Allen & Heath GL3, combined 
the drums and bass with a return stereo 
feed of Krauss' saxophone and Schoep-
pach's guitar. Two Meyer Sound MTS-4 
self-powered cabinets and two MSW-2 
subwoofers powered by a Crown 
MacroTech 2400 amp pumped out the 
house mix. For sweetening, Omelja-
niuk and Lambert used a simple effects 
setup: an Alesis MidiVerb II and a dbx 
160 compressor. 

The GL3 also output a split feed to 
three Meyer UPA-is and a USM-1 
wedge for monitoring, as well as to the 
Knitting Factory's recording studio 
downstairs, where Heinz mixed the 
drums, bass and audience mics on a 
Mackie 32x8, creating a stereo mix for 
Europe and a mono mix for the Inter-
net's Virtual Stage. Heinz's processing 
options were more extensive than 
those for the FOH mix: a Lexicon LXP-
1, Sony DPS-R7, Korg SDD-1200, 
Symetrix expander/gate, UREI limiter 
and a Joe Meek compressor. Monitors 
were a pair of Meyer HD-ls. 

Heinz's stereo mix of Mettam, 
Grannelli and the Knitting Factory 
crowd went from the Mackie to a 
Dolby AC-2 encoder and then out to an 
Ascend Multiband Plus, which inter-
faced the audio with two of the five 
ISDN phone lines. (An Optimus 
Promptus was used to transmit the 
video coming from the PictureTel 
video-conferencing unit over the other 
three ISDN lines). In Europe, another 
Ascend Multiband Plus and Promptus 
received the respective New York 
audio and video feeds, and sent the 
audio to a Dolby AC-2 decoder, which 
output a stereo analog signal of Mettam 
and Grannelli to that site's FOH mixing 
board. The video signal was sent to an-
other PictureTel unit, which transmitted 
the corresponding New York video to 
that site's video projector. 

Although each European venue pro-
vided its own sound reinforcement, 

they all were equipped with a rig con-
sisting of two Dolby AC-2 codecs, Pic-
tureTel 4000, Multiband Plus and 
Promptus which traveled with Krauss, 
Schoeppach and their road crew. Mix 
spoke with Herbert Kopecky, technical 
manager and FOH mixing engineer at 
Szene Wien in Vienna, about his club's 
V-Stage sound reinforcement and rout-
ing setup. Kopecky took the New York 
stereo feed from the AC-2 decoder and 
mixed it along with Krauss' saxophone 
and Schoeppach's guitar on an Amek 
Recall by Langley. Krauss' saxophone 
was miked with an AKG D3600, while 
Schoeppach's guitar was miked with an 
AKG C-535. Kopecky also used two 
channels on the Amek for returns from 
an Eventide Harmonizer, for pitch shifts 
on Krauss' saxophone, and four chan-
nels for returns from two Lexicon PCM 
70s, which added different reverbs to 
guitar and sax. 

"Compressing the signals was essen-
tial because of the poor dynamic range 
of ISDN compared to the dynamics of a 
Meyer Sound system," Kopecky recalls, 
"so we also used some Symetrix 525 
compressors." He then split the final 
output mix between four Meyer MSL-4 
and four Meyer 650-P speakers for 
FOH and, via a Soundcraft SM12 board, 
to Meyer UM-1C floor wedges and 
UPA-1C sidefill monitors, and also to a 
Dolby AC-2 encoder. Both the FOH 
and monitor speakers were powered 
by Crest 5850 power amplifiers. 

Back in New York, Heinz received 
the European stereo audio feed from 
the AC-2 decoder, mixed it with the 
stereo mix he had already created of 
Mettam and Grannelli in New York and 
created a mono mix of both feeds for 
the Xing computer system input. The 
Xing created an 8kHz, 16-bit mono 
audio signal and output that went— 
along with the near-full motion video 
signal coming from the PictureTel 
4000—to a Unix workstation, which 
put the production broadcast out on 
the Internet. "I could switch between 
an outboard stereo mix and what it 
sounded like in mono coming off of 
the Internet. There's about a 30-mil-
lisecond delay between the two signals, 
so I just used the switching as a refer-
ence," Heinz explains. 

One of Heinz's biggest technical 
challenges, besides routing and mixing 
audio for three simultaneous stages, 
was overcoming the 20ms delay inher-
ent in ISDN transmission. "The other 
band can still basically play in time. 
The delay becomes apparent, though, 
when [the audio is] fed back to the 
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he new Peavey PVM- T9000 
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special, self-polarized condenser 
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unique shock suspension 
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help dissipate tube filament 
heat! 
Get all of the vintage sound 
and state-of-the-art 
functionality from a company 
dedicated to quality and 

performance in professional 
sound productions. Get the tube 
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styling with today's technology— 

the PVM T9000. 
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(vita's find Rouid(ot. 

Ailsà(ionns . 1)(1 6,000 (xtm. 

WI)(« woutd you psut 
th( monitors? 

Ken Weston, 

location sound 

engineer for 

'Evita', pioneered 

in-ear monitoring 

on a film set, using 

Garwood's super-

compact LV1 

receivers. 

"IEM gave us flexibility. We could mono it up; if me 

shot was from the left, we'd use the 

right earpiece and vice versa. If it 

was impossible to hide the earpiece 

cable. I'd use the Garwoods to feed 

an induction loop." 

"I also used the transmitters to 

operate remote loudspeakers, hiding them in cars, trains 

and buses. We got fantastic range, almost 2000 feet!" 

In the big set piece of the movie, 

Evita delivers 'The Final Broadcast' 

from the balcony to a crowd of 

6,000. Madonna was recorded live, 

using in-ear monitors for playback. 

Ken Weston, for one, didn't cry in 

Argentina. 

Wou h(ar mo«? 
Better call Garwood at 215 860 6866 for an information pack 

GARWOOD GOMMLINICATIONS INC PO BOX 1505. NEWTOWN. PA 18940 

TEL. 1 215 060 6866 FAX 1 215 968 2430 

GAB WOOD COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 136 CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON NW2 2DP 
TEL. 44 181 452 4635 FAX 44 181 452 6974 

http //www garwood-radio.com GAF1WOOD 

original band, which hears a 40-mil-
lisecond delay. The musicians compen-
sate by having one or both of the 
bands listening on headphones. You 
also try to optimize the position of the 
monitors and use dynamic mics to cut 
down on any bleeding," Heinz says. In 
addition, Kopecky compensated for the 
40ms delay by putting Aphex 612 noise 
gates on the stereo inputs coming back 
from New York. 

Dorf credits the Electronic Cafe Net-
work in Los Angeles with the original 
concept of using ISDN lines to broad-
cast audio and video: "These two ge-
niuses, Kit and Shari, have been doing 
video conferences of art events for 20 
years. No one's ever heard of 
them...They never did streaming, but 
what they did do is point-to-point 
events. They would go Santa Monica to 
the Kitchen [in New York] or London 
using some codecs and the PictureTel. 
They would do poetry and dance and 
some music...The breakthrough came 
when we did an event called Global '95 
with MCI. That was just a demonstra-
tion of the ability of going point-to-
point, and they [MCI] used the Knitting 
Factory. We struck up a relationship. 
Next thing you knew, we were fully 
wired by MCI and we got a PictureTel. 
And the people from Dolby said, 
Wow, you guys know how to put on 
events.' All of a sudden they realized 
there is a potential application here. The 
concept of streaming and the V-Stage is 
sort of our invention because we were 
looking at ways to reach masses, being 
this conduit [for musicians]." 

With Internet growth still exploding, 
the future is bright for live point-to-
point music broadcasts and jams. Ac-
cording to Dorf, "People are starting to 
do streaming more and more, so the 
application for V-Stage in the future is 
pretty remarkable. Imagine sending a 
remote crew who's got one of these 
huge satellite dishes to the Master Mu-
sicians of Joujouka in Morocco and set-
ting up in their medina in Fez to send 
the signal up to 30 musicians jamming 
with Omette Coleman in New York 
City, and it's being shown live in Cen-
tral Park on a huge screen. All of a sud-
den, you can start having conceits with 
anybody for anybody. It's absolutely 
unlimited." 

Evan Ambinder is a Mix contributing 
editor who regularly submits his text 
via cyberspace. He would like to thank 
Michael Dorf Brett Heinz and 
Jonathan Berridge for their assistance 
with this article. 
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Our new 
1x4 Active 
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System 
delivers the 
superior 
perfor-
mance of 
active elec-
tronics with 
the benefits 
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formers! 
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ACOUSTIC CONTROL SUBWOOFER 

Acoustic Control (City of Industry, CA) 
announces the SubTeq 2.6, a high-effi-
ciency subwoofer that can produce 
100 dB SPL at 20 Hz (1W/1m). Featur-
ing a 26-inch setnisphere-type driver 
powered by a modified DC servo 
motor, the unit will handle 900 watts 
RMS, 2,000 watts peak. The cabinet is 
constructed from high-quality plywood 
and is covered in black Ozite. The unit 
comes with a ten-year warranty; sug-
gested price is $ 1,995. 
Circle 212 on Reader Service Card 

SENNHEISER UHF 

WIRELESS MIC RECEIVERS 

(_•11111ichei ( 01t1 Lvint.. (. 1 ) II.ts intro-
duced two new UHF true-diversity 
wireless microphone receivers, the sin-
gle-channel EM3031-U and the 2-chan-
nel EM3032-U. Both offer 32 
programmable frequencies and a fre-
quency response of 40-20k Hz, and 
cover a frequency range of 434-960 
MHz, with maximum switching band-
width of 24 MHz. Housed in a 1U 
metal chassis with built-in mains sup-
ply, the units offer Sennheiser's HiDyn 
plus' compansion noise reduction for 
a S/N ratio of over 100 dB, and incor-
porate PLL synthesis. Both are compat-
ible with all Sennheiser UHF 
transmitters and provide low-battery 
indication for SK50, SK250 and 
SKM5000 transmitters. Each unit is 
shipped with two telescopic antennae 
and a mains cable. 
Circle 213 an Reader Service Card 

TANNOY INTROS 

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM 

I,inn() ( LIN. I)). TGI North America, 
Kitchener, Ontario) has introduced two 
new loudspeakers, a complementary 
subwoofer and an associated con-
troller. The T12 loudspeaker features a 
new 12-inch dual-concentric driver 
with double-roll cambric woofer sus-
pension and a halogen HF protection 
system. The birch-ply enclosure incor-
porates recessed handles, integral pole 
mount and eye-bolt fly points. The 
unit's wedge profile makes it usable in 
ceiling mount and stage monitor appli-
cations. The i12 loudspeaker is a simi-
lar unit designed for the installation 
market (as a direct replacement for the 
CPA12) and features an MDF cabinet 
with eye-bolt fly points. Both units 
offer foam and cloth-grille cover op-
tions. The Tannoy T40 subwoofer is 
designed to complement either T12 or 
il2 and offers a peak SPL of 130 dB 
and a frequency response of 34-160 Hz 
from a 15-inch woofer in a birch-ply 
enclosure. The new TX2 electronic 
controller, designed to optimize perfor-
mance of the T12 and il2 loudspeaker, 
can be used as a full-range device to 
extend low- and high-frequency re-
sponse, or as a two-way crossover for 
subwoofer applications. Balanced out-
puts include a summed mono sub-
woofer feed and stereo highpass and 
lowpass outputs with individual level 
control. 
Circle 214 on Reader Service Card 

0SC POWERLIGHT 8.0 AMPLIFIER 

QSC's (Costa Mesa, CA) PowerLight 8.0 

PFC amplifier produces 4,000 
watts/channel into 2 ohms or 8,000 
watts bridged-mono into 4 ohms. 
Power factor correction (PFC) circuitry 
lowers peak AC current requirements, 
and line and load regulation make it 
insensitive to AC voltage drops. Other 
power supply features include soft 
start, automatic AC overvoltage protec-
tion and a frequency invariant design 
that operates on any incoming AC fre-
quency. The PowerLight 8.0 PFC also 
includes a data port for amplifier moni-
toring, flow-through cooling with fully 
variable-speed fans and a Standby 
mode. Outputs include Neutrik 
Speakon connectors and special high-
output speaker terminals. 
Circle 215 on Roads, Service Card 

LOW-COST MICS FROM AKG 

The new Emotion' Series from AKG 
(Nashville) is a line of low-cost, high-
performance microphones designed 
for live performance applications. The 
first two Emotion mics are the D880 

supercardioid and the D770 cardioid, 
dynamic models that will retail for $99 
and $90, respectively. AKG says it re-
duced the cost of manufacturing these 
high-quality mics by developing new 
diaphragm manufacturing techniques 
and a new capsule suspension system 
that reduces handling noise. Neodymi-
um magnet assemblies provide high 
output levels and superior pattern con-
trol, improve gain before feedback and 
reduce proximity effect. 
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"Check's in the mail." 

"My dog ate it." 

"Use a live board for recording..." 

"No such thing as a quality recording 
console for e1699." 

Breakthrough: You Can Bu 
an 8- Bus Recording Conso 
for $ 1699 

It's funny that some companies will 
try to fool you into believing that their 
4-bus mixer designed for live gigs and 
sound reinforcement will be a great console for your per-
sonal or project studio. We know you're much smarter 
than that. Fact is, you can buy a quality 8-bus recording 
console for a lot less — from TASCAM. 

Live Boards Waste Inputs When Used 
for Recording 

Don't depend on your salesperson to know, but for 
every track of your recorder, a live board wastes 1 input 
(8 tracks = 8 wasted inputs). Not very efficient. A true 
recording console, like the M1600, has dedicated 
ins/outs specifically for your multitrack, so all input 
channels remain available for necessities like guitars, 
keyboards, mics — whatever you need. 

No Patching and Repatching 
Another thing a recording console will save you is 

hassling with cables. That live board has only 4 sub-mas-
ters. So, if you wont to send multiple signals to any of 
the 8-tracks, you'll need to patch and repatch. And forget 

about soling that submaster. Can't do it! With the 
M1600 just push buttons. It's that easy. 

Killer Mic Preamps and the 
Sweetest EQ 

The M1600 has the E0 you need. Three bands 
including a semi-parametric mid sweep with more range 
than anything in its price class. Plus, the Ml 600's next-
generation mic preamps are optimized for digital record-
ing. Much cleaner and quieter than those on a live board. 
Check out the specs. 

Serious Monitoring. Inputs a Plenty 
You'd be hard pressed to find the Ml 600's monitor-

ing capability on another mixer — let alone a live 
board. With 6 AUX sends you can create stereo cue 
min', and still have plenty of AUX power to spare. Plus, 
you get 4 fully assignable effects returns. Thanks to its 
inline design the M1600/16 gives you 32 inputs at 
mixdown. 

You Can Expand It, Too! 
Best part is you can buy the 

M1600 and its optional meter bridge 
for about the price of a basic live 
board. How can TASCAM do it? By 
not making you pay for stuff you'd 

never use — like mic inputs. When 
was the last time you used more than 

8 microphones simultaneously for recording? Chances 
are never. But if you ever do, you can easily expand 
your M1600 with the optional TASCAM MA8 eight 
channel mic preamp — giving you 8 more killer mic 
preamps. 

You're smart. So buy the right tool for the job. For 
gigs and sound reinforcement, get the live board. But 
for recording on a tight budget, get 
the TASCAM M1600. At only 
$1699* for 16-inputs; or for 
more bang get 24-inputs — FAX-BC-K 
only $2199. You won't find a 
better value. Want to know more? °0-827-e! 
Read the M1600 story. Call TASCAM FaxBack today. 
Document #6610. 

TASCAM 
TAKE ADVANTAGE or OUR EXPERIENCE. 

I SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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L to R: Dan Vickery, Matt Malley, Charles Gillingham, Adam Duritz, David Bryson, Ben Mize 
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THE HOUSE 
CHM 

by David John Farinella 
When producer T-Bone Bur-
nett and the members of the 
Counting Crows set up shop 
in the Hollywood Hills to 
record their smash hit debut 
album, August and Every-
thing After, the goal was to 
avoid a high-pressure studio 
environment and move into 
less stressful surroundings. 
The sessions, and the al-
bum, were so successful that 
when the group was ready 
to record its sophomore ef-
fort, Recovering the Satellites, 
management and band alike 
started taking field trips to 
find the next " right spot." 

More than anything else, 
says guitarist Dave Bryson, 
staying out of big studios is 
the best way for this band 
to make a record: "It's so 
comfortable, you never feel 
like you're going to work. 
You never feel like, 'Well, 
one more day, anoth-
er thousand dollars.' 
Even though it's sort 
of what's happening, 
you don't have that 
feeling hanging over 
your head, which is 
definitely good for 
the creative side of 
things." 

After a drive or two 
around the hills of 
Los Angeles, the team 
found a turn-of-the-
century mansion once 
owned by a U.S. con-
gressman. With a two-
story foy-er, a large 
sitting room, a huge 
ballroom downstairs 
and space for the 

band, producer Gil Norton 
and engineer Bradley Cook 
to stay, this was the place. 
For the August sessions, 
Steve Thompson, in Tahoe, 
Calif., had outfitted the stu-
dio for them. This time the 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 178 
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EDT BERT 
ffilifilfESTITS 
DECOMMINT 
DUB 
by Alex Artaud 
For more than ten years, 
Jack Dangers has crafted 
music that delights in pul-
ling the mg out from under 
the listener. As the creative 
center of the band Meat 
Beat Manifesto, Dangers has 
drawn a following with his 
smooth mix of raw, insistent 
grooves, atmospheric tex-
tures and wry humor. His 
appetite for the bizarre, com-
bined with meticulous atten-
tion to detail, has led numer-
ous artists, including David 
Bowie, Nine Inch Nails and 

David Byrne, to tap him as a 
re-mixer. He's influenced the 
current trend of blending 
trance, hip hop, electronic 

and industrial music, and an-
ticipated jungle in 1990 with 
his oft-sampled dubby dance 
floor hit "Radio Babylon." 

Last year, NIN's Trent Rez-
nor signed Dangers to his 
label, Nothing Records. Meat 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 172 

MEDESHI 
MUM h HOOD 
IR THE SHfICH 
by Robin Tolleson 
Over the past several years, 
Hawaii has become a regular 
winter retreat for the hard-
working, maverick jazz trio 
Medeski Martin & Wood. 
And last year the group 
talked their label, Gramma-
vision, into letting MMW turn 
their tin-roofed jam house on 
the Big Island (affectionately 
known as The Shack) into a 
recording studio for the mak-
ing of their recent release, 
Shack-man. 

"This was somewhere 
between a studio record-
ing and a field recording," 
comments engineer David 
Baker, who held little hope 
for the idea after first see-
ing the power setup at The 
Shack. "They had put in 
15 solar cells, capable of 
about 80 watts if they 
were really maxing. And 
they had eight batteries, 
bigger than what you'd 
see in a tractor trailer. The 
whole thing was capable 
of putting out a clean 
1,500 watts." 

The group would start 
recording in the morning, 
but by lunch the batteries 
would lose some punch and 
they'd have to recharge 
them using an old Willys 
truck generator. There was 
a four-hour period when we 

woke up when the batteries 
were fresh and charged 
again by virtue of the sun-
light," says Baker. known for 
his studio work with the 
likes of John McLaughlin, 
Larry Coryell, Joe Lovano 
and Maceo Parker. "The 

power would drop slowly 
over a four- or five-hour pe-
riod, and you could hear 
some hissing, whizzing and 
buzzing in the Exceltech sys-
tem." That proved to be a 
problem in situations such 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 175 
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CLASSIC TRACKS 

DAVID BOWIES 
"HEROES" 
by Blair Jackson 
I came to like David Bowie fairly late in 

the game. For some reason, I never 
even heard his early records; they just 
didn't find their way to my turntable. 
And the whole Ziggy Stardust/glam 
business was a bit much for me. Like 
everyone else, I dug "Young Ameri-
cans" and "Fame" and parts of Station 
to Station, but believe it or not, the 
record that really drew me in was 
Bowie's least commercial disc, 1976's 
Low, made with Brian Eno. There was 
something darkly compelling about that 
record, with its strange keyboard tex-
tures and moody, disquieting instru-
mental passages. The follow-up record, 
Heroes, offered some further refine-
ments on this intriguing artistic partner-
ship, and introduced one of Bowie's 
greatest songs, the stirring title track. 
The tour Bowie undertook after those 
records, powerfully documented on the 

Brian Eno during Low album at 

Chateau D'Hérouville, 1975 

live album Stage, produced 
one of the best concerts I ever 
attended, and I've considered 
myself a Bowie fan ever since, 
though I still find most of his 
records spotty. 

What got me thinking about 
"Heroes" is that last October I 
saw a trio consisting of Bowie 
(who played acoustic guitar), 
guitarist Reeves Gabrel and 
bassist Gail Ann Dorsey per-
form an amazing version of the David Bowie composing lyrics (window lacing Berlin Wall on left) 

L to R: David Bowie, Tony Visconti and Edu Meyer at Hansa Studio I 

tune at Neil Young's annual Bridge 
School benefit concert at the Shoreline 
Amphitheater, south of San Francisco. I 
was struck again by how well-construct-
ed the song is and how it showcases 
Bowie's voice so beautifully. Shortly 
after that show, I contacted Tony Vis-
conti, who produced many of Bowie's 
albums, including Heroes, and submitted 
a few questions about the recording of 

the title song. What follows is 
a narrative edited and assem-
bled from his answers. Take 
it away, Tony... 

FIRST, SOME 
BACKGROUND 
Thu album and title cut were 
recorded in West Berlin late 
in 1976, long before The 
Wall came down. Bowie and 
I had already made many al-
bums together in many dif-
ferent styles, including Space 
Oddity, The Man Who Sold 

the World, Diamond Dogs, David Live 
and Young Americans. He had pro-
duced Station to Station himself, in be-
tween filming The Man Who Fell to 
Earth with director Nicholas Roeg. Not 
expecting to work with him again be-
cause of my absence on Station to Sta-
tion and its chart success, I was sur-
prised to get a phone call from David 
telling me he wanted to make an ex-
perimental album with Brian Eno. He 
wanted to break away completely from 
all his past styles and do something star-
tling and new. 

He said Eno was contributing his 
bizarre techniques of recording, such as 
his deck of cards named Oblique 
Strategies, which offer artistic direction 
when you cut the deck, and his strange 
little EMS synthesizer built in a brief-
case. He asked what I could contribute. 

and I told him I'd bring my Eventide 
digital delay and my new toy, the Har-

monizer. I had the second Eventide 
Harmonizer in the UK, and I had al-

ready discovered many of its 
virtues in my project studio. (I 
had a 16-track MCI and Tri-
dent B range console in my 
house—very extravagant for 
those times; we had already 
mixed Diamond Dogs there.) 
When asked what the Harmo-
nizer did I replied, 'It f— with 
the fabric of time, to which 
Bowie responded, "Holy shit! 
Bring it with you." He also 
warned me that nothing might 
come of these sessions and 
that at worst I would waste a 
month of my life. Another as-
pect I provided was in the 
personage of Ricky Gardener, 
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Leading edge performance has been a defining 
feature of Audio precision products since the 

inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our 
System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide, 

selected by design engineers for high performance 

and by test engineers for our comprehensive pro-
grammable analog and digital audio measurement 

capabilities. 

Now our System Two true Dual Domain audio ana-
lyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard 
for performance and flexibility in audio frequency 

test & measurement. 

System TWO is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test 

instruments may have both analog and digital inputs 
and outputs ... but they're not true Dual Domain! 
They rely on performance- limiting converters to pass 

analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital-

only hardware. Passing signals through a/d or d/a 
converters for every measurement robs the test 
instrument of performance. System Two includes 

Audio 
precision 

separate, independent hardeare for direct audio 
measurements in both domains, plus additional and 

extensive interface measurement capability in-

cluding jitter measurements, eye patterns and all 
other parameters described in AES3, the serial audio 

interface standard. 

The new standard of System Two is represented by 

performance specifications such as guaranteed 

analog generator and analyzer residual THD+N 
of - 108 dB, guaranteed analog signal flatness of 

0.01 dB for the generator and analyzer: and 24 bit 

digital signal generation with 48 bit EFT dynamic 

range. 

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell 

phones, headsets to hearing aids, System Two 
represents a new standard for audio frequency test 
& measurement applications. Compare for yourself - 

our worldwide force of representatives will be 
pleased to provide comprehensive specifications 
and a true Dual Domain on-site demonstration. 
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a fine left-field guitarist with whom I 
had been making demos. 

The resulting album, Low, was not a 
huge commercial success. In fact, RCA 
tried to reject it, but it made it through 
and went on to change the way lots of 
people have made records since. Low 
was recorded at the Chateau D'Herou-
ville, the "Honky Chateau" of Elton 
John fame. We weren't treated too well 
by the seventh owners of this once-fine 
studio. We were served nothing but 
rabbit for the first three nights, until we 
complained. On the fourth night we 
got rabbit and heads of lettuce! As soon 
as we got everything recorded we 
upped and left to Berlin to mix it. 
Why Berlin? David had already 

recorded Iggy Pop's The Idiot there. The 
city was very decadent, yet safe due to 
the heavy military presence in evidence 
everywhere. Giant black tanks would 
roll through the city streets at any time 
of the day. At night, all sorts of clubs 
catered to all tastes from rock to techno 
to drag to porn. Artists of all types were 
plentiful because in an effort to popu-
late the city, the government gave huge 
grants to any artists who would live and 
work there. David could wander the 
streets safely here, hardly recognized 
due to his crewcut (courtesy of me and 
my barber's scissors), mustache and a 
very low-key wardrobe that included a 
cloth cap as worn by most Berliners. 
Iggy Pop, who lived in Bowie's spacious 
apartment, sported the same garb. 

FAST FORWARD TO "HEROES" 

Now that Lou' vas uncle' our belts we 

were ready to do it again, this time 
completely in Berlin. We were all put 
up at the Gerhus Schlosshotel, a castle 
converted to a four-star hotel. The ser-
vice was impeccable and the atmos-
phere was very traditional and reserved. 
We would work very civil hours, 

from 11 to 7, and then spend the 
evening on the town. Often we'd have a 
very nice dinner in an expensive restau-
rant and then go to a club or two. There 
were many bizarre clubs there, but that's 
another story! Suffice it to say that Berlin 
was a great place to be making an 
album in 1976! 

David found Hansa Studios from ad-
vice given to him by members of Tan-
gerine Dream and Kraftwerk. There was 
a more modern studio in the center of 
town, but we opted for this funkier 
complex by the Berlin Wall! The control 
room was of a modest size. The console 
was a Neve. But the big attraction was 
the room itself? It used to hold over 100 
musicians in Hitler's day, when it was 
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evolution doesn't occur overnight... 

> 
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slow, careful evolution from that first amp, we didn't totally re-design the circuits. 
much straighter. So we improved the quality of the wire, so to speak. 

It's been nearly a decade since w 
introduced our original S400, the firs 
dedicated studio reference amplifie 
ever offered to the professions 
recording community. And althoug 
our new High Resolution Contra 
Room Amplifiers are the result of 

We couldn't. Reason being, we couldn't make the straight wit 

One way we accomplished this was to literally upgrade any point-to-point wiring by utilizing Teflon Kimber Kable. And not just in th 
obvious audio input and output paths, but even in the power supply! According to conventional wisdom, no pro manufacturer in their rigi 
mind would consider such an expense practical. But while convention and practicality might work for the accountants, it doesn't do much fa 
our engineer friends. After all, every little detail is a contributing factor in the pursuit of clarity and definition. More important than our choic 
of exotic internal wiring was seeking 
out premium imported electronic 
components built to our audiophile 
specifications. First, we chose low 
ES R, fast-recovery, over-sized, 
European filter capacitors and custom-
wound over-built toroidal transformers 
with a conservative duty cycle more 
than twice the industry standard. You 
can hear the resultant "stiffness" of the 
power supply and begin to understand 
why our power ratings seem so conservative. We also sought a better power MOSFET for our output section, and went with hand-matched later-
MOSFETS imported from Europe. Although more costly, they measured better than their predecessors from the Far Bast, and more important13 
sounded better upon careful auditioning. 
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In keeping with our audiophile perspective, the new High Resolution Control RoomAmplifiers were designed as dedicated mono block 
when operated in the parallel mode... halving distortion, doubling the damping factor and current delivery, while increasing low impedanc 
drive capability. The flexibility afforded by parallel, series and stereo formats allows for no-compromise universal matching of the amplifier 
to any speaker's current, voltage, damping, and impedance requirements. On a technical note, we still avoid the use of any global feedbac 

in our amp circuitry. We have always believed that although high-feedback amplifiers can yield excellent numbers on the test bench, th 
forced, harsh sound they exhibit when run at the edge or whenever asked to reproduce a valid musical transient that exceeds their capabilit3 
rsaders such designs woefully inadequate for studio use.., producing acluttered, congested, lifeless sound. And remember, specifications generate 
in a laboratory can't quantify or in any way measure the subtleties and inner detail of complex music. In order to capture the nuance of timbr 
as well as the true dynamics of a live source, we have concentrated our efforts on providing an amplifier with extremely fast recovery tiro( 
superb square wave performance, and exceptionally stable, wide bandwidth response into reactive loads. (We don't expect studios to driv 
resistors with sine waves.) The new High Resolution Control Room Amplifiers' graceful clipping characteristics, benign, almost purely secon 
harmonic distortion products, and inability to latch-up and throw can DC, guarantee very non-fatiguing musical reproduction and exceller 
voice coil protection under the most demanding studio conditions. 

OUSE 

So we urge you to listen to one of our amps. Or talk to someone who ha 

We encourage an A/B evaluation with any other amplifier. Lay down a feN 

tracks, mix 'em up, and see if a higher level of speed, detail and resolutio 

doeet make the job faszer, easier, and more enjoyable. 

Oh yeah... and you have to admit they look gorgeous. 
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appearance, performance and build 
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David Foister, Studio Sound Magazine 

"The Focusrite Red Range is a 

reviewer's dream come true." 

The classic ISA 215 equally inspired 

Dominic Hawken writing in Audio 

Media magazine... 

The "Focusrite ISA 215 has thc 

most revealing microphone 

amplifier I have ever heard and 

a very powerful and smooth 

sounding equalisation section, 

capable of handling virtually 

anything thrown at it." 

To learn more about these outstand-

ing products, please request our new 

Studio Products brochure and 

reprints of magazine reviews. Call 

your local Focusrite dealer or contact 

Focusrite direct. 
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put to "good" use recording marching 
music and music composed for the 
Führer's rallies. There was a very spa-
cious floor, but there was also a stage, 
probably for a choir. The studio had a 
lovely, short natural reverb—about 1.5 
seconds, and very controllable with 
careful miking. The console (about 48 
channels) faced the control room win-
dow, which faced the Berlin Wall—not 
500 yards away. We asked my assistant 
engineer (a fine engineer in his own 
right) Edu Meyer if it made him nervous 
working so close to The Wall—after 
all, Red guards would often look right 
into our control room through power-
ful Soviet-made binoculars. Edu said, 
"Naw!" Then he took a hanging, over-
head light and shone it directly toward 
The Wall and kept sticking his tongue 
out. Bowie and I dived under the con-
sole and shouted, "Don't do that!" Edu 
just laughed. 

The album was recorded on a 24-
track Studer A80 with no timecode, be-
cause it was before the days of comput-
erized mixing or locking up two ma-
chines. So track 24 was ours to record 
on! The selection of microphones was 
mainly German/Austrian Beyers and 
Neumanns. They had an amazing col-
lection of tube Neumanns and spare 
tubes that were no longer manufactured 
at the time. The studio and control room 
were separated by a long hallway, and 
the only visual communication was by 
way of closed-circuit TV. Drummer 
Dennis Davis used to delight us with his 
one-man comedy shows he'd do on the 
CCTV in between takes. The outboard 
gear was superb for the time, with plates 
and other gear from EMT and AKG. 
There wasn't much American gear, but 
the studio had more outboard gear than 
most British and American studios back 
then. I had to bring my own Eventide 
Harmonizer 910H, because they were 
still as rare as dragon's teeth in Europe. 

This album started the same way as 
Low and the subsequent album, The 
Lodger, did. All the rhythm section and 
Eno were there on day one. The rhythm 
section was Carlos Alomar on guitar, 
Dennis Davis on drums and George 
Murray on bass—a hard, funky, black 
section from Nu Yawk. They appeared 
incongruous compared to the staunchly 
British Bowie and Eno, but man did it 
work. Those guys could peel paint off 
the walls when they played! I never 
worked with a better rhythm section. 
A good portion of the first few hours 

would just be throwing ideas around. 
Either David or Eno would have a nice 
chord sequence they would want the 

guys to try. On this album there was no 
"resident" keyboard player, as on Low, 
so although this comes off as a key-
board album, it wasn't in its concep-
tion. No songs were pre-written: There 
were no words or melodies, just chord 
changes and grooves with working ti-
tles. I notice from the credits that "He-
roes" was written by Bowie/Eno, but 
the guitar riff' that underlies most of the 
song is definitely from the head of Car-
los Alomar. 

This song was a "sleeper" before it 
had melody and words. As a backing 
track it was kind of static; others were 
more exciting. But something, in the 
form of repetition, was getting under 

our skins, so we "parked" the song in its 
guitar/bass/drums form for a week or so 
and went on to record the other backing 
tracks. As with Low, the first week of 
recording was meant to be demos only, 
and then the band would replay them 
"for keeps." But after the demos were all 
laid down we looked at each other and 
realized we had gems in these rough 
forms. Some of Davis' drum fills were so 
far out we felt he could never have 
been that "left-field" if we said, "Okay, 
this is an official take." I remember tight-
ening up a few of the tracks by editing 
some extraneous bars out of the 24-
track multitrack. (I love the power of 
cutting across two inches of analog 
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tape—just mute all the tracks except the 
kick drum; it's as easy as pie). 

So the rhythm section was sent 
home after ten days or so and Bowie, 
Eno and I got on to the next phase— 
overdubbing weirdness. At this point, 
"Heroes" was this long, ponderous track 
that needed its sections defined. To 
perk it up, first Eno went out into the 
studio and played an eight-to-the-bar 
piano part, just hanging the chords out 
(only five: D, G, C, Em7 and Am7). The 
rhythm was now even more hypnotic. 
Next Eno opened the EMS and started 
poking little colored sticks into the tiny 
patchbay. A few twiddles and much 
waving of the joystick and this shim-

mering, shuddering white noise started 
coming out. I processed it through 
something—maybe an Eventide. Instant 
flanger. Then Bowie cranked up his 
Chamberlain sampling keyboard, the 
"better" mellotron. He clicked it to 
"brass" and played these little stabs from 
verse two, only it doesn't sound like 
brass—too puny—but it created anoth-
er polyrhythm. This track was growing. 
One of us went into the massive studio 
and overdubbed a tambourine. And that 
was it for the moment. 

On the weekend, Robert Fripp, gui-
tarist from King Crimson and collabora-
tor with Eno on some "ambient" al-
bums, arrived with only his guitar. (Who 

music + media conference 
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—USA Today 
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-Rolling Stone 
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needs an amp when you've got Eno's 
EMS synthesizer in a briefcase? You 
could see this wasn't the first time they'd 
done this.) Fripp proceeded to play 
"processed guitar": That high, sustained 
"A" in the intro of the song is the first 
track of processed guitar; then Fripp laid 
down two more tracks, bending and 
harmonizing with his previous track. 
Through the years many people be-
lieved this was a keyboard line or Fripp 
playing with an E-Bow. But the E-Bow 
wasn't available yet. What you actually 
hear is Fripp's guitar feeding back in the 
studio monitors and being processed by 
the EMS. 
Now the track had a complete per-

sonality! Still, though, no words or 
melody. Then it was up to Bowie to 
write a song to this amazing track. One 
sunny afternoon, he asked me to leave 
him completely alone in the control 
room for an hour or so, so he could 
write something. I asked Antonia Maass, 
the female backup singer on "Beauty 
and the Beast," to take a walk with me. 
We were "dating." We took a leisurely 
stroll by The Wall, walking hand in 
hand. We were in a very animated, 
playful mood and then stopped and 
kissed by The Wall. We had a coffee, 
and then I decided it was time to check 
up on David. Antonia and I walked into 
the control room, and David and his 
personal assistant Coco were smiling. 
David had written the lyrics to "Heroes" 
while we were out walking. In fact, 
he'd seen us from the window and got-
ten the idea for the entire song from 
watching us! Our kiss is represented in 
the fifth verse: "I remember standing by 
the wall/The guns shot about our 
heads/And we kissed as though nothing 
could fall..." I think the whole song 
could be summed up by that kiss! De-
spite this horrible wall built to imprison 
and separate families, we can he "he-
roes" in defiance by using kisses as a 
weapon against tyranny. The whole 
song is an upbeat anthem that says that 
mankind is capable of climbing out of 
any mess as an individual! 

Still there was no melody! So then 
Bowie decided he was going to do 
something that blows my mind to this 
day: He was going to compose and put 
the final lead vocal on tape simultane-
ously. He was also going to sing in that 
huge studio with the 1,500 ms decay. I 
asked if he could wait until I set some-
thing up. I wanted to catch that ambi-
ence on tape. A close mic would de-
stroy it, a mic about ten feet away 
would not be intimate enough, and a 
mic about 40 feet away would be ridicu-
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bus—so why not have all three? So I set 
up the mics and it worked, kind of. I 
had a tube U47 in his face, and two 
other Neumanns ten and 40 feet away. I 
only had a few tracks left and I knew 
there would be backups to sing, so I got 
this bright idea to put gates on the 10-
and 40-foot mics. It worked beautifully: 
When David sang verses one and two, 
neither of the distant mics opened up. 
But above a certain volume, the ten-foot 
mic opened and you could hear some 
of the room. Then, on chorus four when 
he sang, "I will be king..." the mic at 40 
feet opened up and the room exploded 
with "Bowie histrionics" as he jokingly 
referred to that verse. Mind you, this is 

at 3:16, when most songs begin to fade. 
This one kicks in big time and goes on 
for almost another three minutes! Every 
so often I had to stop the tape and 
David tweaked a lyric here, a melodic 
line there. But he was composing on 
mic, and the vocal sounded terrific! I 
never worked with anyone else who 
could do this, and in less than two hours 
it was done. We had a song! 

David loved the sound of the room 
and the gated mics. On the mix we had 
no need for artificial reverb, the sound 
was so hot. Then it was time for back-
ups. In keeping with the spontaneous 
feeling of the session, David and I de-
cided to sing them ourselves and we 

Get it done fast with Hannay cable reels. 
• One or Two Person Transport • Custom )(ER & DNC Connector Patterns 

• Fast Manual Rewind • Lightweight & Stackable 

1%1 Hannay Reels' 
The reel leader. 

553 State Route 143, P.O. Box 159. Westerlo. NY, USA 12193-0159 • Phone 1-518-797-3791 • Fax 1.800-REELING • www.hannay.com 

went out and made them up on the 
spot. Edu Meyer engineered. Mine is the 
higher voice with the "Britlyn" accent— 
half British, half Brooklyn. This didn't 
take very long either, as David and I 
had been doing backups since the 
Space Oddity days. Later, we had the 
song translated to French and German 
and we recorded those versions a few 
nights later, backups and all! 

For some reason we decided to 
leave Berlin to mix at Mountain Studios 
in Montreux, Switzerland, where David 
was renting a house. We drove from 
Berlin, through Communist territory to 
Switzerland (are we not heroes?). The 
cultural contrast was incredible. Switzer-
land was clean, bright and so conserva-
tive you were not allowed to bring girls 
up to your hotel room. Still, it was a 
healthy environment and I enjoyed 
being there. 

Mountain was built to serve the 
many musical festivals held in Montreux. 
The studio and control room were small 
and cramped. We were not allowed to 
use the huge hall for recording because 
of constant conventions. Still, like most 
European studios, the equipment was 
incredible and well maintained. The mix 
was fairly straightforward, as most of the 
effects were already on the multitrack. 
We slowly panned Fripp's guitar and 
Eno's shuddering synth from left to right 
(remember, this was before automa-
tion). I remember setting up the levels 
for different sections and then editing 
them all together, the way dance mixes 
are made. I am usually heavy on the 
kick drum, but in this case a well-de-
fined kick drum made the track drag. So 
I undermixed it and let the eight-to-the-
bar bass guitar chug the track along. 
There is so much delicate polyrhythmi-
cal information in this track, a plodding 
kick drum ruined the ecology. 

The track is 6:07 long, and I think it 
stands up beautifully—then and now! 
For radio purposes we edited a shorter 
version. I have fond memories of that 
long period of the "Bowie-Eno trip-
tych." It was a time of great extremes of 
tragedy and exhilaration for both Bowie 
and myself (T-Rex leader Marc Bolan, 
with whom I had worked for many 
years, died in a car crash right after He-
mes, and my marriage ended right after 
The Lodger). These ground-breaking 
pieces of music came in a period I 
doubt will ever be recreated again. 
Record companies weren't telling us 
what to do yet; these records were 
made by artists, not A&R committees, 
and they nicely captured the spirit of 
those times. 
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• "I just sold mu Mackie 8-bus and purchased the new Ghost console. The 
difference is amazing. The Ghost is the warmest sounding board I've ever used. 
- Mike Perkin (The Lab Recording Studio, Remfflus, Pa) 

"I replaced a console that vas more than 5 times the price, and got a 
quieter, more transpevt, and sweeter soon:Ling console! Big console feel, 
with an amazing pace! - Eùxt Bevers, Brownell Sound, Oregon. 

110 "An incredibly musical console, ultra flexible with a real usable EQ. It is absolutely the 
best sounding project studio board that I've heard". - Howard Givens, Spotted Peccary Studios." 

"I lave the desk, the Elliq is ju.sI marvellous. Ghost is the best 8 
bus recording desk an the market. -. lee Bile , Engineen 

41"Intultive,roiLltng, flexible rout ing, great Soundcralt ;Jound. " 

il "I use the Ghost for several radio shows doin:11:Z::::::::::::::::gi:11:::::::::::Inille." 
in 5 minutes! Doing dance stuff is one, doing live stuff is another. But I use only one board or 
both of them, The Soundcrait Ghost." - Barney Broomer, Sonic One Rotterdam. 

II "Else of operation and the 
row.; in-line inputs for my synthesizers and samplers is lily I purchased the Soundicraft Ghost console." 

says President of Saban Entertainment and producer of idghty Lloriitin Power Rangers Shuki levy. 

11, "I didn't know how useful mute groups could be and how good the EQ had to be until we 
used the Soundcraft Ghost." - Stelaan nindey, La Linea 'ulusicproductions b.v.b.a., Belgium. 

It scunds great and the EQ is very precise utrich makes it very easy to pin-point the ireseemeies I need to uurk 
Ghost erables me to finish mixes on the console at home, 

RemixEngimer) without having to use any other studio." - Phil Kelsey 

II The console is very user-friendly and is constructed so well that it can 
easily withstand the rigors of even the most hectic of production schedules." 
- Corey Dissin, Producer at Paul Turner Productions. 

e"Both myself and our Production Director Jeff Thmas used the 
console for PowerStation and were equally very, very impressed. Por 
the money, the console is fantastically versatile, has good headroom 
and a very impressive EQ." - Alex Iakey (Engineer for PowerStation) 

1.11MMIIIMMÉMEW 
"Let us know what you think about. the Soundcraft Ghost by visiting our web site at 

http://www.soundcraft.com or via e-mail to info@soundcraft.com" 
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-FROM PAGE 161, MliAT BE4T MANIFESTO 

Beat Manifesto's first release on Noth-
ing, Subliminal Sandwich, splices im-
agery with abandon, conjuring a hyp-
notic, sci-fi ambience amid layered 
samples, Theremin whistles and sub-
bass rumbles. 

An ambitious two-CD set, Subli-
minal Sandwich took eight months 
over a two-year period to complete. 
On the first disc, Dangers maintains 
his trademark bass lines and syncopat-
ed rhythms. The production is seam-
less, from the static radio opening of 
"Sound Innovation" to the ominous 
strains of mellotron and melting horns 
on the first single, "Transmission." One 
of the strongest cuts, "Future Worlds," 
features occasionà1 Tom Waits side-
man Joe Gore's West African-sound-
ing guitar passages and searing solos 
over smooth beats and a bass clarinet 
line by Dangers that rolls along like a 
lazy cat. 

Masterful editing is one of Dangers' 
strong suits, as on "Nuclear Bomb," 
where he chops up vocal samples 
from an old reggae toasting album. "I 
transferred words to the hard drive 
and rearranged them into new sen-
tences in time with the music. When 

we went to clear the samples, the label 
that released the toasting record didn't 
know what to make of it. They had no 
idea of who was saying what because 
I'd changed it so much!" 
On the second disc, Dangers ex-

panded the project to include more 
improvisational structures, which he 
developed out of jams with friends. 
From the drifting arpeggiated tones 
and vocoded treatments of "Mad 
Bomber" to the thick, propulsive "The 
Utterer," Dangers reveals a freeform 
side that he'd only hinted at before. 
The second CD also gives him more 
room to explore some new instru-
ments, including the curious water-
phone. The waterphone resembles an 
upside-down, hollow metallic spider 
that's filled with water. Bowing the 
"legs" while tipping the vessel yields a 
lovely atonal sound reminiscent of 
ominous B-movie scores. Also notable 
on the disc are passages of a Theremin 
that Dangers bought from Robert 
Moog's company, Big Briar. "I watched 
Theremin: An Electronic Odyssey when 
I lived in England, and it was incredi-
ble," Dangers says. "Soon after the 
broadcast I contacted Big Briar and 
they told me that Roger Waters and 

Brian Eno had also called up to place 
orders." 

Subliminal Sandwich is also a trib-
ute to the studio Dangers began as-
sembling when he moved from Swin-
don, England, to Northern California 
in 1994. Though his hybrid play-
ground of analog and digital gear was 
assembled for pre-production, it is an 
impressive setup. Its command center 
is a Macintosh Quadra 950 running E-
Magic's Logic Audio and a Digidesign 
Pro Tools system. Other software in-
cludes Sound Designer with DINR 
noise reduction, and Steinberg's ReCy-
cle, which has been critical for match-
ing tempos and locking grooves. The 
console is a Mackie 32x8; the main 
monitors Genelec 1031s. For AID con-
version tasks, there's a Lexicon 20/20, 
which feeds into a Panasonic 3700 
DAT deck. Racks hold various signal 
processors, including a favorite Sum-
mit DCL200, a dual tube compressor/ 
limiter and a pair of vintage Neve pre-
amp/EQ channels that he feeds nearly 
everything through. Dangers also re-
lies quite a bit on his Eventide 
DSP4000. For tracking, there are a pair 
of ADATs. However, he's just as con-
tent running everything virtual. Look-

N OR TH EASTER N D IGITAL 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMPACT DISC 
PREMASTERING 

AUDIO, CD-ROM, ENHANCED CD 
Sonic Solutions, NoNoise, 1630, CD- R 
508-481-9322 FAX 508-624-6437 
http://www.CDNDR.com 
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SoundLink DRS brings the 

reality of all digital, fully 
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based recording to every-
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featuring semi-parametric high and low 'ands, fully 

parametric mid bands and 30 memories 'or EQ setups. 

The 168RC also boasts two internal effects proces-

sors that run some of the finest algorithms available. 

Choose from 32 effects types and 50 preset programs. 

The 168RC even provides automation functionality 

that lets you save and recall console settings or record 

and playback dynamic parameter changes. 

Affordable, fully integrated digital recording is 

finally here. Si. check out SoundLink DRS and the 
168RC today. You can't heat this system. 
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ing around at his arsenal, he muses, "I 
was really careful in putting this to-
gether. It took quite awhile to get it 
right." 

Roland synthesizers are among his 
primary analog units and include a 
Vocoder Plus, a Jupiter-4 Compuphon-
ic, and a Jupiter-8. But the jewel of the 
collection is a massive Roland 100M 
modular system, which has filters and a 
ring modulator that show up all over 
the album. This is the same unit that 
Human League used on two albums, 
Travelogue and Reproduction. Directly 
below is a pristine ARP 2600—source 
of the raspy sequence that cuts through 
the opening to "Plexus," and a Korg 

Wavestation rests nearby, around for 
triggering samples, as is a Roland Octa-
pad. Dangers' primary sampler is the 
Akai S3200, but he also has a soft spot 
for E-mu's Emax. 

Like 1992's critically acclaimed 
Satyricon, Subliminal Sandwich bur-
geons with a recombinant musical 
culture influenced in part by Dangers' 
encyclopedic collection of more than 
8,000 records. Browsing through the 
vinyl reveals a comprehensive selec-
tion of spoken word, soundtracks, 
electronic, soul and jazz albums. But 
his sensibility seems closest to musique 
concrête, cut-up techniques and found-
sound approaches that grew out of 
post-World War II experimentation in 
Europe and the U.S. Near his turn ta-
bles are rare to impossible-to-find 
original releases from the late '40s, 
'50s and '60s that he has voraciously 
sought. "I like music done with a lim-

ited number of tools," Dangers ex-
plains. "Recordings by John Cage, Ian-
nis Xenakis and Tod Dockstader 
sound just as amazing now as they 
must have back then." 

Yet amid all the work Dangers ad-
mires, he has managed to find his own 
voice. In an industry that typically em-
braces a genre and then smothers it, 
Jack Dangers remains a slippery origi-
nal. His ear gravitates to a whimsical 
sense in composition, teasing with one 
mood while escaping off into another. 
At times, samples feel as if they've 
been ripped from their moorings, only 
to be spliced with mischievous aban-
don. It's the perfect milieu for a gleeful 
musical terrorist like Dangers, who can 
point to similarly creative uses of play-
time in his early life: "As a boy I loved 
destroying things. Actually my very fa-
vorite toy was a hammer, which I'd use 
to break all my other toys. Of course, 
I'd wrap the toys in a towel to avoid 
making a mess." 

—FROM PAGE 161, MEDESK1 MARTIN & WOOD 

as the song "Henduck," an acoustic 
acid jazz piece where they were look-
ing for high gain on the acoustic bass. 

Baker had shipped his two DA-88s 
by UPS from New York, in hopes of 
synching the machines up to get 16 
tracks, but they couldn't get the sync to 
occur correctly. "That was actually a 
blessing in disguise," the engineer says. 
"They're a live trio, and play 98 percent 
of their stuff live, so you don't need 
more than eight tracks. I put the entire 
drum mix on two channels." 

"The humidity keeps people from 
bringing high-tech equipment to the is-
land," drummer Billy Martin explains. 

"It'll deteriorate pretty fast. In The 
Shack all the openings are screens, so 
the air is coming through all the time. 
It's a very open-air feeling, but the hu-
midity plays a role in the recording, 
too. That moist air does something. It 
has a certain deader sound. And then 
all the trees—you're surrounded by the 
forest, and the sound is amazing." 

Baker also brought over two Mack-
ie 1604s from New York—"One old 
model and one new VLZ-1604, and 
that was really the lifesaver," he says. 
"With the VLZ, I could plug in oodles 
of stuff and then decide on a tune-by-
tune basis what to punch up to what 
tracks. With John [keyboardist John 
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Medeski] I could have up to eight or 
nine inputs. With Billy I had four, and 
with Chris [bassist Chris Wood] it was 
generally no more than two." The en-
gineer brought his favorite mics over. 
He likes the warmth of Coles 4038s for 
bright instruments like Medeski's toy 
piano, and he uses a combination of 
mics for the Hammond. "The basic 
organ setup was pretty simple," Baker 
says. "I'd usually take a pretty close 
pair of [AKG] 414s on the top of the 
Leslie where the high-end rotor is. And 
then I used an RE-20 on the bottom. I 
take a D.I. in every case, and depend-
ing on the tune, John and I figure out 
what we want. We used quite a bit of 
D.I. to get a little more up front on 
'Bubblehouse,' that simplistic rock 'n' 
roll thing that speeds up and slows 
down. When you get into things like 
'Kenny,' that last gospel cut, you get a 
little more ethereal, and I use a lot less 
D.I. on the organ." 

Baker packed his Countryman direct 
to use in recording Medeski's Ham-
mond organ. "It's valuable to have a di-
rect patch off the manual of a Ham-
mond, because there's a certain imme-
diacy that you can decide to do what-

MMW engineer David Baker 

ever you like with. With three mics on 
the Leslie and the one direct, you can 
create a lot of permutations." 
MMW is a band that is largely striv-

ing to remain analog, with a resistance 
to samples or synthesizers, according to 
Baker. "They're basically built around 
authentic acoustic and/or vintage elec-
tric instruments. So that's a blessing in 
disguise if you're cut down to simplistic 
equipment. I did bring some compres-
sors along. I love the Aphex Domina-
tor. I used one on the drums' stereo 
passes and on the bass, along with a 
simple $200 Alesis stereo compressor. 
We had a regular LXP-15 when we 
needed reverb. 

"In some ways my job was simpler 
than ever, because basically here's a 
band that can pull their stuff out of an 
RV, set up in virtually any venue and get 
a decent sound within an hour. So it's 

not really about rec-
ord production. I 
didn't have to be-
come George Mar-
tin. It was more, 
'How can we cap-
ture what's going 
on there in that lit-
tle space, get it on 
tape, bring it back 
to New York, mix it 
and have it come 
out without adulter-
ating it?' The goal 
was to keep it sim-
ple and straightfor-
ward, and keep the reverb police hap-
pening so that there wasn't a tendency 
to make things sound too plastic or 
too commercial." 

For Wood's electric bass, Baker al-
ways took a direct track, but he never 
did bring that fader up in the mix. 
"We'd always take a miked cabinet 
with a Sennheiser 421, and roll it off a 
couple clicks at the ink and stick it up 
against his four lOs and two 12s; two 
different cabinets facing the organ. We 
got ready to mix, and the bass sound 
was so happening that we were back 
to just forgetting the D.I. I don't think 
we used the D.I. on anything." Still, to 
get the cleanest acoustic bass parts, 
they did several of them as overdubs, 
according to the engineer. 

"The beauty of Baker's recordings," 
says drummer Martin, "is if you've got 
a good sound happening already, he's 
going to have it down. I've always 
liked the sound of The Shack; we've 
always played differently there, and 
that's really what it sounded like. 
There's nothing on it. We doctored up 
a few things, but ultimately it's the raw 
sound. He has such a great ear, and he 
has that spontaneous live mix tech-
nique down." 

Rather than always looking for a 
new piece of gear to fix a problem, 
Baker prefers the hands-on approach. 
"If you really want to get a sound," he 
says, "with all due respect to every 
equalizer in the world, just get your butt 
out of the chair, get on out there and 
start tweaking things right on the floor. 
That's where the music comes from." 
For drums, Baker says, "We'd pull a 
drum head off, Billy would put a new 
one on, and say, 'Oh, this isn't as good.' 
Then we'd put the old one back on, 
tweak it around to a new position, re-
pitch it, move the mics a couple of inch-
es here or there. It got really serious—if 
you look closely, there are differences 
in drum grooves, in actual sounds with-

1_ to R: Wood, Medeski and Wart n in The Shack 

in the grooves on different tunes. Dif-
ferent tuning, different attitude, he'd go 
through sticks, brushes, everything to 
get it right. 

Baker used a total of four mics to 
get Martin's drum sound. " If you've 
gol a drummer that can tune his kit 
and get a balance in terms of what he 
plays, then a pair of Earthworks OM-
is might be the answer instead of ten 
zillion mics," he says. "With Billy I 
used a Gefell UM-70S, that three-pat-
tern Gefell mic, and put that on figure-
8. Somehow it sounded nice on figure 
of 8, and I just backed it up about a 
foot off the kick, recorded that and 
mixed it in with the two OM-is, which 
are left-right ornni. And then we spiced 
up the snare just a hair with a classic 
[Shure] 57. That mix of four mics is 
hitting the Dominator on the way out 
of the subgroups, on the way to the 
DA-88." 

"Those Earthworks mks are incredi-
ble." Martin agrees. "I had [Baker] put 
just those two tracks up at one point 
[during playback], and the bass drum 
was perfectly mixed in by those two 
overhead mics. It's amazing. And I 
think it has a lot to do with The Shack. 
The bass drum just vibrates the whole 
shack, so it's really like you're inside 
this music box. We had to play The 
Shack, really listen to the mix in The 
Shack It worked out great. It was a dif-
ferent approach to the music, which 
gave us this unique record." 

"'Kenny' is an example of that," 
Baker adds, "a totally unrehearsed gos-
pel vibe, and for me one of the great 
tracks on the record. It starts out with 
an organ thing, which we edited down 
from a longer introduction where John 
voiced his vibe and his feeling. Then he 
set up that groove and they just fell into 
place. If you have a working band and 
the guys really know each other, you 
get that kind of magic. I take my hat off 
to them." 
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—FROM PAGE 160, COUNTING CROWS 

band decided they wanted to buy their 
own gear, so Bryson got to work col-
lecting equipment. "When you're doing 
a full record, a three-month deal, it 
made a lot of sense to us to buy the 
gear, because it's damn near the same 
cost as renting it," Bryson ex-
plains. "It's a wash for one 
record, but for two it's a total 
bonus. So, we are the proud 
owners of a wonderful pile of 
gear that's now sitting in cold 
storage in the Bay Area," until 
they make their next record. 

That pile of gear is a nice 
combination of vintage and 
newer equipment that made 
it easy for Norton and Cook 
to capture the band live. 
"[Bryson] would ask me what 
I wanted, and he got me 
anything," Cook says. "I gave 
him an outrageous list like, say, a Tele-
funken 251, and he'd get five or six of 
'em and we demo'd them to find the 
coolest one." Bryson pulled another 
rabbit out of his hat when Cook asked 
for a pair of Teletronix LA2As and re-
ceived two that were made one right 
after the other. "They were the early 

kind, like the 540, that doesn't have the 
limit compress switch on the front," 
Cook says. "It's compressing when 
you're hitting 3, and it's limiting when 
you're hitting 10." Other compressors 
the team used included UREI 1176s and 
some ADL tube compressors. 

handful of that. It's not a big mystery— 
if you talked to ten engineers and said, 
'Give me a list of what you want to 
make a record,' you'd see a lot of com-
mon gear there. Each person would 
have a little compressor that he or she 
prefers and all that stuff." 

For Norton, one of the 
things that made this album 
easier to produce was the 
fact that he brought Pro Tools 
along with him to the ses-
sions. "Mainly because we 
only had one 24-track ma-
chine to do edits and things," 
he explains. "We really didn't 
have a half-inch machine, so it 
was another way to try things 
out and move things around. 
Especially when you do some-
thing like the Counting Crows, 
where we did a lot of live 
takes. Now and again you'd 

get a guitar part that was stunning on 
take three, but you'd end up on take 
nine, by which time the guitar player 
might have gotten bored or he'd lost 
some of his earlier flourishes. To be 
able to go back and listen to all the gui-
tar parts again to see where you'd gone, 
that was great and very fast as well." 
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For Bryson, who set up his own 16-
track studio in Emeryville, Calif., called 
Dancing Dog Studios, knowing what 
gear to get was a piece of cake. "I think 
there are just certain pieces of gear that 
you need to make a record," he says. 
"You need a handful of these types of 
microphones, a handful of this and a 
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They used Pro Tools not only to 
edit guitar parts and tracks, but also to 
comp vocals together from different 
takes. "Very few of the vocals were 
overdubs; most of them were just 
comped out of live performances," 
Norton says, "because Adam EDuritz, 
lead singer and songwriter] got into 
the vibe of it. Once Adam's in the 
song, then anything can happen, real-
ly. Some of the most interesting and 
extraordinary vocal performances we 
got were actually when the band was 
learning the songs and he was really 
going for things and pushing the 
songs along." 

Indeed, Bryson remembers the day 
that Duritz showed up with the album's 
title track, "Recovering the Satellites." 
"When he brought it in, it was just 
him and a piano and we all flipped on 
the song, learned it and recorded it. 

"As he was singing, he called out 
'One more,' so we could have a big 
ending, as opposed to having it fall 
apart," he says with a laugh. "We all 
kind of got attached to that moment, so 
we kept it." 

While every bit of gear they used 
was a valuable find, say the engineer 
and producer, Bryson put the greatest 

emphasis on finding good micro-
phones. He scoured the back of maga-
zines and called vintage houses to find 
mics like a Telefunken U47 for Duritz's 
vocals, an AKG C24 stereo mic that was 
used on drummer Ben Mize's kit and 
Charlie Gillingham's piano, and various 
Neumann models—U87s, M49s and 
M582s (which they used as the over-
head drum mic). Other mics they pur-
chased for the sessions included Senn-
heiser 421s, and Shure SM57s, SM7s and 
SM69s. According to engineer Cook, "It 
was a pretty great variety; I never had a 
want for a mic, really." 

The collection of mics was perhaps 
more important than usual because of 
the recording chain Cook and Norton 
devised: The signal went from the 
mics to some top-quality preamps— 
mainly Brent Averill-built Neve 1084s 
and 1073s, as well as some API 550As 
and 560As—into the compressors and 
then directly to the back of a Studer A27 
and two Neve BCM 10 sidecars. "There 
was no patchbay or anything," Cook 
explained. " It was total old-style." They 
had a Trident 24 on hand for playback 
in the control room—formerly known 
as the dining room—and for the band's 
Private Q monitoring system, which al-

lowed each bandmember to control his 
own monitor levels. 

As the gear was being delivered and 
set up by Cook, Bryson and crew, con-
struction workers were milling about 
making sure the house was sound-
proofed. "The biggest problem is al-
ways the neighbors," comments Bryson. 
"In both houses we were real careful to 
make sure we soundproofed them." 
They double-paned many windows, 
took some antique windows out alto-
gether, and then sealed the front door 
of the house with packing blankets and 
super-heavy rubber stoppers. In all, it 
took five days to perform the basic con-
struction. "It's a fair amount of work," 
Bryson says. "It's the kind of thing that 
if you could record your record out in 
the countryside and you could find a 
funky old house that was a mile from 
any other house, it would be a cheap 
way to make a record. But to do it in 
an urban environment, which we've 
done both times, becomes a not so 
cheap way to do it." 

Acoustical engineer Steve Brandon 
was brought in to tune the various 
rooms used for the project, with the 
control room, in particular, demanding 
special attention—Cook described it as a 
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box of rectangular hell. One of the first 
problems the team encountered was 
that they were not allowed to touch any 
of the existing walls of the mansion, so 
they put their heads together and band 
assistant Sevon Wright took a trip to a 
tent company, which designed and built 
a custom rig to create a "control room." 
After that was in place the crew sus-
pended four 5x5 sheets of Owens-Corn-
ing 706 Fiberglas above the console to 
help contain the sound more. 

Brandon's second innovation was 
isolation boxes for the guitar and bass 
amps—which everyone involved now 
fondly call "doghouses"—so the band 
could be in the same room as they were 
tracking the songs. The plywood boxes 
were lined with thick Fiberglas and 
coated with cloth on the outside, and 
each also had an air duct built in the 
back, so between takes air conditioning 
was funneled into the boxes to cool 
them off. "You just sat right next to 
them and your amp was blasting in-
side," Bryson says. "Outside it was audi-
ble, but certainly you could talk over it." 

Next, the crew turned its attention to 
Mize's drum kit. The problem, as is 
often the case in recording projects, 
was to find a spot where the kit could 

be isolated, while still allowing Mize to 
have eye contact and communication 
with the rest of the band. The two-story 
foyer, which had pocket doors separat-
ing it from both the control room and 
the main recording room, was deemed 
the perfect spot. Then, in order to get 
the best bottom end, the crew built a 
stage for Mize's kit that consisted of 
four layers of plywood and drywall. In 
the end it was so heavy it had to be 
built in four sections, just to be able to 
move it around. 

Though the foyer was home to the 
majority of the drum tones found on Re-
covering the Satellites, Cook did sneak 
down to the house's ballroom to cap-
ture a pair of toms that appear at the 
end of the song "Catapult." And that 
ballroom, which had an inherent six-
second decay, was also used to capture 
some natural reverb for Duritz's vocals. 
In addition to the ballroom, they also 
piped sounds into stairwells and any-
where else that sounded interesting. 
"We tried to squeeze all the sounds we 
could out of the rooms while we were 
there," says Cook. 
A lot of thought also went into cre-

ating keyboardist Charlie Gillingham's 
setup, which was affectionately known 

as Charlie's World. In his space, Gilling-
ham had a grand piano, a Mellotron, 
a Wurlitzer and, of course, his trusty 
Hammond B-3, which had its own 
trickery: Apparently the output from his 
Hammond went directly into an over-
driven Echoplex and then into his 
Leslie cabinet. As Cook explains it, 
Gillingham would be playing and 
pulling out draw bars and flanging the 
Echoplex tape with his thumb. "It's like 
a beautiful, meaty, gritty distortion," 
Bryson says. " It makes the B-3 like a 
whole new instrument. Any weird 
sound you hear on our record is Char-
lie." As an example, he points to the 
eerie opening of "Children in Bloom." 

Three days after the last overdub had 
been completed, and all the band's gear 
had been tucked away, the neighbor-
hood in the Hollywood Hills returned to 
as normal as it gets in the Hollywood 
Hills. Today, nearly a year after the 
album was completed, Bryson, Cook 
and Norton say that they would do it 
again, in a heartbeat. In fact, Bryson says 
of this way of recording, "I think the 
best thing is the lack of pressure, the 
feeling that you're just with your bud-
dies making music. It's just a really or-
ganic way to make a record." 
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COAST TO 
LA. GRAPEVINE 
by Maureen Droney 

Can Am Studios in Tarzana is back—okay, it never 
really went away, but, to the dismay of many pro-
ducers and engineers, for the last 21/2 years the West 
Valley facility was closed to outside business while 
serving as the private studio for Death Row Records. 

Previously home to mixes for more than 70 Gold 
and Platinum albums (including R.E.M.'s Life's Rich 
Pageant, Aerosmith's Get a Grip, En Vogue's Born to 
Sing and Funky Divas, and hits by David 
Lee Roth, Bobby Brown, Stone Temple 
Pilots, Tony Toni Toné, A114 One, Seal, 
Pink Floyd and Concrete Blonde), Can 
Am had the winning combo for both 
rock and soul music. 

Owner Larry Cummins gave us 
some history. "I opened in 1978, just 
one 24-track room with a small Quad 8 
console, in what is now Studio A. I had 

—CONTTNUED ON PAGE 184 

Below: The inveterate Motley Crue in session at 

Can Am. At the board are producer Scott 

Humphrey (L), engineer Lenny De-Rose and Mick 

Mars. Rear are (L to R) Vince Neil, Tommy Lee, 

Nikki Sixx and assistant Brian Dobbs. 

NY METRO REPORT 
by Dan Daley 

This is the New York column, and what's more New 
York than The Great White Way? Broadway's the-
ater business has managed to hold its own in the 
past few years, relying on more revivals than an Al-
abama evangelical, and upping the technology ante of 
its productions in order to compete with films, televi-
sion and CD games. 

Above: Mellifluous 

Elektra rockers Luna recently 

tracked at Sear Sound (New York). 

The bandmembers are pictured with 

assistant engineer Tom Schick 

(standing, R). Seated are owner 

Walter Sear (I.) and producer/engineer 

Pat McCarthy. 

What are you getting for your 
(average) $75 ticket? Sound, 
sound, sound. 

"It's gotten huge," says Laura 
DeBuys, director of marketing for 
ProMix, an audio supply and instal-
lation company in Mt. Vernon, 
N.Y., that specializes in Broadway 
shows, corporate/industrial presen-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 190 
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COAST 
SESSIONS & 
STUDIO NEWS 

SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA 
Julio's son Enrique Igle-
sias tracked and edited 
for an upcoming release 
in Studio C at Westlake 
Audio (Los Angeles) 
with Raphael Perez Boti-
ja. Steve Sykes engi-
neered and Mike Parnin 
assisted...PolyGram soul-
stress Vanessa Williams 
tracked and mixed a new 
single with producer 
Omar at Skip Saylor Re-
cording (Los Angeles). 
Ken Kessie engineered the 
sessions, assisted by Jason 
Mauza... Producers Charlie 
Midnight and Martin Guigui 
tracked and mixed with country singer/songwriter Jamie 

Lee Thurston at Coney Island Studios (Burbank). Joel 
Soyffer engineered...Engineer John Paterno and assistant 
Troy Gonzalez mixed music for Suzanne Vega's upcom-
ing PBS special at Sony Music Studios (Santa Monica)...At 

—CON77NDED ON PAGE 194 

Engineer Brian Baker 

(L) and studio owner Jeff Wells are flanked by men in black 

Butch Vig and producer Duke Erikson (working a little voodoo on two 

synched-up 24-tracks) during sessions for Vg's band Garbage at 

Sound Arts Recording in Houston, Texas. 

Duran Duran overdubbed and mixed for their next album at 

Sound Techniques in Boston. In the SSL suite were (L to R) John Taylor, 

producer Anthony Resta, Simon Le Bon and producer Bob St. John. 



—FROM PAGE 180, LA GRAPEVINE 
a partner who was an engineer, and 
business was great for a couple of 
years; then, in the 1980s slump, I 
bought him out and I started to re-
group. Brian Malouf came aboard as a 
runner/assistant—I think I was paying 
him $50 a week, if you can believe that! 
He was the drummer in a band then 
and had been getting into doing live 
sound. So, I started booking out as a 
studio with an engineer for demo pro-
jects. And we did a lot of jingles and 
demos. Then we started getting bigger-
name work, and one summer we did a 
Toto album, the Jacksons' Victory 
album and a Pat Benatar album—we 
just kept getting busier and busier. So 
by 1985 I put the SSL in, the first, actu-
ally, that was sold out of the Los Ange-
les SSL office. We still had only one 
room, though, only a 2,000-square-foot 
area. The next year we expanded into 
the building next door and built a front 
office. And in '87 I acquired another 
4,000 square feet and built Studio B. 
Since then, it's been business as usual. 
We've stayed pretty busy." 

The decision to shut out other clients 
for a long period of time is not an easy 
one for a commercial studio owner to 
make. But, according to Cummins, this 
one worked out great. "Every Death 
Row album recorded at Can Am that 
came out went multiple-Platinum," he 
says. "Snoop's Murder Was the Case, 
Tupac's double-CD All Eyes on Me, the 
Nate Dogg and Dogg Pound albums, 
and, of course, Tupac's new album is 
climbing up the charts." 

Now, Can AIll'S two SSL rooms are 

lndie laves Silkworm recorded for their next Matador release at Robert Lang Studios in Seattle. 

Clockwise from top left are incorrigible recordist Steve Albini and bandmembers Michael Dalquist, 

James Hale, Tim Midgett and Andy Cohen. 

being refurbished and readied to go 
back online as a public facility: Studio A 
with its 52-in SSL 4000 E with G Plus 
automation, and B with the 72-in ver-
sion. It's spacious and comfortable. 
Both rooms have a separate kitchen/ 
lounge, with several other lounges and 
private spaces scattered through the 

Chic freaks the Burthole Surfers mixing at NRG Recording (North Hollywood, Calif.): L lo R are producer/ 

engineer Matt Wallace, singer Gibson Haynes, assistant John Ewing Jr. and guitarist Paul Leary. 

complex. "It's going to look even better 
than it did three years ago," says Cum-
mins. Although he was detemiined to 
make a splash with reopening, Motley 
Crüe was already recording in B. 
"They're in while we are remodeling," 
explains Cummins. "Ellis from SRS 
called me and said, 'I've got a book-
ing—you may want this.' And I said, 
'No, we're closed for the month of No-
vember, I don't want anything.' Because 
I really wanted to concentrate on mak-
ing the place look gorgeous before any-
one stepped back in the door. But he 
called me back and said we could re-
model around them. We'd already gone 
through all the equipment in B, so we 
put in the new speakers, tuned them 
and went for it. And the band has been 
great. They're working around us as we 
finish up construction. 

"I've been very fortunate," he con-
cludes. "We've always had great bands 
in here. And I've always felt that when 
the customer comes through here, once 
they've booked in, it's their place, their 
room. And I'll bend over backwards to 
keep them happy. I make sure that 
clients get out of the place what they 
need. And it's worked well over the 
years." 

"You'll be surprised when you 
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The Waves commitment 
to sonic excellence means substance over flash. 
Use Waves audio processing Plug-Ins with the best platforms in the market. 
Waves continues to add more platform support through our WaveShell technology, 
providing access to high-end audio processing, whether you have a basic 
PowerMac, PC or multiple Digidesign® DSP Farms TM. 

us Waves 6716 Central Avenue. Pike, Suite 8, Knoxville,:TN 37912 Tel: 1-423-689 5395, Fax: -423-688 4260, e-•-nail: waves @waves.com 
uk Waves West Paddock, Polstreath, Mevagissy, Cornwdll, PL26 61F-1 UK Tel: 44 1726 844440/1, Fax: 44 1726 844443, email:100613.760@compuserve.com 
ks Waves 23 Kalisher st. Tel-Aviv, Israel 65165 Tel: 972-3-5107667, Fax: 972-3-5105881, e-mail: support@ IGwaves.com 
HomePage: http://www.waves.com 
Compuserve: GO WAVES 
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MAGNETIC SCIENCES 

201 579 5773 FAX 201 579 6021 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR ,NoRE INFO 

Mac BEA,, DIOIDESIGN OPCODE 

TASCAPA 

In the Digital Recording 
market there are some things 
you want to get right. 

IT MUST SOUND 
GREAT, 

BE DURABLE, 
FUNCTIONAL, 

USER FRIENDLY, 
EXPANDABLE 

AFFORDABLE. 
That's why you need a 
Digital Audio dealer who 
knows how to ensure that 
the products you buy are 
exactly what you need to get 
the job done - a dealer who 
gets it right the first time. 
Sounds like you're talking 
about MacBEAT. We're not 
some huge sales organiza-
tion, just the best, dedi-
cated sales people 
and technicians in 
the business who 
are musicians them-
selves. Call us now, 
and you too can 
experience what it's 
like dealing with Pros in 
the know. 

Coda 
Mark of the 

Unicorn 

E•inu 

EMagic 

Steinberg Jones 

Kurzweil 

Panasonic 

Ram sa 

Roland 

AKG 

Lexicon 

Fostex 

Kawai 

Waves 

MUCH MORE! 

1114 Rutina Circle, Ste. 4A4 • Santa Fe, NM_ 87501 

1- 800-MAC-BEAT 
INFO: 505-473-3434 FAX: 505-473-4647 

www.macbeat corn 

In session at Grandmaster: producer J.P. Plunier (I.) at the Neve with engineer Todd Burke; Viigin recording 

artist Ben Harper and assistant engineer Erica Stephenson look on. 

walk through the door," Grandmas-
ter Recording Ltd.'s owner Alan 
Dickson had promised me, and he 
was right. I'd never been there, and it 
was a good day for a visit. The rain was 
over, the air was clear and so were the 
freeways. It was that perfect Los Ange-
les December day—sunny, smog-free, 
and the drive from Woodland Hills to 
Hollywood took only 20 minutes. (Eat 
your heart out, New Yorkers.) Once 
there, I coasted to a stop on a funky 
block of Cahuenga and rang the bell to 

what looked to be a deserted storefront. 
But behind the streetside broken win-
dows and boarded-up facade was a 
comfortable and creative atmosphere 

where I found guitarist/songwriter Ben 
Harper in working on the Neve 8028 
console for his third Virgin Records re-
lease. 

"The sound starts at the door here," 
laughed Harper's co-producer J.P. Plu-
nier, referring to the original construc-
tion of the facility, which was begun 25 
years ago, and at the time had been 

Organist Eddie Layton commemorates 30 years of playing for the New York 

Yankees with a new album of classic baseball themes and medleys out next month on Silva Screen Records. 

Pictured are to R) label president/CEO Yusuf Gandhi, director of sales Ivan Goldberg, Layton and 

director of promotion Melanie Masterson. 
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etISI-SegieS 
From the bottom to the top: rock 

solid, high-resolution, reference 

monitor systems. 

Got Muffs? 

/ r Ir I j r re 

\ 
e— 

e le 
Hand-crafted compact monitors with the 

award winning sound. 1996 TEC Award 
Nominee for outstanding technical 

achievement in studio monitor technology. 

Bigger Brother to the award winning 

Lc 6.75; "Fatter" in the bottom with the 

utilization of an 8.0" woofer. 

WthUe 
4\ Irmo 

MANUFACTURING GROUP 
2696 Lavery Court. Unit 18, Newbury Park, CA 91320 
Telephone (805) 499-3686 FAX (805) 498-2571 

http://www.westlakeaudio.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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LEARN THE ART CIF 
1=1 E Ft 1Z) 1 IN G 
You can get the practical, real-world skills needed to successfully start your 
career as a recording engineer, producer or studio musician. 'Hands-on 
approach, learning by doing *Previous experience not required *Complete 
300 hours of training in less than 2 months *6 studios filled with the latest 
equipment *Small classes, excellent personal attention *Job placement 
assistance *Financial aid available • Low cost, on-campus housing 

Recording 
Work Shop 

For free brochure, call or write today 
1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2544 
THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 
455-X Massieville Rd 
Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 
Ohio State Board of Proprietary School Registration #80-07-0696T 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

More 
is More 

studio 
consultants, 
inc_ 

321 West 44th Street 
New York, NY 10036 
(212)586-7376 

Sonic Solutions introduces the 96k, 24-Bit 
High Density SonicStudio workstation. More 
information for more accuracy—unquestion-
ably the best sounding digital available. 

The first of these High Density 

systems are in use right now, 

editing and processing material 

for today and for the future. 

More samples, more bits, more 
opportunities. 

More news: SonicStudio Version 5 software is 

now in release, and both SonicStudio and 

MediaNet PCI-bus cards are in stock. In New 

York, contact Studio Consultants for informa-

tion and a demonstration. 

er. 
SONIC SOLUTIONS 

Aardvark, API, Apogee Electronics, Audix, B&B 
Systems, Bryston, Calrec, Dravvmer, Eventide, 
Fairlight, Gefen Systems, Genelec, Lexicon, Middle 
Atlantic, Mytek, Prism Sound, PMC. Sonic Science, 
Sonic Solutions, SoundField, Sound Ideas, Star 
Case, Westlake, White Instruments, Z-Systems 
and other exceptional audio products. 

Equipment, support, and design services for profes-
sional audio facilities and broadcasters— since 1971. 

acoustically state-of-the-art. That sound 
is working again, and Grandmaster has 
recently played host to clients No 
Doubt, Social Distortion, Red Hot Chili 
Peppers, the Goo Goo Dolls and Black 
Crowes. 

Owner Dickson started our tour in 
the original studio space, A, which was 
set up for vocals. The old-fashioned, 
35x35x14-foot room was filled with 
Harper's extensive guitar collection, and 
he took time out to show me his Na-
tional and Weissenborn axes and to 
give a mini lecture on their history be-
fore we proceeded. Immediately be-
hind the main studio was B, another, 
more hard-edged room also used fre-
quently for drums and guitars. "This 
room is funky but famous," commented 
Dickson, explaining that in the drum 
machine-happy '80s much sampling of 
live drums had been done there by 
those enamored of the room's live 
acoustics. 

Still further, behind B, stretches a 
huge warehouse/garage, 5,600 square 
feet complete with a tieline-equipped 
stage, upon which bands from Tool to 
Los Lobos have recorded tracks. The 
garage has a grungy, road-warrior look, 
and it has been the site of several 
videos, including one for Matthew 
Sweet. It's also been the site of what 
Dickson calls "cruelty to pianos," when 
the Sylvia Massey-produced Tool were 
recorded torturing one of the instru-
ments with crowbars and sledgeham-
mers, with the coup de grace being an 
attack with shotguns, some of whose 
pellets remain embedded in the ware-
house's back wall. 

From there we trekked back through 
the recording rooms and headed up a 
brass-railed spiral staircase to the 
lounge, a rustic room with a cozy fire-
place and television, where we settled 
in for a few moments while Dickson 
explained a little about Grandmaster's 
past. Originally the site of the Holly-
wood Fuel & Feed Yard, complete with 
parking for horse-drawn buggies in the 
back, the site was taken over in 1971 by 
Dickson, a musician who (foolishly, he 
now says!) wanted his own studio. In 
those early days some of Stevie Won-
der's Songs in the Key of Life was record-
ed there, and the studio kept growing, 
with its owner finding, in that common 
quandary of all musician/studio owners, 
that he was spending more time keep-
ing the studio running than making 
music. Still, he continues occasionally 
hands-on with projects to this day, al-
though he ruefully comments that his 
last production was a couple of years 
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How to hug [lour next men 
without Wu% to it 

The first criteria in choosing a reverb 

is always sound quality. Everyone claims 

they sound the best but ONLY the 

Yamaha REV500 

has 32- bit 

internal process-

ing and 20 bit ND and D/A conversion. 

Everyone else has 24-bit or less process-

ing and 16 or 18-bit conversion. 

The difference between 32- bit and 

24- bit is audible: 32-bit processing gives 

you significantly smoother decay so your 

reverb fades imperceptibly into 

"silence." The difference between 20-

bit and 16/18-bit conversion is also 

dramatic; 20-bit ND D/A means the 

REV500 is exceptionally quiet, elimi-

nating noise in recordings and adding 

headroom in live applications. 

The third criteria is the ease of 

accessing the effects. REV500 true stereo 

halls, rooms, plates and special reverbs 

are instantly recalled from the front panel. 

The REV500 has front panel controls for 

reverb time, pre-delay, high-frequency 

decay and early reflection level. If you 

want to change these settings, just turn 

that control and the LCD instantly shows 

a picture of what's happening. You can 

see what you're hearing. 

If you want to hear it, too, only 

Yamaha has built-in drum 

samples so you can hear 

the effects without an exter-

nal sound source. Just hit 

the "audition" button as 

you select and customize your effect. 

AUDITION 

Stereo professional -.1dR '- 10dR halanreil ,mots and outputs. 

The second criteria is the actual 

effects—what are they and how do they 

sound? The REV500 inc'udes 100 top 

quality halls, rooms, plates and special 

reverbs. These simulations of actual 

environments place you! signal in " real" 

locations for unparalleled realism. And 

the REV500 also gives you 100 spaces 

to store your own settings. 

The fourth criteria is price. Once 

again, the REV500 delivers like no one 

else: $499 for a professional reverb. But 

if you'd rather pay more, you can buy the 

$1299 Yamaha ProR3 which has the 

same 32-bit engine and 20-bit ND D/A 

with a keypad for calling up effects, two 

types of EO and a gate which can be 

placed around any reverb. 

Now that you know enough to buy 

the REV500 sight unseen, we recommend 

you go listen to it. The soLnd quality will 

Large LCD dispby shows effect type, name and current settings 

,f  
000 I:75  

Turn tne reverb time control, see the reverb 
lime displayed graphically. 

Turn the HI-RATIO control, the REV500 instantly 

shows high frequency decay 

blow you away. Call (800) 937-7171 

ext. 680 to f nd the Yamaha REV500 

dealer nearest you. 

Ak 
1-M1i-9:S7-7171 

7 V Ir 

YAMAHA 
B 00 

32-B11 DIGITAL REVERB 

01997 Yamaha Corporation of America, Pro Audio 
Products, (800) 937-7171 Ext. 680. www.yamaha.com. 
P.O. Box 6600. Buena Park, CA 90622. Yamaha Canada 
Music Ltd., 135 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario 
M1S 3R1 (416; 298-1311. 
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Only Dreamhire can offer 
the following: 

The largest inventory and most extensive selection of expertly 

maintained, fully updated professional audio and midi equipment 

for rental on the planet. 

The friendliest, no-nonsense personnel in the business. 

The flexibility and resources to be able to tailor a quote to suit 

your demanding needs and tight budget. 

Three worldwide 24 hour locations 

New York City: 212-691-5544 / 800-.234-7536 (outside NYC) 

Nashville, Tennessee: 615-321-5544 

London, UK: 081-451-5544 

Call now for your copy of our rate card and/or our latest list of 
ex-rental equipment available for purchase. 

("I5 READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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111 xperience The 
Industry's 

WIDEST SELECTION 
of recording and sound 
reinforcement consoles. 

waste time and money canvassing 
the country when one call 
to EAR will do it all? 

VIA 
you need consoles, mullitracks, 

digital processors, workstations, or 
complete systems, 

call ala for: 

• Most Extensive Selection 
in the U.S. 
• Leasing, Buy/Sell/Trade 
• New and Used, 

Buy/Sell/Trade 
• INTERNET ACCESS 
www.eannet 

EARTM 

2641 E McDowell Phoenix, AZ 85008 602.267.0600 
fax. 602.2753277 e-mail. Info@Ear Net "se habla español" 

are6NSOLE 

COMPANY 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 

, 

'e4›. 

OTARI 
AMEN 
SOUNDCRAFT 
MA (Kif 
YAMAHA 
SOUNDTRACS 

RAMSA 
PARAGON 
DDA 
LANGLEY 

ago for the Swedish band Mogg. "It's 
just the way it worked out," he says. 
"Like today, when you leave, I'll head 
into the shop and fix some cables. It 
keeps you busy—there's always some-
thing to maintain." That maintenance 
has gotten easier in the last year, 
though, since Neve designer and tech-
nician Geoff Tanner has opened up an 
on-site workshop. 

Grandmaster's control room features 
that previously mentioned 32x16x24 
Neve 8028, a wise purchase made 

seven years ago, and includes eight vin-
tage RCA/Altec tube mic preamps. 
along with a Studer 827 and an MCI 
JH24. On hand for outboard are, among 
other items, Fairchild 670 limiter/com-
pressors, Altec A 322C limiters, Neve 
2254s, Pultec EQ, AMS Reverb, an Even-
tide H3000 and what the Grandmaster 
staff refers to as their EMT 140 "Thunder 
Plate." 

Upcoming in '97? Grandmaster is 
looking forward to tracking for the Foo 
Fighters new release. 

Got L.A. news? Fax it to Los Angeles edi-
tor Maureen Droney at 818/346-3062. 

—FROM PAGE 182, NY METRO 

tations and special events such as the 
Super Bowl (and which also has a 
branch in Orlando, Fla.). "Broadway has 
changed in the last decade. It used to be 
a bunch of people down front singing, 
and everyone could hear them. Now 
they're running around all over the stage 
and have helicopters to deal with." 

That reference to Miss Saigon's mas-
sive (and loud) stage prop gives an idea 

of what shows are up against, sound-
wise. In response, the sound designer 
has become as crucial to the success of a 
Broadway show as the director. "Audio 
special effects have become integral 
parts of major Broadway productions," 
explains DeBuys. "But the director can't 

know what every piece of gear like a 
harmonizer or delay is, so the sound de-
signer listens to the show and then 
works with the director putting the right 
equipment into the production." Some of 
the special effects are prerecorded at 
ProMix's own studio (formerly AFI) in 

Manhattan, where sound designers work 
on a coincidentally but aptly named 
Yamaha ProMix 02R console. 

ProMix, which does shows includ-
ing The Hunchback of Notre Dame, 
Rent, A Christmas Carol Sunset Boule-
vard, Showboat and the forthcoming 
Andrew Lloyd Weber spectacular Whis-
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.n today's; profeeional project studio, you may be mixing 
ninsic :on Monday. cutting audio-fotwideo on Tuesday and 
spendWednesday creating soundk and voimwers for 

multimedia projects. That's why the Alesis Point Seven-
Shielded Reference Monitor is designed as the best option 
lorall Ofthese applications. 

Why Use A Shielded Monitor? 
To your computer/video display. a speaker is a big. powerful 
magnet in a box. The magnetic field from typical near field 
monitors will cause your video display to become permanently 
damaged. To prevent this problem. we combined our newest 
driver/cabinet design with a proprietary, highly-effective 
shielding scheme. "l'he result? The l'oint Seven's fully-shielded 
design allows it to be placed directly next to any computer or 
video display without causing magnetic interference. 

Great. Accurate Sound 
Of course. the Point Seven's most important feature is its 
excellent sonic quality. We made every effort to emulate the 
accurate sound of our studio-standard. TEC award-winning 
Monitor One Reference Monitor. so the Point Seven offers 
a frequency response from 85Hz to 27kHz. ±-3(113. Plus. its 
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ingenious. dual front-ported design enables ifti,deliver 
powerful. Ow low frequency response, even vilien positioned . 
flush agailst a wall. And unlike mast small speakers, the PoinU'q 
Seven. hardes high power like the big boys: 10W continuous 
program and 100W peaks. 

Drivers, Start Your Engines 
' Tito Paint Seven's proprietary 5.25' woofer uses a unique now 
wosret carbon fiber cone that produces incredibly punchy bass 
response in spite of its small size. The all-new ferrofluid-cooled 
high-frequency driver is silk-domed for pure. natund response, 
and helps to avoid stridency and ear fatigue. Together, they 
create extremely accurate phase response, wide imaging and 
an exceptionally large sweet spot. 

Got The Point Yet? 
Unlike speakers whose shielding design was an afterthought. 
the l'oint Seven was built from the ground up to provide the 
great sow id you expect from Alesis monitors in a fully-shielded. 
very affordable package. If you want to get pointed in the 
right direction. see your Alesis Dealer and listen to the l'oint 
Seven today. 

Ï5 Alois is a registered trademark. Paint Seven and Manila?. Om. are trademarks .1.41,eis Corparatian. 
Far mare iathrmathat a,, the Alois Paint &Ten Shielded Referener Manitar. see your Alesis Dealer areal, ene5•ALESIS. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 800-5-ALESIS alecorp@alesistusa.com wvvw.alesis.com ALesus 
USE READER SERVICE CAR» FOR MORE INFO 



WEST L.A. MUSIC 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! 

LURN MAJOR BRAND! 
DIGITAL MULTI-TRACK RECORDERS • MIXING CONSOLES 

HARD DISC RECORDERS • EFFECTS PROCESSORS • MICROPHONES 
DAT AND CASSETTE DECKS • STUDIO MONITORS 
CD RECORDERS • COMPUTERS • SOFTWARE 

KEYBOARDS • SYNTHESIZERS • SAMPLERS • SOUND SYSTEMS 
GUITARS • AMPS • DRUMS AND ACCESSORIES 

W E W ILL BEAT A NY DEAL! 
111111 

41 it r ,‘ 

NEIL DIAM()N1) 
WITH RICK WAITE - GENERAL MANAGER 

I.Z, ( ,111,112 

Wrni DA,1 /I ( 1 II ,R DDIT. 
CESAR ROSAS I MS I MliOS 
ItAn Fi woNno - PRO Mel() DI I' 

"SHOP WHERE THE PROS SHOP" 
Phone and Fax orders accepted. We Ship Everywhere. Call Now. 

"Where The Pros Shop" 

WEST L.A. MUSIC 
11345 Santa Monica Blvd. West Los Angeles 

Two blocks West of the San Diego (405) freeway 
(310 477-1945 Fax: 310 477-2476  

ALL MAJOR 

CREDIT CARDS, 

FINANCING, 

AND LEASING. 

USE READER SERVICE CARI) FOR MORE INFO 

Hands-On Training • Financial Aid Available • Dorm Housing 

20 Week Recording Engineer Program • 10 Week Video Editor Program 

11 Studios in 12,000 sq. ft. training facility filled with the latest equipment 

Outstanding Job Placement Assistance 

Call for Brochure 

Internet: http://village.los.com/-larw eWORKSHOP\ 

LOS ANGELES 
818-763-7400 RECORDING / 

5278 Lankershim Blvd. • N. Hollywood, CA 91601 

tie Down the Wind, has been putting 
ever-larger sound systems into Broad-
way houses to cover the larger sound 
needs of shows, mainly EAW systems 
with 860 cabinets. Small footprint con-
soles like the Cadac ones that ProMix 
uses are preferred because, says De-
Buys, "They need to lose as few seats 
as possible for sale to help defray the 
high cost of these productions." 

Showboat alone uses 48 Sennheiser 
Mk50 wireless microphones, and eight 
racks of Sennheiser EM1046 wireless re-
ceivers. Delays, harmonizers and reverbs 
fIll up outboard racks in Broadway the-
aters that many studios would envy. 
(The limited-mn A Christmas Carol has 
50 channels of wireless and 60 Motoro-
la walkie-talkies at MSG's Theater, also 
known as RF Central.) Monitoring re-
mains fairly conventional, using EAW 
stage wedges, although there is an oc-
casional call for the Garwood in-ear 
monitoring that ProMix distributes for. 

Domonic Sack is director of oper-
ations for Sound Associates (www. 
soundassociates.com), a Manhattan-
based company that works with both 
Broadway and broadcast, providing 
equipment and expertise for shows such 
as SmokeyJoe's Cafe—which was one of 
the first shows to use wireless headsets 
to fend off feedback from the complex 
monitoring system—Beauty & the Beast 
and Victor Victoria. He says that as so-
phisticated as the main house sound sys-
tems are, they sometimes pale in com-

parison to the house intercom systems. 
"Broadway may seem like a narrow 
niche in audio, and it is, but it's a niche 
with a lot of aspects, more so than even 
television or live sound," Sack says. "Not 
only are there between 25 and 35 wire-
less microphones running during a per-
formance, but also six to 12 stations of 

wireless intercom and that many again 
of walkie-talkie communications. And 
this is on top of all the usual theatrical 
systems. As a result, frequency coordi-
nation is a very specialized part of the 
process. And the reason is because the 

shows have gotten so complex. The 
stage manager has to manage hundreds 
of cues during a show, to the winches, 
to the fly floor, to the carpenters, to the 
lighting electricians. You need a very so-
phisticated communications system to 
talk to everyone through the show." 

Another component that falls to 
audio to manage is the closed-circuit 
video, which also comes under the 
heading of internal communications. 
Stage hands and performers need to get 
their cues from the conductor, who in 
these complex productions is often un-
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dB Technologies 
Introduces the 

_re_à 

stereophonic analog-to-digital converter 

MASTER THE FUTURE 

N ew 20-bit storage 

provides 16 times the 

resolution of older 16-bit media. 

That requires precise conversion 

for the most critical stage of 

digital recording. 

Following industrywide acclaim, 

our new AD122-96 meets and 

beats the new 96kHz and 

88.2 kHz standards with a true 

24-bit digital audio stream and' 

122 dB noise floor. 

The future is here: 

actual resolution with relentless 

attention to purity, infinitesimal 

quantization steps and rock-

bottom noise figures. 

With the AD122-96 you deliver 

the best possible sound for 

your clients - and those great 

masters will always be ready for 

future formats. 

Distributed worldwide by: 

How each sample of audio is captured by an A to D 
converter. See how your converter compares. 

RESOLUTION LEVELS 

1.000,000 

131,000 + 

Also from dB Technologies... 

.7 -122dB 
-116 dB 

-110 dB 

-184 dB 

- 98 dB 

monEL 

DIGITAL OPTIMIZER 

• The best sample rate conversion, dither and noise shaping available 

• Up to 96 kHz I/O • Superb Metering • Format Conversion 

• THD and N measurements • Digital Tones • Multimedia Option 

From the think tank at 

AUDIO INTERVISUAL DESIGN 
1155 N. La Brea, W. Hollywood, CA 90038 

(213) 845-1155 FAX (213) 845-1170 

I,SE READER SER ICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



BEFORE YOU JUMP... 

CALL US LAST! 

We'll 

Save 

You 

Time 84 

Money' 

• SYNTHESIZERS 
• • DIGITAL PIANOS 

• RECORDING 
GEAR 
• PRO AUDIO 
• SAMPLERS 
• AMPLIFIERS 
• MIXERS / EFFECTS 
• SOFTWARE 

CALL OUR SALES STAFF 

OF MIDI EXPERTS 

All Major Brands! 

1-800-795-8493 
1007 AVE. C • DENTON, TX 76201 • FAX (817) 898-8659 

Hours: Monday - Friday 10-6:30, Saturday 11-5 
http://www.rIchmusic.com 
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W, INC 

ISperitoorn 
Sound Isolation Enclosures 

Sound Isolation Rooms 
Vocal Booths 

Amplifier Isolation Enclosures 
Practice Rooms 

Tel: 423-585-5827 Fax: 423-585-5831 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Rd. 
Morristown, TN 37813 USA 

demeath a covered pit in another room 
altogether. And the FOH mixers and 
lighting personnel also need to see the 
degree of various stage set movements. 
"It's far more complex than it looks from 
the audience," Sacks says. 

BASF Magnetics held a tape 
shootout at Avatar Studios in late Oc-
tober. An invited audience of engineers, 
producers and studio owners came to 
make their own comparisons of BASF's 

SM900 and Quantegy's 499 and 3M 996, 
which Quantegy now manufactures. Mic 
signals were pumped through a Neve 
VRP console, then to three matched 

Studer A800 MkIII decks, then fed 
through Genelec 1031A and Yamaha 
NS-10 monitors. 

Spotted a New York trend or signewant 
upgrade? E-mail Dan Daley at dan-
writer@aolcom orfax 615/646-0102. 

—FROM PAGE 183, SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

Alpha Studios in Burbank, producer 
Dave Donnelly and producer/engineer 
Gary Brandt remixed the Red Hot Chili 
Peppers' version of Ohio Players' classic 
"Love Roller Coaster." The Peppers fust 

cut the tune for the recent Beams and 
Butthead movie soundtrack...ZZ Top 
remixed their single "Bang Bang" with 
production team Bar Nine and mixing 
engineer Stoker in Studio A at Para-
mount Recording in Hollywood...At 

Image Recording (Hollywood), engineer 
Chris Lord-Alge mixed tracks for Rocket 
Records artist Daniel Carders debut with 
producer Fred Maher and assistant 

Michael Dy.. Rob Chiarelli mixed songs 
for Chrysalis/Echo act D-Influence at the 
Enterprise Studios (Burbank) with assis-
tant Jimmy Hoyson... 

NORTHEAST 

At Studio 4 Recording (Conshohocken, 
PA) Geffen newcomers Snot mixed their 
debut with Butcher Bro. Phil Nicolo. In-
terscope act Goat Boy was also in, mix-
ing with both Butchers, Phil and Joe Ni-
colo...Producer Daniel Cantor mixed a 
new live album for Rick Berlin at No-
table Productions in Watertown, MA. 

Cantor also worked on tracks for the 
new Hummer release...Rockabilly gui-

tarist Paul Burlison tracked for an up-
coming Sweetfish Records release at 

Sweetfish Recording with help from mu-
sicians Kim Wilson, Jim Wieder and 
Richard Bell. Doug Ford engineered...At 
BearTracks Recording (Suffern, NY) 
Spanish artist Edu Engonga cut basic 
tracks for EMI with producers Pepe 
Dougan and Victor Feijo, engineer Stan 
Wallace and assistant Rick Poh-
ronezny...David Ivory engineered the 
sophomore DGC album by The Roots at 
his studio housed in Philadelphia's leg-
endary Sigma Sound...Boston rockers 
Angry Hill demo'd new songs at home-
town studio Sound Techniques with 
producer/engineers Ted Paduck and 
Mark Jackson.. Jon Lucien worked on 
MIDI and pre-production material for his 
next Shanachie release at East Side 
Sound in New York City with engineers 
Lou Holtzman and Federico Panero.. .Q-
South recorded their debut for new label 
Times Square Records with producer 
Susan Rogers at Baby Monster Studios in 

New York City...Producer Tony Moran 
mixed new singles for Arista smoothies 
Kenny G. and Barry Manilow on the 
Neve VR60 in the new Studio A at Infin-
ity Studios (Brooklyn, NY) with engi-
neers Bob Rosa and Dave Saronson... 

NORTHWEST 

Sasha Konietzko of KMFDM produced a 
new record for Mercury artists Treponem 

Pal at Seattle's Sound House Recording. 
Scott Crane engineered... 
Leftover Salmon tracked 

Rock quintet Ampage worked 

on their Higher Source Records 

debut at Hollywood's Cherokee 

Studios. Bandmembers look on 

05 producer Duane Barron (L) 

and engineer Jeff Cloven work 

the board. 
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THE ESSENTIAL TOOL 
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO 

PROFESSIONALS 

New from Motionworks, world leaders in system integration. the 

R2P2 universal remote control is the essential tool for all video 

post-production, film sound, broadcast and music recording 

studios. Simply connect to any serial tape machine, VTR, digital 

audio or video workstation or DAT recorder conforming to the 

Sony P2 protocol and R2P2's function keys and internal menus 

automatically configure to controi the machine connected, 

displaying its name in the large, 20 character Supertwist LCD. 

rd ;Ire 

f:rrrr;t f-er•en *4 

epee. 
- 
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Designed for hand held or desktop use, R2P2 features transport, 

numeric and cursor keys along with a superbly engineered jog / 

shuttle wheel to provide a cost-effective, ergonomic and irresistibly 

cute solution to all the serial remote contro' problems in any type 

of facility. 

If you work with audio or video, call HHB today for further 

information an the accessory that could change your life. 

The R2P2 Remote-To-Sony P2 Controller from Motionworks. 

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Motionworks Worldwide distribution by HHB Communications 

HHB Communications Inc • 43 Deerfield Road. Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA 
tel: 207 773 2424 • fax 207 773 2422 • E-Mail: 75671.3316@compuserve.com 

HHB Commi.nications Ltd • 73-75 Suubs Lane, London NW10 6QU. UK 
Tel: 0181 962 5000 • Fax: 0181 962 5050 • E- Mail: !;aleqghhb.co.uk 

Studer Canada Ltd • 1947 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3, canada • Tel: 416 510 1347 • Fax: 416 510 1294 

Visit HHB on line at: htlp:,./www.hhLcusua 
All trademark are the property of thor re,,aectrve owners 
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The Swing Journal Magazine All-Stars tracked a 

Milestone release in Studio A at Clinton Recording 

in New York City. Pictured (L to R) are Benny 

Golsen, Roy Hargrove, Grover Washington Jr., 

engineer Troy Halderson and Ed Thigpen. 

and overdubbed for Hollywood Records 
in Studio A at the Kerr/Macy Music 
Group (Denver, CO) with producer/en-

gineer Justin Niebank and assistant Jere-
my Lawton. New remote recording fa-
cility Real Image Recording (Portland, 

OR) tracked bluesman Curtis Salgado at 
three Oregon shows, recording to Sony 
PCM 800... 

NORTH CENTRAL 
Producer Bob Rock finished Veruca 
Salt's highly anticipated new Out-
post/Geffen release in Studio 5 at the 
Chicago Recording Company with help 
from engineers Randy Staub and Brian 
Dobbs... Former members of The Jay-
hawks mixed a new, as-yet untitled 
American Recordings project at Smart 

Studios in Madison, WI, with producer 
Brian Paulson and engineer Mark 

Haines...Pink Noise Test mixed their 
Interscope debut with Van Christie at 
Warzone Recorders in Chicago. Jason 
McNinch engineered... Producer Big 

Jim Wright and engineer/programmer 
Jeff "Madjef" Taylor were in Jam & 
Lewis' Flyte Tyme Studio A and Oarfin 
Studios in Minneapolis working on 
remixes of the single "This Weekend" 
for A&M recording artist Ann Nesby... 

SOUTHEAST 

The Georgia Mass Choir overdubbed for 
the Disney movie The Preacher's Wife at 
Doppler Studios in Atlanta, GA. Nick 
Gleny-Smith produced the sessions, and 

DELTRO GOTHAM 
INTERCONNECTS MAKE SWEET MUSIC 

•Nt.......08411111Migemmmiiimm. 

AUDIO CABLES 

• Microphone cables 

• Digital cables 
• Multipair cables 
• Ultraflexible 
• Double shielded 
• Digital multipair cables 

'.-a mmumuomoolel° _ t 

Deltron/Gotham 
US Sales & Stocking Warehouse 

800-292-2834 

CONNECTORS  

• XLR's, 1/4" phone, 
phono, and Midi's 
• New-foolproof channel 

dentification for XLR's 
• New-silent version 1/4" 
phone plug 

Joseph Magee and Mike Wilson engi-
neered...At House of Blues Studios in 
Memphis, TN, Collective Soul tracked 
and mixed an upcoming Atlantic release 
with producer Ed Roland, engineer Greg 
Archilla and assistant Malcolm Springer... 
Tammy Graham overdubbed and mixed 
for Arista at Masterfonics (Nashville) with 
producer Barry Beckett, engineer Csaba 
Petocz and assistant David Hall.. Mark 
O'Connor remixed a self-produced re-

lease for Sony Classical with engineer 
Dave Sinko at Sound Emporium in 
Nashville...Metal masters Obituary 
tracked for their fourth Roadrunner 

Records project at Criteria Recording in 
Miami with producer/engineer Jamie 
Locke and assistant Chris "Scooby" 
Spahr... 

SOUTHWEST 

K-Pop mixed their debut release for 
Nub Records at the label's facility, Nub 

Studios, in Norman, OK. Corey Roberts 
engineered and co-produced with the 
band... 

STUDIO NEWS 

New owners for Sugar Hill Studios in 
Houston, TX: longtime studio engineers 
Andy Bradley, Rodney Meyers and Dan 

Workman (under the name RAD Audio 
Inc.) purchased the two-room complex 
and plan to replace it with an entirely 
new, three-room design to be built in 
downtown Houston...Santa Monica, 
CA, music recording and post-produc-
tion house Leeway Studios opened its 
doors this month. The studio bau:ton-
designed facility features Tascam DA-88 
and Sony 34-inch digital multitracks. 
tons of outboard and fresh air.. Big 
Round Records opened a new profes-
sional V2-inch 8-track recording facility 
in Dodge City, KS, for in-house use and 
for hire. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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master port 
THE Audio Card 

The ideal choice when searching for a mrd for your MIDI / Audio- sequencer. 

An unmatched value; 4 In / 4 Cut triple:AT hardware, MIDI inter:ace w/full 

chase-lock sync. S/PDIF. optical, and superb analog to digital converters. 

Compete with Windows 3.1x oi Win95 multimed a drKers, Master%rt allows 

yeu to u owr sequencer :o its fullest - toth or audio and MIDI. 

ludes professional 5 track (stereo or mono) oroduction 

ut -mixing, high-powered editing, a suite of 80-bit 

nd realtime EQ.. You cat upgrade to tripleDAT at any time! 

SRP introduction price 
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triple DAT •,,„,.., ,., , ,... 

The crmplete solution CreamilNare's Mas-.erPort hmi „, comb led "4 
with cur powerhouse hard disk nialtitrack produittqn Et masleriing .. , 
software. 4 chanrels of I/O, 6 to 16.s.crio or mono tacks of simultaneous 

•.... ... 
playback (or mo-e, depending or your PC), 256 iiirtual track', rner,!j.t. 

realtime- volume/panning/fades V- crossrades, 'time aid oalia.H 

automat on, multiple realtime 6Q-bit DS': effe ules, loop. sc- -I 

reverse, lormalize, peak search, ritipt on-tf ., !hater °Mite% 

powerful editing, one button mix-ilown, chase-I9 Et mastar. . 

ir hared DAT control, masterrog to DAT and Red.': ok CD. fIsi 

(within the multitrack windowl...%11 this plus opti r.,p • .-

More than 7,000 users already rdying an tripleUAT tl.Zr''\,. ens. 

choice. tripleDAT drives your production homè, $08. tit 5 
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$1,798.00 
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PROFESSIONAL RECORDING SOUND AND MUSIC PRODUCTION 

Bookmark this. 
Mix Online is the information resource for thousands of audio profes-
sionals on the World Wide Web. Use Mix Online to help you find what 

you need—about new equipment, recording and production techniques, 
and activities throughout the industry. 

Mix Online is updated regularly to get new product announcements, 
cutting-edge production tips and the latest-breaking industry news to 

you as quickly as possible. 

Mix Online's Editorial Departments present vital information in key 

areas of audio production, including Music Recording, Sound for 
Picture and Live Sound. 

Visit the Product Preview and Field Test pages for info on the newest 
and hottest pro audio gear, and the Current and Industry Notes pages 

for the latest news in the world of audio. 

There's an online version of Studio Showcase, a direct ordering con-

nection to Mix Bookshelf and more... Visit us at www.mixmag.com  
to see these exciting features and return regularly for up to date 

industry news and technology. Bookmark this! 

http://www.mixmag.com 
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Be Part of the Largest Professional Audio Event in Europe! 

102nd Convention 
of the 

Audio Engineering Society 
March 22-25, 1997 Munich, Germany 

Munich - 
Central European 

Magnet 

lerzraaFIFIE— 

The 102nd Convention of the Audio 
Engineering Society will be held at the 

MOC Congress Center in Munich. The AES 

Conventions offer one of the most effective 

opportunities in Europe for an extensive survey 
of new technologies as well as for meeting top 

people. The full programme 
includes a wide variety of pres-

entations: papers, seminars, 
workshops and technical tours. 

Suppliers of equipment and 
services from all sectors of the 

industry will be in Munich, 

The Venue - 
MOC Congress 
Center 

along with the foremost authoritative speakers. 

Munich was chosen for its central location in 

Europe. The city is easily reached by air, rail 

and road. So — plan your journey now! 

To receive further information and advance 

registration material, please contact: 
Audio Engineering Society, Inc. 
102nd AES Convention, 

Reinhard O. Sahr, 

Eicichopslcamp 3 

DE- 30938 BURGWEDEL 

Tel. + 495139-4978 

Fax + 49 5139-5977. 

4, Audio Engineering Society, Inc. web site: http.//www.aes.org e-mail: 1 02nd_info@aes.org 



• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

Gallery 
Recording Studios 

132 West 22nd Street, 6th Floor 
New York, NY 10011 

(212) 366-6640; Fax (212) 727-7187 
e-mail: gallery@bbhhx.corn 

It's a recording studio and an art gallery! 
A beautifully designed new, spacious 
facility with outstanding acoustics, 
based in the heart of Manhattan. The 
best in vintage/modem gear and an in-
spiring atmosphere enhanced by ever-
changing exhibits of striking modem 
artwork. Built to spoil the most de-
manding engineer, producer or musi-
cian. Some names: 148-in Trident 90 
console with moving faders, Studer 
827s, Lexicon, Quested, Pro Tools, 
DA-88s, Focusrite, Neve, Summit, 
Puttee, TC, Neumann, Steinway. 

Sound/Mirror 
76 Green Sheet 

Boston, MA 02130-2271 
(617) 522-1412; Fax (617) 524-8377 

We are a fully digital location 
recording, post-production and 
CD-mastering company specializ-
ing in classical and acoustic 
music. We do extensive field re-
cording around the world and 
have been involved in complete 
recording projects for nearly 
every major classical label over 
the past 20 years. Full location 
recording with PCM-9000; post-
production with Sonic Solutions, 
Lexicon Opus and Sony DAE-3000 
and more. Your recording may be 
our next Grammy nominee. 

Carmel Digital 
PURE SOUND 

Carmel Digital 
PO Box 2834 

Cannel, CA 93921 

(408) 622-0522; Fax (408) 622-0660 

e-mail: nnasson@carmeldigital.com 
htlp://www.carmeicligitcd.com 

Total Digital Environment 
Pristine Acoustical Design 
Mastering, Restoration, Rescue 
Sound Design, Foley 
Surround Sound Mixing 
Jingles, VO, Radio/TV 
Enhanced-CD Development 
Audio for CD-ROM 
Remote Recording 
Multitrack Recording 
Full Automation 
Premium mics/outboard gear 
Visa/Mastercard accepted 

Recent work: sound design for "Inside 
Independence Day"- 20th Cen. Fox. 

The Saltmine 
945 E. Juanita Ave., Suite 104 

Mesa, AZ 85204 

(602) 545-7850; Fax (602) 545-8140 

(Fifteen min. from Phx. Sky Harbor 
Airport) The SALTMINE is the 
coolest tracking/overdub facility in 
Arizona...We feature a classic dis-
crete NEVE 6235 console w/ 36 
33114 modules and 8 33314A com-
pressors; a STUDER A827 24-track 
and 40 tracks of ADAT; Pro Tools 
and a dozen Synths, samplers, vin-
tage tube mie pre's and mies ga-
lore!!! We tune up a sick collection 
of 40 CLASSIC GUITARS and VIN-
TAGE AMPS in a comfortable "LIVE 
VIBE" atmosphere for the band, 
producer or label on a budget. 
CLASSIC AND MODERN ROCK 
RECORDING. 

The Hook Studios 
12623 Mennen Way, Suite 8 

North Hollywood, CA 91605 

(818) 759-4665; Fax (8181 759-0268 

"The best overdub facility in LA." 

With a focus on vocals and over-
dubs, The Hook is a facility dedi-
cated to serving one client. Our 
goal is to provide a no-compro-
mise microphone choice for each 
vocalist and instrumentalist. We 
feature a Neve 8068, a Studer 
A827, and 50 microphones in-
cluding AKG C- 12s, C-24s, Neu-
mann U47s, U67s, M-249s, SM-2s, 
582s; Schoeps G221s, Telefunken 
Elam 250, 251. We are confident 
that we can meet your needs. 

Soundhouse 
Recording 
7023 15th Ave N.W. 

Seattle, WA 98117-5502 

(2061 784-4848; Fax: (206) 784-2604 
Idtpnwww.ICMFDAtcom/Soundhouse.html 

Designed by Chips Davis and 
Frank Hubach Associates, Sound-
house is a cozy, built-from-the-
ground-up, analog and digital 
recording facility. Home to a 
vintage 40-input Trident 80B, a 
Studer A827 24-track and the 
finest in outboard gear. The live 
room features hardwood floors 
and an impressive microphone 
collection. Clients include: David 
Sylvian, KMFDM, ruby, Skinny 
Puppy, Pig/ace, Sweet 75 and 
more. 
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If You're Hot *Recording. Your Turies at CD Quality, Your Career [odd Be at 
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Medium. 
The MD Data recording medium 
gives you 37 minutes of flawless 
digital audio on 4 tracks. 

Tr eh So roc.* (Number al Gen al on 

lia 
You won't find another studio-quali-
ty recorder at this price. As opposed 
to cassette, MD4 offers noise-free, 
loss-less track bouncing. 

['Jell Done 
Introducing the Yamaha MD4 NO 

Multitrack Recorder Never before 
could you record. edit and mix 

with CD quality for only $1199. 
Available now! 
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01997 Yamaha Corporation of America. 
Pro Audio Products, PO, Box 6600. Buena Park. CA 90622. 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd.. 135 Milner Avenue. 

YAMAHA \//. 
DIGITAL MULTITRACK RECORDER 
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1-800-937-7171 



• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

King Sound & Pictures 
1650 S. Orange Grove Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90019 
(213) 931-3099; Fax (213) 931-8720 

e-mail: DobroJimmy@aol.com 

Grammy-nominated, five minutes 
from Hollywood—West L.A.'s 
newest Neve, Studer, API room. 
Record analog: A827 24-track, 
inch 2-track; or digital: ADAT, DA-
88, SV3800 (all Apogee A-D con-
verters). Our gear list includes 
Neumann, Telefunken, Pultec, 
Lang, Teletronix, UREI, AKG. 
TAD and Genelec monitoring. 
Clients include: Johnette Napoli-
tano, Clarence Fountain & the Five 
Blind Boys of Alabama, Rule 62, 
Peter Himmelman, Tommy Stin-
son. Lifter, Peter Noone, James 
Intveld, Weezer. 
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Caravell 
Recording Studios 

2361 Fall Creek Rd. 
Branson, MO 65616 

(417) 334-7040; Fax (417) 334-2014 

Located in the heartland of Amer-
ica, designed and operated by 
artistsfor artists. Three recording 
roams include a Euphonix con-
sole with 56 channels of automa-
tion; Trident 80-B console; Sony/ 
MCI 24-track analog tape ma-
chines; 48 tracks of Alesis digital 
ADAT machines; Sony PCM 7030 
timecode DAT machine; Pro 
Tools digital audio workstations; 
and a vast array of world-class mi-
crophones and monitors. 

4614"-r"" 
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South Point 
Productions 

2963 SW 22 Terrace 
Miami, FL 33145 

(305) 447-0071; Fax (305) 446-7724 

South l'oint Productions is a 
place where the subtle things 
get noticed and make a differ-
ence. Our professional, friendly 
atmosphere encourages innova-
tive production. The studio relies 
on 32 tracks of digital audio, an 
API Legacy console, Pro Tools 
DAW, plus an extensive line of 
MIDI equipment to best produce 
the kind of music your project re-
quires; from audio post to full-
length albums. 

Hotdish Mastering 
143 Bates Ave. 

St Paul, MN 55106 

(612) 776-4611; Fax (612) 778-1776 
e-mail: hotdishl@bitstream.net 

Mastering services from simple 
transfers to delivery formats 
(1630, CD-R, Exabyte) to frilly tai-
lored program-dependent polish-
ing. Other services: digital editing/ 
sweetening/restoration/archiving. 
Flat rate prices/brokering avail-
able. Custom-designed monitor 
environment flat from 23 Hz to 
30+ kHz. 24-bit signal path in-
cludes Sonic Solutions, TC Elec-
tronic M5000. Analog formats ac-
cepted. Customer satisfaction is 
our primary goal. Contact Phil 
Mendelsohn for more information. 

The Santa Fe 
Center Studios 

933 San Pedro, SE 

Albuquerque, NM 87108 

(505) 265-2511; Fax (5051265-4714 

Santa Fe Center Studios in Albu-
querque, New Mexico is uniquely 
qualified to offer the most flexible 
audio production facility in the South-
west: 2 control rooms, 6 isolation 
chambers, each with varied qualities 
running the gamut of acoustics from 
no influence, small, medium, large 
live reflective influences to a delay/ 
reverberant chamber. MIDI/dub-
bing production suite also available. 
Equipment from Focusrite, Lexicon, 
Apogee, Digidesign, Amek, Eventide, 
Sony. Fsr2pr the big city and give your 
next project the attention it deserves. 

Paradise Sound 
Recording 

PO Box 410 

Index, WA 98256 

(360) 793-2614; Fox (360) 793-7713 

Successful projects, worldwide re-
ferrals, and an incredible record-
ing facility in a spectacular loca-
tion. Check out the view, then 
walk into a spacious studio featur-
ing six isolation rooms, a large 
main room and a meticulously 
tuned control room. Add a couple 
perfection-oriented engineers, lots 
of buttons and knobs, and you've 
got the ingredients for an awe-
some recording experience. Re-
cord your next project in Paradise! 

202 MIX, HMI I RI fm)- FOR STUDIO ADVERTISING, CONTACT SHAWN LANGWER AT ( 510) 653-3307 



WORLD TRADE CENTER 
JUNE 4 - 7, 1997 
MENCO CITY 

&ittD_te_eiiLtteittefirgeerige 
en'elLeo A Audio dibiliteslic Weepo 

YES, WE'RE DOING IT AGAIN! MEXICO '96 
WAS AN OVERWHELMING SUCCESS. THE 
DEMAND FOR A YEARLY SHOW BY THE LOCAL 
AND INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS AND VISITORS. 
ALIKE WAS SO GREAT, THAT WE ACCEPTED 
THE CHALLENGE BY SCHEDULING A REPEAT 
PERFORMANCE FOR THE SHOW IN 1997. 

THIS GREAT POWERHOUSE OF A MARKET IS 
EMERGING FROM ITS ECONOMIC INSTABILITY 
AND WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BE IN FULL SWING IN 
TIME FOR OUR SECOND EXPOSITION. 

THE SEMINARS AND CLINICS WILL CONTINUE 
TO GROW AND SSI WILL BRING IN MORE 
WORLD RENOWN INTERNATIONAL AND LOCAL 
PROFESSIONALS THAN EVER BEFORE. 

DO NOT MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO 
BE PART OF LATIN-AMERICA'S PRIMARY MUSIC 
INDUSTRY MARKET SHOW, AS AMERICA LOOICS 
FORWARD TO CONTINUING BUSINESS WITH ITS 
FUTURE #1 TRADING PARTNER. 

Web Address: E-mail: 
http://www.ssie<pos.com chris(J`ssiexpos.com 

Official Hotels 

ROYAL 

Contact: Chris Adams 

SN/ 400G High Pai -it Dr. ¡Hartsdale, NY 10530 USA • Tel: ( 914) 993-0489 Fax: ( 914); 328-8819 

AIM Specify if Exhibitor or Visitor Information 



"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE. • • 

(s< 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: FAX 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E- Mail: provideoebhphotovideo.com 

TASCAM 
102 FAKII / 103 

Stereo Mixdown Cassette Decks 

Best values for musicians, studio operators and production 
houses, tie 102 mull and the 103 consistently produce only the 
ingest quality tape recorded output. 
They Feature: 
• 600111 signal-to-noise ratio and wide frequency response using 
any type of cassette tape. 
• Dolby B/C noise reduction and Dolby HO Pro extends high fre-
quency perlormance up to 6dB and minimizes distortion. 
• Bias -sensing electronics automatically chooses best recording 
settings tor the type of tape you load - Normal, Metal or Cr02. 
• Record/Mute autospacer automatically inserts 4 seconds of 
silence between songs or broadcast segments 
• Independent L / R stereo level and master record level controls 
Tascam 103 Advanced Features: 
• 3-head system allows you to record on a tape and monitor it at 
the same time, without rewinding. 
• MPX fiber button eliminates pilot and sub carrier broadcast 
tones that can intertere with Dolby noise reduction 

202 nocIll 
Dual Auto Reverse Cassette Deck 

Provides hIgh-lidellty sound reproduction and a wide frequency 
response, as well as a host ot teatures lo help you easily dub, 
edit, record or playback ontodrom one or two cassettes. 
• Normal speed and high-speed dubbing 
• 4-second autospacer 
• Dolby HO Pro sound extends high frequency performance and 
minimizes distortion on Normal. Metal and Cr02 tape. 
• Create a professional-sounding composite tape from several 
sources. Functions like Intro Check. Computerized Program 
Search, Blank Scan and One Program quickly find the beginning 
of tracks you want. 
• Twin two-head cassette decks in a durable rack-mount hous-
ing that can be used separately or in tandem during recording 
and playback for total flexibility. 

302 
Double Auto Reverse Cassette Deck 
Ail the features al the 202 firkin . plus more recording and play-
back flexibility. Thats because the 302 is actually two indepen-
dent cassette decks, each wit their own set of interface connec-
tors, transport control keys and noise reducing functions 
• Auto-reverse capability on both decks 
• Individual/simultaneous record capability-both decks 
• Independent RCA unbalanced in/out for each deck 
• Cascade and Control I/O let you link up to 10 additional 
machines for multiple dubbing or long playing record and play-
back applications 

112 niK11 
Stereo Cassette Deck 

The classic no frills- production workhorse. the 112 Me II is a 2-
head, cost effective deck for musicians and production studios. 
Extremely rugged and reliable, the 112 1.11( II is ideal for produc-
tion mastering and mixdown. It also features a parallel port for 
external control an and optional balanced connector krt means à 
is flexible enough to integrate into any nroctunton studiO. 

112R midi 
BI-Dlrectional 

Stereo Cassette Deck 
The 11: .•• incompromrsIng. auto reversing 
and cont deck. It offers the finest indepen-
dent head auto- reverse design al this price level, plus it has extra 
dubbing and editing features for long program recording. 

All the features of the 112 re II plus— 
• Three-head transport with separate high-performance 
record and playback heads. The heads combine with preci-
sion FG servo direct-drive capstan motors to provide the 
highest standards of reproduction quality and performance. 
• Hysteresis Tension Servo Control ( HTSCilvirtually eliminates 
wow and flutter rby maintaining consistent back tension on the 
tape all through the reel, combatting inconsistencies brought 
on by extreme temperatures and humidity. 
• Auto Reverse mode plays or records in both directions before 
stopping, switching sides on the fly. 
• Continuous Reverse mode allows you to loop the tape dur-
ing, playback up to 5 times, or record in both directions. 
without pausing to flip the tape and re-engage the record 
mechanism 

1. may.e NRI 
CDR620 Compact Disc Recorder 
The CDR620 is a next-generation stand-alone write-once CD recorder. It offers a truly 
comprehensive set of features for a wide range at applications including recording studios. 
mastering facilities, post production, broadcast and more. 

• Includes a sample rate converter, a DAT start ID/CD track con-
verter. auto-increment mode, an ISRC encoder. programmable 
digital fade-in/out and an index recording capability. 
• SCSI-2 in/enlace for connection to popular hardware/software 
and virtually any PC for use as a CD-ROM recorder. 
• High oversampling 1-bit ND (64x1 and D/A ( 128x) converters. 
• Subcode sensing or adjustable level sensing for automatic track 
incrementing. Also supports manual track incrementing. 

•Wired remote provides control and status of all CDR620 opera-
tions. Both index and ISRC code recording can be activated, as 
well as catalog number recording ( EAN/UPC). The remote also 
supports copy prohibit on/off and emphasis on/oft 

• Ignores SCMS 
(Serial Copy 
Management Systern1, 
permitting unlimited 
archiving. 
• Has a comprehensive array of analog and digital inputs/outputs. 
including multMle digital audio interfaces (AES/E8U and 1EC-
958-11) and balanced .4/-1046N selectable analog input and 
eadtiu balanced analog output. 
• Cascade feature provides simultaneous parallel operation of 
multiple machines, and a 9-pin parallel (GPI) interlace facilitates 
external automation 

MID-101/201/221/222/430 
Portable Professional Cassette Recorders 

The world standard for held recording, the PMD line is also the value leader. They all feature 
RCA line input/outputs. 1/4-inch headphone jack, built-in speaker, pause control, audible cue 
and review, tape counter, full auto shut-off and low battery indicator. 

• All models except the PMD-430 
have 1/2 speed playback/record 
capability. With 1/2 speed play-
back, musicians can slow down 
complicated passages for analy-
sis. And when played back at 1/2 
speed, the pitch is lowered by 
exactly one octave, so the notes 
are still musically correct—ideal 
tor figuring out complicated 
solos or picking patterns. 
• By recording at 1/2 speed, a 
three hour meeting can be 
recorded on a single tape. A 
built-in mic and automatic level 
control make operation simple, 
and built-in speaker makes tran-
scription convenient. 
• 1/2 speed recording is equally 
ideal for churches. because 90 
minutes can be recorded on a 
single side of tape—no interrupt-
ing to flip the tape over. 
• Three standard 'D' cell batteries 
provide up to 7-1/2 hours of 
operation and the optional RB430 
rechargeable battery delivers up 
to 5-1/2 hours. 

General 
Stereo/Mono 
Heads 

Inputs/Outputs 
Mic Input 

AAD-1111 PMD-2111 MD-221 MAD-222 PMD-430 
Stereo Mono Mono Mono Mono 

2  2 3 3 3 

1/4-inch Minieg Miniplug Mini/XLR 1/4-inch 

Condenser Mic 
Remote Jack 

Built-In Built-In Built-In Built-In — 

— Yes Yes Yes — 

Modular Tel. Jack 
External Speaker Jack 

Record Controls 
VU Meters 
2-Speed Recording 
Dolby B NR/dbx NR 

— Yes Yes Yes — 

— Yes Yes Yes — 

1 1 1 2 (Illuminated) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes — 

— — — — Yes 
0,-15dB. -30013 Mic Attenuation 

Ambient Noise Cont. 
— 10,-1001, -20dB 0,-10dB. -20t01 0, 10dB, -20d8 

Yes Yes Yes 

MPX Filter 
Manual Level Control 

— — — Yes 
— — Yes Yes Yes 

Limiter 
ALC 

— Yes Yes Yes Ves 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Peak Indicator 

Playback Controls 

— Yes Yes 

Pitch Control 
Bias Fine Adj. 
Tone Control 
Memory Rewind 

:20% :20% :20% :20% A% 
— — — — Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
— Yes Ves Yes 

Telex 
ACC2000/4000 Cassette Duplicators 
Designed for high performance and high production. Telex duplicators also offer easy maintenance 
and ease of use. The ACC2000 is a two-channel monaural duplicator, the ACC4000 Is a four-channel 
stereo duplicator. Each produces 3 copies from a cassette master at 16X normal speed and with 
additional copy modules you can duplicate up to 27 copies of a C-60 original in under two minutes. 
And they copy both sides at once. 
The XL Series feature " Extended Lae- cassette heads for increased performance and wear characteristics . 
offer improvements in wow and flutter, frequency response ,S/N ratio and bias. 

Easy Maintenance: 

• Slanted work surface and heads-up" cassette plat-
form prevent oxide build up on the heads and 
makes cassette loading and unloading easier 
• Three point tape guidance system eliminates skew 
problems and prevent unnecessary wear and tear on 
the tape head mechanism 
•Audio and bias, along with head adjustments. are 
made easily from the top of the unit and a switch on 
the back engages the head and pinch roller for con-
venient cleaning 

Fingertip Operation 

• indiyidui ram audio level controls • Automatic or manual selection of 
• Peak reading LED indicators rewind and copy operation. 
• Side A or A/8 select button -Rewinds tapes to the beginning or 

• Stop all tapes Instantly, at any point end automatically (AUTO mode) or 
during the copy or rewind cycle. manually. 
• Short tape indicators alert you it a -In AUTO mode the copy button acti-
tape stops before the anginal does, ',rates the entire rewind/copy/rewind 

identifying incomplete copies sequence. In manual it starts copying 
caused by ham or short. immediately. 

ACC2000 Mono MasterModule: 
1/2 track.two-channel monaural duplicator produces 3 copies 
from a cassette master at 30 Iris ( 160 normal speed). 
Expands up to 27 positrons by adding ACC2000 copy modules. 

ACC2000 XL Mono Master Module 
Same features as ACC2000. plus- Extended Life cassette heads. 

ACC4000 Stereo Master Module: 
1/4 track, four-channel stereo duplicator Same features as 
ACC2000 Mono Master Module/ 

ACC4000 XL Stereo Muter Module: 
• All features as ACC4000. pies- Extended Life cassette heads 
Can be configured for chrome or ferric cassette duplicatron. 

ACC2000 Mono Copy Module: 
• Each module has four copy positions with erase heads and 
controls for side select. 
• LED displays indicate end-of -tape status for each pocket 

ACC2000 XL Mono Copy Module: 
• Same features as ACC2000 Copy Module. plus-Extended Life 
cassette heads. Connects to ACC2000 XL Master Module. 

ACC4000 Stereo Copy Module: 
• Same as ACC2000 Copy Module except 1/4 track tourchannel 

ACC4000 XL Stereo Copy Module 
• Same as the ACC4000Copy Module. p/us-Extended Life neads. 
Configurable for chrome or ferric cassette duplication. 

Copyette EH Series Duplicators 
The Copyette series pro uce high quality. low cost cassettes in large quantities at nearly 16 Imes normal speed. Available ,n two ver-
sions.the Copyettes are capable of duplicating erther one cassette or three at a time. Also available in both mono and stereo models. 

Stereo Guyette 1.201 
Weighing only 8 lbs. (3.6 kg). this 

unit has a durable, impact resis-
tant housing and includes a 
removable power cord, car-
rying handle and protective 
cover An optical . non-reflec-

rive end- of -tape sensing system 
that provides gentle tape handling 

Stereo Copyetle 1.263 
This duplicator copies both sides 
of three cassettes at once. yet Ifs 
as small as the 1•2•1. It 
weighs only 12 pounds (5.4 
kg) and includes a hard 
cover to protect the and while 
not in use It uses all DC Servo motors 
for the ultimate in reliability 

eel» 

Equitek Series 
Studio Condenser Mics 

The " bench mark" lor cost and 
performance, the Equitek series 
of microphones incorporate a 
unique servo design and excep-
tional flexibility to provide extra-
ordinary ballistic capability and 
exceptional transient response. 

E-300 
A multi-patterned side address 
mic that combines vintage cap-
sule design with advanced head-
amp electronics, the E-300 has 
an unusually wide frequency 
response of 10 Hz to 20 kHz and 
an exceptional dynamic range of 
137 di. Also extremely low self 
noise of 1f dB. Ideal for the most 
critical applications. 

Unique powering of all mico is accomplished with apart of 
rechargeable nicad 9-volt batteries incombinajon with 48-volt 
phantom power. This overcomes inhi rent curer!! bolting 
associated with most phantom power supplies and can supply 
ten times the current. 

Shown wIth 
animal 01.1-1 
Sbockmount 

E-200/E-100 
The first member of the current Eguitek lumily. r.he E MO Is also 
a dual capsule side address multi-pattern condenser nic, but 
with lower specifications than the E-31:0. The E-100 uses the 
same electronics as the E-200, but with only one of tri' same 
capsules in a supercardioid pattern. 
• Frequency response of 10 Hz to 18 kHz. 
• Dynamic range of 137 dB • Low sell anise of 16 dE. 

audio-technica 
AT4033 

Cardiold Capacitor Microphone 
The AT4033 is a transformerless, studio microphone designed 
for use in the most demanding applications. 
• Utilizes a gold-plated. "aged-diaphragrY condenser element 
with an internal baffle plate to increase signal-to-noire ratio. 
which coupled with low- noise trans'ormerless electronics, 
makes the AT4033 ideal for critical digital rec. irdings. 
• Dynamic range is 123 dB without the built-in attenuator. 
• Accepts up to 140 dB SPL without capsule or elecnonic-sys-
tern distortion above 1% T.H.D. anda built-in switi liable 10 dB 
(nominal) pad increases it to 150 dB. 
• 2-micron-thick vapor-deposited gold diaphrapm provides accu-
rate reproduction of even the most subtle sounds. 
• Permanently installed internal open-cell foam wildsereen. 
• Integral 80 Hz hi-pass fitter for easyswitching from abet fre-
quency response to a low-end roll,'1 

AT4050/CM5 
Multi-pattern Studio Capacitor 

Microphone 
Supremely transparent and accurat. 
out sacrificing warmth and ambiance, 
the AT4050 expands upon the AT4033. 
to set the standard for studio perfor-
mance mics. 
• New large-diaphragm design utilices two 

capacitor elements to provide consistent, 
superior performance in cardioid omnidi-
rectional and figure-of-eight pole pattern 
settings. 

• To achieve a warm, true-to-life soled in all 
polar pattern settings. Audio-Tecfnica vapar-
deposits pure gold onto specially-contoured 
large diaphragms which are aged ihrough hue 
different steps to ensure optimum characteristics 
over years of use. The transformerless circuitry 
results in exceptional transient response and clean output 
even under extremely high SPL conditions. 

SENNHEISER. 

HD 265 
The HD- 265 is a closed dynamic ster . o Hit, pro-
tensional headphone offering a high Wet of 
background noise attenuation for domestic 
listening and professional monitoring appli-
cations. It is a suitable choice for molder-
ing applications in professional studVis and 
to match the top of the range HiFi systems. 
delivering a clear and tonally balanced sound 
with a minimum of distortion. 

HD 580 
The HD 580 is a top class open dynamic sterec H Ft professional 
headphone The advanced design of the diaphragm avoids reso-
nant frequencies. The HD 580 can be-connected din-chi to Elf, 
systems of the highest quality, in particular DAT. Dt:C, and CD 
players This headphone is an ideal cince for :he pi ofessional 
recording engineer recording classic.il music 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

8100 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 
Store & Mail Order Hours 

Sun 10.4:45 • Mon & Tues 9-6 • Wed & Thurs 9 7 15 e Fri 91 • Sat Closed 

BUSINESS LEASING AVAILABLE 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

APHEX 
106 Easyrider 

4-Channel Auto 
Compressor 
• Four individual channels in 
one rack space 
• Automatic layered attack and 
release times 
• Independent switches for 
fast or slow processing 
• Dial in compression up to 
20 dB 
• Independent on/off 
switches 
• - 10 dB/.4 dB switch 
on each channel 
• Voltage Controlled 
Attenuator (VGA) 
1001 outperforms all 
other VCA's. 
• Linkable pairs for 
stereo applications 

107 Tubessence 
DLal Channel Thermionic 

Mic Preamp 
The tOr pTrivirliis two discrete p•earhp channels each verb its 
OWI dedicated controls. A switchable 48 volt phantom power 
supsly makes it compatible with all mes The 107 delivers out-
standing sole performance, as well as a great degree of ores-
enor, detail openness and image. It also provides extended high 
frequency rysponse without any harshness and an improved bass 
res. anse 
• Tv:o independent channels with front panel XLR inputs 
• Or to 6403 of gam available 
• 2111EI pad with red LED indicator 
• Tv.o LED min meter 
• Ft. I 48 volt Phantom power with red LED indicator 
• Low cat filter with red LED indicator 80Hz. 12013/octave 
• Manly inversion switch with LED indicator 
• Individual channe remote mute capability 
• Seitchabl..4dB/-10dB output with 1/4' IRS phone lacks 

TUBESSENCE: Combines the SeSt attributes of both 
tube and solid state circuitry to provide serf ormanCe 
unmatched by conventional ses. The Solid State 'rent 
en- r is trartsfOrmerloss and only expensive, great sounding 
capaCCOre are used in the signal path. The tube circuit 
imparts the sonic characteristics of tubes without the 
eVeMely high voltages, heat fragility, and short life Span 
Of ronvenfenal tube circuitry. 

109 
Parametric EQ with Tubessence 
The Aphex 109 is an extremely versatile and high performance 
single rack pace parametric vacuum tube equalizer with unique 
features, flexibility and sound 
• True tube circuit ( Tubessence) in the output stage for a 
"warm", "nweer and "rich" sound 
• Dual (steno) two band or mono Iota band equalizer configure 
tun offers flexibility for general sweetening to critical problem 
vs/sing situations 
• In Dual 1.4 de each channe has .1- f040 of input gain, a Low-
M d (20Hz 2kHz) sand and a Mid- High (200Hz-20kHz) band 
• Each band has . 150/-15011 boost or cut with center detent 

(flat). swerbable frequency adjustment, variable bandwidth, and 
switchable peak cr shelving filter mode. 
• Operates Ili the EO flat (calibrated center detent) mode yet still 
peJses signal through the Tubessence vacuum tube stage This 
is helpful 'or warming up digital signals 
• lf °crave to 2 octave bandwidth adiustment 
• Switchabl. - 10r1F3V/.40Bu operating level 

t.c.electronics 
Wizard M2000 

Stith° Effects Processor 

The M2000 features a "Dual Engine" architecture that per 
mit . multiple effects and six different touting modes. There 
are 250 facory programs including reverb, pitch delay. 
dell,. chorus, flange, phase, ambience, ES dc-nosing, com-
pre :sion limit ng. expansion, gating and stereo enhance' 
nerf The M2000 also features 20- bit analog conversion. 
AES1EBU and S/PDIF digital inputs/outputs, "Wizard" help 
menus. 16 tit dithering tools. Tap and MIDI tempo males 
aniesingle page parameter editing. 
• The array of enhanced pitch shift (up to 8 voices), chorus, 
and delay effects are characterized by their precision and 
versatility Everything fron the fine and subtle to the wide 
are spect:cular is handled with equal superiority. The algo-
rithms in tie dynamics section are unique as stand-alone 
effects, but are particularly useful n combination with other 
effects. Those might be de-esser/roorn, gated hall or corn-
pryssed pitch The possibilities are endless. 
• Tempo Tao function allows tempo to be adiusted in beats-
per-minutfr and sub-divided any way you like—even in 
triplets. Po tempo can also be read from MIDI. 
• Pryset "Gilding" (morphine) I unchon ensures seamless tran-
siten setween effects. Very useful in mixing situations. 

ALE.sus 
3630 Compressor 

RMS/Peak Dual Channel Compressor Limiter with Gate 
The most powerful compressor in its class r 
3630 is a dual-channel compressor that one, 
Ratio. Threshold, Attack and Decay controls to 
handle the toughest signals It also offers a 
choice between OMS and Peak compression styles, plus Hard and Soft Knee dynamic curves for ', en, application from subtle 
gain control to in-your-face punch. Ideal for use in applications from studio recording and mixing to live sound reinforcement 
and broadcast 
• Dual mono or linkable true stereo operation. • Each channel's built-in noise gate has an adjustable 
• User selectable Peak and OMS compression styles as well threshold and close rate to ensure clean, transparent 
as hard knee /soft knee characteristics. performance. 
• Dual 12-segment LEDs display gain reduction and • Sidechain input for ducking and de-essing. 
input/output levels. • 1/4-inch inputs/outputs switchable for - 10013 and .4dEl. 

M-EQ 230 
Dual 1/3 Octave/Precision Equalizer 

Used extensively in recording studios since 1989, 
the M-EO 230 provides 60 bands of 60 in a single 
rack space Covering every band from 25 Hz to 20 
kHz in 1/3 octave increments the M-E0 230 is 
ideal for tuning the monitors in your propect studio or even geryng the most out of a home stereo setup 

• Two independent 30-band 1/3 octave graphic equalizers • Auto Power Muting function protects your components form 
• Engineered with Alesrs' MonoIrthe Integrated Surface power oneff transients 
Technology, gives you more features and better audio pertor- • In/out switch allows you to easily compare your original signal 
mance than many 2-space rack devices to the equalized sound 
• Equipped with 1/4" and phono lacks 

rie 

NanoVerb 
18- bit Digital Signal Processor 

The NanoVerb breaks new ground in performance and sound by implementing an 
advanced, high-fidelity digital signal processor in an ultra-compact, easy-to-use and 
incredibly affordable package If you mora tight budget. you want to check out the 
Nanoverb it has the features you need to get started. 

• Introduces 16 powerful preset effects, including hall, room, 
plate and non-linear reverbs, true stereo chorus. flange and 
delay 
• Also includes three multieffects programs—chorus/room. 
chorus/delay/room and rotary speaker/room—allowing you to 
achieve a complete instrument or vocal effects setup from a 
single unit 
• Adjust knob provides complete control over delay time, revert) 
decay etc by allowing you tweak each program until it's lust 
right lor your MUSIC 

• Equipped 
with professional 18-bit AID and D/A converters and a 20-
bit internal processor that operates at three million infrac-
tions per second 
• Front-panel includes input level, effects mix, output level, pro-
gram and adiust controls and dual-color signal input/clip 
LEDs Rear panel interlaces include stereo 1/4-inch input and 
output lacks. 
• Incredibly affordable, you can put two or three in your rack 
for dedicating to multiple sources ( Ultra compact, it requires 
only a 1/3 rack space) 

MicroVerb 4 
Preset/Programmable 18-bit Signal Processor 

An affordable solution for great sounding effects 
processing. the MicroVerb 4 goes lar beyond the 
capabilities of any processor in its class It offers 
the ability to edit and store your own customized programs, to utilize 
complete MIDI implementation 

• 18-bit 0/A and A/D converters and 20-bit internal processor 
combine with the clean effects algorithms to offer a fre-
quency response from 40 Hz to 20 kHz and a wide dynamic 
range. The result is ultra-clean, great-sounding effects for 
every application 
• 100 preset and 100 user-editable effects include many vari-
eties of reverb. delay, chorus. flange and more 
• Advanced effects include rotating speaker simulation, auto-
pan, tap tempo delay and dual-send setups (send one 
effect to one channel and a completely different effect to 
the other) 
• Many of the effects are in true stereo and several offer up 
three effects at once 

rei 

versatile multi-effects configurations and to take advantage of 

• Each program provides two logical effects parameters that you 
can Must in real time using two front-panel edit knobs or 
MIDI controls For example on a reverb program you can 
change decay and frequency content, and you can edit time 
and feedback of delays Up to 100 edited programs can be 
saved to a dedicated user bank 
• Responds to MIDI program change and modulation. and it 
provides a special two-way TRS footswitch lack that offers 
both bypass and control functions 
• Easy-to-use "set-and-forget' interface offers a bright LED pro-
gram number display Just dial up a program number and 
start playing— that's all. 
• Frts in a standard single rack space 

MidiVerb 4 
Dual Channel Parallel Prosessor with Auto Level Sensing 

The MidiVerb 4 extends Ales's' line of affordable 
professional muni-effects processing It provides 
the sonic quality and programming power required 
for studio recording and live sound reinforcement while mentauvro 

• Superb effects algorithms provide a wide variety of dense. nat-
ural-sounding reverbs, rich chorus and flange, versatile delay, 
rotating speaker simulation. pitch shift, panning and more 
• Auto Level Sensing feature automatically sets your input signal 
to the optimum level to take advantage of the MidiVerb 4's 
wide dynamic range 
• 18-bit oversampling digital converters add to the excellent 
audio fidelity, with a resulting 20 kHz frequency response and 
a dynamic range over 90dB 

an incredible degree of affordability. 

• Provides complete MIDI implementation, so you can change 
programs and modulate parameters in real time with MIDI 
controllers (pedals, mod wheels. etc ) 
• Each of the 128 preset and 128 user-editable programs use 
one of 32 configurations, or arrangements of effects You can 
set up mono or stereo single effects, dual mono effects with 
separate mono-in and out for each channel, and multi chain 
configurations that provide two or three effects at once. 

QuadraVerb 2 
Dual Channel Octal Processing Master Effects w/Digital I/O 

Ales's' most powerful signal processor. the 
OuadraVerb 2 offers the amazing audio fidelity 
of a high-end dedicated vocal reverb while pro-
viding powerful multi-effects capabilities 
• 300 programs ( 100 preset and 200 user-editable). 
• Octal Processing allows use ot up to 8 effects simultaneously 
in any order You can choose between over 50 different 
effects types for each block, including reverb, delay. chorus, 
flange, rotary speaker simulation, pitch shift. graphic and 
parametric ED. overdnver and more 

• Special features like five seconds of sampling time, triggerd 
panning and surround sound encoding are also built in 
• Selectable - 10 dB and .4dB levels, servo- balanced TAS inputs 
and outputs 
• ADAT Digital Interlace allows you to work entirely in the digi-

tal between the 02 and an ADAT XT 

Tube MP 
Personal Preamp Processor 

• Power/Peak LED for preyi-
sion monitoring of power 
status and clip point. 
• Input control has two 
ranges of gain. .26,16 - 
.60dB and .6dB - .40413. 

• . 2048 gain boosts input 
level for mic usage. or pad 
for accepting line levels. 
• Phantom power supplies 
power to mics that require 
.48V phantom power. 
• Phase reverse for worry-free multi-microphone placement. 
• Output control for trimming back to unity gain. 
• Genuine 12AX7 tube shapes and warms the sound of any 
transducer, from mics to piezo pickups. 

BEH RINGER  
FADX 1200 Autocom 

• Attack and release times, with Intelligent Program 
Detection, prevents common adjustment errors 
• Newly- developed, powerful noise gate 
• Switchable soft knee/hard knee characteristics for varied 
sound pressure levels 
• Bright. illuminated LEDs show gain reduction 

IIDX 2100 Composer 

• Integrated auto/manual compressor. expander & peak limiter 
• Compresses "musically" in dynamic range without any audi-
ble "pumping" or "breathing" 
• Attack & release times are controlled automatically or manually 
• Interactive Gain Control ( IGC) combines a clipper and peak 
limiter for distortion-free limitation on signal peaks. 
• Servo-balanced inputs and outputs are switchable between 
.40E1 and - 10dB. 

\ÇJR,..kîk. 
instruments 

4200A and 4400 
L-C Series 1/3 Octave Active Equalizers 

• The 4200A (actrye, cut only graphic EO) and 4400 (active graph-
ic E0) provide 28 1/3-octave filters on I.S.O. centers from 31.5 
Hz to 16kHz. Hand-tuned inductor/capacitor (L-C) resonant cir-
cuits provide the ultimate in performance and reliability. 
• Better than 108 dB signal-to-noise ratio with no degradation 
even when titters are used. 
• Continuously adjustable high and low-pass filters band- limit 
unwanted subsonic and ultrasonic noise. 
• Three outputs and powered accessory crossover socket facilitate 
distribution and level control to three subsystems. (131-amp or 
tryamp operation with optional 2-way and 3-way plug-in 
crossover networks. 
• The 4200A has a - 15 dB control range. the 4400 has a 410 con-
trol range. 

4700 1/3 Octave R-C Active 
Digitally Controlled Equalizer 

Similar in specifications to the 4200X4400 Eas. the difference is 
that all functions of the 4700 are digitally controlled 
• Ten non-volatile curve memories and ten preset memories using 
EPROM, so no need for battery backup 
• 10dB boost/cub in 0 5dB steps 
• Adjustable high and low pass filters and gain (8 steps) 
• Digitally controlled by front panel or remote control 
• Password access assures security 
• The control circuits of multiple 47005 can be linked together to 
form a network of equalizers The network can be controlled 
from the first 4700's front panel or optional RS-232. PA422 
interfaces Each network features 10 user programmable pre-
sets accessible via computer control, front panel selection or 
contact closure using the optional Remote Preset Select Interface 

DSP 5024 
Digital Signal Processor 

• 2 input, 4 output signal processor with 107 dB of dynamic range 
• Crossover can be configured as 2-way. 3-way, 4-way or dual 2-way 
• Adjustments can be performed in frequency 1Hz steps. Slope (6. 
12, 18,24 dB/oct.). shape ( Butterworth, Bessel, Linkwitz-Riley) 
• Parametric liners include boost, cut high pass, low pass, rising 
shelf and falling shell, adjustable in 1 Hz steps, 1/10 dB steps 
and bandwidth from 1/70th octave to 4.8 octaves 
• Delay up to 680 ms on each output 
• Ten non-volatile memories and presets with password security. 
• Remote preset select interface includes PA422 

ISE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: c FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E- Mail: provideobhphotovideo.com 

UBL 
Control 5 
Compact Control 

Monitor Loudspeaker 

The Control 5 .s a high pertormefre. wide range control monitor 
for use as the ornery sound source in a variety of applications 
lbs smooth, extended frequency response combines with wide 
dynamic capability to provide acoustic performance that's ideal 
for recording studios. AN control rooms & remote trucks. 
• 6-1/2 inch ( 165mm) low frequency driver provides solid, pow-
erful bass response to 50 Hz and a pure titanium 1-inch dome 
handles high frequency response to 20 kHz. 
• Both transducers are magnetically shielded, allowing use in 
close proximity to video monitors 
• Dividing network incorporates protection circuitry to prevent 
system damage and utilizes high quality components including 
bypass capacitors for outstanding transient accuracy. 
• Molded of dense polypropylene toam, with a choice of black. 
gray or white finish 
• Pleasing enclosure allows it to easily fit into any environment. 
• A host of mounting systems including ceiling, rack and tripod 
allow positioning in exactly the right spot for best performance 

4200 Series 
Studio Monitors 

The 4200 Series are console-top mon/ton models designed 
specifically for use in the near held Both the 6 5-inch (4206) and 
the 8-inch (4208) offer exceptional sonic performance. selling 
the standard for today's multepurpose studio environment 
• Unique Multi-Radial sculptured baffle directs the axial output of 
the individual components for optimum summing at the most 
common listening distance (approx. 3 to 5 ft) 
• The baffle also positions the transducers to achwe alignment of 
their acoustic centers so that low, mid and high frequency infor-
mation reaches your ears at the same point in time. resulting in 
superb imaging and greatly reduce phase distortion 
• Curved surface of the ABS baffle serves to direct possible reflec-
tions of the shorter wavelengths away from the listening posi-
tion, eliminating baffle diffraction distortion 
• Vertical alignment of the transducers across the baffle center 
produces na-mral mirror-imaging 
• Pure titanium diaphragm high frequency transducer provides 
smooth, extended response 
• Magnet assembly is shielded, allowing placement near magnet 
catty sensitive equipment like CRT's, tape recorders. etc 
• Low frequency components also feature magnetic shielding 
making the 4200 Series mondons ideal for use in video post 
production facilities as well as music recording studios 

6208 
Near Field Studio Monitor 

An internally bframpldied near field studio monitor. the 6208 pro-
vides excellent reference in a small, portable package It com-
bines optimized electronics with an F. two-way speaker system 
on a Multi-Radial baffle that aligns acoustic centers of high and 
low frequency transducers The transducers are magnetically 
shielded to allow safe placement near sensitive equipment such 
as tape recorders and video monitors 
• Electronically balanced input is compatible with both - 10 ObV 
and .4 d8u Yonne' operating levels and input connection can 
be via XLR or ve connectors 
• An electronic. 2.6 kHz crossover, designed specifically to com-
pliment the acoustic characteristics of the transducers. feeds 
dual amplifiers utilizing discrete circuitry The ampldiers feature 
a low feedback design, with no slew rate limiting and extremely 
low distortion 
• The eight inch, low frequency transducer delivers a long, linear 
excursion resulting in a smooth extended bass output with low 
power compression It is coupled to a one inch titanium 
diaphragm. high frequency transducer with patented diamond 
pattern surround exhibiting flat response../-2 db from 
crossover point to 20 kHz 
•The Multi-Radragtm) baffle aligns the acoustic centers of the 
high and low frequency transchicers. ensuring that all frequen-
cies arrive at the listening position at precisely the same time 
This unique baffle design also greatly reduces diffraction and 
phase dissocions Dispersion characteristics of the 6208 reduce 
the effects of changing acoustical environments and achieve 
consistent, accurate imaging 

 L.Fr, 
MICRO SERIES 1202-VLZ 
12-Channel Ultra-Compact Mic/Line Mixer 

Mackle s lanatical approach to pro sound engmeenng rias resulted mine IVIrcro Serres 
1202-VLZ. an affordable small mixer with studio specifications and rugged construction. 
It delivers no-compromise. non-stop. 24-hour-a-day professional duty in permanent PA 
applications. TV and radio stations. broadcast studios and editing suites—where nothing 
must ever go wrong 
• Working S/N ratio of 90dEl. distortion below 0 025% across 
the entire audio spectrum and . 28 dB balanced line drivers 
• 4 mono channels with discrete. balanced balanced micaine 
inputs and 4 stereo channels ( 12 inputs total) 
• Line inputs and outputs work with any line level, from instru-
ment level, to semi-pro - 10dB to professronal.408 

• Switchable phantom-powered 
(48v) inputs for condenser mics. 
• Every input channel has a gain control. pan poi. low I/O at 80 
Hz. high EC) at 12.5 kHz and two aux sends wit 20a' gain. 
• Master section includes two stereo returns headphope bezel 
control and metering. 

MS1402-VLZ 
14 x 2 Compact Mic/Line Mixer 

Balanced inputs and outputs. 3-bsi . , its and deluxe tape monitor/Confrol 
Room feature Nice long 60mm faders sfasludia-guahly mie preamps and extra Alt 
3-4 stereo bus—in less than 1.3 square tent of space. 

• Studio grade mu preamps (chs 1-6) with high headroom. 
low noise and phantom power. Also Incorporate low cut fil-
ters to cut mu handling thumps. pops and wind noise lets 
you safely use low shelving EC on vocals 
• Trim controls ( ch 1-6) with ultra wide range (. 10 to -40d8) 
handle everything from hot digital multitrack feeds to whis-
pering lead singers and older, low output keyboards 
• Pan control with constant loudness and high 1/6 attenua-
tion so you can pan hard left or right without bleed-through 
• Two aux sends per channel with 15dB extra gain 
above Unity 

The new MS-1202. 1402 and 1604 all include (Very Low Impedance) circuitry it critical signal path points. 
Developed for Mackies acclaimed 8-Bus console series, VLZ effectively reduces thermal noise end minanizis 
crosstalk by raising current and decreasing resistance. 

• 60mm log-taper faders are 
accurate along their whole length of 
travel and employ a new long-wearing ortact 
material for longer fader life & uper resistance to dust, emo-e etc 
• Control room/phone matrix adds increddy e tape nionitonna. 
mixdown and live sound versatilit y. 
• Mute switch routes channel output to eters ALT ).-4 stereo bus. 
Use if for Seeding multitrack recorder charnels, creating a sub-
group via controlroom/phones matrix. n intoning a signal before 
bringing it into the main mix or creating a" mir minus' 
• Solid steel nii instead of aluminum or plasl 

CR-1604 VLZ 16-Channel Mic/Line Mixer 
HallOS -d.11 choice or ',MID( louring groups studio session prayers as well In ' ' 

cast and sound contracting The CR-1604 VLZ features everything you would expo,' 
from a larger console, and then some, 24 usable line inputs with special headroon 
ultra-low noise Undyplus circuitry, seven AUX sends. 3-band EO, constant power 
pan controls. 10-segment LED output metering and discrete front end phantom-pow-
ered mu inputs 

• Lowest noise and highest headroom (90 dB working S/N and 
108 dB dynamic range) 
• Genuine studio-grade, phantom powered, balanced input mu 
preamps on channels 1-16 All CR-1604 VLZ discrete input mu 
preamp stages incorporate four coniugate-pair, large-emdter 
geometry transistors So. whether recording nature sound 
effects or heavy metal, miking flutes or kick drums. you get the 
quietest. cleanest results possible 

• 3-band EQ wrth mid-frequency sweep 
and low cut switch 
• AFUPFL solo and mute switches with overload andsrgnal pre-
sent indicators 
• Rear panel features include insert points and 1/.1-inch "Xl.:1 con-
nectors on every channel. as well as WA tape i sputsbiutputs 
• Rotary input/output "pod' allowing three different poortrcns for 
set-up 

Dis ¡tal Multi-Track Recorders 

TASCAM DA-88 
• ATF system ensures nu tracking cows ur loss of 5,11010.1,1mo Ail erght tracks uf dtlült, 
are perfectly synchronized 11 also guarantees perfect tracking and synchronization 
between all audio tracks on all cascaded decks - whether you have one deck or six-
teen ( up to 128 tracks') 
• Incoming audio is digitized by the on-board 16-bit D/A at either 44 1 or 48KHz 
The frequency response is Slat from 20Hz to 20KHz while the dynamic range 
exceeds 92c1B 
• Execute seamless Punch-ins and Punch- outs This feature offers programmable digi-

tal crossfades. as well as the ability to insert new material am-inlet, into let spots Yo 
ate special effects or compensate for poor timing 

SONY PCM-800 

Mira' :racks to ganen-

- Flawless sound quality outstanding reliability and r rotes 101131 tudio interlacing 
with AES/EBU digital I/O and OLA analog I/O connections 
• Combines audio functions such as precise auto punch indite chrida) cross lade 
technology, external synchronization with SMPTUEBU lime code and selectable 
sampling frequencies of 44.1 and 48kHz. 
• Shuttle dial loi precise tape control, variable speed reap. ck 01.5% in 3.1% 
Increments and a flat frequency response from 20Ftz to 20kHz. 

• Operate up to 16 PCM-800's in perfect sync with optional RCC-S1 sync cables.' or up to 128 channels of clegrtal audio recording. 
• Optional DABK-801 Sync Board provides SMPTEJEBU time code generation and chase sync It locks to the incoming time code 
with subframe accurate offset— ideal for audio-follow-video applications. Also synchronizes to externs' video reference 
• Optional AV-0800 provides comprehensive remote control over all PCM-800 functions The 13M- 1180E can control up to six snits 
for up to 48 channels of digital 31,,!. • 

PBM 511 

ALESiS adat xt 
8-Track Digital Audio Recorder 
An incredibly affordable tool. Me ADAT-X1 trie standard in modu-
lar digital multitrack recording With new features and enhanced capa-
bilities. the ADAT-XT operates up to tour times faster than the original 
ADAT, offers an intelligent software-controlled tape transport and pro-
vides onboard digital editing and flexible autolocation 

• Onboard 10- point autolocate system provides quick access to 
multiple tape locations. Four specialized locate points make 
your recording sessions quicker and easier. 
• Includes remote control with transport and locate functions, 
offers a foolswitch lack for hands-free punch-in 
• Advanced transport software continuously monitors autoloca-
lion performance and the head constantly reads ADAT's built-
in sample-accurate time code—even in fast wind modes. 
• Dynamic Braking software lets the transport quickly wind to 
locate points while gently treating the tape 
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• Servo-balanced 56-pin ELCO connece Operates at .4f1E1 to 
interface with consoles with .4 dB bafronbal nputeoutputs 
Also unbalanced - 10(18 inputs/outputs i.phonci connecta-s). 
• Has an electronic patch bay baille so d can tie used eh 
stereo and 4-bus consoles 
• Make flawless copy/paste digital edit between macpinfs or 
even within a single unit Track COPY feature makes a Matta' 
clone of any track (or group of trucks) ind copies it to any 
other track ( or group) on the same recinder This alows you 
to assemble composite tracks los dig tal editing 

ALESIS 
Monitor One 

Near Field Studio Reference Monitor 
Designed by engineers wIth decades or experience the award win-
ning Monitor One provides the last critical link in the tecording 
studio's signal chain; giving you an accurate reproduction of what 
is being recorded. 
• Delivers excellent image and transient reproduction powerful 
bass, and smooth, extended high frequency detail. 
• Exclusive SuperPort speaker venting technology eliminates the 
"choking" effect of port turbulence tor solid high-power bass 
transients and extended low frequency response. 
• Ferrofluel cooled 1" silk-dome driver eliminates the harshness 
and ear tangue associated with metal or plastic tweeters, making 
d easy to mix on for extended periods. 
• Monitor One's powerful bass incorporates a proprietary 6.5'' low 
frequency driver with a mineral-filled polypropylene cone and a 
1.5" voice coil wound on a high-temperature Keeton former. 
• They come in a mirror-image left/right pair covered with a non-
slip rubber textured laminate for stable mounting. 

Monitor Two 
Mid Field Studio Reference Monitor 
While today's popu-
lar music demands 
more bass at louder 
volumes than a small 
near held monitor 
can possibly pro-
duce—the Monitor 
Two delivers—at a 
price no higher than 
many ot these small-
er speakers. 
• Utilizes a 10" three way speaker design with a urique asymmet-

rical crossover to maintain he same accurate tonal balance and 
imaging of the Monitor One—but with a much larger sound field t 
• 10' low frequency driver incorporates SuperPort speaker L 
technology to provide powerful, extended bass. 
• 5" mid frequency driver offers exceptional mid frequency detail 
• 1" silk dome high frequency driver delivers a broad but natural 
frequency response from 40Hz to 18kHz. 
• Covered in a non-slip rubber finish, the Monitor Two comes in a 
mirror imaged pair for mixing accuracy. 

PBM Series II 
Reference Monitors 

The PBM II Serie, is Me influstry standard tor reference monitors. 
They feature advanced technologies such as variable thickness, 
injection molded cones with nitrite rubber surrounds and the 
highest quality components including polypropylene capacitors 
and carefully selected indicators. With a Tannoy monitor system 
you are assured of absolute fidelity to the source, true dynamic 
capability and most important, real world accuracy. 

• Custom 5" iniection-molded bass driver with a ndr te rubber 
surround tor extended linearity and accurate low frequency 
reproduction They are better damped for reduced distortion and 
exhibit more naturally open and detailed midrange. 
• Woofer blends seamlessly with the 3/4" polymide soft dome 
ferro-fluid cooled tweeter providing extended bandwidth for 
extremely precise sonically-balanced monitoring. 
• Designed or nearfield use, the PBM 5 II cabinets are produced 
from high density medite Mr minimal resonance and features an 
anti-diffraction radiused front baffle design 

PBM 6.5 II 
• Transportable and extremely powerful. the PBM 6.5 II is the 
ideal monitor for almost any project production environment 
• 6.5" lowfrequency ever and 3/f tweeter are fed by a completely 
redesigned hardwired hand selected crossover providing uncom-
promised detail precise spectral resolution and flat response 
• Fully rad used and ported cabinet design reduces resonance and 
diffraction while providing deep linear extended bass 

PBM 8 II 
• High tech 1" soft dome tweeter with unmatched pattern 
control and enormous dynamic capability. 8' driver is capable of 
powerful bass extension under extreme SPI demeds. 
• Hard wired crossover features true Si-wire capability and utilizes 
the finest high power polypropylene capacdors and 
components available 
• Full cross-braced matrix medite structure virtually eliminates 
cabinet resonance as a factor 
• Ensures precise low frequency tuning by incorporating a large 
diameter pon leatunng laminar air flow at higher port velocities 



TASCAM 
DA-P1 
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Stone & Mail Order Hours 
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BUSINESS LEASING AVAILABLE 

Portable DAT Recorder 
• Rotary two head design and two 
direct drive motors for the 
best transport in its class 
• X_R-balanced medine inputs 
(wrth phantom power) acceptt 
signal levels from -60dB to .4dB 
• Aoalog line inputs 8 outputs ( unbalanced) plus S/PDIF ( RCA) 
digital inputs and outputs enable direct digital transfers 
• Uses next generation ND& DIA converters for amazing quality 
• Supports 32/44 1/48kHz sample rates 8, SCMS-free recording 
• MIC limiter and 20013 pad to mime the best possible sound 
uthout outside chsturnances 
• TRS jack d level control to monitor sound with any headphones 
• Built tough. the DA-PI is housed m a solid, well-constructed 
hard case. It includes 3 shoulder belt, AC adapter & 1 battery 

PWIIIb 
PDR1000/PDR1000TC 

Professional Portable 
DAT Recorders 

• Direct drive transport with 4 heads for confidence mondonng. 
• Balanced XLR me and line analog inputs and two RCA analog 
line outputs Digital inputs and outputs Include S/PDIF con-
sumer ( RCA) and AES/EBU balanced XLR 
• Left/Right channel me input attenuation selector(OdB/-30dB) 
• 48v phantom power, built-in limiter 8i internal monitor speaker 
• Illuminated LCD display shows clock and counter, peak level 
metering margin display, battery status. ID number, tape 
source status and machine status 
• Sapp'« Nickel Metal Hydride rechargeable battery powers 

PDR1000 for two hours The battery has no "memory 
effect" and is charged in two hours with the supplied AC 
Adapter/charger 

POR1000TC Additional Features: 
In addition to all the features of the PDR1000 recorder, the 
POR1000TC is equipped to record, generate and reference to 
time code in all existing international standards. 
• All standard SMPTE/EBU time codes are supported, including 
24 25. 29.97 (drop frame and non-drop frame) and 30 fps. 
• E eternal syncrondatron to video. held sync and word sync 

FOSteX 
D-25 

Digital Master Recorder 

Professional digdal master recorder featuring the confidence 
monitoring, and insert editing using a 4- head transport Sync 
functions for any pro application including the ability to chase 
sync to a master timecode. The D-25 will resolve to external ref-
erences such as WORDNIDFO/DAT frame signal r WORD. 
Features: 
.16 MBit RAM buffer" Instant Start d Edits. *Scrub from tape 
or buffer. •JocVShultle from 1/20 to 16X. •SMPTE/EBU TC 
generator/reader a-On board chase/lock sync. •RS-422 slot. 
*Independent left/right recording .4- head 4-motor transport. 

D-30 
Digital Master Recorder 

The Fostex flagship prolessIonal post production DAT recorder, 
the 0-30 contains all the features of the D-25, plus large high 
resolution backlit LCD display which shows all parameters at a 
glance, Intuitive turacheal menus from 10 dedicated sott keys. 
twc RS-422 ports for added flexibility 

Panasonic. 
SV-3800/SV-4100 
Professional DAT Recorders 

De, vied for professional applications, the SV-3800/SV-4100 
have highly accurate and reliable transport systems with search 
speeds up to 4000 normal, and 20-bit DIA converters to satis-
fy the highest professional expectations both in terms of sound 
and functionality 

A-90EX m 
The A-ROES is an 88-note, weighted master con-
troller with the best keyboard action currently on 
the market—bar none. It offers incredibly realis-
tic piano sounds. powerful controller capabilities 
and 'virtual' programmable buttons which can 
be configured to operate your software and 
other devices. The A-90E0 combinu the majes-
tic sound of a concert grand. the expressive 
action of a fine acoustic keyboard and the comprehensive MIDI 

Keyboard Controls 
• Master volume slider lets you control the volume of your 
entire MIDI setup without changing Pee balance between con-
nected devices. 
A Global Transpose switch transposes all connected sound 
sources without changing the transpositional relationship 
between the individual devices 
• Sequencer Control Section lets you control song selection, 
tempo and other parameters easily and quickly 

Superb Sound 
• The A-90EX's sound source is the result of an exhaustive and 
detailed sampling process First, the best of the world's finest 
concert grands were sampled. Then -Tech note was sampled 
under controlled conditions ( mie poslion, stage and hall 
acoustics etc.) Only alter extensive trial and error were the 
very best samples selected and Incorporated. 
• The A-90EX's sound source gives you access to a wide variety 
of sounds, including two types of stereo-sampled grand 
pianos, various styles of acoustic and electric ()twos ( includ-
ing classic Rhodes sounds) and a gemerous selection of syn-
thesizer textures. 
• The versatility of these sounds is enhanced with 64-voice 
polyphony- indispensable for realistic piano sounds, geeing 
you all the capacity you need for lush, sustained passages. 
• For additonal texture, there is also a Tienerous selection of 
built-in effects, including several type of reverb and chorus 

aster Controller for the Nut Century 

functions of a master controller al; in a portable stage und. 

Extensive Pedormance Configurations 
• The A-HOED can store up lo 64 Performances, which may 
consist of up to four of the A-90EX's preset Patches along 
with various user-configurable parameters such as zone, 
effects on/ott and MIDI channel. Optional M-512E Memory 
Cards. stores an additional 64 Performances ( per card). 

BP Key Keybnard 
• Proprietary 88-note hammer-actor, keyboard offers the 
natural resistance and rebound ol .En acoustic piano 
• Velocity-sensibve. the keyboard bongs out every nuance of 
your dynamics. from pianissimo te forte. Selectable velocity 
curves let you choose the sensitivity that best suits a particu-
lar musical style or sound source. 
• Keyboard also offers channel aftertouch-sensitivity - a power-
ful function for controlling external sound sources. 
• The keyboard can be split into eight zones (four internal and 
four external, or you can assign all eight zones to external 
devices). It also has 20 different controls and connectors for 
instant access to internal and external demces. 

Built-In Sands 
• 128 patches from the Roland JD-9313, JV-1080, Sound 
Expansion Series, JV-Senes and SR-JV80 Series expansion 
boards. Customded patch names :an also be stored in the 
database. Optional Voice Expansioe boards like the VE-GS1 
offer a wide selection of GM and GS sounds and the VE-JVI 
offers synth textures from Roland': JV-senes synthesizers. 

DM-800 
Digital Audio Workstation 

A compact, stand-alone multi-track disk recorder that provides an amaz-
ing array of features at an unbelievably low pas Whether for music pro-
duction, post production or broadcast, the DM-800 lets your work easier 
and faster. A full function workstation, the DM-800 performs all digital 
mixing operations from audio recording, to editmg, to rotation track-
bouncing, to final mixdown. It fully supports SIAPTE and MIDI time codes 
and also Matures a buitt-in Sample Rate Resolver to synchronously lock to 
any time code. 

VS-880 
Digital Studio Workstation 

the VS-880 is an integrated digital reorder, mixer, editor and lx processor in 
one. A complete digital studio workstation, the VS-880 handles eerythIng from 
data input and recording to mixing anit mastering in one superbly styled, com-
pact unit It provides 64 recordable treks, CD-quality digital audio and studio-
quality multi-effects vent the optional VS8F-1 Effect Expansion Board. Storage 
is accomplished via the internal lomeça Jaz dnve. You can recant 500 total 
track minutes or 60 minutes of recordmg time per track in Standard Mode on one 1GB Jut disc. 

Digital Recorder. 
• Eight discrete tracks, each with eight 'layers' of virtual tracks. 
Record up to eight 'takes per track far a total of 64 recording 
tracks. At final mix-down, simply seket the best take for each 
discrete track. You can even compilethe best parts from vari-
ous takes to create a perfect track. 
• High-quality 18-bd 0/11 and DIA conversion, selectable sam-
pling rates include 48,44 1 or 32 klis The VS-880 is a non-
linear, random access recordereddm. so no memory is wast-
ed on unused tracks or blank sections within recorded tracks. 

Digital Editor 
• Nun-destructive recording and edifing lets you easily return to 
any pre-recorded or pre-edded state_You can Undo' up to 
999 edits, even after conducting mutt ple recording/editing 
sessions. You can redo your song Iroen any desired point. 
Instead of going back to the beginning and starling all over. 
• Copy, move and replace like using a sequencer or word 
processor. Cut and paste on one bad: or on multiple tracks. 
Dike track bouncing on an analog machine)-sound quality is 
always the same no matter how man, editing steps are done. 
• Compress or expand playback time. I-pecify time length from 
75% to 125% of the °rout while the original playback pitch 
remains unaffected 
• Insert a 'marker' anywhere in a song ( up to 1000 markers) 
with instant access to any mark. Prev ew/Scrub function lets 
you execute a pin-point search for tho first notes or the begin-
ning of a phrase, while you monitor 
• All virtual track performance data can be stored and named as 
a Song (up to 200 Songs), complete with mixer, effects, mark 
and locate settings. 

Studio Effects: 
• Optional VS8F-1 Effect Board provides two completely inde-
pendent stereo mutt-effects mouse rs, allowing you to con-
trol every aspect of your recording without leaving the digital 
domain Access during either recording or mix-down 
• 200 patches (preset 8 user) based or 20 resident algorithms. 
• Effects include everything from delay reverb and chorus to 
distortion and speaker emulate'', Some feature 3-D sound 
processing from the Roland Sound Space (ROS) system. 
• Guitar effects like overdrive and distartion are included as well 
as a COSM-based guitar amp simulator 

Digital Nicer 
• Digital mixer futures 806 inputs, B recording busses. 1 
stereo AUX send and 1 stereo master output. A coaxial deal 
input accepts a stereo ( 2-channel mono) digital signal. 
• There are 4 analog audio inputs (le phone and RCA jacks). 
• You can record up to 6 channels,n-cluding 4 analog and 1 
digital stereo source simultaneousw on 4 tracks. Using the 
digital coax out, you can archive your final mixes to DAT 
• For the simplest mixer/recorder canfigurahon. the VS-880 
gives you an 8-channel mixer with mixer channels and 
recorder tracks corresponding directly The Input MulTrac 
Mix mode turns the VS-880 into a T 4-channel mixer capable 
of mixing 6 input sources and 8 re orden  tracks at one time 
• Sync sequence data from an «tenet MIDI system, along with 
8 recorded tracks, for mmuttaneom. playback and mix-down 
right on the VS-880; no submixer repined. 
• Built-in parametric ED, with all tonal contouring represented 
on the display for instant confirmal-on. In Input Track 
mode, ED offers three bands--High (Shelving), Mid ( Peaking), 
and Low (Shelving) and 8 channels. In Input dthx/Track Mix 
modes. a 2-band E(1 is available. 
• Every mixer parameter setting. inc uding internal routing and 
ED settles, can be captured as a' ,napshot• Up to 8 snap-
shots can be stored and switching among them is as simple 
as touching a button Fader movements can be recorded with 
an external MIDI sequencer for tullo' automated mix-downs. 

Other Tautens: 
• Built-in 1G Jut dove for storage let you take audio with 
you-just like tape. Built-in SCSI pal offers additional storage 
capability with SyOuest. MO drives. DAT tape etc 
• MIDI connectors let you sync the VS-880 with a MIDI 
sequencer, either as a master or slrve. Sync through MIDI 
Time Code or MIDI Machine Contrail 
• You can record mixer settings and fader movements into a 
MIDI sequencer. Playmg the sequence back, in sync with the 
VS-880, affords fully automated me-dovin capabilities. Has a 
MIDI Clock-dedicated track independent of the main tracks. 
so you can even sync to a non-MTtI/MMC compatible 
sequencer. Stack two VS-880s via 14101 and you'll get a digital 
recording system with 16 discrete tracks and as many as 128 
total tracks 

SOUNDSCAPE 
DIGITAL 7ECHNOLOGY LTD. 

SSHRD-1 
Hard Disk 
Recorder/ 
Editor 

A professional Mult Mack Neat Auriga Workstation for the PC, the 
SSHOR1 combines the-highest quality processing hardware will 
easy-to-use Windows-lesed software for the most complete and 
affordable solution for Mph aucio recording and edit-
ing on the PC The S.SHDR1 has over 50 pown.dul editing tools and 
is expandable from B trr 128 tracks, with up to 32 inputs and 64 out-
puts. Ideal for a wide range of applications -angina from, recorcIng 
muse in protect studios with an 8 trek system, to mulhple unit 32. 
48 and 64 track systems used by majer TV and film studios for 
audio post proauctronlinked to video. 
The SSHDR1 consists of twa major components, a 19" rack und 
which contains all the audio processing hardware and an Intuitive 
and elegant software front end for Wffidows. The hardware. which 
connects to the PC ma the included host interlace card . can record 
16 bit digital aud o Pon, the malog o, digital inputs in stereo and 
play back up to 8 track; simultaneous), mixed through 2 or 4 ana-
log or digital outputs 
All audio processing, (sk Modem arid synchrondanon is caned 
out by the powerful 3SA in the hardware, so literally any PC can be 
used—even a 386 with-only .1MB of RAM. By Putting all of the pro-
cessing power into rts' own harchureinstead of relegating it to your 
PC, the SSHDR1 also frees up your PC and allows it to act merely as 
a 'front-end' view title the hardware workings.MuMple unds can be 
locked together with sample accuracy, a featere which requires no 
additional software or terdwore upgrades Soundscape DAWs have 
'rock solid' synchronization to analogue. digital or mdeo tape 
recorders and men chase hmecode wnen vanspeed is used 
• Using Me virtual tracks, up to 64 audio takes can be recorded it 
the same timing positron man arrangement, allowing for Instance. 
a sib riox of multiple baclueg vocal harmomes. duologue or sound 
effects to be selected on are/ physical track later 
• Arrangements are created o the arrange window which display 
PARTS of a soundtract and play theactual recorded audio TAKES 
on disk. A TAKE can le used in different ways by any number of 
PARTS which can play all or any section of he TAKE, e g. a chorus 
vocal can be recorde just once, but used four times within an 
arrangement Them I 'ARTS build up the soundtrack, and can be 
edited In a non-destrschve way at woveform level 'on the fly', even 
wh le chasing incoming tame ode. 
• Moon. Copy, Tom, Slip, Solo, Reput, Delete. Cut, Glue edit 
functions. 
• Solo and Mult -track audio scrubDinn. 
• 999 named markers ( reed on the fly) 
• Realhme lade In/Out 113 selectable curves) 
• Automated Punch Indrut 
• Volume contouting. 
• Powerful noise gate ( 0 parameters with Moor' setfings to remove 
silence or signals Iron a mix, ideal tor ADR, 
• Normalize process to OdEl 
• Stereo link bd I for stereo er Ming 
• Varispeed 110%. 
• Nudge edit rung arrow keys. 
• Supports all SMPTE formals, inclsding 29.97 and 29.97 Drop 
frame. 
• 9 customizable Tool Pages 
• AVI video file support with fill synchronizat on (requires Video for 
Window V1.1). 
• Optional EDL File support tech full ado conform via RS422. 
• Zoom 1n/out history (8 levels) Windows V1 I. 
• Volume and Pan controls ( realeme.non-destructne, with full 
automation via MIDI) 
. Assignable fader grouping. 
• Mege (stereo digital mix-dawn). 
• Reverse/Phase Invert/Come:de tempo. 
• Opbonal Time Module features TimeetretchiEme compression 
Pitch shill and Sample rate conversion. 
• Insert Left/Right Lccators 'cm the fly'. 
• 8 physical output channels. selectable tor each PART within a 
virtual track. 
• Non-destructive sample-recoluton adding Troth 'glitch-less tom 
• Total disc space rs charmedly shared by all tracks 
• Cycle record mode veth Sta. wed -AMES and pre-roll Dike analog 
moot-track tape recormrs) 
• Synchronization MIDI Sorrit Positinner . MIDI clock or MIDI 
time code 
• Time axis display re SMPTE (hours, min, seconds and frames) or 
Measure (bars and bets): readout al time between locators 
• Arrangements are saved an •.eparate arrange files on the host PC 

Minimum Shipping USA (Except AK & HI) $7.00, u to 3 lbs. Add 60c for each additional Ib. For ins add 40c per 
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Name/fitle   

Company  

Address  

City/State/Country  

Zip/Postal Code  

Phone ( 

1) Yew gape wince 

01. El Recording studio 
(including remote trucks) 

02.0 Independent audio 
recording or production 

03.0 Sound reinforcement 
04.0 Video/film production 
05. ID Video/film post-

production 
06. D Broadcast/radio/ 

television 
07.0 Record company 
08. D RecordAape/CD 

mastering /manufacturing 
09. 0 Equipment manufacturing 

(incl. rep firm) 
19 0 Equipment retail/rental 
11. 0 Contractor/installer 
12. 0 Facility design/ 

acoustics 
13.0 Educational 
14.0 Institutional/other 

(please specify) 

2) You 1•11 w pekoe 
(died On 

15. 0 Management-President 
owner, other manager 

16.0 Technical 8 Engineering 
-Engineer, editor, desigr 
engineer. etc. 

17. D Production 8 Direction-
Producer, director, etc. 

18 0 Sales 8 Administration-
Sales rep, account 
executive. etc 

19. D Artist/Performer-Record-
ing artist, musician, com-
poser. Other creative 

29. El Other 
(please specify) 

31 Yrwr role in purchasing 
equipment, supplies and services 
(check ONE): 

21 • 1 the purchas-
• ) , ' duct or service 

22 0 Specify makes models or 
services lo be purchased 

23. D Make the final decision or 
give approval for purchase 

24 ^ Hoye TvMvement in 

4) Tour company's anneal 
budget for Nome 
ssrpplies and mini« 

25 .0 Less Man $50,000 
26 0 $50.000 to $149.999 
gi 0 $150.000 to $249.999 
28 0 V50,000 to $499.999 
29 0 $500.000 or more 

5) %Pik 41 imer 
30. D Immediate purchase 
31. D Files/future purchases 

6) Whin you pl t. copy 
of Mx: 

Personal subscription 
33 0 Recording studio/produc-

tion facility 
34. 0 Audio/video retailer 
35. D Newsstand 
36 0 From a friend or associate 
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003 
1 004 
1 005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
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013 
014 
015 

016 
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018 

019 
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023 
024 

025 

026 
027 

028 
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030 

031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
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037 

038 
039 
040 
041 

042 
043 

044 
045 

046 
047 

048 
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050 
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052 
053 

054 
055 

056 
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058 
059 
060 
061 

062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
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068 
069 
070 

071 
072 
073 
074 

075 

076 
077 
078 
079 
080 

081 

082 
083 
084 
085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
091 
092 

093 
094 
095 
096 

097 

098 
099 
100 

101 

102 
103 
104 

105 
106 
107 
108 

109 
110 
111 

112 
113 
114 
115 

116 
117 

118 

119 

120 
121 

122 
123 
124 

125 1 

7) Where your audio-related 
work takes place ( check oll 
141 apply): 

prociaccoc tacoty 
38. D Private (personal) 

production facility 
39 0 Corporate or iostitutional 

facility 
40 0 Remote or variable 

locations 

127 

128 
129 
130 
131 

132 
133 

134 
135 
136 
137 
138 

139 
140 
141 

142 
143 
144 

1 145 
' 146 
147 

148 
149 

150 

151 176 
152 177 
153 178 

154 179 
155 180 

156 181 
157 , 182 

158 183 
159 184 
160 185 

161 186 
162 187 
163 1 188 

164 189 
165 190 

166 191 
167 192 
168 193 

169 194 
170 195 

171 196 
172 197 

173 , 198 

1741 199 
175 ¡ 200 

201 
202 
203 
204 

205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 

212 
213 
214 

215 
216 
217 

218 

219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 

225 

226 
227 

228 
229 
230 

231 ¡ 
232 ' 
233 
234 
235 
236 ¡ 

237 
238 
239 
240 
241 

242 ' 
243 

244 
245 

246 
247 
248 

249 
250 

nber 250 did we will 
„: ¡oil a subscripoon applica-

Imporiain Notke to Readers: 
Reaaer Service inquiries are mailed 
directly to the advertiser. who is 
solely responsible or sending 
product information Mix does not 
guarantee advertiser response 
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Name/fitle   

Company  

Address  

City/State/Country  

Zip/Postal Code  

Phone ( 

I) Yeux hàa.icowirdreistyiezt 

01. D Recording studio 
(including remote trucks) 

03.0 Independent audio 
recording or production 

03 0 Sound reinforcement 
04. 0 Video/film production 
05. El Video/film post-

production 
06 0 Broadcast/radio/ 

television 
07 0 Record company 
08. 0 RecordAape.JCD 

mastering /manufacturing 
09. D Equipment manufacturing 

(incl rep firm) 
10. D Equipment retail/rental 
11. D Contractor/installer 
12. D Facility design/ 

acoustics 
13. D Educational 
14.0 Institutional/other 

(please specify) 

1) Your job mile ci position 
(check ONO: 

15 dent 
rra",-.• 

16 El Technical & Eng,..• 
, -Engineer, editor 

engineer. etc. 
17. D Production 8. Direction-

Producer, director. etc 
18. D Sales 8. Administration-

Sales rep, account 
executive. etc 

19 0 Artist/Performer-Record-
ing artist. musician. com-
poser, other creative 

20 0 Other 
(please specify) 

3) You rdelopordalig 
, onlasnod 

=re' 
21 Recommend the purchas-

ing of a product or service 
22 D Specify makes models or 

services to be purchased 

23. D Make the linal decision or 
give approval for purchase 

24 n Have no involvement in 
purchasing decisions 

4) Your ownpowy's Rua( 
budget for equipment, 
supplies and services: 

Less ma, Sbc auc 
26.0 $50,00010 $ 149.999 
27. 0 $150,00010 $249.999 
28.0 $250.000 to $499,999 
29. ID $500.000 or more 

5) Pam» of fiery: 
30.0 Immediate purchase 
31. D Files/future purchases 

6) Moro poo pf Ith oil 
wine 

32 0 Personal subscription 
33. D Recording studio/produc-

tion facility 
34. 0 Audio/video retailer 
35. 0 Newsstand 
36 0 From a friend or associate 
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025 
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034 
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036 
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085 110 
086 111 

087 112 
088 113 
089 114 

090 115 
031 116 

092 117 
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095 120 
096 121 

097 122 
098 123 
099 124 

100 1 125 

7) Where your audio- related 
work takes place ( rheck all 
the- apply): 
37 . 

procuctiug facility 
38. 0 Private ( personal) 

production facility 
39. CI Corporate or institutional 

facility 
40 0 Remote or variable 

locations 
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141 
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143 
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147 

148 
149 
150 

151 

152 
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213 
214 
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223 
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228 
229 
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231 
232 
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234 
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-FROM PAGE 16, FIAT ON MY BACK 

kind of ignored them. Also, I had terri-
ble luck with the handwriting recogni-
tion used by the Apple Newton, so I 
was generally discouraged by all pen-
based systems. But with my new crash-
caused Toy Re-evaluation Program in 
place, I asked a clase friend to pick up a 
Pilot for me. I chase Circuit City for two 
reasons. First, it was amazingly cheap 
there—only $225; and second, if I hated 
it, I knew I could return it within 14 
days. 

When it was finally brought to me (I 
had been impatiently waiting for an 
eternity.. . almost 33 minutes), I ripped 
the shrinkwrap off in one smooth 
stroke (another ten minutes; I told you I 
was damaged), and laid down to the 
task of learning to write on it so that I 
would get something close to what I 
was shooting for onscreen. 

This was the first surprise: It worked! 
It reads a language called Graffiti—sev-
eral years old, actually, and it took me a 
total of ten minutes to learn it. The re-
sult is that this little machine converts 
my handwriting into true ASCII text as 
fast as I can write, with a very, very low 
error rate. And I get fewer errors every 
day. Very nice. 

It impresses the locals when I whip 
it out. Not because I am writing on a 
touchscreen (they have all seen that 
before), but because when I show 
them the results, what they see is what 
I was writing (they have never seen 
that before). 

USRobotics has done this right. 
While the Newton tries to be every-
thing, the Pilot does several things fast, 
cleanly and with a minimum of effort. 
When you erase text on a Newton 
(which you do a lot, unless you can un-
derstand "pig up life act airport to 
fight!"), you get a cute animated cloud 
of chalk dust accompanied by a poof-
ing sound. But for those few times that 
you erase text on a Pilot, it just goes 
away. If it is more than the undo buffer 
can handle, you get a simple warning. 

The Pilot has a calendar, a To Do list 
and a database, all with subcategories 
and cross-program word search. And 
here is why I am writing about it in this 
column: It comes with a Windows inter-
face and program to backup, enter, 
archive and edit stuff, which is then au-
tomatically bidiœctionally synchronized 
with the little machine with the push of 
a single button on the very slick cradle 
that the Pilot sleeps in. This application, 
Pilot Desktop, imports and exports data-

bases from the real world, opening a 
veritable plethora of possibilities for us 
studio and music guys (and gals; I found 
the Pilot interface to be totally free of 
sexually discriminating functions). 

For those 400 of us remaining Mac 
users, there is an optional Mac version 
of the Pilot Desktop application, along 
with a Mac serial adapter, for $ 15 MSRP. 
This began shipping on 12/4/96 at 3:23 
p.m. (and so my column waited until 
12/5/96 to get to Miv., much to their dis-
may). It works, too! 

So, those of you with huge CD-
based sound effects libraries can load 
the listings right into the Pilot and find 
them instantly by writing their names or 
any key word you choose. The Lookup 
function starts looking as soon as you 
start writing, and as you add letters, it 
filters further, while the Find function 
allows you to enter a word and hit OK 
to begin the search. These work per-
fectly and are even fun. 
I have loaded in all my phone con-

tacts, all of my music CDs, all of my 
CD-ROMs and studio maintenance lists. 
Some of these are huge (thousand-
entry) lists, and sure enough, the Pilot 
is very, very fast. I will be loading in all 
of my studio patchbay assignments this 
weekend—several hundred points with 
half of them normaled to default gear. 
This has always been a pain to look up 
on paper. I have tried lists and graphic 
charts, hut neither is fast enough, and 
both take up too much desk space in a 
world where there are no desks. I think 
the little Pilot will be the answer. 

The Mac application works quite 
well, though it is clear that it came from 
the Windows version and, most impor-
tantly, importing databases works. The 
only had thing about it is that there is 
no backlight, so you kind of need the 
power of the Force to read it in the 
dark. 

If you want to do what I am doing 
with one of these, you might need the 
larger model 5000 with five times the 
memory of the little 1000. I ended up 
exchanging them. For you extremists, 
there is also a memory card that gives 
you ten times the capacity of the little 
one. Mine will be here in a few days. 
One last tip: If you know you want the 
memory card, get the little 1000, be-
cause you throw away the card that 
comes with it, so you don't want to pay 

more for what you toss than you have 
to. Have fun. 

In lieu offlowers, SSC requests that you 
pet the nearest cat and whisper his 
name. 
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-FROM PAGE 21, SHRINKING THE SYNTH 

ity, asking for 20% more to do real-
time synthesis may not be such a hot 
idea. As one observer puts it, it's no 
bargain using a quarter of a $300 chip 
to make music, when you can do the 
same with a $20 dedicated DSP chip 
and get all of it. 

Another problem is that software 
synths have a hard time being played in 
real time: When they respond to MIDI 
data coming in from an external source, 
like a keyboard, there is often a delay 
in processing the data, known as laten-
cy. I've seen latencies from 50 millisec-
onds up to 300 milliseconds, and even 
longer in some cases, any of which are 
totally unacceptable in any kind of per-
forming or recording environment. So 
while they may work okay for playing 
back prerecorded files, software synths 
are not very useful for creating them. 

As with onboard hardware synthe-
sis, the most common form of software 
synthesis is PCM sample playback, al-
though other methods are certainly 
feasible, and even though no an-
nouncements have been made, at least 
two manufacturers have been talking 
about releasing other types of synthesis 
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engines. The quality of the sounds, 
rather than being fixed in hardware, is 
adjustable—in some cases by the user. 
On even the fastest CPU, there's always 
going to be a trade-off between sound 
quality and either polyphony or image 
quality—and in the latter case, it means 
most users will opt for better pictures 
and worse sound. And it's not like 
there's a lot of quality to spare: At their 
best, none of the software synth en-
gines I have heard yet sound really 
good. Certainly they're a step up from 
the old "Sound Smasher" cards, but 
what I've heard ranges in quality from 
halfway decent to seriously awful. 

You might be asking at this juncture, 
what's the point of all this? Why do we 
want to put all of this synthesis power 
in the hands of every computer user? 
Are we trying to make composers and 
sound designers out of everybody? Not 
hardly. What this is all about is trying to 
create a reliable delivery system for rea-
sonable-sounding music under ex-
tremely restricted conditions: i.e., over 
the Internet. There's this problem with 
the Internet (and with another popular 
delivery system, CD-ROMs), which can 
be summed up in one word, a word 
that makes anyone who's tried to work 
with audio on it cringe: bandwidth. 

Despite all the solemn industry pro-
nouncements that "In the next century 
bandwidth will not be an issue!" band-
width is always going to be an issue. 
(Remember when they said that nuclear 
power was going to make electricity 
"too cheap to meter"?) Like CPU speed, 
what we demand from our Internet 
connections will constantly keep pace 
with the capacity. And even when 
we've got cable modems and DVD, 
audio is always going to be the poor 
cousin, the afterthought, something to 
be given whatever bandwidth or disc 
real estate is left over when the visual 
folks have had their fill. Nobody likes 
sitting in front of their computer wait-
ing for images to materialize (why do 
you think they call it the "World Wide 
Wait"?), and they're going to like even 
less waiting for audio to download, or 
even for the buffers required by stream-
ing audio to fill. 

You can't do much about compress-
ing audio, not if you want it to sound 
good. Yes, there are some remarkable 
strides being made in conveying intelli-
gible speech at 28,800 bps, but no one 
can pretend that this is an acceptable 
way to transmit music. Even with an 
ISDN or Ti line, handling more than 
one channel of high-quality audio at a 
time is next to impossible, so creating 

any kind of multichannel sound envi-
ronment—either to create a surround 
field, or to allow the user to mix multi-
ple sources—is out of the question. 

If there's a synthesizer already in 
your computer, however, and you feed 
it MIDI data, you can avoid all of these 
problems. The bandwidth of MIDI is 
anywhere between 1/100th and 
1/10,000th of what's required for digital 
audio, and the fidelity of the playback 
is not at all dependent (assuming the 
receiver has decent buffering) on the 
speed of the connection. It's really no 
more demanding than text, and so you 
don't need to tell your browser to lower 
the music quality just to preserve the vi-
suals any more than you would need to 
tell it to stop sending text because it's 
slowing down the graphics. 

If the synthesizer can use alternative 
sound sets of downloadable samples, 
then its capabilities are effectively un-
limited: A clever programmer can cre-
ate a sound set that will encompass 
everything needed for a game, movie 
or interactive presentation, and either 
preload it into the receiving computer, 
or send it down the line incrementally, 
during slack periods. A lot of music and 
sound effects can be created from just 
a couple of megabytes of well-designed 
samples. With playback engines already 
onboard, either in software or hard-
ware, this "cheap" synthesis transforms 
itself into something very different: the 
high-fidelity alternative for Internet 
audio. 

All of this, no doubt, is leaving both 
quality-conscious audio engineers and 
MIDI purists horrified. The fact that the 
best we can hope for in terms of sound-
tracks in this brave new world of the In-
ternet is access to a few megabytes of 
samples accompanying a telephone-
quality voice track is sobering, to say 
the least. For an industry that has striven 
for so many years to attain the highest 
reproduction quality, it's pretty odd to 
be staring down the barrel of sonic 
mediocrity and calling it the future. 
We'll just have to hope that as our audi-
ences jump on the Internet, they don't 
throw out their CD players and hi-fi 
VCRs. And as content providers, we'd 
better not throw out our MIDI se-
quencers. 

Paul Lehrman had a musical score 
premiered at Lincoln Center last 
month (really') but they forgot to put 
his name in the program. On the other 
hand, his new book, Getting Into Digi-
tal Recording, published by Hal 
Leonard, does have his name on it. 

USE READER SEK I / CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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—FROM PAGE 42, VOCAL M1KING 

recording some of the most influential 
vocalists around. 

"There is absolutely nothing more 
important than being prepared when it 
comes to recording vocals," Reitzas 
says. "Prior to working with a vocalist, 
I'll always do research on the artist. 
This could be anything from reviewing 
their previous albums or maybe even 
placing a phone call to another engi-
neer who has recorded that artist. If I 
find myself on a session that is tracking 
well before a vocal session takes place, 
this becomes my opportunity to ask 
questions of an artist or look for hints 
about his or her likes or dislikes about 
recording vocals. 

"Before a session begins, I'll con-
ceptualize what I'd like the results of 
the session to be, and usually I can se-
lect two or three mics that I feel would 
be appropriate for the style of music or 
vocalist," he says. "At this point, I'll ver-
ify all of the microphone connections 
and start to listen to the general sound 
characteristics of each mic. From this 
listening test I'll have a pretty good idea 
which microphone will most likely 
sound the best. I'm a big believer in the 
magic of a first take so I had better 
have my shit together before the vocal-
ist even steps up to the mic. I want that 
first vocal take to be a usable perfor-
mance for my comps." Three other im-
portant aspects Reitzas stresses are one, 
an inspiring, well-balanced headphone 
mix; two, track management—"I'll 
make myself aware of the existing 
sounds that are recorded on each track 
of the multitrack, and then I'll rearrange 
tracks (only in the digital domain) or I'll 
create some type of clone or safety in 
order to free up as much available track 
space as possible"; and three, the 
vibe—"Candles, floor lamps and even 
incense can add to the mood of a ses-
sion like you wouldn't believe." 

Reitzas' favorite mics are tube mod-
els, and although he'll usually rent mics 
that have been successful for him in the 

past, he'll often experiment with the se-
lection of mics a studio has to offer. "I 
tend to listen for a microphone that ex-
hibits the characteristics of full body. I 
want a mic that has a lot of bottom and 
fullness," he explains. "Ninety percent 
of the time I use a tube mic in combi-
nation with the Night Technologies Air 
Band found on their EQ3 and PreQ3. 
Each recording session has its unique 
highlights, and I try to remember the 
characteristics of all the mics I've used 
and how they might play a part in any 
of my future recordings." 

Reitzas describes his typical signal 
path: "Microphone, NTI PreQ3, NTI 
EQ3, compressor, two 3-channel mults, 
tape inputs. Then the tape outputs are 
fed in my vocal comp box, and its out-
put feeds the tape input of what I use 
as a comp rack. I'll even monitor that 
comp rack with a bit of the Spatializer 
to add more presence and pull it out of 
the speakers slightly. Once I started 
using the Nil equipment for recording, 
I began noticing much more positive 
feedback from the artists about their 
vocal sound." Once a vocal sound has 
been determined by the selection of the 
microphone, preamp, EQ, compressor 
etc., Reitzas says the remaining factor is 
"the ability to mold several vocal per-
formances into one while maintaining 
the integrity and feel of spontaneity. 
For this, the Sony PCM 3348 has be-
come my most valuable tool. 

"Recording vocals is not rocket sci-
ence," Reitzas concludes. "With what 
I've expressed about preparation, it 
should be fairly straight-ahead to 
record. Experience is my best friend; 
When I remember what didn't work 
the way I had planned it, then I am 
able to avoid those problems in the fu-
ture. I am constantly aware of what is 
happening before I hit the Record but-
ton on any machine, always knowing 
what I am erasing and what I am about 
to record." 

Sarah Jones is an assistant editor at Mix. 

There is absolutely 

nothing more important than being 

prepared when it comes to 

recording vocals_ 

—David Reitzas 

—FROM PAGE 30, MARK V. CRABT'REE 

and dialog dual-track faders and assign-
able joystick panners. 

Another system we showed at the 
AFS convention was the Logic DFC, or 
Digital Film Console. We've listened 
very carefully to what people said 
about our Logic Series and came up 
with new series of modules for the con-
trol surface, including PEC/DIR [moni-
tor and record-arming] switches and a 
special version of the digital engine. 
Are you looking at integrating sys-
tems—using a network topology with 
multiple control sutfaces communiad-
ing to central recording and processing 
resources? 
It could be done currently, but the 
problem is that when you get into that 
area, the practicalities don't match the 
technical enthusiasm—if you're not 
careful, you end up queuing for re-
sources. 

Within the heading of our Work-
Flow networking topology, we've got a 
lot of development going on, including 
a high-speed serial link with StarNET 
and SyncroNET machine control [cour-
tesy of the firm's recent acquisition of 
the 1.12 S.Bus synchronizer and inter-
face technologies from Audio Kinetics]. 
What do you think sets AMS Neve 
apart from its immediate competition? 
I've not yet seen an analog-technolo-
gy company make a first-class job of 
moving into the digital arena. The re-
quirements are very different; you've 
almost got to up-end your company 
completely before you can make a 
success of it. I see many people an-
nouncing digital consoles, but there's 
a lot more to it than making the first 
one work. There's all the interfacing 
that has to be sorted out, all the in-
vestment in after-sales service—there's 
a lot more than meets the eye. 
You think there's an advantage not 
coming from an analog background? 
Digital is where AMS started, so we 
know how that is supposed to work. 
We've made the mistakes early on, and 
we know what the solutions are. 
So you've enjoyed the past 20 years 
with Advanced Music Systems, and 
now AMS Neve? 
It's taken a long time to get to this posi-
tion. I've known where I've wanted to 
be. This is the shape I wanted it to be 
in, and I'm pleased that I got there. 

Mel lambert currently heads up Media& 
Marketing, a consulting service for pro 
audio firms and facilities. 
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4remasiring 
The StarSarsTrilogg 

-FROM PAGE 56, THE FORCE RETURNS 

Only when they were ready for a 
take did they put the original 4-track 
"Goldwyn master" up on a dubber. 
Summers notes that it had been record-
ed on polyester stock and was in good 
shape, hut nevertheless they had some-
one watching that dubber like a hawk. 

To reduce the signal path to a mini-
mum while making the 5.1 print mas-
ter, the 4-track master was not routed 
through the SSL Series 5000. Instead, 
for each channel, Summers patched the 
Dolby A-Type NR output direct to the 
DH-1, then to the GML EQ, and finally 
to the Dominator. This output was not 
sent back through the board hut was 
instead inserted into the bus-summing 
network that combined it with the 
other elements coming in. Summers 
says that while they did their hest to be 
as "nerdy pristine" as they could, a few 
times they needed to bring the 4-track 
into the board when making transitions 
into scenes. 
Two SR-encoded 35mm 6-track mas-

ters were made simultaneously on Son-
dor mag film recorders, with one of 
them immediately vaulted as an "imbi-
bition master," Summers' reference to 
the original Technicolor dye-transfer 
printing process that resulted in fade-
pmof prints. 

The master that wasn't salted away 
was used to create the print masters for 
each of the three digital formats for the 
trilogy's release: to Dolby Digital via its 
proprietary magneto-optical drives; to 
DIS via its P-8 hard disk recorder, 
which would make the one-off dupli-
cating master CD-ROMs; and to SDDS 
via a 3348 running at 44.1 kHz. 

The 6-track was also used to make 
the 2-track print master, which was 
archivally recorded to 35mm mag in 
addition to the Dolby MO recorder— 
for shooting the track negative. During 
all of these subsequent transfers, the 6-
track master remained on the same ma-
chine that it had been recorded on. 

Eventually, new home video masters 
will be made for the films, both in 2-
track matrix-encoded and 5.1 formats, 
in what will be the fourth and presum-
ably final video release of the trilogy. (It 
might be interesting if an alternate track 
on laserdisc or a DVD version would 

feature the original mono mix, which 
would of course not be conformed to 
the final 1996 edit, letting viewers 
know what Lucas' favorite 1977 mix 
sounded like.) 

M&E 
There will be new foreign-language 
mixes made of all three films in the Star 
Wars trilogy, and the hunt is on for the 
original cut units and premixes of all 
versions. These will be conformed to 
the 1996 edits of the films, with Burn 
and Summers hoping to do as many 
versions at Skywalker as possible. 

Once Burtt and Summers were fin-
ished with the 6-track domestic ver-
sion of Star Wars, they still had to do a 
M&E version the old-fashioned way— 
virtually from scratch—because they 
would he unable to separate the Eng-
lish-language dialog from the music 
and effects. To create a new stereo 
M&E master, they had to retrace 
Burtt's steps in what was the last work 
done on Star Wars at Goldwyn Stu-
dios in 1977. What they ended up with 
"was not an exact duplicate of the 4-
track mix, but then again it never 
was," says Summers. 

Of course, this means that music had 
to be remixed from scratch (i.e., the edit-
ed 3-track music mixdowns). The origi-
nal music editor on the Star Wars 
trilogy, Ken Wannberg, helped in getting 
together the music for the special edi-
tion. The revamped Mos Eisley scene in 
Star Wars features one new piece of 
music that was originally recorded for 
the trash-masher sequence. Return of the 
Jedi will feature some newly recorded 
music because one of the new scenes 
will be a revised "Sy Synoodles" perfor-
mance for Jabba the Hutt. 

All three films begin with the fa-
mous Alfred Newman 20th Century-Fox 
logo, including the "CinemaScope ex-
tension." Burtt recalls that, amazing as 
it may seem, a stereo recording of that 
couldn't he found despite everyone 
looking high and low. He found a 
35mm 4-track mag print of the Marilyn 
Monroe film River of No Return, and 
transferred it to k-inch tape, and that's 
what was heard in the final film. "The 
fun thing was that there was this won-
derful contrast—this tinny Fox logo and 
then Star Wars hits the screen, and the 
contrast made it bigger than it was." 

For Empire Strikes Back and Return 
of the Jedi there was a new stereo 
recording of the Fox logo music, con-
ducted by John Williams, although 
Burtt notes that it was soft-pedaled a bit 
in those films. Yet another new record-

ing of the Fox logo was made recently, 
although the funky original was still 
used in the mix of Star Wars because 
the film had already been mixed, Burtt 
notes with no small glee. 

• • • 

Burtt says that all this work was 
"silly in some respects because the 
public accepted the film at that time," 
which is an understatement of Death 
Star proportions. "But the filmmakers 
still wanted to do it differently, and it's 
given us some real satisfaction. And I 
think it certainly will show through on 
this re-release because one of the 
things we have to deal with is people's 
expectations. They want Star Wars to 
be what they think it was and what 
their memory of it is, and I think we've 
come close to that. Not only have we 
upgraded the sound quality lof the 
track], but we'll also be going out in all 
three digital sound formats." 

Should any so-called purists feel that 
Lucasfilm has tampered with Star Wars, 
instead of enhancing it, they should re-
alize what could have happened. " It 
was talked about doing the film from 
scratch, but I felt it was unnecessary be-
cause it was a product of its time," Bum 
says. "The decisions that you make late 
at night getting it done in the heat of 
battle often give you creative gems that 
you can never consciously repeat care-
fully and slowly later. Having to ship 
the next morning, you're focused and 
selective and get what you want, even 
if it's from a bad punch-in. I didn't want 
to sit back and leisurely pick it apart 
and try to think, 'Well, this little Foley 
footstep could be a lot better, let's go 
record it.' This isn't going to matter 
now." 

While their sister visual effects com-
pany is working with today's whole new 
generation of computer graphics, as op-
posed to the film compositing used dur-
ing the time, the sound technology that 
Burtt and Summers used, while im-
provements at every step (Dolby SR on 
the new print master vs. Dolby A-Type, 
quieter mag stocks, moving-fader au-
tomation, Cedar de-hissing), does not 
represent fundamental leaps in style. All 
of which suited them very nicely in doc-
umenting once and forever this land-
mark soundtrack. 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-record-
ing mixer who lives in New Orleans. His 
next film, love jone.s, will be released this 
month in as many digital theaters as are 
not playing the Star Wars trilogy. 
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—FROM PAGE 136, EVENT ELEC7R0A7CS 20/20 

dividual instruments and create new 
mixes, which I listened to on a variety 
of reference monitors and other types of 
speakers. In both cases, they performed 
extraordinarily well. The stereo imaging 
remained well-defined, and there was 
no apparent coloration of any frequen-
cies, even at very high and very low lis-
tening levels. Very, very impressive. 

Next, I listened to a stack of CDs 
ranging from orchestral works to 
acoustic jazz to heavy metal. I chose re-
cent state-of-the-art digital recordings, 
"restored" recordings from the '20s and 
'30s, and examples of just about every-
thing in between. The 20/20bas was 
ruthless in its honesty, masking no im-
perfection or subtle detail. Great record-
ings sounded great, and not-so-great 
recordings sounded...well, not so great. 
That's about the best endorsement that 
a monitoring system, at any price, 
can get. 

Speaking of price, I should probably 
mention that one set of "familiar moni-
tors" I used for my tests were Meyer HI)-
is, and that the 20/20bas compared 
favorably in many ways. This is no 
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mean feat, considering that the HD-ls 
retail for four times as much. 

The 20/20bas has ample power to 
handle just about any close-in monitor-
ing situation. The low-frequency and 
high-frequency amplifiers are rated at 
130 watts and 70 watts continuous, re-
spectively. The active fourth-order 
crossover is at 2.6 kHz. Frequency re-
sponse is listed as 45 to 20k Hz (±2 dB, 
ref 500 Hz), which may in fact be the 
case, even though that is a lot of bottom 
end for an 8-inch woofer, no matter 
how efficient the system. 
I can say for sure that whatever the 

lowest frequencies reproduced are, they 
are remarkably tight and well-damped. 

Last, but by no means least, I was 
able to listen to both sets of monitors 
for many hours at a time without expe-
riencing any ear fatigue, even at fairly 
high playback levels. 

The unpowered 20/20s are identical 
in size and driver complement to the 
powered versions, except that they 
have slightly less low end (50 to 20k 
Hz) and they have a second-order 
crossover at 2.2 kHz. They are rated at 
150 watts program/200 watts peak into 
4 ohms. Connections are made to stan-
dard five-way binding posts. At 22 
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pounds, they are six pounds lighter 
than the amplified versions. 

Although I preferred the sound of 
the powered monitors, the 20/20s 
weren't far behind. Most of the clarity 
and definition was there, and what was 
missing may have had more to do with 
their compatibility with my power am-
plifier than anything intrinsic to the 
speakers. The bottom line is that these 
speakers deliver awesome fidelity, and 
at $399 a pair, they are quite a bargain. 

Both the 20/20bas and the 20/20 Di-
rect Field monitors set new standards 
for reference monitors in their respec-
tive price ranges. Their accuracy makes 
them suitable for use in professional 
studio applications, while their cost 
makes them accessible to those on 
more modest budgets. Anyone seeking 
a solid studio reference monitor should 
give these a listen. 

Event Electronics, 6383-B Rose Lane, 
Carpinteria, CA 93013; 805/566-7777; 
fax 805/566-7771. 

Barry Cleveland is a San Francisco-
based composer, ?wording artist, engi-
neer and producer. He also plays 
guitar with the improvisational quar-
tet "Cloud Chamber." 
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Centrally Located in 

St Louis. MO (t) 

AUDIO CASSETTE • CD AUDIO • CD ROM 
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 High performance rechargable battery systems 

for audio and video professionals. 

Porto-brace products 

íPO BOX 956 • Boulder, CO 80306 
INFO 303.449.5761 • FAX 303.449.1545 

ORDERS 800.361.5666 
http://www.eco-charge.tom/pro 

Pelican Cases 
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MARKETPLAI 
• 

CD and Cassette Prices 
That Are Out Of This World! 

CD Podcoges indude: 
PMCD & Gloss Mosier 
2CclorOncDPrintlng 
Full Color 2Poge Booldm 
Md Mudi More— 

rincoo...m 
DIGITAL AL/010 

CD's Cassettes 

Call Toll Free 500 $1075 $506 
1-800-928-3310 1,000 $1637 $752 

American Clients: No Tax * No Duty * No Problem! 

¡TAL 
MINT' 

MAsTERiNc,... WiTI-1 A CAPTAL 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
in Orlando FL ( 800) 344-4361 

(407) 831-0233 

.4110%, 
ftware, 
lutlbns 

surpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom hardware and" 
Ox Oversampling 20-Bit Ato D, Unique Digital Processors, Sonic( 

Editing, Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders. 

CD Mastering is an art. Levels, lades, equalization, spacing... 
everything is important to you and to us. 

-ROM Pre-mastering, Replication - CD-R Data Storage & Archiving 
Transfer Macintosh or IBM disks ( hard drives or rernovables) to CD -R 

CD REPLICATION... 
DO CDs at $1.55 w/jewel, shrink, insertion. 2500 at 1 50 and free Glass Master. 

CD Booklet Printin and Ora hic Design ... 
1000 4- Panel Booklets $0 37/ea Full-Color Outside & Tray, B&W Inside. 

Internet CD mastering website - http://www.dig,do. com 

500 Tapes/500 CDs only $2,130 
Includes Design - Printing - Duplication - Packaging 

• complete retail-ready packages • 

Call Today For Our Free Sampierlogue! 

1.800.458.6405 
CDs 8, Cassettes I n qoantfties from 100 - 100,000 

Watley Packages inClUdS1 

/Free Macintosh' Design 

/Top Quality Duplication 

/Finest Materials 

/Fast Turnaround 

/Satisfaction Guarantee 

The Wireless Connection 
A Service of Hi-Tech Audio. 

The Shure UHF microphone system is now 
available. Finally, a UHF wireless mic with the 
right features, the right capsules (SM58, 
Beta 58, SM87, Beta 87) and the right price, 

for rental or purchase. Call us. 

ir (415) 742-9166 
Reducing audio stress since 1983. 

HI •TE..e....H 
AUDIO 

EARTH 1)1s( 

1-800-999 HAVE 
4 2 8 3 

Call for our 

NEW 
CATALOG 

( 
HAVE, Inc. Dept. MX2 

Hudson, NY 12534 

K 
CD & Cassette prices that at, 

DOWN TO EARTH 

500 CD's $ 1070/1000 CD's $ 1450 

500 CASSETTES $555/1000 CASSETTES $745 

o I t I- s • I no looser S 
Mastering at 555/hr 
CD packages include: 

Glass Master • Color 4 Page Booklet 

2 Color CD • Shrink Wrap • Jewel Box • And much more... 

•V• 

Toga. FREE 17800-876-5950 
VISAcmd AmEX or(epted 

THE # 1 SELLING ATA RACKNIOUNT CASES 
ON THE PLANET! 

• Available in 2u. 4u, 6u. 8u. 10u. 
& 12u sizes 
• All rackmount hardware included , 
• SKB, exclusive lifetime 
warranty to the original owner 

Worldwide Sale, 
Stuart. F lorlde 

15611 288-1200 
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MA It K ET PI 
• 

PUBLISH YOUR OWN 

ACC 4000 XL 
$2825.00 

CD's! 
300 CD's for $995 

From your CD-R master & Films 

Retail Ready: Includes 2 color printing on disc, 2 page booklet, traycard jewel case / wrap. 

Turnkey operation including design / film support ) available. 

We match all 
competitors price. 

CALL OPTIMAX: 

(800) 785-8868 
Fax: ( 9 0 9 ) 5 9 8 - 6 1 8 7 

OPTIMAXim 

TRW - WINTER SPECIALS 
ariraiairimmalIZ 

CDR - 620 $2995.00 
CDR - 615 $2195.00 

PMD - 500 $499.00 

TASCAM. 

DA - 20 $750.00 
DA - 30 $1075.00 
DA - P1 $1275.00 

CD - 201 $350.00 

TELEX 
DUPLICATE ON 
CHROME OR 
FERRIC 

CASSETTE TAPE 
WITH THE 

ACC 4000 XL Replica 
$279.00 

IN STOCK! CALL Now 
(216) 398-0022 or 1-800-445-8273 or Fax (216) 398-9980 

THE LITTLE WAREHOUSE, INC. 
4705 VAN EPPS ROAD / BROOKLYN HTS., OH 44131 

GET IT FA157 
Don't trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 
Progressive Music 
Internet prgmus@aol.com Avail. VISA & 

Master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

(813) 251-8093 
FAX: (813) 251-6050 

Toll Free: (800) 421-TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
4-color Pkgs. Printed Inserts. Chum 

Tape. 1.rom your DAT or ('Dr 

500 ('D'S 

500 ('ASS 

10(10 CD'S 

10110 C ASS 

_s110 ( DS + 500 CASS 
1000 CD'S + 500 CASS 

$9911.181 

561(1.00 

S1375.00 

S905.00 

51600.00 

51985.00 

NJ CUs "a ¡id a h ES 
CD REPLICATION - 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION - 

DIGITAL MASTERING - 

GRAPHIC DESIGN - 

PRINTING - PACKAGES - 

ONE OFF CDs - 

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE! 

Professional Service 

FREE CATALOG 
You'll Hear and Feel 

the Difference 

/Ask about our /  

FREE WEB PAGE/ 
/ offer  

800-289-9155 
OUTSIDE U.S. 51 6-244-0800 
FITTP://WWW.PB.NETr"CCMUSIC 

ANIPEX 
467 DAT16 $4.19 
467 DAT34 5.09 
467 06148 5.72 
467 DAT64 6.51 
467 DAT94 762 
467 DAT124 8.75 

TAKE DAT! CALL NOW' 

APOGEE 
ADIS $6.10 
6034 7.05 
ADM 7.85 
6094 9.30 
60124 10.55 

8*48 MAXELL 
DAT-15 86.35 DATA CERTIFIED 
DAT-35 6.30 R190A $4.75 
DAT-50 7.45 105406 4.92 
DAT-65 8.40 R49DA 5.23 
DAT-95 9.60 RUDA 5.56 
DAT-125 10.50 99406 6.25 

812406 7.14 

MAXELL 
COMPUTER GRADE 

Kum METER 1120A114) $5.79 
864/90 METER (180MM) 6.77 

1DK 
06016 $4.65 
DARE° 5.60 
DAPS° 6.29 
DAR120 6.65 

TOK 
COMPUTER GRADE 

DC4/60 METER (120MM) $5.39 
IX4/90 METER 1180AAM1 5.60 

FREE NOW! Coffee Mug with Purchase! 
(WU. Supenes Lean 

NOW! RECORDING SYSTEMS, INC. r.r.. 
32 WEST 39TH STREET, 9TH FLOOR. NEW YORK, NY 10018 
Telephone: 212-788-7800 • 800-869-3579 • Fax 212-788-9740 
htteheww.tapeecom emall:ec001409111nbemenp.can 

MASTER DISTRIBUTORS of-
AMPEX • BASF • DIC • FUJI • MAXEU. • MOTHER'S* SYSTEMS • SONY • TOO • TELEX 

AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE 
We Aroma VISA - laaritarCerd - American Emma. or UPS COO Caen Or* • Cmporare Cerra Welcome 

FREE MIX BOOKSHELF CATALOG 
Now you can get the only comprehensive selection of publi-
cations and resources for musicians and audio professionals. 
Mix Bookshelf otters the most informative and entertaining 
selection of music-related how-to books, career guides, 
reference manuals, textbooks, instructional videos, and 
sample CDs available anywhere! 

To get your own copy of Bookshelf: 
Call our toll free line: (800) 233-9664 
Our International line: ( 908) 417-9575 
Fax us on our 24-hour line: (908) 225-1562 
Write us at: Mix Bookshelf do Whitehurst 8. Clark Inc. 

100 Newfield Avenue, Edison, NJ 08837-3817 

'Send a free copy 
of Mix P.00kshelf 

IX X KSI 
Chock out our Web site: http://www.mixbookshelf.com 

LOOK NO FURTHER 
VV cll. JUS [ 

Fully Packaged CD's - $ 1.20 

CD-Audio • CD ROM & CD Enhanced 
Real Time & High Speed Cassette Duplication 

Digital Editing • Graphic Design • Printing 

ave with our Retail Ready Packages 
Label? Studio? We offer PRO VOLUME DISCOUNTS 

AMtech 
1-800-777-1927 

e-mail. 74043.1473@compuserve.com 
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MAIRKETPILACE 

rPROTAPt 
NORTHWESTJ 

Sosie of QUEENSEWCHE 
PEARL JAM 

our 
enemata SOUNDGARDEN 

ALICE IN CHAINS 

BLANK TAPE 

AND MEDIA 

FOR AUDIO. 

VIDEO AND 

DATA STORAGE. 

EVERY MAJOR 

BRAND AND 

FORMAT. 
TOLL FREE: 800-331-6107 or (2061 441-8273 

2412 2nd Ave., Seattle, WA 98121 els4 ia 

LOW Prices! 

FREE Broc -lure! 

MAJOR Label (Duality! 

FRIENDLY Customer Service! 

Compact Disc Si Audio Cassette Manufacturing 

(802)453-3334 FAX (802)453-3343 
email - PROTOSOUNDtDaol.com 

(CALL US TO RECEIVE OUR FREE BROCHURE') 

(219) 773-7555 
email: fullcircle@skyenet.net 

Empire Records 
New Yeav- Special 

WOO Cowtplei-e CD's $ 19'17 
Includes: 70 min. CD, 2 colors on disc, layout, film, full color 

two page booklet & tray card, jewelbox, assembly and shrinkwrap. 

2635 Delaware Avenue • Buffalo, NY • 14216 
Phone: (716) 871-3475 • Fax: (716) 871-9317 

VISA 

500 CHROME CASSETTES $ 9 
• 1000 ONE- COLOR INSERTS (500 EXTRA FOR REORDER) 
• COMPOSITE NEGS FROM YOUR CAMERA READY ART 

• CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER 

• TEST CASSETTE 
.• APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE 

• NORELCO BOX & CELLO WRAPPING 

REO ELDER ANYTIME $383 

1000 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTES 
• CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER 

• TEST CASSETTE 
• APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE 

• 2000 4- COLOR INSERTS FROM YOUR PRINT- READY FILM (IN 

RAINBO'S SPECS) ( 1000 EXTRA FOR REORDER) 
• NORELCO BOX & CELLO WRAPPED 

REORDER ANYTIME $730 

LIP TO 22 MINUTES PER SIDE Ask.for our free brochure!!! 

$1399 

Peered 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
11311 Berkeletr Street, Santa (Iowa, CA 90404 • 1310) 829-3416 • Fax ( 310) 828 8165 

DESIGN, PRINT and 
APPLY CD Labels 
for '79" 
7-4ae-,'s 'et-Ara/ 

your own artwork 
On Your Computer with 
NEATO Templates. 

Print on Any Laser or 
Inklet using NEATO 
pressure-sensitive labels. 

3 Using the NEATO Labeler, apply labels... 

PERFECTLY EVERY TIME! 

NEAT •) F'Al[1,17,11 
W(IR A`11/E 

250 Dodge Ave East Haven CT 06512 

800-984-9800 
203-466-5170 Fax 203-466-5178 

See us at: http:fiwviw.neato.com 

NEW PAUNII 0 

ANT1-JAM SELF-CLEANING 
ENDLESS LOOP 

Kit Includes: 
• The NEATO CD Label Applicator 
• 100 Labels - Assorted Colors 
• DesignExpress Labels" Software for Windows 
• NEAT() Label Design Templates for MAC and PC 

CHEATING YOURSELF? 
Most likely you are - If ycu' re not producing 
"ON HOW telephone tapes. BIG PROFITS 
being made, just ask AT&T for their monthly 
prices. Call or fax for HOLD-A-CALL info. & 
a sample of our new "ANTI -JAM/SELF-
CLEANING" ENDLESS LOOP. 
Also ask about our Dealer (Bad Plogtam. 

MANN ENDLESS CASSEITE INDUSTRIES 
3700 Sacramento, San Francisco, CA 94118 

TEL (415)221-2000 
FAX: (800) 683-7569 or (415) 387-2425 
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MARKETPLACE 

ANchon You R SpEAkERS 
WITH 

SOUNd ANChOR STANdS 

potential system will' peform to its 
potential- when you get your monitois 

c f the meter briíge, proper& positioned 
and supported 

SOUND 

ANCHORS 

• STABLE • RIGID • 
• DAMPED • 

SOLINd ANCI1ORS 
(407) 724-1237 

CD labeling?...PressITT"! 

COMPARE US TO 
THE COMPETITION' 

Patent Pending 

PressITTm the quickest, easiest and most 
accurate way to create, print and centre 
labels on CDs using laser and inkjet printers 

Kit Includes; 

• PC label design software plus templates for PC and Mac 

• One hundred white, 118mm diameter CD labels 

(two per A4 or 81/2 x 1 sheet) for laser and inkjet printers 

• The original, one piece, PressITP" CD label applicator 

Additional labels available in: white, gold, silver, red, yellow, blue, 

crystal clear for inkjet printers and crystal clear for laser printers. 

lure:  
$ 79.95 N1160,HehlaiAnerlicoeurritCao: r a n8g0e Obu r5g4N9y010491612 

(Plus $8 S&1) te : 914 359 0689 fax: 914 359 0396 

If the mic you're using 
jdoesn't give you a SIG SOUND.. 

TRY OUR N901 
A natura sounding 
large diaphragm 

transformerless dynamic. 

List $399 Shock Mount $49.50 

STEDMAN 4167 Stedman Dr 
Rich/and MI 49083 
Phone 616-629-5930 COPPDRATION 

Bridgewater 
Pro audio 
Equipment Brokers 

Over 100 brands of New 
and Vintage Equipment 
Microphones 
EQ's 
Preomps 
Compressors 
Consoles 
Effects 
end much much more 

The choice for Sound 
Solutions ond Audio Discounts 
Customer Sers ice i2 1 3' 293-171m 
Fas 1213 290-3414 

4.6.rb\ 
44-e„ 44 

/o u'We Ives, 

Absolute 
lowest 

Toll Free , 
I -800-PRO-0610 • 

• 

• NEVE 8036 CONFGURED 24/8/16 R/FSUCHBRf 
FITTED 24 x 11:64i. GROUP MODULES 194314, 4 REV 
RTNS, 2 x 2154A COMP/IJPITERS 16 MIR BRIDGE 

•NEVE 8036 CONFMRED2018/12 R/FXICEEM 
FITTED 20 x 064e, GROUP MCIOUIZ I900's, 4 REV 
RTMS. 2x 2254 & Ix 2254A COW/LIMITERS 8 rriR BRIDGE 

• NEVE 8036 COMIGURED 24/8/S5 RIFF0CHBAY 
FITTED 24 o 1/X1f GROUP MIMES 1943/Ts, 4 x 22.54E 
COMP/1347FM, 16 4111 BRIDGE 

• NEVE 8026 CONFIGURED 20/8/16 RIPAPCH8AY 

FITTED 20 x lows GROUP MODULES I943's 
4 x 2254A COMP/LIMITERS 8 MIR. BRIDGE 

PLEASE NOTE IIV STOCK 8 / 10 / 12 SIZE FRAME 
BUCKET'S TO EXTEND ABOVE FRAMES, WITH 
ALL GROUP MODULES 1943/1's or 1900's. 

• NEVE 5315 CONFIGURED 36/8/2 REMOTE FAICHBAY 
CONSOLE FITTED 36 o 3314's, 36 x 33752s GROUP 
NOAKES UNE AMFS 3344S / 33416. 

•NEVE 5135 CONFIGURED 361412 P/012113AY FITTED 36 
x 3314:, GROUP MOCUES 33723, LM AMS 33415 / 334E. 

• NEVE 20/4/2 FITTED 20 x 1066 GROUP MODULES 
1939 UNE AMPS 127Ts 

• NEVE BCM 10 10 o 1066 GROUP MODULES I859's 
LINE AMPS 1272s 

• NEVE MELBOURNE 2/4/2 FITTED 
12 x 3314s, GROUP PKXMAES 12 x 33723's. 

• NEVE BCMIO Ox GROUP MODULE 
1895, UNE APFS 

• NEVE WEI SUBFRAME FITTED Q 33752.s, 
UNE AMPS 33415s & F"ATCHBAY. 

• NEVE 8/2 ( TFE SURCASE CONSOLE ) 
2 IN STOCK FITTED 8 o 34128s. 

TEL: 01932 872672 FAX: 01932 874364 
TEL: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 872672 

FAX: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 874364 

NEyt MODULES IN STOCK 
,064 / 1081 / 13114 / 10531254 
COMPRESSORRJMITER  
1191A / 3.1.54E / 1066 / 33115 

MI M. 

y  PRO AUDIO 

'74 
NEVEs, 

Originator in DAT tape storage systems. 

DATRM bo solid oak HEW for CD's also 

Nylon DAT 8mm tape carrying cases 

DAT tape storage drawers kavallablt for 0 amm) 

Plastic Line OMAR 40 OAlikUf 8, Video 8rnm W (ind PRO format) a Re (mime RAJ( 

800 
.9. 

DATRAX 

Tel: 310.305-0317 

Fax: 310.305.9167 

• CD 
• 8mm 
• MD 
• Cassette 

DATI 
RAX) 

Reign! 
8701 Falmouth Ave.. Suite 201, Playa Del Rey, CA 90273 
bryco@primenet.com 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marizetplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 

bave rights, and sellen must comply with ¡be Federal Trade Commission, as well 

as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable for ¡be contents of advertisements. 

For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530. 

Acoustic 
Consulting 

Ac «c Foam Diffusors & Morel 
1.1011DIFn ABSORBENT WEDGES 

Good gear in a bad room sounds no better then bad gear. We can smooth 
out your room's response, improve your imaging, enlarge your sweet spot á con-
trol the redactions Metre messing with your sound, no matter whether you work 
in your garage or a big commercial studio. Whatever your budget or sound prob-
tem, we can help. Plus, wee just introduced two proprietary diffusors that out-
perform ones costing hundreds more id al prices you will simply not believe! 
Wall mount 'em or drop 'em into your suspended ceiling. Easy d cheap to ship, 
easy to paint, easy to mount, incredibly affordable & extremely effective (at 
any price). For once, diffusion * within the reach of EVERY budget. Call us & 
we'll fax you the test data on our new world-class T'Fusorre & MiniFusorn'. 

While you're at it, ask for your own copy of our free new expanded sample d nfo kit! Other new 
goodies: Active & Passive Studio Monitors, Mic Windscreens, Headphone Ear Cushions, U-
Boar" Floor Floaters, LENRD" Bass Traps, NS1OM Tweeter Protectors, Rack Hardware, Etc. 

Users: AT&T. NASA. Sony • NBC Sports • Shure • ABC Radio Network • NPR • Ford • ShowCo • Kodak • 
Earner Bros • 20th Cent Fox • Universal Studios • Maury Povich Show • Ensoniq • Community • Hitachi 
• Genl Dynamics • Toshiba • Dennis DeYoung (Styx) • Baldwin • SkidRow • Editel • Paramount • Mike 
Aencnic (J Mellencamp) • Rockwell • US Govt e Opryland • Calvin • WhisperRoom • Pat Duke (*ice of 
1,1cDenelde IS Miller Brewing). Martin Marlene • Manley Labs • Rainbow America ( Disney. klicrosottl • D 
Ervasti itwice ot NFL on Fox). Plus People Who Do Work For ABC News & Sports. NBC News. ESPN. Late 
Snow With D Letterman Cell One. Texas lnstr. Stevie Nicks. The Outfield. Kurzweil. Turner Broadcast. 
r. WalMart NFL on Fox. Coke. Taco Bell. Levis Mattel, Apple Records Fox TV. PUP etc.) 

Auralex, formerly USAFoam • 11571 E. 126th, Fishers IN 46038 
Free Tech Support 8 Advice 317-842-2600 • Fax 317-842-2760 

1-800-95-WEDGE 
--

AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

111111A1AAAAA1111111111111111111 

STUDIO DESIGN 
CONTROL ROOMS & STUDIOS 

SYSTEMS • TURNKEY PROJECTS 
ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS 

ROSAT! ACOUSTICS 
INNOVATIVE DESIGN & CONSULTING 

18 YEARS • BOSTON. MA 

617-423-5546 • 800-423-5505  

si mer (413) el 
50 Normlick a, Noreernplon, IM01060 

ORDER (800) 484-1003 Code # 0032 
pilentecracker.com • htliy.//www.crocker.corni-siient, 
Acousbcon Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wancovering • WhisperWedge 

Metaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Hush-Foam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • NoiseMaster 

FRI your Mill Classified 
5 1 0 • 6 5 3 - 8 1 7 1 

Business 
Opportunities 

STUDIO OWNERS/MANAGERS 
If you own or operate a Recording 
Studio, you can add $50,000 to 
your bottom line. Call Philip Trout, 
Recording Connection. (800) 301-
2323. 

Wanted: Partner/Investor(s), Joint 
Venturers affiliates w/recording 
industry expertise or connections 
in world-class retreat/recording 
facility located on beautiful 
secluded island on B.C., Canada's 
pristine west coast. Magnificent 
panoramic waterfront location, 
70 miles N.W. of Vancouver. 
(604) 899-4400; fax: (604) 899-
4401. 

WORLD-CLASS 
RECORDING STUDIO 

in San Francisco Bay Area 
FOR SALE. 

Serious buyers only. 
(415) 332-6409 

Please call for info. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $800,000. Free 
recorded message: (707)448-0270 
(NL3). 

Employment 
Offered 

AUDIO ENGINEER/BILINGUAL 
Miami boutique post company 
seeks Spanish-speaking oper-
ator for audio sweetening 
room. Spots and long form. 
Pro Tools Ill experience neces-
sary. Call Bob or Rayya at 
(305) 859-2000. 

UPC 

CLASSIFIED 
AD DEADLINES 

April '97 issue 
February 15  

May '97 issue 
March 15 

June '97 issue 
April 15 

Mix Classifieds 
(800) 544-5530 

Or 
FAX (510) 653-8171 

FACULTY POSITION 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 

William Paterson College supports a welcoming and 
nurturing campus climate for a diverse faculty, staff and 
student body. In this spirit, we invite talented,committed 
professionals to join our college community. Faculty positions 
are tenure track and commence September 1, 1997. 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
Audio Recording/Applied 
Teach audio courses and provide leadership in developing 
audio recording curriculum, supervise studio operations, and 
teach secondary classical applied area (brass or woodwind 
preferred). Demonstrated knowledge of acoustics and current 
technological developments in audio and working knowledge 
of computer-assisted instruction required. 

Salary is commensurate with experience and qualifica-
tions. WPC staff enjoy an excellent benefits package. The 
review of applications will begin immediately and will continue 
until the position is filled. Send a curriculum vitae, and the 
names, addresses and telephone numbers of at least three 
references to: Stephen Marcone, Chair, Department of 
Music, William Paterson College, 300 Pompton Road, 
Wayne, NJ 07470. 
William Paterson College is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution and 

actively seeks applicationsfrom women and minorities 

,  
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Equipment 

Financing 

MI Equipment Leasing 

Fast, Easy Qualification To Apply or Request - 
No Financial Statements Necessary Additional Information Call 

True Lease or Finance Lease Option Jeff Wetter Today. 

Loans By Phone: (800) 699-FLEX 
Fax: (214) 578-0944 

DIRECT LENDERS 
SPECIALIZING IN AUDIO - VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

No Down Payment 
Application Only For Up To $50,000 

New ea Used Equipment 

CALL: (800)626 - LFCI 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE: http://www.ltki.net 
APPLICATIONS, Q UALIFICATIONS, THE LEASE PROCESS 

ALSO APPLY FOR OUR $10,000 CREDIT CARD / LEASE 

E e ment Financin 
* New or Used Equipment 
* True Lease or $7.00 
Buyout 

* No Financial Statements 
Required for Transactions 
Under $50,000 

to apply or request information contactjohn McMindes 

1-800-477 LEASE 

MERICOM 

e 

LEASING, INC. 

Equipment 

for Sale 

API "Lunch Box" 
512b Mic Pre & 550b EQ. 

The New L200 Rack 
212L Mic Pre, 205L Direct Box 
225L Compressor, 235L Gate 

All Have That Classic API Sound. 
Call for Prices 

Console & Equipment Mods 
J.M.K. AUDIO 
(205)338-7179 

Down Town Sound 
Looking for the newest equipment 
for your recording studio? We carry 
Soundcraft, Panasonic, JBL Pro, 
Ramsa, TC Electronic, Shure, 
Audio-Technica, Haller, dbx, Lexi-
con, Rane, KRK, Mackie, Beyer 
Dynamics, Fishman, AKG, Fostex, 
and many more top brands. Call or 
Fax us for price quotes and infor-
mation. 

Down Town Sound 
290 West Water Street 
Toms River, NJ 08753 

(800) 836-5555 Fax (908) 349-0475 

Looking for new/used record-
ing, keyboard, or outboard 
equipment? We've got tons of 
super clean used, as well as new 
products from Tascam, Alesis, 
Kurzweil, Roland, Mackie, 
Genelec, Lexicon, Fostex, 
Yamaha, Korg, and hundreds 
more. Discount pricing and 
Worldwide Delivery! 66 years in 
business. Trade-ins welcome. Visit 
our new 22,500-sq.-ft. location. 
Call, write or fax us today for price 
quotes and details. Also, find 
us on the Internet at sales@ 
caruso.net. Start saving money 
today! Call Caruso Music, 94 
State St., New London, CT 06320 
USA. (203) 442-9600. (203) 442-
0463/fax. 

Night Technologies EQ3, pristine 
$1,850; Demeter VTMP-2b micpre, 
$1,400; ADAT XT (very low hours), 
$2,100; Yamaha 18-bit D/A, $200; 
(2) Audio-Technica ATM-35s, $100 
ea. John Larson (312) 243-1066, 
leave message. 

NY Studios w/wo equip $50-
$100k; Nove 542 12x2, $5.2k; 
SSL Screensound, $20k; BVU 
800, $2k; Ikegami ITC730A 
camera 15x zoom lens, $ 1k; 
Otani MX5050 w/ctc, $2k; (2) 
KepexII, $350; Tascam 34 4tr 
r/r, $600; Emulator II w/Ilb, 
$850; (212)691-0633. 

ADAT UPGRADES— 
MIC MODS 

Component-level upgrades for mixing 
consoles, tape machines, mics & all 
outboard gear. Also, high-speed, 
high-quality mic pre-amps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818) 346-2308 
http://home.earthlink.net/Hwiliams3/ 

Klay Anderson Audio hic. 
PRO'AlIDIO SALES AND SERVICES 
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"Good Sound is the Absence of Bad Sound" 

I.800.FOR.KLAY 
54 SO 2300 EAST • SALT LAKE cinc. UT 84121 
VOICE 80I.94AUDIO • FAX 801 9423136 

HOMEPAGE, klay.com 

'Soundl 
,thinkig 
Digital Audio: 

It's What We Do! 
digit:lassies-a 

»and aste 

HUGE SELECTION OF 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT 

Consoles • Recorders • Microphones 

Compressors • Preamps • EQ's • Effects 

We specialize in precision rediaphragming 
of vintage microphones. 

Let us refit your damaged or sonically 
inferior mic with a brand new diaphragm. 

Highest Quality • Like Original 
All work guaranteed 

We can redo the following diaphragms: 
U47, U48, M49, SM69, UM57, U67, U87, 
SM2, 1,3,154, KM56, KM84, CN1V563 

& many more! 
We stock: Capsules, Tubes, Connectors, 

Cables, Mounts, Mic Boxes, Power Supplies 

Custom Racking 

Phone: (818) 992-0999 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 
We Buy 8r Trade Equipment 



The award-winning AD-500E 
Now you can own Apogee 
quality at an incredible price! 
For a limited time only, we are 
offering brand new AD-500E 
18-bit AID converters, with 
table-top PSU, for just $1695. 
Quantities are limited: don't 
miss this unique opportunity! 
Contact us for full details. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPOFLAT1ON 
tel 310/915-1000 fax 310/3914262 

info@apogeedigital.com 
http://www.apogeedigital.com/ 

The digital masters. 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
.4:2 NtsE,REE CATALOGUE 

(800) 348-4638 
(516) 563-8326. NY 
(516) 563-1390, Fax 

Custom or stock sizes. 
Our pnces can't be beat! 

Discount Distributors 

OTARI MTR-100 24-trk. recorder 
w/internal "SR" & "A" Dolby cards, 
remote, mint cond., $45k. Also, 
KRK model 15A-5 studio monitors, 
dbl. 15" 3-way, like new, $4k. (818) 
566-8555. 

Neve 8128 32-ch recording 
console newly recapped, $55k; 
Neumann TLM 170 anniversary; 
2 Ampex ATR 124s w/large parts 

kit; 2 ATR 104s; 2 ATR 102s. 
(407) 933-2796 

Amek Einstein SuperE 80 inputs 
Supertrue PB, $35k; 64 inputs 
Supertrue, $24k; 9098 mic/EQ, 
$1.5k; Neve 20x8 Line Mixer, $3k; 
Neve 24-ch Monitor Mixer, $5k; 
33609c, $3.2k; Dolby SP 24, $2k; 
C-12, $6k; C-414EB, $ 1.2k. Tel: 
(847) 249-3467. 

3M-M79 2" (2) 24-Irk. ( 1) 16-trk. 
low mileage tape recorders from 
original owner, with original heads. 
UREI 813 spkrs. (pair), also various 
vintage mics including Neumann, 
AKGs, U48, U67 to RCA ribbon, 
etc. MCI 24-trk. console. Call 
(212) 247-6010. 

Neve 8058 24x31102 EQs 8x 
1883 line rtn 10-chn. Neve 

sub-mixer to mix 32 chn. 
Optifile Tetra auto. $95k. 

A80 MkIV 5,600 hrs., $22k. 
(416) 633-9830. 

Studer Post:Trio 

Dyaxis Ill DAW w/digital video. 
All options plus CPU, monitors, 

drives and console. 
Best Offer. Call! 
(612) 373-2220. 

Recording Studio 
Inventories 
Bought/Sold 
Liquidated 

800-423-5499 
Hamilton Brosious 

Associates 
e-mail hba@soundwave.com 

STUDIUTECH 
—11511.1 go= 

WORLD-CLASS QUALITY—COMPETITIVE PRICING 
SALES*SERVICE`INSTALLATION*CONSULTATIOWLEASING 

AKG AMEK/Langley API Audio-Technica Avalon Behringer Beyer 
B&K Brainstorm Bryston Calrec Canare Demeter Digidesign Dolby 
Drawmer Dynaudio Equi=Tech Eventide Fairlight Focusrite Fostex 
Genelec Hafler KRK Lexicon Mackie Manley Microtech-Gefell 
Mogami MRL Neutrik NTI Otan Pro-Co RODE Sonex Sony-Pro 
Soundfield Studio-Technologies Summit-Audio IC Electronic 

TimeLine TL Audio Tube-Trap Tube-Tech Vac-Rac 4000 
Yamaha 02R Z Systems and many more. 

AUTHORIZED SERVICE 

AMEK/Langley DDA Fostex Mackie MCI Otan i Soundcraft Tascam 
9982 MONROE #407 DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 

PHONE: (214) 358-0050 FAX: (214) 358-0947 

VINTAGE USED 
CONSOLES: 1990 Mitsubishi Superstar 52 in, 32 bus w/Otari Disk 
Mix flying fader automation, $65k*Neve 8108 48 frame/36 inputs 
w/Necam I auto, $451eNeve V 36 in w/FF, call`Amek Angela 24 mono 
mic inputs, 4 stereo line w/auto, $ 18.5k*TAC Scorpion II 28x12, 
$6.5k 1991 Tascam M3500 32 in w/auto, call*Allen & Heath Saber 24 
in, $6k*MC1JH636 32 in, $8.9k*Trident Vector 432/52 mono/6 stereo 
w/40 channels Uptown 990, call-Trident 80C 48-frame 40 inputs, 
call*MCI 416, carSony 3348 48-track digital machine, call* 24 Tracks: 
Studer A80, 800, 827, 820, call for prices*Otari MTF19011, $1 'Otan MX80, 
$14.5k*Sony JH24, $13k*MC1 JH114/24, $81e16/8/DATs, call*MICS: 
Neumann U87, 67, 47, M49, AKG C414, C12, C24, call for current 
stock*REVERBS: AMS RMX 16, $5k*AMS DMX 1580S (delay), 
$4.5k*Lexicon 480L, 300, PCM70, call*COMPRESSORS: Neve, 
Teletronix, UREI 1176, LA3 & LA4, call for stock' 
WE BUY NEVE, FAIRCHILD, TELETRONIX, UREI, API, LEXICON, PULTEC 

WE SELL VINTAGE NEVE & API MODULES 
NEW EQUIPMENT IN STOCK 

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

HARBORSOUND 
180a CENTRAL STREET a, VIDEO 
SAUGUS, MASS 01906 

Ph: (617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 

VINTAGE NEVE-I272 PREAMPS 

$929.00 Single channel 
51539.00 Two channel ete44 

ENTEre,RISES 
14300 llorteme Street • Sherman Oak, CA 91423 

818 784.2046 FAX 818 784•0750 

GET SMART! 

The New Alan Smart Stereo Compressor 
Now available in the U.S. exclusively from: 
Sunset Sound, Hollywood (213) 469-1186 

• Sales ( 800) 446-7677 • 

TRUE STEREO! 
Rent the amazing Sound Field 
ST 250 stereo mic and hear 
what you've been missing. 
(415) 742-9166 
Hi-Tech Audio 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2151 

Hard  Disk Sales800.8010153 
Recording F Bge?-.61,691 

www.rnissionrec.com 

CININIFIAK 
S111010 URN, RIPE lot the mserimlnahreg muvcoon 

NEVE 8108 PARTS FOR SALE. 
Also, complete NECAM ' 96 
system, NECAM 1 system. 8108 
modules and many assorted 
parts. Call for prices and specifics. 
MAD DOG STUDIOS. (818) 557-
0100. 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.com 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

AT R  
Service Company 

The AMPEX Source 

• ATR 100 sales and complete 
restoration services 

I2" Two Track Mixing and 
Mastering conversions featuring 
performance selected Flux Magnetics 
precision heads. Performance plots 
provided with each conversion 
Recontour and wear tracking 
services for all heads we sell. 

• Introducing HDV-2 Modular 
Tube Electronics for the ATR100. 

• Ultra low flutter mastering grade 
Urethane Capstan Assemblies for 
ATR100 and ATR124 

Contact: Michael Spitz 
Voice or Fax: 415-574-1165 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 
FAX (415) 546-9411 

da.audio@internetMCI.com 

AMEK MOZART 40- channel 
console, 2 NEVE, 22 mic/line/tape, 
16 line/tape modules, 8 aux. sends, 
12 st. returns, Supertrue automa-
tion, custom producer's desk, 
immaculate condition, $60,000, 
(800) 8-JINGLE. 

Professional 
IN Audio 

Design 
Inc. 

Premier Dealers for: 
AKG • ADL • API 

Aphex • Audiomate 

Avalon • Beyer 

Bruel & Kicier • BSS 

Calrec • Chord 

Electronics • Coles 

Daking • dbx • DDA 

Drawmer • Dynacord 

Dynaucho Acoustics 

E- Mu • Eventide 

Focusnte • Fostex 

GML • Groove Tubes 

Hatter • KRK • K/T 

Lexicon • Mackie 

Manley • Microtech 

Gefel • fylkib • Nentek 

Otan i • Quested 

Rode • Sennheiser 

Soundcraft • Shep 

Shure • Soundtracs 

Tcrinoy • TC Elechonic 

Tasccrn • Timeline 

T L Audio • Trident 

Tube Tech • Uptown 

Vac Rac • White 

MILAM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES • D.A.T. u MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS • AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MUM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346-3161 

ORDER HOT LINE: 
800-334-8187 

FAX 309-346-6431 

VINTAGE TUBE MICS 

from 
RUSSIA 

AKG, Telefunken 
Neumann, LOMO, etc. 

Tel 011- (7-095) 299-8808 
Fax 011- (7-095) 299-1161 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE EQUIPMENT SALES 
• REPAIR, REFURBISHING AND MAINTENANCE 

• Nivt CONSOLE RESTORATION SeedAusrs 
• WIRING & CABLING SYSTEMS, STUDIO INSTALLADON 
• MICROPHONE REPAIR AND RESTOFLATION SERVICE 
• CUSTOM RACK SYSTEMS FOR VINTAGE MODULES 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALS 
API 5508 $ 1049 • API 32x24 $654 • NEW V-11148FF $ 150k • taw 8108 

575.. • NEVE V1260 FF $285k • S51 4080G/Uu $3504 • SSL 4056G 

$185x • AVEK MOZART RN56VD $1254 • Sons MXP3036 $38e • 
TRIDENT 8013 30(24 w/EO 5354 • NEOTEK ELAN 40-cx 923e • NEOTEK 

ELITE 40-at MK • Soureawr DC2020 CALL • TuseTecu LCA-28 

CALL • Martiv Vrai-Mu CALL • TC ELECTRONIC M2000 $1600 • 

SOWN/ST-APE wcas,rAreais • >mum) ACOUSTICS BM15 $1495 • 

MACKIE 324- IN ST= • UREI LA-4 $1600 PR. • UREI LA-3A $2400 PR. 

UREI 1176,1178 CALL • E-Mu SP1200 $1750 Net • Rem NT2 $659 

SI-EP/NEVE 1073 S2K • NetE 1073 $2800 • AKG C12 VR $3500 • AXG 

C12 $7a • NEUMANN 1147, U48. 1449. U67, 10.454, »256-CALL • AMS 

RMX16 54.5a • EVENPOE H3000DSE $2500 • La PCM60, PCM70, 

PCM80. PCM93 PCM42, 480L-CALL • TELEFUNICEN W2 Rea SYSTENS 

FROM $2e • CALL FOR UPDATED STOCK LIST is TO LIST YOUR GEAR 4 SALE 

acoustics'' 
Specialists in high end active 
and passive monitoring 
systems for recording 
studios, post-production 
surround 8 mastering. The 
ultimate in high resolution low 
distortion monitonng systems 

onlIne www Proamilode,Ign corn 

Professional Audio Design, Inc. 
tel 617 982-2600 fax 617 982-2610 

357 Liberty St. Rockland. MA 02370 # 

THE N90 
A HIGH QUALITY 

NATURA UNDING 
DYNAMi 10 MIC 

STEDbAAN 
- 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218  

MARQUETTE 
AUDIO LA55 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT * 

-72. Y - 76. \ F SF. •1 I.VSGFAT.•.. 

MICS. PREAMPS. COMP/L.MTRS + MORE 

IMMIIIIMMZE115 
PROFESSIONAL CONSOLE HOUSINGS FOR 

YAMAHA 02R 
and MACKIE 8- BUS mixers 

once, tram 
`699'' 1,669 T5 

FREE 800.427.5888 
COLOR 
BROCHURE 
Diode US 573.346.8549 Fax 573-318-2769 
AO • RI 3. Box 1371A• Osage Beach.113 650E5 

ARGOSY 

EVER RUN INTO HEADROOM 
PROBLEMS WITH YOUR "MODI-
RED" V72srr? With our mod you 
won't. Pair in cute lunch box, incl. 
phase/48V, $1.465. Hi shelf & DI 
available! SONIC BOOM (415) 
642-8586, fax 8589. 

3 5mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer Recorders 
w/Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, 
MR-436 for sale. Call Michael 
Temmer, (212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

SSL Console 4000E 
with G automation. 

Installed 1986, upgraded late 1989, 
48 input/output modules, 8 stereo 
input modules, 64 inputs, producer's 
desk. TT patchbay on right side, Black 

EQ. Vu meters. Great history with 
many hits, perfectly maintained. Call 

Jeff Greenberg or Jay Antista (310) 

478-8227. 

SINGERS r REMOVE VOCALS 
Unlimited Backgrounds'. 
From Standard Tapes. Records. & CDs 

ugh the Thompson Vocal Eliminator" t 
Call Tor Free Demo Tape. fit 
Internet Slip: TISOund.co 
LT Sound Dept MX• I 

7988 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 

24 Hour Demo/Info "fete' 
Line (770)482.2485 • Ext 
Best Vocal Eliminator", Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 

New & Used quality recording 
equipment 

• Buy, Sell & Trade 

Consoles*TaRe Mhines*Mke 

*Outboa_M_NntagliAt 

Quality & Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Now Available! Audio 

Technologies Tubelink-ALL 
Tube Compressor/Limiter 

Tel: (508)744-2001 

MC Fax: (508)744-7224 VISA 

http://odysseyprosound.com 

CUSTOM NEVE 56- INPUT, 
52- BUS CONSOLE WITH GML 
MOVING FADER AUTOMATION, 
$1 10k OBO. Every imaginable 
update & modification has been 
done, incl, doubling the patch-
bay size. This console has been 
well- maintained & is in exclnt. 
cond. Please contact Sean 
Fudge @ Ocean Way Recording 
(213) 467-9375. We would also 
consider taking equipment in 
trade! 

How BIG is Yours? 
HARD DRIVES Digital Audio 

Specialists! 
CD RECORDERS 

MEMORY CHIPS 

MO 015E SOUND CARDS 

(954)749-0555 MIDI SOFTWARE 

http://www.bigdisc.com 

The RACKIT" System 
Modular, eackahle oak units 
hold all recording formats 

New: Racks with mounting mils! 

Free mail-order brochure 
(please mention Mist 

Per Madsen Design 
I 31822-4883. PO Box 882464 
San Francisco, CA 94188 

LIFIGHADIE YOLlit VOCALS 
onh Variable Acoustic Compression' 

You choose 1 or 2 screens 8. distance behveen screens 
.,e'r LW: 55 esllake \ oak, Son) Music, SW 

Masterfonics. Paislts Park. t'IP.S. o• 
• h t.5 Inch •hameler screen. 1.3r 
• . 1111 estowneck nut. C1:111411054. itrLES:e. • w.nhahle. replaceable screens • mu., VOKE SCREENS .1, 

• snssne.c hack guarantee 11sppIng PO Box 1011. New Palta. NY 12561 
call, tag or mite tor FREE brochure (800) 252-1503 or (914) 255-3367 

3 
posstion 
screen 
holder 
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AUDIO WORLD 

• -The Best Gear On Earth" 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley (330) 723-6494 

Fax: (330) 723-6595 
Visa/MasterCard 

http://www.micshop.com 

Amek Angela Recording 
Console with Mastermix 
Automation. 39-Frame loaded 
with 28-channels. $ 12.5k. 
(201)672-8474. 

96-pt., Tr-BALANCED PATCH-
BAYS. Switchcraft D1634B. Not 
the cheaper imitations. For a 
limited time, available at AVR 
for $239 (cash price only). 
Quantity pricing upon request. 
Call (617) 924-0660 or ( 860) 
289-9475. 

New. Used & Vintage 
MICS.PREAMPS 
COMPRESSORS 
CONSOLES, 
RECORDERS 
& MORE! 

NEvE 
NEUMANN 

TELEFUNKEN 
LEXICON, SSL, STUDER, 

ADL & Much More! 

Now In Stock: ADL 200G DI 

We Buy Gear 
We Rack Modules 

  Call or Fax 
Safes. (818) 884-0400 or (310)275-4277 

Fax. ( 810)340-4331 

FOR SALE 

STUDER D-827 481K 

Excellent condition 1000 hours 

Motivated Seller. Serious inquiries only. 

Contact: Bill Tesar at: 212-333-2206 

40-input Neotek Elite With Automa 
lion, $54k. Studer A80 MkIV 24-tri' 
never relapped, $19k. Neotek Senes 
Ill 28x24 w/6 fx returns, $ 10k. 
Adams Smith 2600, $2,850. UREI 
809s, $ 1,100. Call Jim (407) 425 - 
7866. 

DATRAX 
Orconator ,t Orr tape storage st,slems 

800 latIMMIll 
.9. 

DATRAX 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218  

Atli SYSTEMS lif. 

AUDIO VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEMS 
Your source for Profeasional Audio and Video 

equipment new and used. 

1USEr) GrEAAR. 
•HUNDREDS Of QUAUTT USED AUDIO, 

VIDEO AND MUSICAL PRODUCES AVAILABLI• 

•WE BUY, TRADE AND LIST YOUR ITEMS FOR FREE• 

OVER 100 UNES OF "NEW" 
PRODUCTS• 

BOSTON HARTFORD 
(617) 924-0660 (860) 289-9475 

M 372 MAIN. ST. WATERTOWN, MA 02172 
TEL (617) 924-0660 FAX (617) 924-0497 L J 

CONNECTICUT ( 860) 289-9475 FAX (860) 291-9760 

IN STOCK! U47, M49, U64, U87, SM69, tube/fet, M269, KM53-56, 
C12, C24, D25, C34; Schoeps 221b, Calrec 32x4 (pq/15), NEVE 
8014/BCM10/16x2 Kelso; NEVE frames, NEVE 1066/1073/1074/ 
1079/1081/1084/33114/33115/1271/1272/1279/2254/33314/33609; 
BEATLE tube boards: 12x4/8x2/6x1; V72, V76; SSL, G-383, EQ/Pre, 
FOCUSRITE Red 2/ISA-215 ALAN SMART SSL comp/new, Massen-
burg 8900, CALREC pq14-15/1161/am6-17, AUDIX 35102/am6-
17, DOLBY XP/SR, STUDER A800 MkIII/A827, QUAD-8 Pacifica, 
TRIDENT 80c, AMEK Angela, Mozart, Hendrix, 2520; Calrec UA8000; 
SHEP, NEVE. 

BUY-SELL-TRADE! 
VINTAGE KING (313) 965-0645p (313) 964-3338f. 

E-mail rustbelt@ix.netcom.com 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES 
1 0- 99 ( 24") 

3-Yr Warranty! Qty Discounts 

REAN 96 pt TT BAYS 

(615) 366-5964 
GREEN DOT AUDIO 

FOR SALE: 
OTARI CONCEPT ONE 

64-ch, automated, ex patchbays, 
speaker mounts. In a home 

studio, Very Clean. 
PERFECT condition. 
Gary (810) 264-7500 

Telefunken V72, 76, 77, 78, U73, 
Telefunken Tubes UF14, EF14, 
EF804S, AC 701. Neumann mics, 
many more; for actual list, 
call Christian (212) 674-5712 
or Akzent Audiotechnik. Ger-
many. 0049-(0)721 - 373622. 
Fax 373611. 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Otan Cl 4032, Yamaha 028, API 
1200 rack system, Dynaudio 
Monitors, Alesis ADAT, Tascam 
DA-88, Sony PCM800, Otani 
Radar 24TK, Pro Tools Ill, 
All Digidesign Plug-Ins, Mackie 
8-Bus, Apogee AD1000, Lexicon 
PCM80/90, TC Elec. M5000, CD 
Recorders, API, GML, ADL, Sum-
mit, Focusrite, Demeter, Lucas, 
TL Audio, Neumann, AKG, 
Microtech, RODE, B&K, Genelec, 
Dynaudio. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation, Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 
http://www.ear.net 

SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
Dallas, Texas 

We Sell the MAJOR BRANDS 
of NEW & USED 

SOUND EQUIPMENT as Used by 
TOURING SOUND COMPANIES 

and 'LIVE MUSIC VENUES 

tie Have WHAT YOU WANT 
at DISCOUNT PRICES 

Our SALES ENGINEERS are 
EXPERIENCED SOUNDMEN and 
can RELATE TO YOUR NEEDS 

If you are a SOUNDA4AN, get 
on our MAILING LIST for your 

SPECIAL DEALS 

Call Today and Find Out Why We 
Are # 1 In Sound System Sales 

'-e• 

Àlr  27/i/Cf/0/751" 

leal L e /ZU 
800-203-5611 

1214) 351-5373 • Fax 214/351-6782 
Web Page: http://www.soundpro.com 

E-mail: andprodafflaol.corn 

--,:lj,l,: ‘> ll Hp< r-r.i ...1•JJ 

MUSIC HUE ILEC110110 
VACUUM TUBE DIRECT BOX 

The legendary sound and quality 
construction that has travelled 

millions of tour miles, and made 

multi platinum studio albums. 

************* 
Stocking vintage refurbished 

Neve and API consoles, modules. 
U-47 tube replacement for low 
noise, plug in installation $175 

212-343-0265 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE ft  SOUND  
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 

SrAndmi & CUSTOM Modds 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

I SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218] 

di 
STUDIOAelkeeikaiiiIFIEe 
*clusrsmolzeoclors*static" 

protect your investment 
please your clients 

BREATHE CLEAN rP[su AIR 
quiet-no filters-30 day mbg-VlSA/PAC 
NATURALAIR 888-295-7199 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
SELLING AND BUYING USED 
EQUIPMENT SINCE 1982 

LOIS OF RARE, OLOR BEIVISEI . SITIANGE »ID SOME 

VERY FUNKY PIECES AVAILABLE 

USED EQUIPMENT YOU ASK ?? 
NO ONE DOES IT BETTER! 

Li (H!! LIS LARGEST USED LISTINGS 

(.310)459.27430R FAX (310)4544043 

(3° 49.8558 E3AI449 322 AIL DAVIett:6 FAX 

Soundcraft 600 24x16x8x2. 
Excellent (pampered) condition. 

Upgraded mic pres & EQ. 
From smoke-free studio environ. 

w/stand, $5,000. 
(407) 578-5000. 

MAJOR STUDIO SALE 
TimeLine LYNX, $ 1,250; Sony 
V05800 3/4" VCR, $2,328; UREI 
539 Graphic EQs, $499; dbx 903 
Comp & 905 EQ modules, $ 159; 
Valley People Kepex Ils & MaxiQs, 
$210; Dolby A cards, $225; plus 
more gear in superb shape. For a 
complete listing, call (802) 862-
5184 from your fax machine. 
Questions? Call (802) 658-1270, 
ext. 201. 

Wadia Pro WA-4000 ND 

Converter, 20- Bit, $2,200. 
(213) 663-8234 

Unt MIX Online 
http://www.mixmag.com 
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Equipment Rentals Instruction 

SOUNDTRONICS WIRELESS 

YOUR WEST COAST ALTERNATIVE 
SPECIALIZING IN 

WIRELESS MICROPHONE RENTAL 
ON-LOCATION TECHNICAL SERVICES 

CONSULTING & SALES 

200 N. Orchard Drive • Burbank, CA 91506 

818/848-8670 • 800/869-6801 

CLASSIC EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS 

The largest collection of NEW 
& VINTAGE Pro Audio Gear! 

Featuring: 
Tube mics 
Tube limiters, 
NEVE/API modules, 
Vintage outboard gear 
Also in stock: 
Apogee 20-bit converters, 
Tube Tech CL1b/LCA2b limiters 
Sony PCM 3348 
Tascam DA-88 8-ch digital rcdr 
Sony PCM-800 8-ch-digital 
Timecode DAT recorders 
Focusrite Red Series 
Pro Tools Ill 
Genelec 1031a monitors 

CALL (213) 467-3432 

0 OJT . , I_ 
•• 0 UDIO RENTALS 

OFFERING THE FINEST IN 
STATE OF THE ART 

AND VINTAGE 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

CALL US, TOLL FREE 
(800) 446-3278 

wEB WE. heitoiwttioêlatesoatcaconvott 

111111 CUISSINEDS 
0 MN! e 

Phone: (800) 544-5530 

Fax: (510) 653-8171 

E-mail: 

boycemr@cardinal.com 

Equipment 
Wanted 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

We want your used keyboard, 
recording and audio equip-
ment. We'll airmail you $$$ or 
take your stuff in trade toward 
over 350 brands of new and 
used products. Come in or do it 
all through the mail. 66 years in 
business. Worldwide delivery. 
Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. loca-
tion. Call, write or fax us today 
for price quotes and details. Also, 
find us on the Internet at sales@ 
caruso.net. Start saving money 
today. Call Caruso Music, 94 
State St., New London, CT 06320 
USA. (203) 442-9600. (203) 442-
0463/fax. 

WANTED: (2) Gotham EMT 
140s Stereo Echoplates, 

Good Cond., Pref. West 
Coast. NO Fixer-Uppers 
PLEASE! Contact John @ 

(415) 851-1195 or 
DOGBREATH@Southcoast.net. 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
AUDIO QUALITY! 

this is not a problem" 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.com 

No experience required! L,' 0, 
On-the-job-training in local major Recording Studios 
Part-time, nets, weekends — Free video and brochure tell how 

1-800/295-4433 Ask about our Record Label: I 
http://www.saa.com/musiebiz  

Recording Engineer 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 338-1373. 

ABE RECORDING ENGINEER 
10:.q r:Ge *TRAIN AT HOME * 

E. y Home-Study practical treining In 
Muni-Peck %coning. Join our micceteful 
worldng "binds. or build your own studio. 

Career Guidance.DIplom. Accredited. 
FREE 11FORMATIM 

Audio Institute al America 
USIA Unke St Sob MIND:boo CA WI 

THE ONLY 

APPRENTICE.STYLE 

RECORDING SCHOOL 
IN THE WORLD 

CALL TODAY ron YOU FREE BROCHURE! 

1-800-914-8004 

Maintenance 
Services 81 
Repairs 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

2.42M11:11. 
Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 

DAIS FIXED FASII 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All makes and models 

• Experienced, factory-trained techs 
*Fast turnaround 

• Repairs, overhauls, parts 
"The DAT doctor is in!" 

NXT 
GENERATION* 

201-579-4849 Fax 201-579-6021 

Midwest Digital Services Inc. 
(Chicagoland Area) 

Premium DAT Service 
Sony Pro Specialists since 1985 

Quick turnaround time 
Phone: (708) 448-7539 
Fax: (708) 448-7678 

Bismeaux ADAT Repair 
Receive a complete cleaning and alignment 
and replacement of the idler wheel for only 
$70. This servize fixes 90% of ADAT problems. 
2-3 day turnaround Guaranteed for 60 days 
Factory Authorized non-warranty repairs 

512-444-2088 
4023 Manchaca Rd Austin TX 78704 

Machine 
E. Service Aud. In, 

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT 
recorder brands & models 
including ADAT and DA-88 

Warranty Service on Most Brands 

Over 2000 Machines Serviced! 

UPS Pickup Service Available 

Compare Our Rates! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DAT Recorder Service Specialists 

(610) 353-2400 

Music Products/ 
Software 

AKAI MPC60 OWNERS 

NOW ADD ALL OF 
THE SOFTWARE FEATURES 

OF THE tAPC3000 
Get your copy of this amazing 

3.0 Upgrade today! 
Created by Roger Linn and his 

design team. Tested by MPC6Ousers 
from around the world. 

408.479.3692 

Mix Classifieds are your best 

advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530. 
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Don't be a SMPTE slave! Smote-
Calc timecode calculator program 
for Windows calculates times 
in all SMPTE frame rates. Easy, 
intuitive. Online help. $ 17.95 
w/this ad. Saturnine, PO Box 
3035, Allentown, PA 18106. 
satur9@worldnetattnet. 

Recording 
Services 

Affordable single copy CDs 
starting at $20. 

$5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL (800) 850-5423 
FAX (800)203-1725 
Contact us on the Internet at 

46Pewwa.com. Visit our Web Page 
•  "www.beaches.neV46P 

Looking For 
• ? 

e Offer It ... affordably 

CD Recording 
as low as $25 ea. 

CD Duplication 
1000 CDs = $1250 

Mastering 8 Editing 
24 bit all digital on 
Sonic Solutions,. 

Call NOW for 

(800) 524-3706 

Ext. II 

SOUND CONCEFFS% 
943 Manhattan Beach Blvd. 
Suite C 
Manhattan Beach. CA 90266 

e 

01101111000 

STUDIOS 

$800 500 CDs $1150 1000 CDs 
Featuring Full Service Mastering by two-
time Grammy R nominee David Moody! 

1-800-243-3522 

EUROPADISK specializes in full service 

compact disc replication. Everything is 

done in-house, on-site for guaranteed quality 

and cost efficiency. Major credit card accepted. 

a free catalog or estimate, call: 800-45541555, ext.30 

For Pe, 
c, 

st 
e e $ 

WuftATED 

*CD-Audio •CD ROM *Vinyl *Cassette 

COMPLETE SERVICES: replicating • mastering • pressing • graphics • fulfillment 

EUROPADJSJÇLfB 
Discs With No Risks. 

75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013. (212)-226.4401, ext.30 FAX (212) 966-0456 

Ilif 1f kO(11 
fl Melee( te tse Ind,t5tryt 
• 

Dorqwait3viteiàryourCDscallus 

"Let Us Enhance your Mix with Digital Mastering" 
Digital Mastering foAtittle as $ 10 a track 

'ni ini 'ni iii ir Fl('( Pouf( M‘,000/MD) rligideskin 

24 HR 713-781-1963 

TUBE BAR STUDIOS 
$1.79 Cassette Copies includes 
High- Bias Chrome Tape, Laser 
Labels, Norelco Boxes and dupli-
cation. No Job Too Small. Also, CD 
Packages and Recording Supplies. 
(718)768-4723. 

REAL-TIME DUPLICATION 
BLOWOUT SALE! 

300 Chrome (up to 45-min.) Full 
color insert, imprint, shrink, boxes 
$599.991+ship. We'll beat any price! 
ACCURATE AUDIO LABS INC. 
(800) 801-7664. 

Sound Restoration/ 

CEDAR Processing 
78, LP, Acetate, Open Reel 
Transfers/Reasonable Rates 
Allen Lowe Archive And Sound Service 

60 Hillside Ave. South Portland, Me 04106 

Phone:202-741-2846 FaX:207-741.2847 

Your music on 

Cassettes & Vinyl 

CDs fromil to a million • 

Low prices • fast, friendly service 

Everything included, no hidden charges 
Mastering, Sound Enhancement 

847-945-6160 
Big Dreams Studio 

BIG HEAD PRIIIIICTIONS 

C) e 
CDS ... 
Full Service 
Remixes ... • 
Full Production 

• Digital Mastering 
• Graphic Design & Printing 
• Complete Packaging 
• Remixes (Cie House. 
Techno. Acid. etc 
• Free Consulting 
• CD 8 Tape Replication 
• Fast Turnaround 

Let is pioduce the 
ULTIMATE RIM/Cot vow 

euslum Um-As• 

24 Hr. 
502-584-4779 

CD RECORDABLES 
AS LOW AS $1100 PEIIDISC 

Your Logo /Pit Turnaround 

ADVANCE/PRE-RELEASE 
REFERENCE /ROM BETA COPIES 
CD MASTERING DIGITAL EDITING 

CD PRODUCTION DIGITAL TRANSFERS 
DB Plus DiffiTAI SERViCES, Inc. 

250 W 57th Street., Suite 725 
New York City, N.Y. 10107 
212-397-4099 / 397-2207 Fa,. 

For more recording and 
duplication services— 

Turn to the Marketplace section 
—Starts on page 214 

VIASHRINCI Whit A CApilAt 

CO & CD-ROM Manufacturing 

CO REPLICATION... 

CO BOOKLET PRINTING 

See us in Display 

Orlando FL ( 800) 344-4361 16/TAL 
Nip,/www corn OnIA/N 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 215 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

Discount 
Duplication 
Warehouse! 
•Audlo . Video •CO .Diskette 

"We've never gotten 
prices this low before." 

Peter Douglass—Oirector of Purchasing, CBSI 

Our high quality blank loads, 
audio, video, CD & diskette dupli-

cation prices are surprisingly low! 

How low? 

Call us for a quick estimate 
& free Information Package: 

Dolby' Equipped House 

1-800-378-1109 
MULTIMEDIA REPRODUCTION SERVICES 
904 S. Hamilton, Sheridan, IN 46069 

LOW PRICE • ON- TIME GUARANTEE 

Call for 
FREE 
info 

Total Tape Services 
ch II, L 

Npaciflo 
coast 

sound 

works 

(BOO) .4-2 —2 AR 
(All) 01M-47T1 FAX: (21S) 
Ilsvorty MUM, Its »I LA, CI 
Ittp://www.ltrax.eseill 

RELIABLE 
"ON HOLD" 

WI W TAPEriPLATERS 
*MADE IN USA 

CALL OR Fn FOR 
SAVPLE TAPE 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST., S.F , CA 94118 

TEL: (415) 221.2000 FAX (800) 683-7569 



Records Tapes 
CD Services 

NOW! YOU CAN CHOOSE> 
TIDK PRO SA BULK MAXELL XLII BULK 

C-60 C-90 C-60 C-90 

$0.58 $0.78 $0.61 $0.83 

MASTER EASTFASIMTORS OF LA • AM1EX • RASA • 0EleN • On 
• Fie, ...WELL • SON, • 10« • 1E EX 

111114401E: 212.1111.71M OR SOO 1611.311111 
FAX: 212.7019740 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 216 

Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 

Everything in stock 
Wholesale distributors of 

AMPEX • AGFA • 3M • SONY 
• Audio video tape 
• Assorted reels and boxes 
• Splicing/leader tope 
• Prepackaged cassettes 
• We load bulk couettes 
in custom lengths 

CCII 01 mite to. FREE coo 0g 

(800) 854-1061 
TEL (619) 277-2540 • Fax (619) 277-7610 

Advance Recording Products 
8859 Boltoo Ake Ste E Son Sego CA 9223 

vex OM 1.40re'COMI 0CM/teaA 
1%.0,5A, 0,19 

PROTOSOUND 
Compact Disc & 

Audio Cassette Mfg. 

(802) 453-3334 
Fax: (802) 453-3343 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 217 1 

pnku horn 
at Lagoon 

CD Package Includes*  
two-color CD, 

shrink wrap and jewel case, 
two page, four color insert, 

four-color tray card, glass master. 
1000 CD order. $1,495 

Promo CD's Includes* 
two-color CD, 
$975 per 1000 

packages do not include film or typesetting 

mastering and editing available 
1-800-748-5246 ex. 2270 

= ÏCS 

AUDIO s VIDEO CASSETTE 
COMPACT DISC • CD-ROM 

DUPLICATION 
NOVV FEATURING THE 

THE LATEST IN DIGITAL BIN 
TECHNOLOGY FROM 

gauss 

%WAG, vac. 
6737 E. 

Indianapolis. Indiana 46219 
317/549-8484 FAX 317/549-8480 

rAe 9.1:111191:3 

..SAPprriria&/_ 
Inemea r=ttre_i_ 

WE DO IT ALL! Package - COMPLETE RE COLOR CD PE 
500 CD's: 12992° 
CD package includes: Graphic design, film, 
color 2 page booklet, Z color CD Label, 

all mastering, jewel box, shrink wrapping, 
graphic insertion. 

7 fritik,15 •582 DISC( 3472) 

500 CD's: '9992° 
CD package includes: Color / page booklet, 
2 color CD Label, all mastering. jewel box, 

shrink wrapping, graphic insertion. 
film supplied by dient, 

c CD'S FIST 
*300 CO Special S849 
*500 CO Special S999 
'with client provided CUR 

label bin & inserts 
et Digital Mastering, CD Rom 

RGraphic Design Available 

Silicon Graphics Digital Printing 
Full color inserts from 05 

10 free Posters w/complete package 
Call(800)DIGIDOC 

C. I EICIC 
PRODUCTIONS 

FAX your Mix Classified 

(510) 653-8171 

echa CD, CD-ROM, Cassette & VHS Manufacturing 
Full Color Retail Ready Packages 

300 CD $919 • 500 CD $999 • 1000 CD $1525 

Includes glass master & pre master, 2 color on CD printing, 
4 page folder & color tray card, insertion of graphics, jewel box 

and shrinkwrap. Does not include film & graphic design. 

Major Label Manufacturing 100% Guaranteed 

24 HOURS TOLL FREE 1-888-793-8569 • E-Mail: mediawldeican.net 

Kw DUPLICATION 
Be'c'e *COMPACT DISCS 

e'Se Direct 
yreireee fr—CASSETTES 

eVIDEOS 
le 1-800-365-TAPE 71 
Mean 'ocr ing 1 he Weld 8 2 7 3 

EASTCO PRO FREE 
COLOR 

Audio/Video Corporation CATALOG 

•Complete Graphic Design, 
Printing & Packaging 
.500 CD Pkg's 
•Blank Tapes & Accessorie 
.100% Guaranteed 

_Is 

• 

Manufacturing 

ASS ETTE 
ta ca Sc cage 

COMPLETE FULL COLOR COMPACT DISC PACKAGES: 

500 CD's $ 1164.1 1000 CD's $ 1664. 
CD Package iaciudeatr 

glass mastering, jewel box, oh 

American Clients: No Tax... No Du 
Combination Packages and CD R 

¡flu, pre-master & 

dude film or typesetting. 

... No Problem! 
M Available! 

TOLL FREE 1-800-835-1362 
• . 1 11 — 1 

r'f .-1/SJUSU.11: 
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1- 800-TAPE WORLD 

MAXELL 
cg 
39 

CD 
MANUFACTURING 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINTING 

DIGITAL EDITING & MASTERING 

ESP 

1-800-527-9225 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DRIVE BUFFALO NY 14228 
17161 691.7631 • FAX 17161 691.7732 

TOK 
DAT 12; 649 
SA-91 1.49 
SA 9; 1 99 
) DIG 249 
74 649 

FUJI 
49 

RV 3 49 

TAPE WORLD 220 WONG ST PURR RA 16003 FAX OM 322-8273 
OVER SOO DIFi F RENT SAME DAY SHIPPING M.F 8-5 

Our CD & Cass's are 

(800) 421-8273 
Progressive Music 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218 

(617) 5770089-
MASTERING 
DIGITAL EDITING 

1630 transfers 

cd replication 

individual cds 

multi- media 

digital noise 

reduction and E 

restoration E 

op sonic 
a IA3OA1IAÍ 

graoheu 
(71) ROM 

,rx ,cffir 

rr, 
hIlpiAvembtletream.netiopsonic 

01>Fonic ,,,bitstream net 

fax - ( 612} 922-6874 

191 

1-800-476-8211 

Bulk CD's 
as low as 

60C 

CD & CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 
FEATURING TIE SOUTHWEST'S FIRST & ONLY DIGITAL BIN 
CASSETTE SYSTEM & LARGEST REAL TIME CASSETTE FACILITY! 
PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN • BLANK CASSETTES • MASTERING & EDfTING • ONE-OFF CD-RS 

PACKAGES AVAILABLE! CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND/TAPEMASTERS 

1. 8 0 0 .. 8 8 0 0 0 7 3 

''OUR 29TH YEAR OF FAST GUARANTEED SERVICE' 

--WEE CATALOG 

D- RS, HI-8, 

INI DISKS, S-VH 

MASTERING TAPE 

A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 
N OREL CO , SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES 8. SLEEVES 
SINGLE 8. DOUBLE co Bax 

DCC, MOD, CI 1392 
AND IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 

• CUSTOM PRINTED LABELS 8. -CARDS • 
IN NYC 718-435-7322• 800-221-6578-24 HOUR FAX 718453458f 

FREE LABELS WITH EVERY CASSETTE ORDER 
ROUND EDGE OR STANDARD NORELCO BOXES $.012 EACH 

• AUDIO PROFIJilittfflir• "'" 

&MOTH 
C-10 C-20 C-10 C-40 

rim  

25  TDK .30.35 

SA 
3 

C-.141 C-00 C-70 C40 c-90 

44 49.53 .58 .63 

MAXELL 
xul 
BASF 

CHROME 
SUPER 

27 32 30 44 47 52,67 

4212 14114 AVENUE • 1126011YN,KY.11219 el 

1:11:111=1 

CD-Audio & CD-ROM 
• Audio & Video Cassette Duplication 
• Mastering • 1630 • PMICD • CDR 
• Graphic Design & Printing 
• Retail-Ready Packages • Fast Turn 

CD SONIC 
Tel: (617) 424-0670 Fax: (617) 424-0657 

Toll Free 1-888-CD SONIC (237-6642) 

Check Out the Marketplace Section for New Equipment, 
Duplicauon Services, Maintenance—You Name It! 

IC STARTS ON PAGE 214• 

USTOM LENGTHS FROM 

1-126 MINUTES 

100 PIECE 

MINIMUM 

..36 .87 

70 .76 eTDK 
el BASF 
AMPEX 

maxeq 

THE 11/10117•RUN. REAL•TINE SPECIALIST! 

Ask About Fan Color 1-Cards  

100 Supplied J-Carde $ 173.00 
500 Supplied J-Card 8599.95 
100 W B&W J-Card* 8199.00 
300 W B&W J-Card $546.00 
100 W'Full-Color J-Card*S249.00 
300 W'Full-Color J-Card S615.00 
CD's 39:m land Less. W'Order S10  
CHROME TAPE rY REAL-TIME DUPE QUALITY 

SHELL PRINT'r2 FREE GRAPHICSIJWRAPPED 

M.R. Productions 1800) 831-6686 
Every Tape Direct From DAT 

• Paper Labels on uns under 300, Available far extra owee 

do9leM US IC 
MANUFACTURING 

SERVICES 

CDs • CASSETTES • VINYL  

• Best Price! 

• Best Service! 

• Fastest 
Turnaround! 

• example: 1000 CDs, 2 color label, 
jewel box, 4 page full color insert, 
all mastering, assembly & poly wrap 

$1499.00 (no sales tax anywhere in USA) 

• from client supplied film & CD ready master 
Manufacturing for the independent music industry since 1986. 



Records Tapes 
CD Services 

e 
O:ill r. ,11 

1 - 8 0 

We'll beat any railer, 

2635 °elate«, Aseigisc 4, 
Platt•t ( 7i I 

' I • /91111118PV-4.1 
it ye , 

• -del 

lit Wit. 

• 

60 ills 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 217 

RELEASE YOUR 
OWN CDs! 

300 CDs for only $1,590 
includes block d white inserts 

INCLUDES DELUXE GRAPHIC DESIGN! 

Call today for your FREE full color catalog. 

1-800-468-9353 
Outside USA toll 609-663-9030 

FAX 609-661-3458 
http://www.discrnokers.com 

DISC MAKERS 

Indie Label Service 
$439.00 
500 Cr02 cassettes 

RetoilReody from your muter when you provide .-Cords 
CDs 8 (" e'en,. 100. Kamm 

41 74 ,a7;7 ear ed., 
S•arOlestoese. I 

NIB 168 Nopie SI;Vos'saite e00,2 troo.aserstos, 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 215 

THE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 

RION BIAS BULK-BLANK AUDIO TAPES 
UNBOXED-UNLABaED 

LENGTH 
$51TDK 
PRO-SA 
COBALT 

maxell 
XL II 

el BASF 
CHROME 
PLUS 

el BASF 
CHUM 
RIPER 

C-10 24 t 25 t 25 t 28 t 

CAS 266 27 e 30 t 31 t 

C-20 28 t 30 t 31 t 35 t 

C•30 33 t 36 t 35 t 45 t 

C-44 406 45 t 42 t 58 e 

C-62 47 e 50 t 50 t 68 t 

C-80 56 t 68 t 65 t 85 t 

C-92 62 e 75 t 72 t 87e 

C-100 70 t 83 t 76 t 95 c 

FULL LINE OF RECORDING 
AND DUPUCATING SUPPLIES 

CM BASF 
TDK AMPEX 3M 
niax ell •-•ON Y 

LOWE*. 
POKES 

BEST 

SERVICE 

CDR'S - A-DArS 
MO'S-FilleaLe 

DOE-OATS 

DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 

CUSTOM LABELS AND J-CARDS 

ALL LENGTHS AVAILABLE - 1 MINUTE TO 126 MINUTES 

...FROM THE COMPANY YOU KNOW AND TRUST 

764 5th Avenue, 

Brooklyn, New York 11232 

In NYC Tel: (718) 369-8273 

24 Fiour Fax: (718) 369-8275 

.NRS 145 LOURS Pingo Ave., = Ceiba, Puerto Rico 00735 ifal 

In Puerto Rico Tel: 

National Recording Suppeies Inc (8091885-2315 rn 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

Crirld Vilirdliono-12112 

OUR CD PRICES INCLUDE ABSGILUTEL1 EVER1THING 

• SONIC SYSTEm miSSIERINE• 

• CoMPLETE TYPESETTING AND CUSICEM DEPC•cr• 

• FILM HPARATKX9S AND «PON mAICII PICINI Per a es 

• INCREDIBLE CLUMP. PRINTING 

• RIPER ATIOH. FABRICATION. IPEERWOAP 

1000 CDs - $2275 retail ready! 
r http://....diabloweb.corn/gontivibrations 
-800-8211-61 r 619-.267-0107 • FAX h I 9-21,7- I ' 19 

Serving 
You TIIEW/4111,11@ SF L 

Since 
1975 

Studio Sales Elz ServiceS 
Full color • CD & Cassette Album Packages Fast 

1000 full color CDs, all -inclusive $1,899 

CDRs overnight • CDR blanks • Rt®R • DATs • ADATs HI8 • VHS 

Blank cassettes (BASF & MaxelD 

Small to large orders • Warehouse prices 

Call 800-483-TAPE for FREE catalogue 

fax: 904 -398-9683 • Internet: warehous@jaxjaxnet.com 

Visa • MasterCard • Discover 

2071-20MX Emerson st., Jacksonville, F132207 • 904-399-0424 

Your Ati 
Choice 
CD REPLIC.ITION 
C1SsETTE Dl PLICATION 
misTERING 
GR Mlle DESIGN & PRINTING 

1-800-553-8906 
1 - 2 0 8 - 2 8 5 - 2 6 0 

1219 Westlake Ave. N. Suite 218-A, Seattle WA 98109 
prKes baser:, on production ready oAT and plate ready film Freight charges are addrtronal 

MARTIN 
null. 11.111.11111 

2 

Factory 
Direct 
Prices! 

500 COMPACT DISCS 

$1295 
FREE CD PROOF! 

rdes glass mash, . . •. in • 
• ihiL curl 

1000 CDs $1795 

d'rean • Cassent. c rrs 

Stickers 

Toile pan... 
FI, eapflic 

T-Sisirts 

0esIgri services 
avellasistel 

call for our brochure 

1.000 CD S O Ii 

$1,199! 
l%Gludes jewel bees .> «) lor 
CI Imprint O shrink ii,rd p 

• RAW DISCS 6080 
-COMPLETE PACKAGE 51549 
-ONE-OFFS (10 CO MS 
-SONIC soLuytpris MASTERING 

• AWARD WINNINC.kRAPHIC DisiGN 
• FAST TURN AROUND 
-GREAT SERVICE 
• H IGHEST QUALITY 
• v ISA/MC/AMEX 
-TOLL FREE 1-8138- DISC-MFG 

1-888-347-2634 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

CDs and CASSETTES 
CD Replication  FREE CATALOGi 

FREE WEB 
and Cassette Duplication PAGE oner 

Professional Service 

800-288-8155 C4C 
51.5. 516 394 01300 U S I 1; 

HT-11111 6.16,415,•.66331-3.91.1513 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 216  

RECORDING 
-.DUPLICATING 

SUPPUES 

ARCAL CORP. 

S 
.. .1 ' 

-.•-••••, a . I 
• le  . .  

TDK AMPEX 3M 
ARCM ° BASF MAXELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to-Reel Tapes 

C-O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 

R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

2732 Bay Rd., Redwood City, CA 94063 
TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 

FAX (415) 389-7448 

Visit our web site: http://www.arcel.COM 

PUBLISH YOUR OWN 

CD's! 
300 CO. for 11996 

From your CD-R master it FIlms 
Retail Ready Includes 2 coMr onnung on Ono. 
2 page Ciodilet traysard /ewe case / wrap 

TurnkeY aecianon I licl050g O•s199 lee 'rumor, r mane. 

We match all competitor* price. 

CALL OPTIMAS: 

(800) 7225-88428 

OPTIMAX 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 216  

10 CD's •$175 
ANY LENGTH UP TO 74NUN. 

1 rom Your DA I 

RAnDorn ACCESS rnEpiù 
BROADCAST QUALITY / MIN . SHORELINE OR LABEL rDIGITAL 

NOIRE CREDITS / FINE TUNE YOUR MIXES Ice" eigrrERING 

TO ORDER CALL 415-389-1959 01.1'.-1 L - 

INDEPENDENT RELEASE SPECIAL — MAJOR LABEL 
Our CD and cassette packages are the 

most complete superior quality, retad. 

ready packages ellable, lust send us 

p011f master, photos, and liner notes 

the rest'. 

1,000 CDs 
Complete Package 

2,447 
(Add 500 cassettes for only 922 ' morel 

• 4-Panel Folder, 4-Cobr (411) 
• I-Color Tray Card (4/0) 
• 3-Color CD Disc Prinag 
• From Your DAT, 1630, or CDR 
• Color Separations. Typesetting. aod 
Graphic Dessgn Included! 

, Most Complete CD and Cassette Packages Available, Call I-800-637-9493 Musicraft 
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DRT Mastering 
You will have the big, high-impact 
maior-label sound that sells discs 
or the work is free' custom signal 
chains. First class results. Outrageous 

replication prices. Free brochure. 
800-884-2576 

euchoirredion, 
Compact Disc 

Cassette 
Manufacturing 

1-800-375-2060 

Call us before you 

order your CDs and 

Tapes, we will save 

you money. 

WAVELENGTH 
post ccccccc i•• 
,, asterinp•duplicatini 

lervice graphic eletign 

The most complete major label quality 
full color 1000 CD package ever! 

Complete CD mastering session 
1000 CD's With 2 color disc imprint 

Full Color inserts [4 panel] B&W inside 
Full Color tray cards 

Complete Graphic Design with proofs 
All plate film and setup 

Packaged M jewel boxes with cello wrap 
Shipped anywhere in the USA included! (2day air) 

$2195.00 complete 

800-720-7007 

Studios 
Inspiration, relocation, creativity, 
beautiful, secluded waterfront 
recording studio and retreat on 
remote island on Canada's 

pristine west coast. Professional 
studio and home for rent/lease. 

Ph (604) 899-4400 
Fax (604) 899-4401 

Busy S.F. 24+ track stu-
dio for sale. $100,000. 
Established 20+ years. 
Serious inquiries only. 

(415) 292-5227. 

Video 
Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies  
VIDEO w/TC FOR LOCKUP. 

Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam. 
1" VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. 
JVC & SONY Remote Controls. 
SONY VP-5000, 5600, 5800, 
5850, BVU-800, 950, VO-9800, 
9850. Four- Month Warranty. 
(212) 580-9551/(212) 206-1475. 
Fax: (212) 929-9082. Michael 
Temmer. 

Miscellaneous 

0- CD & CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

cr.; r-E 
; 1—);_ ; 

330 WEST 58th ST, NY, NY 10019 

GrammyeAward Quality at an Affordable Price 

2 1 2 3 3 3 - 5 9 5 3 
digitalforce@morebbs.com 

Feel the "Power of Excellence 
call for POWER PLAY 

the DIGITAL FORCE Sampler 
and Studio Reference Disc 

MASTERING MANUFACTURING - PRINTING 

DIel-RDM 
CD-AUDIO • CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 
COMPLETE PACKAGES • CD-ROM STRIKE-OFFS • GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 

CD-ROM PRODUCTION & ARCHIVING • 1 TO 200 DISCS DUPLICATED OVERNIGHT 

(800) 815-3444 
(212) 730-2111 

www.cligirom.com 

130 VIIimart 413rsci .Stra,tot Almw York, IVY 10036 

Audio/Video/Data 

Cables & Tapes! 

HAVE, Inc Dept MX1 

1-800-999-HAVE (4283) 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 215  

What Are You 

Looking For? 

Join the thousands of audio 

professionals who rely on Mix 

Classifieds and Mix Marketplace 

pages as their source for buying. 

selling, renting, & repairing 

pro audio gear 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS MIX MARKETPLACE 

(800) 544-5530 

-..••••• 

MIX MARKETPLACE 

Don't you deserve 
a little recognition? 

Marketplace For rates & deadlines call Robin Boyce-Trubitt (800) 544-5530 Begins on page 214 
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MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: $100 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $100 minimum charge for each ad placed. 

Enhancements: $10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, $25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on a 
per-insertion basis. 

Display rate: $130 per inch ( 1" minimum/half-page maximum). Display Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column 
widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Closing: Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be 
held for the next month unless otherwise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and 
cancellations must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold should be 
underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to 
poor copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to space. The publishers are not liable for the 
contents of advertisements. 

The small print: 

Send coupon 
payment to: 

No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equipment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 
deemed inappropriate. 

Mix Magazine Classifieds: Attn: Robin Boyce-Trubitt, 6400 Hollis St., #12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 
or (510) 653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. e-mail: boycemr@cardinalcom. Payment must be included with copy: check, 
Visa, MasterCard or American Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 

CATEGORIES AVAILABLE (check one) 

a Acoustic Consulting 

J Business Opportunities 

J Employment Offered 

J Employment Wanted 

J Equipment Financing 
& Insurance 

a Equipment for Sale 

a Equipment Rentals 

a Equipment Wanted 

• Instruction 

a Maintenance Services 

a Multimedia 

a Music Products/Software 

a New Products 

a Recording Services 
& Repairs 

a Records, Tapes & 
CD Services & Supplies 

a Studios 

Video Equipment 

a Miscellaneous 

Attach Your Classified Ad Copy on a Separate Sheet, Typed 
Double-Spaced or Printed Clearly in Capital and Lower-Case Letters. 

Company Name  

Name 

Address no PO Bones)   

City   

State _ Zip  

Phone ( 

Signature  

Display ($130 per inch) 

  Text ($100 per inch, 
  one-inch minimum) 

  Bold WM additional 

  Border W $10 

  Reverse W $25 

  Screen O $15 

  Blind PO box O $25 
TOTAL PAYMENT INCLUDED 

Visa J PAC a AMEX 

a Check/Money Order il   

Card fi   

Exp.   

NEW FROM MIXBOOKS 

The Key to the Stu.dio Business! 

A GUIDE 10 PROISISIONAI At MAIMS STUDIO «PUSS AM° IITTAMAATTASNI 

Edmon:' 

MIX 
PIRO 

AUDIO 

SERIES 

BY JIM MANDE, 

The new second edition of this widely-

used book is a necessity for anyone run-

ning or owning a studio, whether it's a 

project setup, a midrange commercial 

facility, or a world-class room hosting the 

stars! Author Jim Mandell gives you in-

depth, detailed, specific information on: 

• Writing a business plan and getting 

funding 

• Choosing and buying equipment 

• Determining monthly expenses and 

setting rates 

• Developing new income sources and 

making contacts 

• Advertising and PR 

• Scheduling and studio politics 

• Managing, hiring and firing personnel 

The Studio Business Book also includes special sections on the legal issues sur-

rounding home project studios and writing an employee handbook, plus a guide 

to terms and technology and other resources. 

Item 1319A, $34.95 plus $4.00 shipping and handling. 

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL- FREE: ( BOO) 233-9604 

MIX 
Reader Service 

For more information 

about products and 

services advertised in this 

issue, fill out and return 

Mix's postage-paid reader 

service card! You'll receive 

information directly from 

the advertisers whose 

products interest you. 



A revolutionary new microphone 
auditioning tool on CD-ROM! 

Allen Sides has recorded and mixed 
sessions for dozens of world-class 
artists such as Ay Cooder, Count 

Basie, Ray Charles, Sinead 
O'Connor and Brian Setzer. 

David Schwartz, producer of this 
CD-ROM project, is the founder and 

former editor- in-chief of Mix. 

BE A MICROPHONE EXPERT 

Allen Sides' 
Microphone Cabinet® 

FROM CARDINAL BUSINESS MEDIA 

also publishers•ol 

MIX • ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN' and MIX BOOKSHELF 

MIX 

"The Microphone Cabinet 

is now a required refer-

ence tool for all of our 

classes. It really shows 

students the importance 

of subtle differences 

between mics, but best 

of all. I can secretly use 

it too!" 

David Gibson 

Founder and Chief Administrator 

California Recording Institute 

"What a great educational 

tool! My students can 

now learn the technical 

specifications and the 

sonic characteristics of 

microphones which nor-

mally aren't available to 

them. With studio time in 

such demand, it's a great 

way to get to know the 

)ics before going into 

ire studio." 

Wesley Bulla 

Coordinator of Recording Studio 

Curriculum 

Belmont University 

'Hey, t got the CD-ROM 

and it's great! Finally, 

you get a chance to look 

in a top engineer/produc-

er's toolbox without hav-

ing to buy all of the 

tools." 

David Miles Huber 

Author and musician 

This unique, fully interactive CD-ROM lines up the top classic and contemporary professional microphones for a series of audio com-
parison tests on dozens of instruments.The disc features: 

• A " Selector Cabinet" of both popular and classic mics for recorcâng each instrument. 
• 16-bit Red Book audio samples of the selected mics and instruments. 
• Allen Sides' "Tips" for getting the best sound from each microphone. 

• A high-resolution color photograph of each microphone and the mic placement setup for each instrument. 
• Complete specifications for each microphone. 

• A color photograph and description of each musical instrument. 
• A "Microphone Basics" section by noted author John Woram. 
• A directory of the microphone manufacturers. 

This amazing disc features tests of 66 mics and 33 different instruments. The microphones ware chosen from the world-renowned col-

lection at Sides' Ocean Way/Record One studios in Los Angeles. Sort by microphone to check out the best instruments for each, or sort 
by instrument to see which mics you should use. Item MCI $69.95 plus $9.95 shipp ng and handling. 

Ca.( Toll- Free! 

800.233.9604 



FEEDBACK 
FLETCHER FAN 
I found "A Reader's Guide to Vintage 
Gear" pretty organized and straight-
ahead for such a complex subject. The 
author matches model numbers with 
opinions, and opinions with reasons, 
which provide the reader with an occa-
sional basis for disagreement. 

Missing from this by-the-numbers 
approach is the brand-name snobbery 
which usually evolves along the lines of 
what we own, or what is pointed out to 
us with an air of braggadocio at some 
studio or gig. Missing, too, is the remi-
niscing style, which tells me nothing 
and leaves me, well, envious. 

The author makes a clear separation 
between the objective and subjective 
statements. In fact, I did not catch his 
name until the self-described "sales 
weasel" evoked other animal similes 
from the same source. 

More articles from Fletcher (unless 
he has clammed up). 

AA. Fontana 
Fontana Studio 
East Greenwich, R.I. 

DETAILS, DETAILS... 
Here are some corrections to Fletcher's 
article on vintage gear (Nov. '96 Mix). 

1. The year of rosewood fret boards 
on Fender Strats is 1959, not 1960. 

2. The pictured labeled LA2 is an 
LA2A. The picture of A&M's gear shows 
a green-face LA2 that I sold them. Note 
the difference in the meter. 

3. The EMI Redd 37 (Beatles) con-
sole, which I sold to Lenny Kravitz, was 
built entirely from V72S modules, not 
V72A. The V72S is identical to a V72 but 
has 4 dB of extra gain. 

4. The LA1 was designed by 
Teletronix. When Bill Putnam bought 
the design, he made it work and issued 
the original green LA2 (not A). The gray 
paint finish came on the first LA2A.s. 

5. The major functional difference 
between a Neve 1084 and a 31102 is 
that the latter lacks an inboard output 
transformer. If you rack up 31102s, you 
will need to wire some into the circuit. 

6. The Neve 1081, 1083, 31102 and 
the 33609, 32264 limiters all use either 
the 440 (discrete) or 640 (IC) output 
amps, which are Class AB, not Class B. 

They use 24-volt powering, not 15. 
Class A or AB? The 1081 as well as the 
31105 (8078 console) use AB output 
stages and are the most popular con-
soles! 

7. The input transformer of a 1272 is 
different from that found in the aux mod-
ules Fletcher uses to build rnic preamps. 

8. As the former owner of Helios 
console #1. (from Olympic Studio 2), lat-
er striped by Fletcher, I thought the 
modules were lacking in high end, low 
end and dynamic range, although great 
records have been made on Shure mix-
ers, too. It's in the hands. 

9. The ITI MEP 130 has a switch on 
the bandwidth control that makes the 
high- or low-band shelving. 

10. The Pultec EQP1A3 has a solid-
state rectifier vs. the EQP1A's tube recti-
fier. The EQP1A3 has slightly better 
harmonic distortion specs as a result. 

11. The green Pultec EQH2 lacks 20 
cycles in its low-frequency selection; the 
silver one does have it. 

12. Fletcher is a nice guy. 
Dan Alexander 
Dan Alexander Audio 
San Francisco 

QUESTIONING QUESTIONING 
AUTHORITY 
In response to Phil Radelat's letter, titled 
"Question Authority" (November 1996 
"Feedback"): Wow, you really feel 
passionately about digital audio. Your 
attack of Stephen St.Croix and his at-
tachment to analog makes me wonder 
whether you know anything about him. 
He not only commits column after col-
umn to digital audio, but he designed 
the digital workstation software made 
by Spectral for their Producer editing 
system. If you had read his articles, you 
would see his dedication to furthering 
the development of audio—both analog 
and digital. He is, in fact, one of the few 
who not only design pro audio equip-
ment, but actually use it. 

Your statements that analog and any 
who support it should be "put out to 
pasture" make me wonder how broad 
your experience is. I own and use both 
analog and digital equipment. Digital 
gives the most power to manipulate au-
dio, and analog has, for some applica-

tions, more "musicality." Many of the 
most successful engineers working to-
day track to analog and then transfer to 
digital. Perfect or not, analog can add a 
desirable element. You rail against 
"pleasing fidelity." May I remind you 
that what we are making is music. If ei-
ther analog or digital can provide pleas-
ing fidelity, bring it on! 
I see very few people who are pro-

ponents of only analog. Nothing will 
stop the exponentially increasing devel-
opment of digital audio. If you need to 
work only in the digital domain, great. 
But don't be threatened by those of us 
who use the medium appropriate to the 
task at hand, be it analog or digital. Start 
really listening. Be more tolerant. Get 
more information before you lash out. 
And lighten up. 

Kirt Shearer 
Paradise Studios 
Sacramento, Calif. 

FROM THE HEART 
As one of those $50-a-night sound guys 
who can actually mix well, I applaud 
Mr. Grumpmeier ("Insider Audio," May 
'96 Mix); he is absolutely correct. I work 
at a nightclub running FOH and an on-
stage monitor mix by myself. Some-
times, there are three or four bands in 
one night, and I still manage to produce 
excellent audio. My secret? I listen to 
and care about the quality of the sound, 
and I am intimately connected with the 
band and the audience. For 15 years, I 
have been trying to advance my career 
while listening to incompetent engi-
neers butcher some of my favorite 
bands. I don't understand how these 
guys get their jobs with these acts, and 
it is unbelievable that they manage to 
keep them. What people forget is that 
live audio is an art, not a science. It is 
something that comes from your heart 
and your soul, not your RTA. Anybody 
need a good audio engineer? 

Chris Munson 
Charlottesville, Va. 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St. #12, Emeryville, CA 94608; fax 

(510) 653-5142; or mixeditorial 

@cardinal.com 
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REALITY FOR 15001 PRE INTERICING 
THE HRB24 ACTIVE MONITOR. 

If you've been 
trusting the quality 

of your creative prod-
uct to passive monitors 
costing $400-8600 a 

pair, there's an aston-

ishing revelation 
waiting for you. In our 
opinion, the active, 
biarnplified HR824 is 

the most accurate 
near-field monitor 

available — so accurate 

that it essentially has no "sound" of its 
own. Rather, Mackie Designs' High 
Resolution Series" HR824 is the first 

small monitor with power response so 
flat that it can serve as a completely neu-

tral conductor for whatever signal you 
send it. 

Mackie acoustic engineer David Bic uses 
warming laser vibrometry to map FIR824 

tweeter dome vibrations. Film at it. 

SCIENCE, NOT SNAKE OIL. 

Internally-biarriplified, servo-con-
trolled speakers aren't a new concept. But 

to keep the cost of such monitors reason-
able, it's taken advances in measurement 
instrumentation, transducers, and elec-

tronics technology. In developing the HR 
Series, Mackie Designs sought out the 
most talented acoustic engineers and then 

made an enormous commitment to ex-
otic technology. The HR824 is the result 

of painstaking research and money-is-
no-object components, not to mention 

thousands of hours of listening tests and 

tens of thousands of dollars in tooling. 

FLAT RESPONSE... 
ON OR OFF-AXIS. 

One of the first things you notice 
about the HR824 is the gigantic "sweet 
spot." The detailed sound field stays with 

you as you move back and forth across 
the console — and extends far enough 
behind you that musicians and produc - 
ers can hear the same accurate playback. 

The reason is our proprietary ex-

ponential high frequency wave guide. 
Without it, a monitor speaker tends to 
project critical high frequencies in a 

narrow beam (Fig. A) — while creating 
undesirable 

edge dif-

fraction as 

HR824 
Active 

Monitors 
accept 
balanced 
or unbal-

anced Vs" 
and XLR 

inputs. Jacks & 
removable IEC power 

cord face downward so that 
the speaker can be placed 
close to rear wall surfaces. 

sound waves 
interact with 

the edges of 

the speaker. 

Imaging 
and defini-
tion are 
compromised. The 

"sweet spot" gets very 
small. 

Like biamped 

speakers, wave guides 
aren't a new concept. 

But it takes optimized internal elec-

tronics and a systems approach to 

make them work in near-field appli-

cations. 
gu,.dThe (eFigH.RB8)24's wave 

mues dispersion, 
time aligns the acoustic 
center of the HF trans-
ducer to the LF 
transducer's center, and 

avoids enclosure diffraction (notice 
that the monitor's face is perfectly 

smooth.) The exponential guide also 

increases low treble sensitivity, en-
abling the HF transducer to handle 
more power and produce flat response 

at high SPLs. 

(1112824) 

CLEAN, ARTICULATED BASS. 

Seasoned recording engineers can't 

believe the HR824's controlled low 
bass extension. They hear low frequency 
accuracy that simply can't be achieved 

with passive speakers using edema] am-
plifiers. Why? 

First, the HR824's FR Series 150-
watt bass amplifier is directly coupled 

in a servo loop to the 8.75-inch miss-
end-filled polypropylene low 
frequency transducer. 

It constantly monitors the LF unit's 
motional parameters and applies ap-

propriate control and damping. An 
oversized magnet structure and extra-
long voice coil lets the woofer achieve 

over 16 ram of cone excursion. Bass 
notes start and stop instantly, without 

"tubbiness." 
Second, the F112824's low frequency 

driver is coupled to a pair of alumi-
num mass-loaded, acoustic- insulated 

6.5-inch passive drivers. These ultra-

rigid drivers eliminate problems like 
vent noise, power compression, and 

low frequency distortion — and couple 

much more effectively with the control 
room's air mass. They achieve the 

equivalent radiating area of a 12-inch 

woofer cone, allowing the HR824 to 
deliver FLAT response to 42Hz with a 
38Hz, 3dB-down point. 

Third, the woofer enclosure is air-
displaceciwith 'high-density adiabatic 

foam. It damps internal 

midrange 

reflections so they can't bleed back 

through the LF transducer cone and 
reach your ears. The typical problem of 
small-monitor midrange "boxiness" is 

eliminated. 

A TRUE PISTONIC 

HIGH-FREQUENCY RADIATOR. 

We scoured the earth for the finest 
high frequency transducers and then 

subjected them to rigorous evaluation. 
One test, scanning lase vibrometry, gives a 

The Mackie HR824 Active Monitor. 
b.5dB from 42 to 20kliz. 

true picture of surface vibration 

patterns. Two test results are shown in 
the upper right hand comer of this ad. 
Figure C is a conventional fabric dome 
tweeter in motion. You needn't be an 
acoustic engineer to see that the dome 

is Nor behavingass true piston. 
Figure D shoves our High Resolu-

tion metal alloy dome at the same 
frequency. It acts as a rigid piston up to 

22kHz, deliveringpristine, uncolored 

treble output that reproduces exadA 
what you're recording. 

INDIVIDUALLY OPTIMIZED. 

We precisely match each 

transducer's actual output via elec-
tronic adjustments. During final 

assembly, each HR824 is carefully 
hand-trimmed to i.5dB, 4.21-h-
itokHz. As proof, each monitor 

c omes certified with its own serial-
ized, guaranteed frequency response 
printout. 

The 

HR824's 
front board 

has 
"radiused" 

edges to fur-
ther eliminate t. 

diffraction; 
an "H" brace 
bisects the 
enclosure for 

extra rigidity. 
Mackie is 

one of the 
few active monitor manufacturers 

that also has experience building 
stand-alone professional power 
amps. Our HR824 employs two 

smaller versions of our FR Series 
M•1[200 power amplifier — 100 watts 
(with 150W bursts) for high frequen-
cies, and 150 watts (200W peak 
output) for low frequencies. Both 
amps make use of high-speed, latch-
proof Fast Recovery design using 
extremely low negative feedback 

nr,rn fahru dome 
tweeter motion distorts high 
frequencies. 

y 

I 1,, I) 11128.11 
dorni, uniform. accurate 
pt,tonit motion. 

TAILOR THEM TO YOUR SPACE. 

Because control rooms come in 
all shapes, sizes and cubic volumes, 

each HR824 has a three-position Low 
Frequency Acoustic Space control. It 

maintains flat bass response whether 

you place your monitors away from 

walls (whole space), against the wall 
(half space) or in corners (quarter 
space). A low frequency Roll-Off 
switch at 80Hz lets you emulate small 

home stereo speakers or popular small 
studio monitors. 

CONFRONT REALITY AT 
OUR MACKIE DESIGNS DEALER. 

We've made some pretty audacious 
claims in this ad. But hearing is 
believing. So bring your favorite demo 

material and put our High Resolution 

Series monitors through their paces. 
If you've never experienced active 

monitors before, you're going to love 

the unflinching accuracy of Mackie 

Designs' HR824s. 

If you've priced other 2-way 
active monitors, you're going to love 
the HR824's 81498/pair prices AND 

its accuracy. 

.91498 suggested U.S. retail price per pair. 
0 1996 Mackie Design, Inc. 
All rights reserved. 

ACIICIIIE 
Woodinville • WA • 98072 • LISA t.800/898- 321I * 2OG/487-4337 • E-mail"! salesgmackie.com 

USÉ READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 'or informatiomabout distribution outside the USA 206/487-4333 208/485-1152 
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6208 91.amplified Be 

RADIO WORLD MAGAZINE 

COOL STUFF AWARD WINNER 
NAB 1995 

The passive 
4200 Series 
provides 
accurate, 
natural and 
powerful 
value for 
about $400 
per pair. 

AWARD WINNER 

Techrrical Excellence 
8, creativity 

1995 

The Best System Starts with the Best Parts. 

.181 has more experience in designing and building transducers for 
professional studio monitors than any other company in the industry. 
We not only use the latest engineering and design equipment, but 
also the most important test device of all, the human ear. We 
believe in physics, not fads, so while other companies pick parts off 
somebody else's shelf, we create our components from scratch. And 
by utilizing more than 50 years of experience in transducer design, 
we create the perfect transducer for each system. 

Multi- Radial Design - An 
Ideal Solution to a Complex Problem. 

Combining individual transducers into a system is a 
delicate balance of acoustics, electronics and architecture. Our exclusive 
Multi-Radial baffle is contoured to bring the drivers into perfect align-
ment, so the high and low frequencies reach your ears simultaneously. 
This reduces time smear for a smooth transition between the low and 
high frequency drivers. In addition, the gently rounded edges of the 
6208 provide controlled dispersion and balanced power response. 
That means even off-oxis, you will hear an accurate representation with 

wide stereo separation and an immense depth of field. 

Gold/Titanium Hybrid Dome. 

By mating the materials to a large magnetic structure, 
the 6208 con produce extremely flat frequency response 

and low distortion for hours of fatigue-free listening. JBL pioneered the 
use of the light but rigid gold/titanium hybrid construction to provide 
a transient response that is quick and precise for pinpoint accuracy. 

Shielded Drivers for Flexible Placement. 

JBL shields all of the drivers so you can place the 6208 right next 
to your audio workstations without interaction. Gone are the days of 
compromised monitor placement in your production environment. 

Why Bi-Amplification? 

It's a simple fact, a separate amp for each 
speaker produces the most accurate sound. 
Each of the 6208's two amplifiers is 
designed to reproduce the assigned frequen-
cies. And by combining the amplifiers inside 
the cabinet, you improve the amplifier's 
ability to control the speaker it's driving for 
controlled low end punch. 

Li We played 
just about every 
type of instrument 

through these 

speakers and they 

reproduced it with 

flying colors.53 

- Bobby Oieso-,. 
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Active Crossovers 
Provide Accurate Response Tailoring. 

By carefully tailoring each amplifier's performance to the response 
characteristics of the drivers, you get the most faithful reproduction 
possible. By using active crossovers, power is not robbed by passive 

components like inductors 
and resistors. The result is 
clear, accurate sound at the 
highest levels. 
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